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Actually, with the powerful reverb algorithms in the 
Alesis Q2 , you can go to any room you want. 

Q2 has the power to take your music to shimmering 

halls, bright chambers, dark caverns, or cirly+Adic re 
your creativity leads you. There's 300 carefully-designed 
reverbs, delays, EQ, pitch and special effects that 
provide the high-end professional processing you need 
without breaking the bank. 

But the best reason to use a Q2 is the incredible flexibility 

it gives you to create your own space. Because the place 
where the music sounds the best - the room to be in - 
might be the room you call your own. 

((())) 

"I love the Q2. I'm using it in the show every night." 
— Robert Scovill, 3 Time TEC Award Winner (Sound Reinforcement Engineer) 

"I love that Q2. We're using the hell out of it." 
— Ray Benson (Asleep At The Wheel), Multiple Grammy® Winner 

"02 is the presetter's fantasy and the tvveaker's dream." 
— Francis Buckley, Top Independent Dance/Pop Engineer 
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Here's erfee more reasons to go to wort: Rereth types - Rooms, Plato, Chambers. Mils. Nonlinear, Renew... Spring. PM, Eects - Chorus. Qua? Cherie . 

Pitt* Dear, Delay type - hIano, see,. Ping-linµ4. /1 ri, FilM. MIDI Oat*. Tap 'Trite, Menlo il lint-Fran'. KO - Ring Mod. Ili& I ; • 
Paranteoic, 5-Dire Graphic, Rernahr Ttertnolo, Si',,,, Sim Operation - . 4dIht serra-ialanced meats. 12elt orersaneing . 1i', • 
rind raer, n. •92d11 dynamic range. MIL. X <o.amPe. etkIle sampling rate. One-ranch ValueiEnter Wheel. ¡upas levels neignable 
erse Aretào,red Peal,. AnArie r, registeed tradrneiiii, 02. amáralkrb 2 ami Octal Prorrechw are malonorks ofAlesis 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 310-841-2272 aleco-p@al 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

• Stereo or Independent 
Dual-Channel Operation 

• 100 Preset And 200 User-
Editable Programs 

• Octal ProcessingTm—Up to 
Eight Effects At Once, In 
Any Order 

• 24-Bit Internal Processing; 
18-Bit D/A Converters; 
48kHz Sampling Rate 

• +4dBu Balanced and -10dBV 
Unbalanced Operation 

• ADAr Optical Digital I/O 

• Custom LCD Graphic User 
Interface with Virtual 
Patch Cables 

• NEW! Version 2.0 Software 
Now Features Up To 5 
Seconds Of Sampling, 
Plus Overdrive, Surround 
Encoding, Triggered Pan 
with Doppler and More! 

an,, Ledie. Pitch Skit, 
. 2-Fkatd Sweep. 3&.,-Itanel 
s,,,epaeate LeR inpuritevels 
exit For more 02 nth. see 
tmeterlark of AARAS. 

sis1.usa.corn 



THE COMPRESSOR LIMITER EXPANDER/GATE 

THAT WILL TURN THE WORLD ON ITS EAR. 

AGAIN. 

A/5 the sound with 

and without sideenain 

processme. No 

riatching rectuired. 

The name -'hat 

def.ne 5 great 

coeipression! 

— ........... 

exprideri!gate 

works over g 70 o5 range. 

TA0r1;t0r 51cleck.ain 

processi-,,g when 

settlrg up the unit. 

Internal power supply 

with easily replaceable 

power cord. 

Tells VOL' when the zero-

atte:k Pe ak5torPIUS" 

limiter is doing its thing. 

Ovenl-asy® - 

the choice of 

top professionals 

for soft- free 

compression. 

Prevents low-

frequency 

energy from 

punaning 

holes in the 

bored. 
Get that classic 

dbx sourd by 

selecting program 

deperidert attac k 

arid release times. 

12-segment 

gain reduction 

meter allows 

precision 

monitoring of 

..... compression. 

Monitor 

either input 

or output 

signals. 

• • • ....... 

Lilk both 

channels the 

Lest way with 

ue RM5 Power 

Summing - 

a very musice 

way to achie:ie 

stereo 

compression. 

The .1Iuminated 

switches are not 

only cool, but 

are easily seen 

in light or dark. 

3-segment C)verEasy® indicator lets 

ou know when that classic dbx 

compression starts happenin'. 

Over/Under 

LEP's let 

yciu know 

at a glance 

if you're 

expanding/ 

ciating. 

Vary the Ratio to select 

anywhere front gentle dDIAM-

ward expans.cn to gating. 

Fully adjustable attack 

and release controls 

offer maximum fln.ibility. 

Petentezi 

controls and 

soft-toidch knobs 

assure precision 

adjustrienes. 

Ad;1.151:S from 

mird compression 

to limiting. 

Peak-reading 

meter allows 

easy setting 

of optimum 

input and 

outpnt levels. 

Newly developed 

Peak5tcepPlusTu 

circJit itelligently 

Add make_ tames signal peaks. 

up gain or 

match levels 

over a 40 

d5 range. 

Add optiona! custom eibx 

output transformers 

niarkiectir-ed 

heavy-duty 

steel chas-

sis will take 

ears of 

Foad use 

  and abuse. 

,uste 
earappnemenpue 
COMM 
Wid.ragmg. pare.arnat 
IfflneetIbl, 
Men ant 

a 
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CIO:Pi/EL CCE 01110--

Easily a:-.cessMe 

fuse — you'll ..... 

probably never 

need to find out 

how easy. 

Connect the unit 

hassle free using 

either unbalanced 

or balanced 1/4" 

IRS or balanced 

>QR. comrieCor,5. 

Erl5U,e signal 

path- integrity 

with ,gold plated 

lot king NeutrikC) 

XLR connectors. 

Acid p-OCC5Sille to 

detector path for 

fi-eguency-conscious 

compression/gating/ 

special effects. 

You've seen and heard dtrt signal processors for as long as you've 

been involved with audio. After all, our boxes are in daily use all 

over the world, with major tourin, companies, world class re-

cording facilities, radio ano television broadcas,t facilities 

and anywhere else audio professionals ply their trade. 

Now, after over twenty years of pleasing the most 

finely tuned ears in the business, cloy has done it again 

with the new 1066. The dbx 1066 will, of course, be 

Seh,o-

balarced 

cutouts 

-!ii-!ve up to 

-r-22:d5u 

Comert senil-

pro 10d5V 

sign-alb to the 

e..112)( 1966's 

pre.essional 

i-4d5u 

4iternal level. 

Precision 

balanced 

irputs reject 

hum and noise 

ir, tough audi x 

environments. 

Separate 

sidechain 

send and 

return 

jacks—no 

special 

"insert 

Y-cables" 

required. 

the standard against which an compressor/limiter/gates are 

judged, State of the technology VCA's, meticulou; component 

selection, and scrupulous testing procedures are just a few 

reasons the rew dbx 1066 is the latest in a long line of 

- pedigreed signal proceisors. 

So head on down to your local dbx dealer and audi-

tion this box. We're sure you'll see why the dbx 1066 is 

destined to tarn the world on its ear. 

It • Ihe PO, Parfet Cal 
For mon in() )m 'non COIPIICt us at (801) 5O8-7660 Fax (801) 568-7662 cu 8 '60 ;. Sandy Parkway. Sanay, UT 84078 USA 

or d you prefer surfing to smiling send e-rnail tu  cusromer@dbxprocom 

x- ) 9P.1 Sb, Professenal Products Jenne, ond Neon{ ore metered mewed, a I JeternInessforrners Inc and Neenk USA ,especuway 

l'SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Fully Integrated 
Heat Sink 

or 1/4" Combi 
With 3 Position 

Stable Input 
Sensitivity 

led AC Switch 
Detachable IEC 

Connector 

,resigf 
• Every once in a while a product comes along which not only meets 
the ever increasing demands of the market, but one whose smooth 
commercial styling, ergonomics, durability and outstanding perfor-
mance demands respect. Introducing MR LIMPET. U The LIMPET 
is a unique, compact design that combines a very high current toroidal 
power supply, fully discrete amplification stages, and ultra wide 
(10 Hz to 80 kHz) bandwidth capabilities in a very affordable system. 
In Built using a one piece high pressure die-cast metal housing, TANNCX 
the LIMPET is not only very rugged electrically and mechani-
cally, its internal construction takes advantage of the industry's 
most advanced assembly techniques. • The LIMPET amplifica-
tion system can be used with a wide range of TANNOY N oun 
professional reference monitor systems, and provides the user 
with a number of improvements in both the performance of the % e n 

loudspeaker system, and its flexibility. Ill Each single channel 
LIMPET system delivers an enhanced stereo image because the 
channels are fully separated - no power supply sagging due to Fa E 41% R  
inter-channel coupling, no crosstalk, no interference. Almost 

High Power, 
Discrete Amp 

Durable, 
High Pressu 
Die Cast Chassis 

Proprietary 
"Soft Clip" - 
Circuitry 

High Current, 
Dual Voltage 
Toroidal 
Power Suppl 

can accommodate either0.775, LO, or 1.5 volt drive levels with no 
performance sacrifice. • The LIMPETS universal power supply, 
equipped with an industry standard IEC connector easily deals with 
almost any voltage, making the LIMPET a true global traveler. Finally, 
you can take your monitors wherever your work takes you, and not have 
to worry about cumbersome and troublesome adaptors, power convert-
ers, or strange electrical systems. II In addition, the unique and propri-

etary soft-dip circuitry and the significant reserves in the power 
supply ensure that no damage will occur to the drive units 
while providing the headroom needed for even the most 
demanding requirements. U The LIMPET is ideal for 
professional recording, broadcast/post production facilities, 
remote and live recording reinforcement 
applications, and finally gives the 
private/home 
truly reference 
performance 
unequaled at 

any kind of input level and connector can be used, since the uE LI E E twice the price. 
LIMPET offers a balanced or unbalanced "combi" connector that can • Instead of settling for the ordin 
utilize either 1/4" or 3 pin jacks. II The ultra-low noise input section get a LIMPET and get a real grip on your reference monitor performance. 

TANNOY/TGI NORTit AMERICA ( Nt. • 30C‘ GAGE AVE., UNIT V, • XITCHERER, ONTARIO, CANADA • UM 2C8 • ( 519) 745-1158 • FAX ( 5)9) 745-2364 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Editech's new PosT:TRio digital 

audio workstation delivers 

everything you need to build a 

world-class post production 

studio in your facility... 

...Recording 

...Mixing 

...Editing 

...at a fraction of the price of 

those expensive British systems. 

STUDER 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

s. 

-‘ 
7+ SN " \ 

`,‘-‘ (` • N 

t‘. 
11 
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Scalable architecture: up to 24 disk 

chancels — 48 assignable mixer strips 

— 72 inputs and outputs 

Complete digital mixer 

parametric equalize:: compressor/lim-

iter/expander; aux sends and returns; 

inserà poi:, talkback cie monitoring 

-track recording and editing on 

Le' magnmto-optical media 

Dynamically automated mixing with 

Non-linear video option 

High speed network server option 

Native OMF opereion 

PosT:Titio is designed to grow 

when your business grows — and it. 

will! ...and since Pogr:TRio is fully 

compatible with the Dyaxis II 

family, there is always a solution to 

meet your needs and budget. 

To. find out more about PosT:Tmo 

or Dyaxis II, please call today. 

Studer Edited? 

Atienki 

Los Angeles 

New York 

Toronto 

415.326.7030 

404.257.8829 

818.703.1190 

212.626.6734 

416.510.1347 

ef A Harman International Company 
I .51: R14'.11)Ele SERI I 1Ni) 414' 14444.1 1\1(4 
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20 The Fast Lane: NerfWare 

by Stephen St.Croix 

24 Insider Audio: A House Divided— 

Audiophile Meets Pro 

by Barry Diament 

32 Lunching With Bonze: 

Alan Parsons by Mr. Bonzai 

64 The 100-Yard Universe: The Pro 

Football Hall of Fame's Special-

Venue Theater by Tom Kenny 

PAGE 24 72 A Report From the 99th AES 

Convention by George Petersen 

80 TEC Awards Highlights 

84 Project View: That Was the Phenomenon That Is 

by Dan Daley 
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• Canadian Snapshots by Tim Moshansky 
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122 A Buyer's Guide to CD Recorders by Sarah Jones 

130 New Developments in Analog 

Compressor/Limiters 

by Chris Michie & George Petersen 

166 Recording Notes 

• The Harmolodic World of Omette Coleman 

by BlairJackson 

• Brian Wilson and Van Dyke Parks—Art History 

by Adam Beyda 

• Classic Tracks: The Beach Boys' 

"God Only Knows" by BlairJackson 

MASTERING AND RESTORATION 
44 Remastering the Elton John Catalog 

by Zenon Schoepe 

52 In the Acetate Groove: The World 

of Transcription Disc Restoration by Gabe Wiener 

88 Audio & Multimedia: Waves Adds Flexibility 

to Plug-In Processing by Philip De Lancie 
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156 SoundCheck: The Rockettes in Las Vegas 

by Gregory DeTogne 

157 Tour Profile: Santana and Jeff Beck by Chris Michie 

164 New Sound Reinforcement Products 
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140 Technology Spotlight: Focusrite Blue 315 EQ 

and Blue 330 Limiter/Compressor by Zenon Schoepe 

144 Preview/Hot Off the Shelf 

151 Field Test: Ricoh RS 1060C CD Recorder 

by George Petersen 

PAGE 72 
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108 Post Script 

• Sound for Film: Never Say Never Again 

by Larry Blake 

• John Carpenter: One-Stop Movie Shop 

by Maureen Droney 

121 New Audio Products for Film/Video Production 

PAGE 140 

PAGE 52 

DEPARTMENTS 
8 From the Editor 

12 Current 

16 Industry Notes 

178 Coast to Coast 

(Includes L.A. Grapevine, 

NY Metro Report; Studio 

Spotlight: Music Mill; 

Session Spotlight: Velocity 

Girl at Oz Studios; and 

Sessions 'Studio News) 

183 Studio Showcase 

192 Ad Index 

193 Marketplace 
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208 Feedback 

Cover: Future Disc Systems' 
(Hollywood, Calif.) new mastering 
room, Studio 6, was designed by 
Steve Hall of Future Disc, with 
Chris Pelonis of Pelonis Sound 
and Acoustics. Acoustic treat-
ment by Sound Waves. Custom 
Class A console electronics and 
installation by Charlie BolisNer-
tigo Recording Services. Electri-
cal bi-phase systems by Kaplin 
Electric. 20-bit digital equipment 
includes a Weiss console, a TC 
Electronic M5000, a Sonic Solu-
tions system, Manley and dB 
Technologies converters. Analog 
includes Sontec 6-band paramet-
ric EQ and Sontec and Manley 
compressors. Main monitors are 
custom four-ways, powered by 
Manley and Charin amps. 
Photo: Ed Freeman 
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FEATURES! 

4 mono miclline chs. 

4 stereo tine chs. 

2 aux sends per ch. 

2 stereo aux returns 

Aux 1 master level 

Efx return to monitor 

Aux 1 pre/post switch 

Mutes on every channel 

4 buses via Mute/ALT 3-4 

Easy metering via PFL Solo 

Control Room monitoring 

XLR & 1/4" outputs 

Multi-way metering 

Sea•ed rotary controls 

Built-in power supply 

gib WHAT IS VLZ? 
VLZ stands for Very Low 

Impedance. Originally devel-
oped for our E305us consoles, 
it's a unique Mackie approach 
to circuit design that reduces 
thermal noise and seriously 
cuts down on crosstalk. The 
end result is that VLZ design 
cute circuit thermal noise in 
half! VLZ demands high 
current — which requires a 
beefy power supp&. So we give 
you one— and-it's internal, too. 
(No clumsy wall-warts!) 

60dB GAIN on first 
4 chs. via balanced 
XLR mic inputs. 

PFL SOLO makes level 
setting easy. Just 

push a solo button, watch the 
famous Rude Solo LED start 
blinking, and adjust the trim 
control (ch. 1-4) for Odf3 on 

A QI4i 1: NEW 
WE JUST MADE 

ALL INPUTS & OUTPUTS 
BALANCED (except 

RCA-type tape inputs). 
f3alanced linee let you run long 
cable distances (longer than 
15 ft.) with minimal hum and 
buzz. For short cable runs you 
can also use unbalanced lines, 
ifya got 'em. 

EFX TO MONITOR 
switch and level control 

on Aux Return 1. When you're 
using the output of Aux Send 
1 to feed stage monitors, you 
can now blend reverb or other 
effects back into the Aux 
Send 1 monitor mix, just like 
with our 5R Series. 

the meters. Solo also replaces 
your source selection, feeding 
the control room and phones 
(see 6). It's great for preview-
ing or cueing a signal prior to 

Global AUX 1 PRE/POST 
switch. Aux Send 1 on 

each channel can be pre-fader! 
pre-EQ (great for stage 
monitor mixes), or post-fader! 
post EQ (for effects in the 
studio). 

CONTROL ROOM/ 
PHONES SECTION with 

level control. A mini-version of 
a popular .5•5us feature, that 
acl.de boocoo monitoring, 
mixdown and metering 
flexibility. Separate switches 
let you select any combination 
of Main Mix, Tape In and Alt 3-4 
signals for routing to the 
Phones and Control Room 
outputs and meters. Perfect 
for creating custom headphone 
mixes, monitoring tape levels, 

etc. Plus, an 
extra button 
lets you re-
route this 
multi-source 
signal back to 
the main mix! 

LEVEL SET 
MARKER 

When used with 
PFL/SOLO,the 
level set 
procedure gives 
you low noise, 
maximum 
headroom and 
best dynamic 
range every 
time! No more 
guessing about 
how to set your 
gain trims, no 
more worrying 
about internal 
clipping! 

adding it into the mix. And 
remember, this solo is non-
destructive. It doesn't 
interrupt the main left/right, 
1/4 " IRS or XLR outputs. 



12x2 MIC/LINE MIXER 

FEATURES AND 8•BUS VIZ CIRCUITRY. 
THE CLASSIC MS1202 MIXER EVEN BETTER. 

e3-BAND ER on ail che. 
You asked for it. 

Musical EO at 12kHz, 
2.5kHz and 80Hz, like on 
our CR-1604 *5. 
LM-32C4 

LO CUT 
FILTER 
(Che. l-4-). 
With the 
exception of 
bass guitar, low 
frequency synth 
sounds and kick 
drums, almost all sound 
is in the audio range above 
75Hz. Our Lo Cut Filter 
reduces or eliminates 
unwanted frequencies berm/ 
75Hz. It's 9reat for cleaning up 
the "mud' in reconding and live 
sound work, and also lets you 
boost lower vocal ranges 
without 

increasing 
stage 
rumble, 
bass guitar, 
etc. It's like 
having a 
second Lo 
Moon-try' 
centered at 
a higher 
frequency. 

100, 1k, 

e"" 111h. 

•BALANCED Mt MAIN 
OUTPUTS (along with 

balanced 1/4 " TR9 output 
jacks). XLR outputs have a 
switchable 30d5 pad to match 
the input sensitivity of 
camcorders and other mic level 
inputs. 
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0 ROL. Me 1.9t 
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- For 5 years, our Micro Series 
1202 12-ch. mixer has toured 

17: ' 
— with superstars, gathered 

d'ep network news, pinch-hit 
- 

›--

Low Eli ecost Only 

'Low EQ I3oost with Low Cut 

Low frectuenc,,, born aid rumble reduced! 

RCA TAPE LOOP 
INTERFACE provides 

convenient hookup to tape 
decks and other devices. 

deA MUTE ON EVERY 
CHANNEL PLUS AN 

EXTRA STEREO BUS! As on 
our CR-1504, presshig a MUTE 
switch LINassigns the channel 
from the main UR bus and 
reassigns it to the Alt 3-4 
output. You can create two 
stereo pairs for output to a 
4-track, bounce multiple 
tracks onto 2 more tracks, or 
preview a eourrethat'e not in 
the main mix yet 

lip MEWL PAD on first 4 
channel? line inputs. 

10d5 attenuation with trim all 
the way down; Unity at 9:00 
instead of 12:00 so you can acid 
even more equalization to 
airead,y-hot signals. 

1 •  ' 4» ." NE  . 
/-• I ST= 1".  "" ref lei' 1202A« !uni e...à0.=7„uroarz unsecaumbirome 

:ror 

• 
• lEY1 

ES111... 

CONTRIX 
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UST READER SERVICE CARE. FOR MORE INFO 
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next to mega-
consoles... 

and has 
been the ulta-

reable main mixer in a lot of 
home studios. 

All that time, we've been 
reading warrarty cards for 
suggestions cr how we could 
improve the MS1202. 

This is the -esult. Same great 
value. Same -ack-rnountable. 
built- like-a-tank conszruction. 
BO with some exçuisitely nandy 
new goodies that make it an even 
more effective tool for both 
recording and live performance. 

Visit your Mackie tealer (the 
MS1202 VLZ's in stock rignt now) 
or call us toll- free for detailed 
infermation. 

iii••••• 

gl 16220 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville • WA • non t. 800/84-3211 
ql:t 206/487-4337 Vsales@inackie.com • Outsioe tte U0640-4323 

Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing t.8001363- 55 



FROM THE EDITOR  
AUDIO RESTORATION: THE REAL PROBLEM 

During the past century, humans have amassed a marvelous legacy of the record-

ed arts. Keeping up with mastering and playback formats has become a specialty 

in and of itself. What's the preferred stylus for Edison cylinder playback? Should a 

Victor "Orthophonie" disc be played at 76.59 or 78.26 rpm? Is there a recom-

mended equalization curve for pre-RIAA releases? Should PCM-F 1 tapes be played 

with or without emphasis—and at 44.1 or 44.056 kHz? Such technical matters are 

not trivial issues to the audio archivist. Unfortunately, the hardware playback con-

siderations and the attendant concerns about the aesthetics of faithfully re-creating 

the original project (equalization, ambience enhancement, stereo synthesis, etc.) 

pale in significance to the real problem. 

Today, we have all kinds of tricks for repairing audio glitches, dropouts, clicks, 

hiss and pops, yet there is little we can do if the original master recording cannot 

be found. In a large tape vault or archive, a misfiled master tape or acetate stored 

in the wrong box is just as gone as if it had been destroyed in a fire. In some ways, 

the situation was worse in the days of analog 2-track tapes: Stored tails out, such 

masters would have to be rewound off the original reels before playback. Unless 

the tape was wound back onto the original reel after the session, the master could 

be separated from the identifying info on the tape reel label. In any case, slipshod 

handling by an engineer can spell disaster to any master. 

With DAT masters, the problem is both better and worse: Self-contained DATs 

aren't subject to the reel swapping of analog tapes, but there is not much room on 

a DAT to label an entire project. And as DATs are relatively easy to clone, the need 

to properly mark the tape is paramount in order to determine later whether the 

tape is an original master, clone, safety copy or a production master from various 

stages down the line. 

Ten years ago, the British studio organization APRS adopted a standardized, 

color-coded means of labeling and identifying master tapes. Five years ago, SPARS 

adopted the same system for use in the States. If a master tape is worth creating 

and saving, then it's certainly worth spending a couple of minutes to properly 

mark, ID and label the tape. And for the past two years, NARAS, with the support 

of major and independent record labels, has been seeking a National Endowment 

for the Humanities grant to develop the "Directory of Recorded Holdings," a cen-

tralized database containing the physical location, format, release number, release 

date, producer, studio and other information on the roughly 1.5 million record-

ings released in the U.S over the past century. Additionally, NARAS is developing a 

list of musically significant recordings that—generally due to the corrosion of 

metal parts—are considered "at risk" and should be archived before being lost for-

ever. A similar program for motion pictures has succeeded at the American Film 

Institute, and the time has come for audio. 

Our priceless musical heritage deserves no less. 

George Petersen 
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Turn Iron Oxide Into Gold.  
Ampex 499. Unsurpassed dynamic range, lowest distortion. 

No wonder more artists go gold on Ampex than on all other tapes combined. 

Until you add the magic, tape is just iron and plastic. 
Make sure that magic comes across with Ampex 499 
Grand Master Gold tape. It delivers unsurpassed 
dynamic range and the lowest distortion of any analog 

mastering tape. Period. 
In fact, every element of Ampex 499 Grand Master 

Gold is engineered to deliver the richest sound possible 

for audio, video and film. 
Our unique continuous-flow manufacturing process 

ensures the greatest consistency reel-to-reel. Our Total 
Surface Cleaning system wipes and vacuums every 
square inch of tape for the highest signal AM PEX 

stability. Each roll is fully tested end-to-end to ensure 
unparalleled uniformity. Even our flanges are the sturdiest 
you'll find. 

With Ampex you also get the largest distribution net-
work in the business backed with customer service that has 
long been the industry standard. 

Such attention to detail might seem a bit excessive, 
until you realize that more records go gold on Ampex tape 
than on all other tapes combined. 

For more information, or the name of your nearest 
distributor, call'800 227-8443. Ampex 499 Grand Master 

Gold. The gold standard. 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation, 401 Broadway. M S 22-02. Redwood City, California 94063 
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Gregg Rubin, Engineer 
After several platinum 
and gold CDs, and an 
Emmy, he has an ear 
for sound. 



He listens. Half the year in the 

studio. The other half on the 

road as a live sound mixer. For 

Gregg Rubin the challenge is to 

capture the immediacy of music. 

After hundreds of live perfor-

mances and countless hours in the 

studio, he knows what music really 

sounds like. What goes in his ear 

is what gets laid down on Sony 

Digital Audio Recording Media. 

"It doesn't matter if a perfor-

mance is great if the tape 

you're recording it on, isn't. That's 

why I trust Sony DAT tape for my 

live and 2-track masters. In the 

studio, I prefer Sony DASH tape. 

It's so precise, and I can punch 

as many times as I want without 

compromising the quality of the 

recording. And for live multi-

track recording, I've discovered 

the DARS series for 8mm MDMS 

— it's performed flawlessly. The 

bottom line is that I know every-

thing I'm putting down is safe — 

so the sound I hear the day of the 

recording is exactly the sound 

I hear the day of the mix." 

Whether you're working in the 

control room, on location or in 

your basement, make the most 

of every note. Sony Digital 

Audio. After all, sound that 

inspires is not a luxury, it's a 

necessity. For a brochure call 

1-800-955-SONY. 

SONY 
Converting the industry bit by bit.'" 



CURRENT 
JOHN MOSLEY REMEMBERED 

Noted classical recording engineer 
and audio technology developer 
John Mosley died in a plane crash 
October 7, 1995, at the age of 63. 
For his significant contributions to 
the music and film industries, Mosley 
was honored with a Scientific and 
Engineering Award by the Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences in 
1984, and an AES Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award in 1995. More recently, 
Mosley completed his lifelong dream 
of recording and producing a de-
finitive CD set of Handel's Messiah, 
featuring the Mormon Tabernacle 
Choir with a full orchestra. The 
recordings were completed using 
the Night Technologies Inc. (NTI) 
EQ3 Air Band EQs and preamps, 
which he co-developed. Mosley is 
survived by his wife, Mirah, and 
four daughters. 

—George Petersen 

TEC AWARDS SHOLARSHIP 

WINNERS ANNOUNCED 

The Mix Foundation for Excellence 
in Audio announced the names of 
the first-ever TEC Awards Scholar-
ship recipients at the eleventh an-
nual Technical Excellence & Cre-
ativity Awards held in October in 
New York City. 

Grants were awarded to William 
Carpenter, a graduate student at San 
Francisco State University, studying 
Broadcast Audio Production/Multi-
media; and to Alexandra Loubeau, 
a sophomore in the Music Engi-
neering Technology program at the 
University of Miami. 

Applications for 1996 will be 
available in January. For more in-
formation, call the TEC Awards of-
fice at 510/939-6149. 

JOHN FRY NEW SPARS PRESIDENT 

The Society of Professional Audio 
Recording Services elected new of-
ficers and board of directors at the 

general membership meeting held 
at the New York AES convention in 
October. John Fry, president of Ar-
dent Studios in Memphis, Tenn., 
was elected president. 

"We've got big plans for SPARS 
this year," says Fry. "One of my main 
goals is to promote growth in our re-
gional chapters and to further in-
crease membership through our 
new independent producer and en-
gineer category?' 

S. N. SHURE, IN MEMORIAM 

S.N. Shure, chairman and founder 
of Shure Brothers (Evanston, Ill.), 
passed away on October 17, at the 
age of 93. Shure began his career 
as an amateur radio hobbyist and 
established the Shure Radio Com-
pany in 1925. He is survived by his 
wife, Rose, his son, Bob, and a 
daughter, Myrna. 

APT AND AT&T FORM 

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP 

Audio Processing lechnology (APT) 
joined AT&T in a strategic partner-
ship to develop new technologies 
for the acquisition and distribution 
of high-quality audio over direct-
dial digital networks. The first joint-
venture product, an audio com-
pression system known as apt-Q, 
was unveiled at the AES convention 
in New York. 

NORTHEAST BROADCASTING 

RENAMED, OFFERS DEGREES 

The Northeast Broadcasting School 
in Boston received permission from 
the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts' Higher Education Coordinating 
Council (HECC) to award associate 
degrees in broadcasting and in the 
recording arts. The college will con-
tinue to offer certificates as well as 
degrees in these programs. In addi-
tion, the school won approval to 
change its name to Northeast Col-
lege of Communications. 

INDUSTRY EXECS FORM 

EVENT ELECTRONICS 

A new company, Event Electronics, 
formed to serve the MI and pro 
audio industries, focusing on both 
product distribution and develop-
ment. The company was established 
earlier this year in Santa Barbara, 
Calif., and was founded by Russell 
Palmer, Frank Kelly and Ted Keffalo. 
The three are audio industry veter-
ans and are all most recently from 
Alesis Corp., where Palmer served as 
president and COO, Keffalo as mar-
keting manager and Kelly as sound 
reinforcement division manager. 

WALTERS-STORYK/BERKOW & 

SIA JOINT VENTURE 

Studio architect John Storyk of the 
Walters-Storyk Design Group (High-
land, N.Y.) and acoustical consultant 
Sam Berkow announced a joint ven-
ture to provide critical acoustical 
analysis and evaluation for commer-
cial and home systems and venues. 

Storyk is enthusiastic about the 
collaboration. "We have been friends 
for over ten years and have con-
stantly sought the equation that 
would enable us to work together;' 
he says. The pair's first commission 
is the design of a $ 15-million Inter-
national Performing Arts Center and 
music school in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. 

SPECTRAL FORGES OEM 

ALLIANCES, NAMES NEW 

U. S. DEALERS 

Spectral Inc. of Woodinvale, Wash., 
formed a strategic alliance with 
Broadcast Electronics that will allow 
Prisma editing systems to produce 
sound files for Broadcast Electronics' 
AudioVAULT digital audio system. 
Spectral also formed a relationship 
with Soundstar, manufacturer of the 
Soundstar Digital Machine-Room 
System, a digital dubber for play-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 16 
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FreedoÑAtÓÚ4d The World 
No matter where you are on earth, or what you do, there is one thing you can count on: Sennheiser Wireless. It delivers the most natural and transparent 

sound ever transmitted. Phase- locked loop ( P1.1.) frequency synthesis provides frequency agility and stability, so that you can easily adjust your equipment 

to local RF conditions. Advanced transmitter battery management systems even allow remote status indication. And, our HiDynplus noise reduction system 

yields tremendous signal-to-noise ratios. Only Sennheiser offers real-time computer monitoring and remote control of all receiver functions. 

Only Sennheiser provides service facilities worldwide. Free yourself with confidence. Count on Sennheiser. 

' RF Wireless \Interns 
re] ZENINHEISER 

5ENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203-434-9190 FAX 201434-1759 

CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505. TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX 818-845 7140 
MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, COL NARVARTE, 03600 MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO • TEL: ( 5)-605-7686 FAX: ( 5)-605-6473 

CANADA: 221 LARROSSE AVE., PTE- CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953 

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, Germany 

USE MEADER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



How in the 

wo rld 
did people 

r 
before Pro Toolsm? 

[painfully] 
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Sure, you could record, edit, process, have complete control, all on one 

mix and master your next platinum desktop, all in one high- quality 

record without 16 to 48 tracks of digital format. 

record and play. You may not need 64 You can even 

channels of input and output. Or burn a CD the 

every sound- perfecting extra from moment you've 

our 100 Development Partners. completed your 

But the reason more top music pro- masterpiece. 

"Pro Tools is my Swiss 

army knife for recording." 

Jerry Harrison 

LIVE, Crash Test Dummies 

fessionals use a Pro Tools III system In short, Pro Tools Ill is all about 

TOOLS 

than all other digital making music better, not just faster. 

audio workstations Which is exactly how you've wanted 

combined, is that it to work, all along. 

opens up more creative possibilities. To learn more, just call us at 

Pro Tools III provides more options 1(800)333.2137, x174. We'll send 

to manipulate vocals, drums and you a free information kit. 

other instrumentation, in a random-

access, non-destructive format. And, cligiciesigef A • V • I • I) 

thanks to our TDM digital mixing San Francisco • Paris • Seattle • Munich 

New York • Chicago • Nashville • Los Angeles 

and DSP Plug- 1n environment, you London • Melbourne • Eindhoven • Milan 

©1995 Digidesign. Inc. Digidesign is an Avid company. Digidesign is a registered trademark and Pro Tools 

is a trademark of Digidesign. Inc. All features and specifications are subject to change without notice. 



NDUSTRY NOTES 
TimeLirte (San Diego, CA) appoint-
ed Robert A. McDonald to the posi-
tion of president and CEO and pro-

moted Michael MacDonald to vice 
president of sales and market-
ing...Lynn Martin was promoted to 
vice president of sales and market-
ing at the Harman dbx Group in 
Sandy, UT...Audio-Technica U.S. 

Inc. of Stow, OH, promoted Peter 
Sabin to the position of manager, 
market development and Michael 
Edwards to the new position of 

manager, sales engineering...Mike 

O'Neil joined Mark IV (Buchanan, 
MI) as director of research and de-
velopment. In other Mark IV news, 
Don Keele returned after a 20 year 
hiatus, as senior engineer, loud-
speaker products...Paul Freuden-
berg was named national product 
manager for Harman Pro North 
America's (Northridge, CA) BSS 
Audio product line.. Tracer Tech-
nologies announced an exclusive 
distribution agreement with AdB Per-
fect Sound, for its MultiWave Digit-
al Pro digital interface card. Call 
717/747-0200 for information...ICH 
America (Holliston, MA), distributor 
of Celestion, KEF and NAD prod-
ucts, announced that Robert Heib-
lim, president, left the company. Se-
nior vice president Peter Wellikoff 
will replace him...New hires at EAW 

(Whitinsville, MA) include William 
Durfee as vice president, Murray 
Embree as purchasing/planning 
manager, Gary Hardesty as director 

of engineering, David Gunness as 
senior engineer/custom and new 
products team leader, Andrew 

Lewis as senior engineer/standard 
products team leader, David Swalek 

as mechanical engineer, Jim Buz-
zotta as associate design engineer 
and Kathy Lucer as document con-
trol team leader. In other EAW 
news, Pro-Tech marketing was ap-
pointed as the company's newest 
sales representative firm...Farming-
dale, NY-based beyerdynamic U.S. 
brought on board new sales rep 
firms HP Marketing in Arizona, New 
Times Marketing in Irvine, CA, and 

W3 Marketing in Tampa, FL...Tra-

coman Inc. (Hollywood, FL) brought 
on board Randy Wade as director of 
performance sales; he will be based 
in Dallas...Aphex Systems of Sun 
Valley, CA recently celebrated 20 
years of business.. In a recent 
growth move, The Young Chang 

Research and Development Insti-
tute, responsible for research and 
development of Kurzweil Music Sys-
tems technology, bought an engi-
neering facility in Bedford, MA... 
Charles M. Salter Associates of San 
Francisco celebrated 20 years of 
service in audio/visual system de-
sign and acoustical consulting.. Car-
wood Communications named Don 
Holloway as president, and Hanoud 
Associates as its sales rep for the 
Northeastern U. S. Garwood's new 
headquarters are at The Atrium, Ste. 
10H, 4 Terry Drive, Newtown, PA 
18940. Phone 215/860-6866; fax 
215/968-2430... Minneapolis-based 
illbruck inc. expanded its construc-
tion products division into two new 
groups, illbruck Industrial Acoustics 
and illbruck Architectural Prod-
ucts...RAXXESS Metalsmiths, based 
in Prospect Park, NJ, opened a new 

distribution center, in Chesterton, 
IN. Call 800/398-1917 for more in-

formation.. The Carlsbad, CA-based 
American Music Conference (AMC) 
elected its new board and officers; 
Tom Burzycki was appointed presi-
dent...Berkeley, CA-based Pacific 

Microsonics hired J.B. Stanton as its 
public relations agency for the pro 
audio market...Celestion Industries 
Inc. of Holliston, MA, brought on 
board NVus Enterprises, QTI Sales 
and Marketing and Highway Mar-
keting as independent rep firms... 
Crystal Semiconductor expanded 
for the second time in 1995. The 
new facility is adjacent to the com-
pany headquarters, in Austin, TX... 
The Recording Workshop (Chilli-
cothe, OH) is the newest member 
of ART's product advisory board... 

Audio Visual America opened a new 
sales office in Las Vegas. The ad-

dress is 5130 E. Charleston Blvd. #5-
114, Las Vegas, NV 89122. Phone 
702/641-7740. IM 

-FROM PAGE 12. CURRENT 

back/record applications in film 
and television. 

In addition, Spectral appoint-
ed the following new U. S. deal-
ers: West L.A. Music (Los Ange-
les), Sam Ash Professional (New 
York City), Sam Ash Music (New 
York City), Sam Ash (Edison, 
NJ.), Brook Ways Music (Dallas) 
and Washington Professional 
(Wheaton, Md.). 

MACKENZIE AND SUPERSCOPE 

FORM AGREEMENT 

Glendora, Calif.-based Macken-
zie Laboratories, U. S. master dis-

tributor for Philips Professional 
audio products, signed an ex-
clusive agreement with Super-
scope Technologies Inc. (Auro-
ra, Ill.) to co-market the Philips 
line of advanced digital signal 
processing products. Known as 
the IS 5021 and IS 5022 Sound 

Enhancers, the products are tar-
geted for the semiprofessional 
and professional audio markets 
in North America, South Ameri-
ca and the Caribbean. 

AT&T EVALUATING OFFER 

FOR DIGITAL STUDIO SYSTEMS 

AT&T is evaluating an offer 
from Russ Hamm to form a new 
company to take over its Digit-
al Studio Systems division. "We 
feel it's best for the product to 
bring it to market through a 
company more traditionally in-
volved in this industry," says Bill 
Gendron of AT&T. 

Russ Hamm has been in-
volved with the development, 
manufacture and marketing of 
AT&T's DISQTM system since its 
introduction in 1992. 

EVENT UPDATE 

Winter CES will be held from 
January 5-8, 1996, in Las Vegas. 
Call the Consumer Electronics 
Group at 202/457-8700. 

The West Coast MACWORLD 
expo will be in San Francisco, 
from January 9-12. For details, 
call 617/361-8000. 

The Winter NAMM show will 
be in Anaheim, CA, from Janu-
ary 18-21, and is expected to 

draw even more than last year's 
48,000 attendees. Call 800/767-
6266 for more information. II 
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Reverbs 

Pitch shifters 

MuItshand Dynamics (MD 2) 

Digital Toolbox 

Delays 

Ambience 

Top Fac 

Nonlin 

Chorus 

Flange 

Revpitch 

Sampling 

SMPTE. 

ADA-2 er Card with J20 bit A to D 

20 bit CI to A conversation 

From Software Ver. 2.0: 

Outstanding proprietary C.O.R.E Revert,' 

MAST Eft EDITOR"' for MacintothTM 

Mr. Q junior accepts only the best 

The M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe is unlike any other effects processor 
you have ever seen. The unit is continuously updated software as well as 
hardware-wise, and only the best is accepted by TC's vast but strict 

panel of testers. 

Although there is the finest array of reverb-algorithms 
available already, TC has gone back to the drawing board and has 
through two years of intense research created a whole' new 
concept for reverberation - the 'Co-efficient Optimized Room 
Emulator', or, in short, the TC CORE. Reverb'. The smoothness, 
intensity, and density is beyond anything heard to date. 

On the hardware side, the ADA-2 20 bit in, 20 bit out converter card is now 
available. Ad to this the recently released ATAC Remote Controller, and you 

have a set-up that is simply unbeatable. Still, rc will continue to 
improve the M5000 in the future, making it a unit that will outlast 
and outperform any other in the market today. 

To some it may look like any other effects processor - but you know 
better. Call your dealer today for a full demonstration. 

Call 1-800-738-4546 Ext 395 
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100 layers per track. 

Bar/Beat Editing. 
Time compression. 

Pitch Correction. 
Full Automation. 
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‘e,o Output, 
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11=?Roland 
Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 ( 213) 685-5141 Ext.-7.6 
Rolan Music Ltl. , 5480 Parkwood Way, Richmond , B.C. V6V 2r4 ( 604)27G -6626 te 
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FAST LANE 

by Stephen St.Crobc 

ERFWARE 
am on my way back from AES Version 
0.99ny, and I thought I would take this 
opportunity to write my column. Ver-
sion 0.99 got off to a warm, rainy, 
windy, miserable start and ended with 
a beautiful, sunny, low-humidity day. 
Everybody inside must have known 
that the bad weather would be gone 
by the time setup was over, because 
they all had an attitude that I haven't 
seen at an AES convention in five 
years: They were all happy. In fact, 
that happiness was matched by a gen-
eral level of interest and involvement 
that reminded me of the old days 
when it used to all be fun. Wait a 
minute, the whole show was actually 
fun. Everybody, exhibitors and poten-
tial victims alike, was having a good 
time. Crowds upon crowds, toys upon 
toys, crowds upon toys. It was great. 
There was some new stuff, but I think 
it was the amount of evolution that set 
the tone. Almost everybody's rev one-
more-than-last-time was a huge leap 
ahead: problems solved, features 
added, speed increased, same prices. 

I was there as an exhibitor (not 
with Marshall but with one of my 
newer companies, Intelligent Devices), 
introducing a new high-res metering 
package that runs on Digidesign hard-
ware and on Power Macs with no 
hardware at all. What an education for 
me, and what a landmark for the plan-
et! No, my ego isn't big enough to 
imagine that My Showing a New 
Product was a significant event for hu-
mankind, but what made the product 
possible certainly is. I will explain. 

This product has five 140-element 
real-time meters and a phase scope; it 
animates waveform history and has 
two simultaneous 30-band real-time 
spectrum analyzers, each with 140 ele-
ments per band. You can imagine the 
demands placed on the host comput-
er to deliver the extremely fast screen 
draws needed for the task. The tight, 
well-optimized code that Metroworlcs 
Code Warrior produces is a huge help 
in that direction, and of course, there 
is no substitute for outlaw speed cod-
ing by an alien from some distant part 

ILLUSTRADON: AD MCCAULEY 
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4 Inputs/4 Outputs. 

urn-Effects Redefined. 
What does multi-effects mean to you? Plugging in multiple signal processors 

to achieve the perfect blend of effects? That isn't DigiTech's idea of multi-

effects and it shouldn't be yours. How many times have you only imagined the 

ease of a single rack unit capable of true multi-effects? Check out the Studio 

Quad. With its ingenious user interface, large custom display, and potent 

S-DISCTM technology at its heart. the Studio Quad is capable of not just replac-

ing, but thoroughly eliminating the need for multiple. expensive, single- pur-

pose processing units. 

The Studio Quad features 4 completely independent inputs and outputs that 

gives you the power of two true stereo processors or 4 independent mono 

processors. But true stereo is only the beginning. Imagine a quad drum gate 

where each signal path is optimized specifically to achieve the best audio per-

formance from each drum. Imagine the power to process two true stereo 

sources simultaneously without sacrificing control. Imagine a processor that 

gives you the power to create an endless combination of effects. And then 

multiply by four. 

Is the Studio Quad complex to operate? Not at all! The front panel of the 

Studio Quad is ergonimically designed, and features a simple yet remarkably 

powerful interface that gives you effortless control over this vast array of sonic 

textures. 

Finally, a product that is everything a Multi-Effects Processor should be. 

Program Next Pa Prey Page 

Utility 

New, large, custom display with easy-to-use interface. 

• 4 independent ins and outs 

• Multiple input/output signal 

path 

• S-DISCTM powered 

• The equivalent of 4 signal 

processors in 1! 

1E E rlerech 

• Automatic input :eveling 

• Dynamic parameter modifers 

• Full MIDI implementatior 

• Multi- function effect modules 

• Full bandwidth effects 

• True stereo effects 

H A Harman International Company 

8 7 6 0 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy, Utah 8 4 0 7 0 • I 801) 566 8919 • Fax ( 800) 333 / 363 



FAST LANE 

of the galaxy. But all that still won't cut 
it if the host platform isn't fast enough. 
The "landmark for the planet" is that 
this is the year that Power Macs ar-
rived. Independent tests show that 
they blow the doors off Pentium ma-
chines, so now IBM and the other 
Pentium folks are retooling faster Pen-
tiums to beat up the PowerPC chips. 
Isn't capitalism wonderful? 
I just got a Power Mac 8500, and it 

renders 3-D ray tracing six times faster 
than my previous monster top-of-the-
line-speed-demon-accelerated-clock 
Mac, and it cost me 3,600 bucks to 
boot (and it did boot, right out of the 
box). The internal SCSI-2 bus is as fast 
as the ATTO card on my last Mac, Eth-
ernet is faster, and as soon as I in-
stalled Connectix's Speed Doubler, the 
desktop got so fast that I can't even 
see the windows zoom anymore. 

Anyway, back to the connection. 
We originally wrote this metering 
package to run on the 56000 in Digi-
design hardware. It runs great on all 
their various hardware cards, but as 
we finished the product, PowerPCs 
began to appear in machines with 

prices all the way down to slightly 
over one kilobuck. In the words of 
the much revered Gomer Pyle: "Sur-
prise, surprise." We took a few days 
and added native PPC code, and now 
the package runs all by itself on any 
Power Mac (remember, these Macs 
have 16-bit Crystal A/D converters 
onboard). So the internal engines in 
the new Macs essentially match the 
de facto DSP chip in real-world situ-
ations—the Motorola 56000. A lot of 
this is because when you do the 
crunching on the main engine, there 
is no data shuffling through that old 
NuBus (now known, of course, as 
the OldBus), but a lot of it is because 
the PPC chips are very fast. And on 
the other hand, or is it the third or 
fourth hand by now, Digidesign will 
have its PCI card out by the time you 
read this, and the argument I just 
made about data bottlenecking on 
the NuBus may go right out the win-
dow. And speaking of windows, Dig-
ital Audio Labs has a card with up to 
eight Motorola 56002s glued to it. 
With that kind of horsepower, we 
should see some evil programs pret-
ty soon...they are courting third-party 
developers; no waiting. 

But back to the Mac. Rumors fly 
that within a month or so there will be 
24-bit DIO adapters for the Geoport 
bus on any Power Mac, which will 
allow real-time DIO of AES/EBU or 
S/PDIF for the stunning price of under 
$100. Many solutions from many peo-
ple, all because speed has reached 
critical mass. On this planet we now 
have enough digital horsepower, at 
low enough prices, to make it impos-
sible for manufacturers and develop-
ers to ignore the potential. You can 
now do cooler stuff in software than 
in hardware. Let's do that one more 
time: You can now do cooler stuff in 
software than in hardware. Really. Fi-
nally. This is a very important day, but 
in a way that might not be obvious. 
Until now, you needed a certain 
amount of money to get the piece of 
gear you wanted. If you didn't have 
the bucks, you had to pass, or get an 
inferior machine and live in frustration 
and embarrassment. Sad. 

But that was the bad old days. 
Now, you can get that monster DAW 
or DSP package you want—you 
know, the one on that ragged, dog-
eared brochure you took to bed with 
you the last three nights—for a rea-
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DPC 1000 

'he only true "State of the Art" digital 
switching power amplifier. Peavey's DPC 
1000 uses "Phase Modulation" (US Pat 

4,992,751) an advanced, second generation, 
ulse Width Modulation digital switching tech-
• logy. Unparalleled power to weight, power to 
ze, power to cost and efficiency with no com-
romises. Praised for its sound quality, the DPC's 
'hase Modulation" PWM technology has none 
the signal glitches common to high efficiency 

ulti-rail designs. Only true PWM Digital ampli-
• rs and esoteric Class "A" audiophile amplifiers 
e completely free of crossover distortion. 
• rhaps this is why the DPC is the first choice of 
many critical professionals...they sound great. 
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sonable price. Then, the variable isn't 
whether you can have the toy you 
covet, but how fast the toy you just 
bought actually runs. You can now get 
exactly the software you want, and 
only the speed at which it operates (or 
maybe the number of tracks) is deter-
mined by how much money you can 
afford to throw at the host computer 
(or the drives). Now that's something 
to think about, a new axis of econo-
my. I, of course, believe that you 
should always buy the fastest com-
puter made and save your money by 
buying the smallest stripped configu-
ration of that fastest computer. Then 
you buy drives and memory at Casa 
Ubetcha or some other mail-order 
house or Mexican restaurant and save 
enough to pay for the interface card to 
run the new soft toys of your dreams. 
Remember, ladies and gentlemen, 
one-gig drives sell for $289, and four-
gigs for $1k these days. Add ten bucks 
for A/V versions so they won't t-cal in 
the middle of recording, and you are 
good to go. 

Isn't it interesting that shortly after 
we were born we began playing with 
soft toys, and then we grew older and 
got into hard toys like baseball bats 

and small block Chevys. (Oh, yes, 
there was that horrible period when 
the toys became tanks and flame 
throwers, but I won't mention that, be-
cause this is not the proper forum to 
air my political and moral beliefs.) 
Then the world got a little older, and 
now we all find ourselves playing 
with soft toys once again: software. I 
said it before, and I'll say it again: Ana-
log is that temporary bidirectional state 
between humans and digital. Still, it is 
interesting that the cold, hard, unfor-
giving exact world of ones and zeroes 
is sold in packages called software. 

It's all gathering momentum, too 
much to ever be stopped now, so you 
might as well climb aboard. I have. 
I wonder what the first real AES, 

Version 1.00, will have to show us 
next year. With 99 betas behind it, it 
should be pretty impressive. 

MAIL FROM SOME FLOUNDERS 

I have received some letters that I felt 
I should respond to, so here goes: 

Daniel, Langley, B.C.: Pin 2 hot, un-
less it's not. And, yes, I could hear 
wire when I was younger, but now I 
can only hear if there's wire. 

Titruny, Hollywood, Calif.: I know 

it's confusing, Timmy; because your 
dog's name is Lassie, but... 

Joseph, Dalton, Pa.: Of course it's 
the damned James Gang! I have no 
clue how it morphed into what was 
printed. It was not the magazine's 
fault—I checked the file I uploaded, 
and it actually did say that Grand 
Funk was the perp. Maybe I shouldn't 
write while driving, or at least I should 
set the suspension to "Tour." And as 
for my letting the manufacturers get 
away with the statement that decou-
pling isn't a problem when separating 
subwoofers in my August column, 
"Dueling Subs," it just didn't matter. 
Losing 6 dB to decoupling is nothing 
compared to the effects of standing 
wwaves and room resonances. Mov-
ing subs around to flatten out these 
hot peaks is absolutely necessary, so 
there is no real choice. 

TDK, Everywhere: Thanks for 
writing back. Don't be a stranger. 

Kai Krause, Calif.: KPT3 takes first 
place for shocking use and abuse of 
horsepower. I thank you. 

SSC stands behind what he says. He 
says so much so that there's plenty to 
stand behind. 

LIGHT WEIGHT 12 lbs. 

DPC" 1000 
DIGITAL POWER CONVERTOR 

Don't 
be confused 
by designs that 
use switching power 
supplies to replace bulky 
power transformers. The 
most efficient switcher ca 
match the efficiency of the 
transformer it replaces, resulting in 
increased heat and more wasted power. 
Even the variable or regulated class "G" 
designs, although somewhat better, don't 
come near the efficiency of DPC technology 
(not to mention weighing several times more). 

For the True technology leader in professional power 
amplification check out a Peavey DPC today. Sound 
quality that won't break your back or your pocketbook. 

PEAVEY .ammin 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

PEAVEY 

1000 



INSIDER AUDIO 

by Barry Diament 

A HOUSE DIVIDED 
AUDIOPHILE MEETS PRO 

F 
rom my very first moment on the job 
as a professional engineer, I was faced 
with the rift that divides the audio uni-
verse into two warring camps: Audio-
phile and Pro. The discovery of this 
rift came as something of a shock. 
Webster defines audiophile as "one 
who is enthusiastic about sound re-
production and especially music from 
high-fidelity broadcasts and record-
ings!' Why, then, is the house of music 
a divided one, with the pros on one 
side and the audiophiles on the other? 
It would seem that both have a com-
mon goal. 

As a music lover, amateur musician 
and "hi-fi" hobbyist, I'd spent years 
reading all the popular journals (Audio, 
High Fidelity and Stereo Review) and 
experimenting with recording my 
friends and myself. The journals taught 
me the basics about how the various 
audio components (speakers, ampli-

fiers, tape recorders, etc.) worked and 
how they were evaluated_ Evaluation 
was performed in a laboratory using 
very expensive and complex measur-
ing devices to determine things like 
frequency response, signal-to-noise 
ratio and total harmonic distortion. 
The resulting specifications ( the "spec 
sheets") were commonly used to com-
pare the performance of, for example, 
two amplifiers. The assumption was 
that the amplifier with the best specs 
would sound better. 

As time went by, I discovered other 
audio journals (Stereophile, The Ab-
solute Sound) that offered a contrast to 
the writings in the "standards." These 
magazines used verbal descriptions of 
the sound instead of numbers and 
graphs to describe a component's per-
formance. The writers employed a de-
veloping vocabulary (initiated by J. 
Gordon Holt of Stereophile and devel-

ILLJSTRATION: JAMES ENDICOTT 
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How to Succeed with a Sonic 

Edit and mix a Grammy winner 
Analog or digital in—Grammy out! It's no coincidence 

that the majority of the 300 plus recordings nominated 

for 1995 Grammys were edited on Sonic systems. 

Beatles bye at the BBC 

edinng,NoNOISE, and premasteung 

by Peter Mew, Abbey Road 

Record of the year ic fvilannaDo 

by Sheryl Croeedited and mastered by 

Dave Collins, A&M Mastering 

Our precision editing, high-resolution recording (all Sonic 

systems support 24-bit data), and superb sound quality 

yield stunning results and kudos all around. 

Just Cause. Sonic System dialog and background editing 

supervised by Mrchael Kirchberge,,20-bit music 

echt.ng by Tom Drescher,Wonder Dog Music 

Create big sound for the big screen 
Bullets Over Broadway, Hoop Dreams, Just Cause, Pret-a-Porter,The Jungle Book, Apollo 13—what do they have in common? The 

Sonic System—of course!—because it delivers power and speed for dialog, music, and effects editing for film and video. Our new 

UltraSonic Processor provides up to 16 channels with full DSP on a single board making multitrack work streamlined and affordable. 

Restore priceless recordings for a release 
NoNOISP is used around the world to tackle the problems of tape hiss and ambient noise, clicks and pops, and 

distortion and crackle. Engineers, artists, and producers wouldn't trust their masters with anything less. 

Cut radio programs 
without a reel to reel 
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"I haven't touched a reel to reel in months," says Bob Carlson from KCRW in L.A. That's 

because building radio programs with his Sonic System is fast, easy, and affordable. 

Stay tuned around the globe for promos and features prepared on the Sonic. 

Blast out music and 
The biggest explosions, the clearest narration, the richest music— 

the Sonic brings life to audio for CD-ROMs.For multimedia pioneers, 

handling hundreds of soundfiles is all in a day's work for the Sonic. And 

with a native AIFF file format and OMFI compatibility, the Sonic is the 

CD-ROM producer's choice. 

Tune in to ABC Radro,the B8C,the (BC CBS, Danish Radio, 

Dutch kade,K(RW,KIIS, NPR, Premier, Radio,WDR (Germany), 

WETA,WGBH,and dozens of others 

effects for multimedia 
Star Trek CD-ROM:editing by Mark Waldrep, 

Pacific (oast Sound Works 

Put the next best-seller on tape 

116 
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It was a dark and stormy night...the project deadline was approaching...the talent was restless. With my Sonic, 
I recorded readings directly to hard disk, edited alternate takes, layed up effects, and slapped down a multi-track a• - GRA91111 
music bed."No sweat," I said handing over the finished tape."My Sonic always delivers a happy ending." 
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The Ultimate in Power: USP 

The USP ( UltraSonic Processor) delivers more digital 

signal processing power than any other workstation — 

a single USP card includes up to 16 channels of digital 

I/0, 32 channels of playback, 32 EQ sections. No kludgy 

expansion chassis or multi-board cabling required. 

The Ultimate in Affordability: SSP 

Starting at $2995, the SSP-3 ( Sonic Signal Processor) 

card is the best DAW value around! Each SSP card 

SONIC SOLUTIONS 
Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

01995 Sonic Solutions 
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Walter 
Afanasieff 

DOELRF D SR 

Walter Afanasieff 

I
csIby SR is a rraust in the 

recording prcscss, 

ever' in this digitcd cage.-" 

Al Composer, Producer and Songwriter 

Ceediis 

On what he does 

(h. the fin n-e 

On Dolby SR 

Mariah Carey, Michael Bolton, Kenny G, 

Barbra Streisand, Celine Dion, Luther 

Vandross and Peabo Bryson. 

"It's been amazing to work with some of the 

best singers and musicians on earth. To be 

able to write a song like "Hero" with Mariah 

Carey or to hear Barbra Streisand sing one of 

my compositions is fulfillment beyond my 

wildest dreams." 

"I plan to continue writing and producing, 

as well as scoring films." 

"For mastering I like the warm, quiet analog 

softness that Dolby SR provides. It keeps the 

elegance in all of my mixes." 

MIS 
Mariab Carey "Altaic Bar" (Columbia) 

Michael Bolton " Time, Lope & Tenderness" 
(Columbia) 

Kenny G "Breathlesr" (Arista Records) 

Peabo Bryson & Regina Belle trA Whole New World" 
(Aladdin's Theme), Milt Disney Records 

Peabo Bryson and Celine Dion/"Beauly and the Beast", 
Walt Disney Records 

Dolby SR: now over 95,000 tracks worldwide 
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INSIDER AUDIO 

oped and enhanced by Harry Pearson 
of The Absolute Sound) to communi-
cate their experience with a given 
piece of audio gear. 

What a wondrously novel idea! To 
find out what a component sounds 
like by sitting down and listening to 
it. You don't measure the flavor of a 
fine meal, you taste it! In food tasting, 
there is no substitute for an educated 
palate. In audio, there is no substitute 
for an educated aural palate. Though 
the standard audio magazines mea-
sured and made lists of numbers, ul-
timately declaring everything to be 
worthy of consideration, the so-called 
underground publications were bold-
ly pointing out cases of the "Emper-
or's New Clothes?' 

Why is the 

house of music 

a divided one, 

with the pros on one side 

and the audiophiles 

on the other? 

It would seem that both 

have a common goal. 

Among the early casualties was the 
usefulness of the standard specifica-
tions for describing anything other 
than negative qualities. In other 
words, you can measure speed error 
in a tape drive or harmonic distortion 
in an amplifier, but once the numbers 
get below a certain threshold (as most 
have in recent years), what audible 
meaning will the measurements have? 
The answer is "none?' Two pieces of 
gear with seemingly identical specs 
often sound quite different. For exam-
ple, 100-watt tube amplifiers sound 
subjectively louder than 100-watt am-
plifiers using transistors, yet on the test 
bench, both measure as delivering 100 
watts. This suggests that either there is 
a flaw in the logic of the measurers, or 
we don't yet know how to measure as 
well as we can hear. My conclusion is 
that there is a flaw in the measurers' 

100 PotreroAvente, San Framisco, CA 94103-4813 Teéphone 415-558-0200 Fax 415-863-1373 
Wootton Bassett Wrshire SN4 80J England Telephone 01793-842103 Fax 01793-842101 



ARE YOU GEARED UP FOR 
THE NEXT REVOLUTION 

KURZINEIL'S POWERFUL NEW MOOR'S 

THE PRODUCTION STATION — Kurzweil introduces its most 

powerful sampling synthesizers ever: the K250OR and K25001RS. 

So powerful and flexible, they let you take a project from conception 

to completion without leaving the instrument. So advanced, they 

interface with a myriad of analng and digital formats. 

The K2500 racks combine Kurzweirs proprietary VAST' syn-

thesis, 48 note polyphony, a new soundset, effects processor, 

sequencer, and Advanced File Management System ÍAFMS'. 

VA.S.T POWER Variable Architecture Synthesis Technology 

offers 60 D SP 

functions arrange-

able in 31 algo-

rithms allowing 

you to use different 
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The DMTi option for direct digital connection 
to the Alesis MAT" and Tascam C DABS. 

methods of synthesis within the same program. 

UPGRADABILITY - Optional upgrades for the K250OR virtually 

eliminate the need for outside gear. The KDFX Digital Effects Opt:en 

provides four stereo buses and state- of the- art DSP. The DMTi 

Digital Multitrack Interface offers four stereo channels of digital 

format and sample rate conversion in real time. The Orchestral 

ROM Contemporary ROM or Stereo Digital Piano SoundBlocks 

Get a Free Copy of the 'Players of the World" 
poster at your Authorized Kurzweil Dealer. 
Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property 31 them respective owners 

offer a total of 28 MB of 

Kurzweirs finest snunds. 

SAMPLE WHILE PLAY-

The SMP Sampling 

Option has digi_al and 

optical I 0. its sample- while play feature 

you record samples while cont:nuing other operations. 

SOFTWARE UPGReDES IN A FLASH -- With Flash ROM, you 

can upgrade your operating system from floppy disk or via SCSI. 

STUNNING ON-BOARD SOUNDS - For the K250OR Kurzweil 

unveils a stunning new soundset o! 200 programs and 100 setups, 

plus a separate disk containing 1,000 useful programs. 

You can also lead samples from most formats DOS, AIFF, .WAV, 

Roland', AkaiR, Ensonig ) and prE:ess them with VAST 

THE REVOLUTION BEGINS — Want to gear up for the next 

revolution? What are 

you waiting for? V;sit 

your local authorized 

Kurzweil dealer today 

and try the K250OR for 

yourself. 

KURZWEIL 
elrbeenettfc5rsereurie!:,  

Kurzweil is a product line cf Young Chang 

Po 48-note polyphony 

P Up to 128 MB sample RAM 

So Up to 28 MB internal ROM sounds 

P Up to 1.26 Mil program memory 
eo 32-track sequencer 

eo 28 on-board effects algorithms 

• I7exible analog & digital interfacing 

Dual SCSI ports 

Easy upgradabiliPf 

PURE INSPIRATION 
13336 Alondra Blvd Cerritos. CA 90703 Tel 310/926-3200 Fax: 310/404-0748 E- Mail kuizweil@aol.com Web: Itltp:i/www.musispro.com/kurzweil/ 



INSIDER AUDIO 

logic, that if you can hear it, they can 
measure it (and conversely, if they 
can't measure it, it doesn't exist). Ex-
perience tells a different story. Where, 
to cite only one example, is the mea-
surement to gauge a component's 
ability to reproduce depth informa-
tion? Remember, "stereo" is not simply 
about a left-right spread; it is, by defi-
nition, about three-dimensional sound 
space—not simply width, but depth 
and height, too. 

The audiophile journals began tak-
ing an entirely different tack in their 

yew ES 

approach to equipment evaluations, 
and they were reviewing equipment 
the "established" magazines never 
mentioned, dozens of brand names I'd 
never heard of (much less heard) be-
fore. They were talking about how to 
get the best out of your playback sys-
tem and explaining what to listen for 
and how to listen. I read and learned 
and listened and questioned and read 
some more and listened some more. 
These folks were onto something 
wonderful. 

Around this time, I got my first job 
in the professional recording industry 
as an assistant engineer. In order to 

TEC award nominee 
1995 

1,1-1ILTRAMAXIMIZER 
• Indispensable for CD and 
Multimedia mastering 

• TDM, Sound Designer II, and 
Premiere plugin 

• Maximize your CD/DAT levels 

• 24, 20, 16, 12, and 8-bit output 

• Advanced lookahead peak limiting 

• IDR gives 19-bit quality in 16-bit file 

• Industry-standard 8-bit audio tool 
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''you couldn't ask for a more powerful tool...' - Electronic Musician July '95 

11111 WAVECONVERT 
FOR WINDOWS 

Multimedia batch audio processor 
Sample-rate conversion • Peak limiter • 16-to-8 bit • Multi-file processor 

Get optimal sound quality for your multimedia 
production. Waveconvert combines the technology of 
the LI-Ultramaximizer with other Waves processors 
into a powerful one-step program. Just select your 
files, start the process, and take a break. 

plus: 
• .WAV file support 
• level maximization 
• file auto-naming 
• tone enhancement 
• low truncation noise 

Requirements: 
• 386 PC or higher with 8Mb 
• Windows 3.1, sound board recommended 

List: $ 299 
Waveconvert Macintosh is coming this fall! 
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Call your local dealer or WAVES for info • 1-800-264-4294 

help gain familiarity with the pro 
audio world, I added all the pro jour-
nals I could find to my regular reading 
diet. I read Recording Engineer/Pro-
ducer, dB, Studio Sound and occa-
sional copies of the Audio Engineer-
ing Society Journal. I later added Pro 
Sound News, Mix, EQ and One to One. 
Reading these publications and ob-
serving the standard operations in the 
studio made me aware that I was 
straddling a rift. All of the pro writings 
were measurement-oriented. Listen-
ing, if it was mentioned at all, was rel-
egated to a line or two at the end of 
pages of numbers and graphs. 
Among the first things I noticed in 

the studio was that the monitors, the 
loudspeakers we listened to and used 
to judge our work, were imposing a 
sonic fingerprint on everything that 
played through them. Bass instru-
ments sounded "thumpy" and heavy, 
with a one-note, juke-boxy quality. 
Middle frequencies, where most music 
and vocal sounds occur, were repro-
duced with a harshness I did not hear 
on the musicians' side of the glass. 

The division between 

pro and audiophile 

is bad for music, and 

it's bad for our industry 

It became clear to me that what 
we were listening to was a set of col-
orations that had little to do with the 
music signal being fed into the sys-
tem. I started to wonder, "How can 
you hear what you're doing?" and 
asked the engineer in chatge about 
this. His response was, "This is how 
it's done in the pro world." The pro-
fessional magazines confirmed his 
statement with photographs of vari-
ous studios and control rooms. All 
appeared to use the same style of 
monitor speaker, one designed for 
high speech intelligibility and high 
volume levels. "It looks to me that 
they're optimized for being heard 
from a quarter-mile away," I thought. 
So I asked my supervisor, "What 
about using a speaker designed to re-
produce its input accurately so we'd 
know what we really had on tape?" 

That's when he told me, with 
snideness in his voice, "This is the pro 
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Intelligent Tr 

Onboard Deal Editor 

Onboard lutolocator 

191141" 
How do you improve on the most successful 

professional multitrack tape recorder of all time? Listen to 

your customers. Do some heavy thinking, and... 

- e . . , 

I Make the transport four times faster and put it under constant software control. Incorporate advanced onboard;„ I--

3 reet , 

digital editing with track copy, auto punch, track delay, tape offset, 10-point autolocator, rehearse mode and more. Use 

latest oversampling converters for the ultimate in digital audio quality. Design a beautiful vacuum fluorescent dis 

C=ZI 

provides all the critical information. Wrap all this well-though 

technology in an utterly professional six-pound solid die-cast alumi 

chassis. Of course, make it 100% compatible with over 60,000 

already in use world wide. Introducing the new, definitely improved ADAP-XT 8 Track Digital Audio Recorder. 

it a think tank for your creativity. See your Alesis dealer. Don't think twice. 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

by Mr. Bonzai 

ALAN PARSONS 
PARSONICS REVEALED 

Clarity and definition; depth and dy-
namics; power and subtlety. This 
year's TEC Les Paul Award-winner, 
Alan Parsons, is the living embodi-
ment of what engineers strive for: 
musical creativity coupled with fine-
tuned technology. 
I had the good fortune to be in Vi-

enna at AES '91 during the year-long 
run of Freudiana, a surreal musical 
conceived by Parsons and his Project-
partner Eric Woolfson. After Sigmund 
finished romping and the erect cacti 
had flown away, Parsons invited me 
up to the booth to survey the opera 
hall from the engineer's point-of-view. 
After the show we met with the actors 
and crew in the convenient beer hall 
in the basement. (Ah, Vienna!) 

Parsons' career stretches from 
Abbey Road Studios in the '60s to 
such milestones as Pink Floyd's Dark 
Side of the Moon and Al Stewart's Year 
of the Cat and includes 16 years of the 
Alan Parsons Project. He's still stretch-
ing, with his first tour ever and 1995's 
record of it, The Very Best Live. 

Alan Parsons is a witty chap, a gen-
tleman in the best sense, and at 6-feet 
5-inches, stands tall, both physically 
and professionally. 

Bonzai: Why did you wait so long to 
tour", 
Parsons: Well, when I was with Eric 
Woolfson, the other half of the Alan 
Parsons Project, we often approached 
the subject of touring but felt we had 
rather different goals. We wanted to 
do multimedia shows and one-offs 
rather than a road show. Touring just 
never came about while we were 
working together. The only thing 
vaguely like it was Freudiana, which 
played in Vienna for a year. After 
that, the kind of show that I had al-
ways intended to do came about in 
Holland at the World Liberty Concert. 
[See Mix, October 1995, for more on 
this event.] 

Bonzai: Did the waiting have any-
thing to do with the technology? 
Parsons: Certainly it had to do with 
musical instrument technology, such 
as sampling and multivoice key-
boards. The other way of doing it is 
to take a full-sized symphony or-
chestra on the road with you, but 
that's just not economical. And tech-
nically, it's very difficult to pull off. 
Bonzai: What's the greatest recording 
advance of the last ten years? 
Parsons: I would say 8-track modu-
lar digital recorders are probably the 
most significant thing to happen in 
the last ten years. Ten years ago we 
already had 24-track digital recording, 
digital effects boxes coming out of 
our ears, etc. I think ADAT, DA-88 
and others are still in the process of 
revolutionizing the industry. I think 
you will see a lot of major studios 
shutting down as a result of that tech-
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The final mix breathes life into the body of the vis4, 
medium. From the subtlest foley effect to the roar- of 
jet engines, the audio must create a convincing experi-
ence for the audience. Each actor's voice must be treat-
ed like that of a skilled vocalist. The orchestral score 
must be combined with dialog and effects without los-
ing detail and dynamic range. This final stage is the cul-
mination of all the time, talent and investment that has 
gone into the pnoduction. 

CS2000P 
Audio Post 

The Euphonix CS2000P provides the ultimate sound quality 
and digital manipulation capabilities for the final mix. Its EQ 
and dynamics perform well beyond other analog designs. The 
audio isn't digitized so it retains maximum resolution, dynam-
ic range, frequency response, and timing accuracy. Version 
2.5 software takes the complexity out of multi-format mixing. 
Instant reconfiguration of every control is done with the press 
of a button or triggered to code. Sophisticated signal process-
ing, film panning and stemming is provided for every ihput. 

Ellphanix 
LA (West US & Internet) 
(818) 766-1666 
Fax (818) 766-3401 

New York (East US) 
(212) 302-0696 
Fax (212) 302-0797 

Nashville (Central US) London (Europe) 
(615) 3D- 2933 (171) 602-4575 
Fax (619) 327-3306 Fax ( 171) 603-6775 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

nology and its price, and people 
making more and more records in 
their homes. 
Bonzai: Do you see that as a sad 
change in the industry? 
Parsons: It is a sad change, but it's 
one of these things—I'm afraid I 
blame the record companies for not 
sinking enough money into sound 
recording. They're only too happy to 
spend hundreds of millions for mak-
ing pictures, but they won't spend 
the money making sound. 
Bonzai: Let's go hack to your begin-
nings. How did you get your first gig, 
at Abbey Road? 
Parsons: Well, I didn't actually start 
there—I had a job at EMI leading up 
to the job at Abbey Road. I worked at 
a tape duplication facility making 3%. 
ips mono commercial albums by 
copying from master tapes recorded 
at T/2 ips with the master and slave 
machines running at four times nor-
mal speed, recording both sides at 
once. It was kind of primitive tech-
nology—these huge green BTR-2 
recorders, about 24 of them as I re-
member. J did that and maintenance 

and mastering for about a year, and 
then I worked in EMI's research de-
partment, studying vinyl record sur-
faces and cutting technologies. Then 
I got the job at Abbey Road. 

One day 

I was making tea 

at Abbey Road, 

and the next day 

I was working with 

The Beatles 

at their studio. 

Bonzai: What was your first role 
there—making tea? 
Parsons: Making tea and fetching 
and carrying tapes around the build-
ing, that type of stuff. But, in a funny 
sort of way, that first two weeks 
working in the tape library was a 

valuable piece of training that I think 
is missing from most first jobs in the 
industry. In fact, it's that two-week 
period that motivated me to write The 
Master Tape Book. 
Bonzai: Who was your mentor at 
Abbey Road? 
Parsons: Geoff Emerick. Not only 
was he The Beatles' engineer, but he 
engineered for a large number of 
other acts and consistently got a great 
sound. I learned a lot from him. 
Bonzai: Can you recall any specific 
pointers he gave you? 
Parsons: I especially remember his 
ability to set up a board before a ses-
sion, before anybody had arrived, 
and then to push up the faders on 
the downbeat and everything would 
be there. That was a remarkable abil-
ity. I always feel that to he a true pro 
engineer, you should be able to 
achieve that, to anticipate and know 
what levels to expect out of what 
mics and how to record them and 
what EQ they are going to need. He 
used to do all the EQ in advance and 
just push the faders up, and off we 
went. Amazing. 
Bonzai: When was your first solo 
flight as an engineer? 

5EST Audic Ovzr !SDN 
creQPrima— with CCS MUSICAM® makes your ISDN 

audio sound the best—money back guaranteed! 

MUSICAM® is today 's digital audio standard. Only CCS MUSICAM® 
has enhancements designed to sound best over ISDN 
phone lines. Only CCS gives you a 30-day 
money back guarantee. 

MUSICAM® is 
the choice of RCA TVDirect, 

LucasFilm, top recording studios and 
more than 10,000 codec users worldwide. We 
guarantee compatibility. Prima will even make 

your other brand decoder sound great! 

Model 230 > i'""." 

Don't rely on five year old 
Layer III or Layer II 
technology for the 
audio you send. 

Call CCS for the facts. 

EICCS Audrio Products 
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And that's not just our opinion. 

Why do 70% of world tours 

specify the M 88 TG in their 

. equipment schedules? 

Pure quality of sound and 

dependable performance 

The M 88 TG's stunning 

performance together with a 

construction tough enough to 

cope with the road make it a 

favourite with artists 

and sound engineers. 

On vocals, the M 88 TG's - ; 
low proximity effect and 

hypercardioid response , 

combine to give outstanding  
( (. 1 

performance with fantastic  

feedback rejection while their::: f' 

high SPL capability provides 

a clean, clear signal with a 

unique sound. 

For instrument use on stage, 

check out the M 69 TG. Its low 

proximity effect, high sensitivity, and 

extended frequency response give excellent 

results in almost every environment. 

FREE HEADPHONE! 
Buy an M 88 TG or M 69 TG mic between 
Nov. 1 and Jan. 31, 1996 and get a FREE 
pair of DT 211 stereo headphones— a 

549.00 value. See your dealer for details. 
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Teacher 

Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc. 
1808 West End Avenue 
Suite 1119 
Nashville 
TN 37203 
Tel: 615 327 1140 
Fax: 615 327 1699 



The SADiE IVZIERTmSystem on the Pentium PC. 
A new standard for mastering 

SADiE Disk Editor 
MASI1RTmPQ software with interfaces to all 
professional CD mastering formats 
• Exabyte 8mm DDP 
• Sony 1630 
• SCSI CD-R (full Red and Orange book) 
Pentium PC Tower 
• 17 inch color monitor 
6 Hours 45 minutes stereo in 2 
removable drives 
Exabyte XL 8585 tape drive 
• Real-time audio playback of DDP master tapes 

and quality monitoring 
• Full verification of DDP audio data 
• Edit or append ISRC data without re-loading 
DDP tape 

• Printed DDP error reporting 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

Parsons: The very first thing I did as 
a fully fledged engineer was the fol-
low-up single to The Hollies' "He 
Ain't Heavy He's My Brother." The 
song was "I Can't Tell the Bottom 
From the Top." This took place about 
two years after I joined Abbey Road. 
Bonzai: Any stories about your first 
session with The Beatles? 
Parsons: Well, it was literally just 
thrown at me. They were making 
their Let It Be film in their own studios 
at Apple and had commissioned a 
gentleman known as "Magic Alex" to 

build a console and install all their 
studio equipment for them. It became 
apparent, after about a day and a half, 
that it simply wasn't going to work. 

So, the Beatles cried "Help" in a 
loud voice to Abbey Road, and lo 
and, behold, they produced two 4-
track mixers and a whole bunch of 
equipment, a 3M 8-track, and me. 
Down we went, and installed all the 
gear, and I tape-op'd for the Let It Be 
album, including the rooftop session. 
I couldn't believe it—there I was. 
One day I was making tea at Abbey 
Road, and the next day I was work-
ing with The Beatles at their studio. 

ose 
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200 kHz PPS 
Function Generator 

0.001% TH 
(-100 6113) 

D5360...$2395 (U.S. list) 

• 25 ppm freq. accuracy 

• 1 mHz to 200 kHz 

• Sine, square, two-tone, 
burst 

• Pink and white noise 

• Log & linear freq. 
sweeps 

• 35 kiVpp to 40 Vrp, 

• 519DIF/EIAJ and 
AE5-E5U digital 
outputs 

• OMB and R5-232 
interfaces (standard) 

The performance of a low distortion signal source and the features of a 
digitally synthesized function generator are combined in a unique new 
instrument, the 55360 from SRS. With 0.0017, THD, 25 ppm frequency 
accuracy and functions that include sine waves, square waves, sweeps, and 
bursts, the 55360 delivers unparalleled precision and versatility. To make 
it complete we added two-tone (including SMPTE, DIM, CCIF), bandwidth 
limited white noise, SF'DIF/EIAJ and AES-EI5U digital outputs, and 
computer interfaces. 

The DS360 — the one source for all your audio frequency needs. 

Stanford Research Systems 
1290-D Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 9405n 
TEL(408)744-9040 FAX 408 744 9049 

&lanai: I was lucky to be invited to 
some sessions in '67 and '68—maybe 
we ran into each other in the halls? 
Parsons: Quite possibly, but I was 
unbearded and wearing a tie in those 
days. That was what one had to do at 
Abbey Road. 
Bonze What was the next big leap 
in your career? 
Parsons: Well, I started to get work as 
an engineer, but the only big act I had 
was The Hollies, which was very 
good for me. We had a great time and 
had a really good friendship. The next 
big step was getting the Pink Floyd 
gig. I mixed the Atom Heart Mother 
album, so that's what got me started 
with them. I had been second engi-
neer on that, and most of the record-
ing had been done by Peter Bown, 
another Abbey Road engineer. That 
paved the way for Dark Side of the 
Moon and the first big-name rock artist 

Eight-track modular 

digital recorders are 

probably the most 

significant thing to happen 

in the last ten years. I think 

you will see a lot of major 

studios shutting down 

as a result of that 

technology and its price. 

album project I got involved with. It 
was quite a good way to start, really. 
Bonzai: Isn't it amazing how well 
that album has held up? 
Parsons: Yes, it's extraordinary. 
Bonze: What's your secret? 
Parsons: [laughs] Well, it was proba-
bly youth. I was only 23 then. 
Bonzai: How long did it take to 
make that album? 
Parsons: About a year, on and off. It 
wasn't an intensive recording period. 
We were out on the road as well dur-
ing the recording. That was good ex-
perience, too. A lot of people don't 
realize I was their live sound engi-
neer for the early days of Dark Side 
of the Moon. That's what brought me 
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ProMix 01 parametric eq gives you dozens of frequency centers in 

three overlapping bands, from a very low 32 Hz to a sparkling 18 kHz. 

Q is adjustable in 1/6th octave steps with low and high frequency shelf 

A graphic LCD display shows the details of every move you make. 

Mixing is something like 
painting. Whether it's for 
a live audience or in the 

studio, equalization, or eq, is like 
the "palette and brushes" that let 
you adjust the shade and tint of 
each sound in your mix. 

In the eq world, true para-
metric eq is the most precise of 
all. But it can be very expensive. 
It's normally available only as an 
integral part of a large console. 
Or as a separate add-on unit that 
can cost thousands. 

So why would someone pay 
big bucks for parametric eq? With 
ProMix 01 you can afford to find 
out—because ProMix 01 is the only 
mixer in its class with true para-
metric eq on every input channel. 

Fundamentals and harmonics: 
the hues and tints of music. 

Each sound in your mix is 
made up of many "colors" or fre-
quencies. If you look closely at 
a shiny object, you notice it's not 

simply gold or silver— it 
displays a complex array 

of colors that let you 
know it's reflective. 

When you listen 
to a sound 
by itself, you 

mostly hear 
its predominant 

frequency—the fund-
amental. But like the 

shiny object, if you listen 
closely you'll hear subtle fre-

quencies called harmonics that 
give the sound its character. 

Eq lets you control these 
subtleties. Making an acoustic 
guitar seem larger than life— 
more out-front—by simply 
boosting the high-frequency 
harmonics from the strings. 
So the guitar becomes more 
noticeable in your r. ix, without 

Call the SOO number below for 
your free ProMix 01 Video and 

Application Guide. 

actually raising its volume. 
You can also use eq to solve 

problems in a mix. Such as 
removing feedback in a live 
concert; removing hum or noise 
from an electric instrument; or 
taking the "edge" off an instru-
ment that's stealing attention 
from a lead vocal. With eq, you 
can make sounds stand out or 
blend in. In short, it's the accent 
that can turn a group of sounds 
into a great mix. 

A different shade of blue? 
Most equalizers give you a 

pre-determined choice of two 
or three frequency locations at 
which you can boost or cut. 
That can be really limiting—like 
having only two or three colors 
to paint with. You'll quickly dis-
cover this when you want to add 
presence to your vocal track, 
solve a feedback problem, or 
remove electronic "hum," and 
need frequencies that fixed-band 
equalizers don't provide. 
Parametric eq, as provided by 
ProMix 01, gives you a spectrum 
of frequency choices. Like having 
all the colors of a color wheel 
available to paint with. 

What size brush? 
In addition to frequency 

and gain controls, the true para-
metric eq on ProMix 01 includes 
a Quality Factor or "Q" control. 
Going back to our painting anal-
ogy, Q is like the width of your 
paintbrush. It lets you determine 
how wide or fine an effect you 
want the eq to have. Unlike the 
pseudo-parametric or "sweep" eq 
some mixers provide, true para-
metric eq lets you boost and cut 
subtleties in your mix with the 
precision of a Renaissance artist. 

ProMix 01 gives you three bands of true parametric eq. 

As well as a library of 30 time-tested eq curves, plus 

room for 20 more custom curves of your own 

- 
EQ LOW MID HIGH LIBRARY 

The ProMix "Paint Box." 
Now that you know why 

parametric eq is so highly 
regarded, just imagine applying 
that artistic freedom to your 
next project. What could you do 
with more colors and more con-
trol over them? With 3-band 
parametric eq on every channel 
and the main stereo output, 
ProMix 01 gives you dozens of 
frequency centers to choose 
from. It's like enhancing your 
mix with a paintbox that includes 
every color in the rainbow. 

A memory for the details. 
ProMix 01 also saves you 

time by remembering all your 
eq settings in memory. So once 
you've found that magic eq 
curve, you can instantly call it 
up weeks later, along with all 
the other settings in your mix. 
ProMix 01 even includes a built-
in eq library which holds 30 
time-tested eq curves for you to 
use. You can call these up as 
starting points, modify them 
according to taste, and store 
your own custom settings in the 
library for use at any time. The 
large, backlit LCD display gives 
you visual as well as precise 
numeric representation of your 
eq on each channel—making 
eq'ing with ProMix 01 an illumi-
nating experience indeed. 

We could go on and on 
about ProMix 01's other advan-
tages. But that's another ad. 
In the meantime, get the book 
and see the movie. Just call 
l-800-937-7171, ext. 550 for 
your free copy of the new 
ProMix 01 Application Guide 
and Video. Then take a spin 
at the dealer nearest you, and 
see how ProMix Ors parametric 
eq handles the curves. 

YAMAN® 
Smart Mixing 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

to America for the first time in a pro-
fessional capacity. I remember the 
first show I did, in Madison, Wiscon-
sin. Great experience. 
Bonze How did you make the tran-
sition to producing? 
Parsons: I think that producing was 
a lairly natural progression. I was in 
touch with a lot of people from EMI 
records, a lot of the A&R people. The 
first things I did were for Pilot and 
Cockney Rebel, both EMI projects. I 
think it evolved as a result of getting a 
reputation from the Floyd album and 
just doing bits and pieces in a pro-
duction capacity with other producers. 
The word just got out that I was capa-
ble of doing it. But I never actually 
\vent up to record companies and 
said, will you let me produce this act? 
They actually gave them to me, which 
is rather nice. 
Bonzai: Of the records you've pro-
duced over the years, which ones are 
you most proud of, which ones show 
off your talents? 
Parsons: I was very pleased with Al 
Stewart's Year of the Cat album. Not 
only did it have some interesting pro-
duction ideas, it certainly deviated 
from anything Al had done before— 
particularly the saxophone. Al had 
never used a sax on a record before, 
and we got a good buddy of mine, 
Phil Kenzie, to play that part, and then 
we called in Andrew Powell to do the 
orchestral arrangements. It is a pro-
duction-type song, and that extends to 
the whole album, really, as a sort of 
producer's showcase. 
Bonzai: What have been your per-
forming responsibilities during your 
recent tour? 
Parsons: Acoustic guitar, a bit of 
keyboards, a bit of backing vocals, a 
few bits and pieces of percussion, 
woodwind. 
Bonze: You never sing lead, do you? 
Parsons: I sing two lines from "Time" 
as lead vocalist, but basically it's 
back ups. 
Bonzai: Is that your choice? 
Parsons: Well, I think it's the public's 
choice [laughs]. I'm not a singer, let's 
face it. I'm a record producer and a 
passable guitar player, but I'm not in 
the virutoso category like the people 
I surround myself with. 
Bonzai: What's your secret for a 
great mix? 
Parsons: One thing I do is perhaps a 
little unusual. Most people start with 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 188 
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IGITAL MULTITRACK 

ANYWHERE 

o 
It's so easy to take a 
digital multitrack recorder 
out on the road But 

teaming it up with a 
compact, affordable mixer 
that's up to the job of 

making studio quality 
lire digital recordings 

direct to tape is not so 

easy. 
So Spirit bave created 
Pro Tracker. 

We've packed 2 high 
quality 8 channel in-line 
mixer Imo a 3U Case. 
ProTraricer has an ultra 
clean signal path, and 
everything you need to 
make professional 

1.1 will also excel when you want to11. REC 011ete MAD 
deital quality 

recordings - yet PanTracker 

overdub; itlf even mix, your 
front-of-house sound while 
you're recording. ProTracker's 
key to digitai quality recording 
lies in its unique integration of 
superior components into the 
straightest possible signal path 
between its input and its 
balanced tape output. effectively 
giving you a pure direct-to-tape 
mix. To keep a tight rein on 
levels going io tape - and to 
prevent accidental digital 
overload distention when a 

band member decides ta crank 
up the volume - there's a fast 
limiter wish swkchable threshold: 
you just œt and forget it. Take a 
good look at the impiessive 
feature 

R 

3,1/1E0 RETURN 

MAIN FEATURES 
Superb Live Recordings • lo-line monitoring signal format - 

discrete inputs per channel 

• 8 channels with 6Ornm linear 
faders ( -90dB cut off) 

• Expansion sockets for daisy-chaining 
ProTrackers 

• New high quality. high gain mic pre-
amp (-T29dBu ElNi with switchable 
48V phantom power en every input 

• Balanced Line inputs with built-in DI 
capability for instruments 

• Switchahle High P3SS Filter on 
every channel 

• Buik-in Limiter (300pSec attack time! 
3 sec release), selectable on every 
channel 

• rnaert and Aux switchable between 
channel and monitor paths 
• Aux globally switt hable pre/post fader 

• Plil on each channel 

• Overload and Limiter indicators on 
each channel 
• Monitor fader and Pan control 
• Balanced Tape SenchRetum, swechatie 
beween +-Mau and - 10dBV 

• Separate pre-fade Insert and Return 
sockes, elimina:ing Y-cables 

• Stereo Effects Return with fader 
and PFL 

• inputs switchable to Mix to alloa 
simulmneous frost-of-house mixing 
and recording 

• Mix routable m Tape Sends 7/8 for 
simultaneous 2-track recording, witbeita 
affecting multitrack feeds from channels 
1 :o t, 

• Headphone monitoring of 2-track 
maim, Aux, 7/8 or Mix 

• Solo indicaro: 

• Monitor Outputs follow headphone 
output 

• Mix Output and 2-Track Return accept 
+4dBu XLRs or -10dBV RCA phonos 

• 100 - 240 VAC operation with internal 
universal switching power supply 

• Road quality canstitiction 
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ProTracker :s the perfect live reoording 

partner or affordable digital munitracks 
such as ADAr and DA-88"; and, like 
digital multitrœlcs, you can link several 

ProTrackers together for 

additional tracks. Each 
channel is equipped with our 

best-ever mir preamp and a 

balanced line input with 

direct instrument capability, 

so you don't have to ese any 

noisy DI boxes. A High Pass 

Filter on each input cuts mie 

popping and stage rumble. 

With ProTracker, you can not 
only record to multitrack but 

you can also make and 

monitor a 2-track DAT master 

at the sarte rime 

Overdil or Record 
Anytime, Anywhere 

ProTrarker is designed for the road. 

That's why we have incorporated a 

power supply that works all around 

the world, so you can make the bes: 

location recordings wherever you go. 
And with its compact rack design, 

ProTracker will fit into any outside 
broadcast or location recording system. 

8760 South Sandy Parkway, 
Sandy, Utah 84070. 

Tel: 801-566 9135 
Fax: 801-566 2086 
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MasterTools presents an essential palette of facilities for monitoring, repairing, optimizing and 

capturing your final mix with maximum resolution. For more information, call 310-915-1000. 

Arboretum's Hyperprism/TDM is the real-time, multi- effect TDM Plug- 1n version of the well known, 

award-winning Hyperprism stand-alone sound effects processing software. For more information, call 

415-931-7720. 

The Protron AudioReality TDM Plug- 1n from Crystal River Engineering offers true 3-D spatialization of multiple 

sound sources in a custom acoustic space. Audio designers can create fully spatialized audio tracks in a dynamic 

mixing environment. For more information. call 415-323-8155. 
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The JVP TDM Plug- 1n provides everything you need for voice processing: A de-esser, 

compressor/gate, parametric EQ, and multi-tap delay. MDT allows you to emulate any 

existing compressor, limiter or expander; or create completely unique settings tailored to 

your specific needs. For more information, call 916-878-6666. 

Combine Lexicon's world-class digital signal processing card with NuVerb's graphic interface, and you can 

get the sound you're looking for, faster, and with more precision than ever before. For more information, 

call 617-736-0300. 

QSYS/TDM allows users the ability to place individual elements in a 180-degree arc with only two speakers. 

This is the same patented sound technology as QSystern'', used by artists such as Sting, Roger Waters, and 

Pink Floyd. For more information, call 403-291-2492. 

Ramberg 

MIPS 

The DeClicker: Today's solution to yesterday's clicks and pops. The Virtual FX Rack: A Package of 

five essential audio tools developed to enhance your acoustic palette. For more information, call 

818-993-4091. 

Waves has set new standards for digital audio processing. The L I - Ultramaximizer, Q10-ParaGraphic 

EQ, CI-Compressor/Gate and SI -Stereo Imager provide high-quality processing within Pro Tools. 

For more information, call 423-588-9307. 

If you're thinking about staking your future on one digital audio workstation, consider this: The eight 

standout companies you see here are among the many developing TDM Plug- Ins for Pro Tools Ill. 

Which just so happens to be the one digital audio workstation used by more editors and engineers 

than all other systems combined. In other words, you're in pretty good company with Pro Tools. 

Call 1-800-333-2137 x175 for a free catalog of TDM Plug- Ins and other Digidesign 

Development Partner products. 

Digidesign is a registered trademark and Pro Took is a trademark of Digidesign, Inc. All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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It was inevitable, really. Despite the broad and intense 

wave of remastered reissues, somehow Elton John had eluded 

the attentions of the back-catalogers. No mean feat, given his 

following and the wealth of material that he has recorded 

over his long career. But they got him in the end with a 

remastered reissue series focusing on his earlier works, 

most of which have been supplemented by extra 

tracks from the recording sessions 

or from the period. 
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BY ZENON SCHOEPE 

1
 t's a veritable gold mine—Empty Sky, Elton John, 
Tumbleweed Connection, Madman Across the 
Water, Honky Chateau, Don't Shoot Me, Goodbye 
Yellow Brick Road, Caribou, Captain Fantastic, 

Rock of the Westies, 17.11.70, Live at the Royal Festival 
Hall, and Live at Madison Square Garden—and it's 
small wonder that record companies don't risk their 
necks on new signings 
when they can rest on 
such ample material from 
the past. 

The project was han-
dled by Metropolis Master-
ing in London, with mas-
tering engineer Tony 
Cousins aided by original 
producer Gus Dudgeon 
and editor/quality con-

troller 
Crispin Murray. It was a presti-

gious gig for Metropolis, which had caused a stir in the 
London mastering scene when it opened its multiroom 
mastering wing in 1993. Part of the excitement was be-
cause Metropolis had attracted mastering engineers Ian 
Cooper and Cousins, with editor Murray, from the Town-
house Cutting Rooms, in addition to grabbing mastering 
engineer Tim Young from Hit Factory, London. 

The Elton John tapes were all stereo with Dolby and 
were played back from an Ampex ATR100 in Cousins' 
room through a selection of EQs and dynamic processors, 
including Sontecs, Summits and in-house designs. Digital 
gear included the TC Electronic M5000 and Yamaha 
DMC1000 console, plus the 20-bit Studio Audio and Video 
SADiE editor. 

As is usually the case when dipping into antiquity, 

sourcing 
the correct tapes proved 
to be a problem. "When 
we started Tumbleweed 
Connection, we knew 
we didn't have the right 
master," Cousins says. 
"We asked everybody 
again and eventually 
found a tape that had 
'Tumbleweed Connec-
tion, do not use, this is 
not the master' on the 

case in Gus Dudgeon's writing. 
"As soon as we put it on, it was obvious that it was 

in fact the master," he continues. "It hadn't been played 
and therefore sounded much better, but more impor-
tantly, all the mixes corresponded to an original press-
ing that Gus had. And we realized that everything else 
that had ever gone out had come off the wrong tape. 
Even more upsetting was the fact that they'd only sent 
us one side. We'd just hit our deadline for delivery, 
and by the time we got the other side, we didn't have 

enough time to use it all." 
Despite intensive search-

es, not all of the masters 
materialized, most notably 
the first album. "The Empty 
Sky tapes were just ap-
palling—they were copies 

Above: a few of the many Elton 

John Albums, (L-R) 

Madman Across the Water, 

Captain Fantastic & The Brown 

Dirt Cowboy and Goodbye 

Yellow Brick Road. 

Left: Tony Cousins, he lead 

remastering engineer on the 

new Elton John reissues. 
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of bad-quality 4-track recordings. The 
Elton John album was the original, 
Tumbleweed, as I said, we had the 
original but weren't able to use all of 
it. Madman, Honky Chateau, Captain 
Fantastic and Caribou were all origi-
nals, but Rock of the Westies was a 
low-level copy which was hissy and 
had been sitting in Gus' attic for the 
last 20 years. 

"With that tape, we EQ'd and did 
all the work we wanted on it, and 
then on the really hissiest bits—i.e., 
the fade-outs and the gaps be-
tween tracks—we lifted just those 
sections from the production 
tapes which had been Dolby'd, 
then we edited them in." 

The three live albums were 
remixed by Dudgeon on the 
Metropolis Focusrite console, 
resulting in full CDs of the 
performances recorded for 
radio, the Royal Festival Hall 
London and Madison 
Square Garden, with John 
Lennon. Cousins says Elton 
John fans will be interest-
ed "not only because it's 
been remixed but be-
cause you're getting that 
band—the Captain Fan-
tastic Band—playing at 
its very best just before 
they broke up. For me, that was 
one of the eye-openers. They were 
brilliant." 

STICKING WITH ANALOG 

As a method of working, Cousins is 
a keen advocate of doing as much 
of the grunt work in the analog do-
main as possible. "I don't understand 
why people convert analog to digit-
al and then process digitally," he 
says. "You get perfect phase correla-
tion, but sonically you've got analog 
tape and you don't have any real 
reason to process it digitally, but 
people think that's the right way to 
do it. 

"If you're in the analog domain, 
you do as much of your processing 
as you can there and get it into dig-
ital in as perfect a state as possible, 
with the EQ and dynamics sorted 
out. Then you can edit digitally. But 
if you start processing again in digit-
al, you are putting on another gen-
eration." 

He also finds analog to be kinder 
"musically" and says that nine times 
out of ten he can achieve better res-
olution with analog EQs. "Unless a 
client specifically wants to do some-

thing purely digital, which of course 
we can do, I will nearly always try to 
see which one sounds best, and 
nearly always I am led toward the 
analog," says Cousins. "All the al-
bums were done on the old Dolby 
301, and we made the comparison 
between that and the 363s—the 301s 
always walked the floor with it and 
sounded less processed," he says. 
"On occasions when we wanted it to 
sound more processed, we used the 
363 because we couldn't achieve 

what we wanted 
EQ-

wise. 
We always 
started by changing the Dolbys." 

The tapes, a mixture of BASF and 
Ampex stock, were in average con-
dition physically. "We tended to 
work from the original," Cousins ex-
plains. "I wanted to work from a 
level copy and then switch to the 
master for the final run, but the mas-
ters didn't smudge up the heads, so 
we used them. I was worried about 
rubbing off the top end, but in some 
cases, there wasn't any top end to 
wipe off anyway! 

"The dullest one of the lot was 
Madman Across the Water—it 
sounded like there was a blanket on 
it, which is a pity as it's a really good 
record. That and the Elton John 
album had a certain amount of top 
put into them, but I was careful be-
cause there is distortion on those, 
and all it would do was highlight it." 

Cousins and Dudgeon listened 
through each master two or three 
times before deciding on a course of 
action, and once changes were 
under way, they compared what 
they were doing to the current re-

lease to hear whether they were im-
proving matters or making things 
worse. 

"Captain Fantastic was streets 
ahead of the rest—it was the best-
sounding of them all," says Cousins. 
"It was written chronologically, 
recorded chronologically and mixed 
chronologically as you hear it. 

"In those days, they used to mix in 
a sort of concave fashion, with the 
vocal in the middle-back of the stereo 
semisphere. Gus wanted to make it 
convex, with the middle more up-
front. We achieved this on one occa-

sion by sending in four paralleled 
stereo channels of the 
same signal into the 
DMC1000 and then proc-
essing each differently and 
mixing them to stereo. How 
we processed depended on 
the requirement, but the 
most common was to get the 
center image a bit stronger— 
we'd mono a stereo pair, EQ 
out top and bottom and then 
feed it back in. You can do that 
on a digital desk without any 
problems. 

"Gus cannot resist changing 
levels all the time, and he 
would be riding the left and 
right faders as the thing was 
going into the hard disk to alter 
the dynamics. I was doing any EQ 
at the same time, and if it was too 
complicated, we used edit sections 

and then fixed them in the SADiE." 

SHOOT LOW OR SHOOT HIGH? 

The mastering of the previously un-
released additional tracks posed the 
interesting dilemma of whether to 
mimic the constraints of the other 
tracks (which were intended for 
vinyl) or to push the limits and aim 
for something a little higher. "The 
approach was always to try and 
bring out as much of what was there 
as we could," Cousins says. "You're 
trying to make it larger than life be-
cause when you master something, 
that's what you're actually doing. 
You're trying to make the listening 
experience more immediate. Master-
ing often involves trying to bring the 
excitement out, which was obvious-
ly there originally. I always look at it 
as if you're trying to make the pro-
ducer, engineer or client hear what 
they heard then and what they had 
in mind. And if you do that, then 
you're succeeding." 

Crispin Murray picks up the plot, 
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And Other Truths About El-Bus Recording Consoles 

Get Back Jack. Get Real. 
Have you ever seen a pro-studio recording engineer mess 
with the cables on a console? Of course not. That's why 
true recording consoles have their jacks in back. Look at 
any console in any serious studio. Truth is, once the 
console is installed there's no need to change the setup. 
Like the TASCAM M2600mk1I— the next-generation 8-bus. 
Available in 16, 24 and 32 input models, it looks clean, 
sounds sweet and works the way you want it to. 

All Your AUXes. All The Time. 
With 6 AUXes (2 are stereo), the -ASCAM M2600mKII has 
more AUXes than any other console in its class. But the 
best part is — you can use all six — all the time. No other 
console in its price range can make that claim. That means 
you can use more effects, set up multiple independent 
stereo headphone mixes and have more flexibili:y. No 
limitations. And no repatching. 

Get Out! Direct or With 
The Group. 
A true sign of a recording console is direct/group switching. 
That's what makes recording with the TASCAM M2600mKII 
so smooth. Think about it. Send any signal direct to tape 
or disk by pressing one button. Or, send a group of signals 
direct to tape or disk just as easily — no patching here! 
You'll never have to crawl around or mess with your cables 
again. Spend more time recording and less time figuring 
out how. 

The Features Demanded 
by Pros. 
The M2600iviKII has everything a great recording console 
should have — and more. It's an In Line configuration with 
flip switches. And you get your choice of balanced 
(+4dBm) and unbalanced tape ins and outs Phantom 
power (48V) switchable in banks of 8 channels And an 

optional multi-process meter bridge so you can keep your 
eyes on the board — and not your recorder. Plus, a semi-
parametric split EQ on every channel and it's ready for 
automation using any of a number of third party packages. 

Maximum 
Headroom 

Increased range of mic amp trim 
control down to OdB accommodates 
+4 signals without using the pad-

improves signal to noise ratio 

o 
Double Reinforced 

Dual-Ground System 

Wider ground line patterns on the PCB, 

extremely heavy gauge weing, and 

enhanced electronics y:elds greater 
headroom and improveci axinci quality. 

Watch it. Do Those Switches 
and Knobs Wiggle? 
Before you buy an 8-bus console check out the quality. 
Knobs and switches that wiggle are going to be a problem. 
For example, check out the contro's and faders of the 
M2600mk11. No play, no wiggling. You can feel the quality. 
Feel those smooth long throw 100mm faders. Clean. And 
check out the ergonomics. Even the largest fingers will fit 
between the knobs. Try that on others! 

Use A Solid Heavyweight. 
TASCAM has built more recording consoles than any other 
manufacturer in the world. We know how to buiid a quality 
product that will last. The M2600mKII is a sold console. You 
can feel the difference just trying to lift it. Just compare it 

to the less serious lightweights on the market. Plus it comes 
with an extra heavy external power supply that delivers 
more headroom than anything else in its class. Just what 
you expect from the leader in multitrack recording. 

Get Smart. SmartSwitchesIm 
The difference is in the design. This is a serious console Take 
a look and you'll notice the design touches 
that distinguish the M2600mKII as the 
next-generation 8-bus console. Like 
TASCAM's exclusive self canceling and 
two-tone SmartSwitches — for protection 
from redundant operations and visual 
confirmation of all button positions at a 
glance. Quite a hassle on others! 

Great Sound. 
The Next-Generation El-Bus. 
The real truth about a recording console is sound. With 
Absolute Sound TransparencyTm, high-end mic pre-amps, 
ultra low-noise circuitry, and high-output op amps, the 
M2600mKII is amazingly quiet, absolutely transparent and 
perhaps the best sounding console under $20,000. And 
starting at only $3,199, it's truly the sound decision for a 
next-generation 8-bus recording console. Put it on your 
shopping list today. 

-co 
Dedicated Semi Modular Component 

Indicator Lights Construction 

Each SOLO and MUTE switch includes 
individual indicator lights so you are 

assured of their postion at all times. No 

second guessing. 

A more expensive higher quality semi-
modular design with 8-channel modular 

sections makes the 

M-2600atidl easier to service. 
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BY GABE WIENER 

We live in a disposable age, and 
nothing is more disposable in our in-
dustry than recording media. I don't 
know about you, but I have DATs 
strewn everywhere—in the studio, in 
my briefcase, even a few at home in 
the kitchen. We take it for granted 
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nowadays that, generally speaking, 
our recordings are replaceable. If the 
ref from last week's session goes 
awry, it's a simple matter to roll off 
another copy from the digital work-
station. When I'm working on a proj-
ect, it seems that by the time I'm 
done, I'm left with dozens of tapes 
that chronicle its development from 

its crudest through its most pol-
ished form. Except for the mas-
ters and a few carefully pro-
duced safety copies, most of my 
work-in-progress tapes end up 
being re-used. 

In the recording studios of 
70 years ago, there were no 
tape masters, nor were there the 
ubiquitous safeties and work 
copies. Back when recording 
was new, there was only one 
way to preserve a recorded per-
formance: a transcription disc. 

Mastering engineer Gabe Wiener 

at the main mastering desk of New 

York's Quintessential Sound 
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These discs, in common use from the 
1930s until well into the 1970s, were to 
prior generations of engineers what 
cassettes and DAT refs are today. They 
were the throwaway copies, the refs 
you took home to play for your friends 
and family, or kept on your shelf as a 
personal record of a project. If you 
were a musician who performed live 
on the radio, you could bet that the en-
gineer would hand you a transcription 
disc of your performance as you left 
the studio. If your band or your college 
choir had a live concert, a call to the 
local engineer with an acetate recorder 
was the only way to preserve it. Prior 
to Jack Mullen and the first commer-
cially available magnetic tape ma-
chines, transcription discs were the 
only way to make an "instant" record-

Many of Cab Calloway's historic live radio 

broadcasts have only been preserved on fragile 

acetates. Restoring these discs and 

recapturing Calloway's sparkling yet growling 

style took a rare combination of technical 

know-how and creative aesthetic judgment. 

ing with anything approaching reason-
able fidelity. Wire recorders existed, 
but prior to the discovery of biasing, 
they were useless for music. 

Transcription discs, or acetates as 
they're often called, consist of a layer 
of rigid core material coated with an 
acetate nitrocellulose, plasticized with 
mineral oils. When acetate recording 
became popular in the 1930s, alu-
minum was the most common core 
material. However, during World War 
II, aluminum was needed elsewhere, 
so the recording community switched 
to glass-based discs. In the 1940s, 
home recorders became available from 
Wilcox-Gay and other companies. The 
cheaper models used cardboard as a 
base, while the more upscale machines 
used flimsy versions of the profession-
al aluminum or glass discs. 

Consumers and even the musical 
community at large viewed acetate 
recording in much the same way we 
view CD-Rs today: A sense of "gee 
whiz" pervaded their entry into the 
mainstream. There was something inef-
fably snazzy about carrying home a 
freshly cut record. However, unlike CD-
Rs, which can be played repeatedly 
without degradation, the same did not 
hold true for the noble acetate. The 
very factors that made it recordable—a 
soft, yielding plastic—were the same 
factors responsible for its rapid degra-
dation. We all know how bad a poorly 
treated vinyl record can sound. Believe P
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In 1954, Glenn Gould performed Bach's Goldberg Variations live on CBC Radio. The only 

surviving recording, found on acetate discs strewn about Gould's apartment, has been 

re-issued on CBC Records PSCD-2007. Restoration and noise removal required a variety 

of careful judgment calls to decide how much noise could be suppressed 

without damaging the program material. 

me when I tell you that vinyl degra-
dation is nothing compared to what 
acetates reveal when they're mistreat-
ed. The mere act of playing an ac-
etate deforms the groove walls. The 
friction of the stylus momentarily 
liquifies the soft plastic under its pres-
sure, and this repeated heating/cool-

ing is enough to add egregious layers 
of surface noise each time the disc is 
played. Even in the best of all possi-
ble playback circumstances, a well-
cut acetate could only hold up to a 
handful of playings before becoming 
unusable for any professional appli-
cation. 

Proper transcription and restoration can often involve 

several turntables as well as a variety of signal processing 

equipment such as the CEDAR Series li processors. 

Of course, as fate 
would have it, acetates 
are in many cases the 
only records of many 
historic live perfor-
mances, radio broadcasts 
and albums for which no 
commercial copies sur-
vive. If you think my de-
scription of playback 
degradation is horrific, 
wait until you see a pre-
cious transcription that 
has been stored for 40 
years in too-hot or too-
humid an environment. 

I ,SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Of course. you wouldn't be 

having this anxiety attack if you 

used new BASF 900 maxima 

High Output Mastering Tape. 

VVfth 3 dB more output and 

2 dB less noise than standard 

analogue mastering tapes, it 

is identical to the MOL and the 

signal-to-noise ratios of other high output masters. 

But it has the reel-to-reel reliability and consistency 

2:00 a.m. The band 
just found the sound 

they've been looking for. 

Everyone's rockin'. 

Except you. You're figuring 

out how to tell them the 

HIGH OUTPUT master 

you were using just 

"cragged out!' 

of BASF 911. Low rub off. 

Precision-manufactured. It's 

classic BASF The kind of 

BASF tape studios have been 

relying on since 19:34. As you 

turn to face the band (gulp), 

you make a vow. If you survive 

the next ten minutes, the first 

thing you II do is contact BASF, 1-800-225-4350 

(Fax:1-800-446-BASF); Canada 1-800-661-8273. 

CI Eu1rau Mr. 

C) 1994 BASF Corporation Information Sy,'tams 
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Hands-On Training • Financial Aid Available • Dorm Housing 
10 Week Recording Engineer Program • 10 Week Video Editor Program 

11 Studios in 12,000 sq. It. training facility filled with the latest equipment 
Outstanding Job Placement Assistance 

Call for Brochure LOS ANGELES 

818-7634400 RECORDING 4r / 

5278 Lankershim Blvd. • N. Hollywood, CA 91901 WORKSHOPk(\ 
eu. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR 310/a / 

CDs IN 3 WEEKS 
300 CDs plus 300 Cassettes 
with two-color inserts and chrome tope 

44" é pat warned to let you 
kw, bou, happy we are will, 

the CD and cassette package! 

they definitely bare a major 
label look and sound!» 

—Michael Wagner, 

INVISIBLE LISA. 
Houghton Lake, MI 

$2,390 

• FREE : Deluxe Graphic Design 

• Proof Positive Reference CD 
• Major-Label-Quality 
• No-Fine-Print Guarantee 

Call today for your FREE, 
1995 Full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 
Outside USA call 609-663-9030; FAX 609-661 3458 

DISC MAKERS 
AMERICA'S WI MANUFACTURER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MUSIC INDUSTRY 

First, the plasticizer—the substance 
that binds the acetate to the core— 
acidifies and seeps up through the 
surface of the disc, clogging the 
grooves. Next, the soft acetate ex-
pands or contracts unevenly, causing 
gaping cracks to develop along the 
disc's surface. Finally, when all the 
plasticizer has eroded, the acetate 
surface simply peels off of the core 
like confetti, usually right as you 
take it out of the sleeve to play it. 
I'm often reminded of the famous 
scene in the film The Time Machine 
when, far in the future, the only sur-
viving book crumbles in Rod Tay-
lor's hands. 

Several months before Cab Cal-
loway died, the curators of his estate 
decided to transfer all of his person-
al acetates to a more reliable medi-
um. The collection, mostly compris-
ing his early live radio performances, 
was sent to us for restoration and 
transcription. The aim was to restore 
them so that the audio could suc-
cessfully be used for reissues, 
soundtracks and multimedia collec-
tions. Because the discs in the col-
lection varied in age and quality, it 
was necessary for us to first evaluate 
each disc and then arrive at a con-
sistent plan for restoring them. 

Some discs had aged rather well, 
but others showed various degrees 
of degeneration. The first sign of ac-
etate breakdown is the build-up of a 
thick, white powdery substance, 
which is the residue of the acidic re-
action that the plasticizer undergoes 
over time. Depending on the core 
material, the severity of the build-up 
and the condition of the underlying 
acetate, special chemicals can be 
used to remove the residue. All 
archivists, mastering engineers and 
librarians who work with acetates 
have their own array of special 
brews and concoctions that are use-
ful for combatting the different sorts 
of residue. Do not even think about 
chemically treating an acetate until 
you have learned how from some-
one trained in the field. A wrong 
chemical choice can destroy the disc 
instantly. In Calloway's case, some 
discs needed a gentle cleaning, 
while others needed to be bathed in 
a special petroleum-based fluid to 
remove the caked plasticizer from 
the grooves. 

Even if no degradation is present, 
acetates can only be cleaned by gen-
tly wiping with distilled, pure water. 
Do not even consider using your 
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WI or Nitty Gritty record cleaner un-
less you'd like to rip the acetate 
layer right off the core. The Keith 
Monks machine, usually found only 
in recording archives, can be care-
fully used to clean acetates that are 
in good shape. Even plain water can 
ruin an acetate if the core is made of 
paper or cardboard. Once the disc 
surface has been cleaned and pre-
pared, it's on to the challenge of 
playing the disc. 

Unlike LP vinyl records or even 
commercial 78s, there are no stan-
dards whatsoever for groove width 
in acetate discs. The make of cutting 
head, age and wear of the cutter, 
and softness of the acetate material 
itself combine to leave us with a 
pronounced lack of any standard. 
Anyone wishing to make serious 
transcriptions will need to have a va-
riety of styli on hand to contend 
with the myriad groove sizes that 
come up. Acetate grooves can vary 
from under 2 mil to well over 4 mil, 
with the bulk being between 2.3 and 
2.6 mil. If things weren't complicat-
ed enough already, one not only has 
to worry about the size of the stylus, 

The transcriptions 
then came to us for 
remastering, and 

me discovered, to no 
one's surprise, that 

they sounded 
remarliahlg 

similar to a hod of 
Rice limpies. 

but also the shape of the stylus. Styli 
come in many shapes—conical, 
truncated, truncated elliptical, for ex-
ample—and different types are 
needed depending on the shape of 
the grooves and the sorts of degra-
dation. 

Because every play of an acetate 
involves degradation, it is usually a 
bad idea to try every stylus in your 
collection before settling on the right 
one. Each archivist develops a per-
sonal methodology for judging 
groove size with minimal damage. 
Sometimes, a specially designed mi-
croscope can be used to measure 
the groove walls. Short of that, one 
must use very judicious (and very 
short) playbacks at random spots 
throughout a disc to determine the 
appropriate stylus size and shape. 
Too small of a stylus and it will sink 
to the bottom of the groove, pro-
ducing rather large amounts of 
noise. Too large of a stylus and it 
will ride up out of the grooves too 
easily, causing poor frequency re-
sponse and increasing the likelihood 
of mistracking. 
I should perhaps take this oppor-
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AUDIO INTEGRITY 

DUAL EFFECTS ARCHITECTURE 

VVith 50 effects per block, the dual block architec-

ture of the DPS-V77 makes it extremely flexible, 

since it allows for various serial and parallel configu-

You are busy trying to create the perfect mix, rations. Each block is equipped with a switchable 

so we'll get right to the point. The new 

Sony DPS-V77 is a single rack powerhouse — 

a digital multi -effects 

signal processor that 

combines the best of 

our DPS Series for an impressive array of 

IT'S A SIGNA 

IT'S A GARBA 
effects including reverb, delay, modulation, pre or post effect EQ. You'll find 198 user presets in 

dynamic filtering and more. The V77 also offers addition to 198 factory presets. You'll also discover 

balanced and unbalanced analog and digital several new, ear-opening effects, from intelligent 

I/0s, with high resolution 24- bit A to D, 20- bit pitch shifting to irregular delays, to mono/stereo 

D to A converters and Sony's proprietary 32- bit conversion, and three-dimensional spatial place-

digital signal processing. Result: great sound in, ment.The most important feature, however, may be 

better sound out. what this unit doesn't come with. 

1995 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or 
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tunity to say a word or two about 
turntables. Your father's turntable 
that happens to have a 78 speed 
won't do here. Although most early 
acetates were indeed recorded with 
the intent of 78 rpm playback, their 
actual recording speed can vary any-
where from about 65 to 90. For that 
reason, a variable-speed turntable is 
essential for acetate work. And be-
cause acetates come in sizes ranging 
from 7-inch to 16-inch (you haven't 
lived until you've held a 16-inch re-
cord in your hand), acetate tables 
and their tone arms tend to be 
somewhat large. 

Speaking of tone arms, keeping 
one tracking across the surface of an 
acetate often can be tricky, especial-
ly if the disc has concentric cracks 
from shrinkage. Tracking forces of 
2.5 to 5 grams are not uncommon to 
keep the stylus in the grooves. De-
pending on the shape and angle of 
the grooves, the arm may tend to 
drift outward or inward. At best, 
these attributes can be corrected 
using anti-skate. At worst, you may 
literally have to ride the tone arm in 
with a finger. In a few cases where 

the grooves had cracked apart in 
large concentric circles, I have 
played the grooves one at a time 
and edited them together in a digital 
audio workstation. 

Let's assume that you've managed 
to get the disc to track and you now 
have a signal. It's time to deal with 
the pesky little question of equaliza-
tion. Remember that we're back in 
the Depression or war years most 
likely, so we're still decades away 
from an RIAA equalization curve. 
You'll need a preamplifier that has 
adjustable turnover (bass boost) and 
roll-off (treble cut). Like modern 
discs, many acetates were recorded 
with their bass attenuated and their 
treble boosted so that a complemen-
tary curve could be applied on play-
back to minimize high-frequency 
surface noise and cutter rumble. But, 
like groove size and shape, back 
then there was no reliable way to 
know which of the several common 
combinations of turnover and roll-off 
were used at any given time. To that 
end, it is incumbent on the engineer 
to try many EQ options on a tran-
scription preamplifier in order to 

find the one that simply sounds right 
for the recording. Preamplifiers like 
the OWL I (made by Audio 78 
Archival Supplies in San Francisco) 
or the FM Acoustics 222 have vari-
able equalization. Another option is 
to make a flat transfer and then use 
a processor like the EMT 248, which 
offers historic EQ settings on a plug-
in module. Whatever you do, do not 
use your LP preamp! The RIAA 
equalization curve it provides is 
wholly unsuitable for acetate trans-
fer. 

To summarize the proper play-
back of acetate discs: 
• Clean and prepare the disc sur-

face in the most gentle way possible; 
• Determine the most accurate 

playback speed; 
• Use a stylus of suitable size and 

shape—truncated and truncated-el-
liptical styli tend to work quite well 
for most applications; 
• Apply tracking force such that 

the stylus doesn't get squeezed out 
of the grooves. Remember that even 
throughout one acetate, the grooves 
will vary in width due to degrada-
tion. Expect to apply between 2.5 
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Announcing a startling scientific breakthrough from the Rane labs. We've invented a new mic preamp that has 
more than twice the performance of the highly respected FMI 14. [gasp...!] 

"How is this possible?!" you ask. "The FMI 14 has an impressive - 130dBu Equivalent Input Noise, THD+Noise of only 
0.009%, 48V phantom power and that patented Accelerated Slope"' EQ that's killer!" 

Like all truly brilliant inventions; ours is elegantly simple: we put two in one box! 

But wait.. . there- are some serions addantages to the DMS 22 approach: 

• You get an additional, separate STEREO MIX OUTPUT with Pan control for custom stereo imaging instead o hard le right. 
• Selectable EQ turnover points: 50/] 00Hz for Low and 7W12kHz for Hi. 
• Each outpnt has a separate Rumble Filter with switch- electable roll-off points of 15Hz, 
50Hz or 100Hz. 

• You get all the performance ortwo FMIT4s, with additional features, for LESS COST 
—we passed the savings of ,a single chassis on té you. 

For pristine stereo recordings direct-to-tapé or hardii.sk, make it a double: the DMS 22. 
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IF YOU WEREN'T .AWARE OF 1101V POPULAR D&R coNsous have 
become, we understand. After all, we're not very good at mak-
ing a lot of noise. 

As thousands of D&R owners know, however, it takes more 
than our 20-bit-ready- noise floor to sound good. It takes more 
than our acclaimed Hi-Defni EQs, and our RFI-killing, welded-
steel chassis and stargrounding designs. 

It also takes attention to a spec few console 
manufacturers are willing to discuss. We're 
talking phase coherency—which we tackle 
head-on by meticulously phase correlating each 

and every audio stage in every module in every console we craft. 
The result? Vintually no audible phase shift. 

Is all our trouble worth it? Yes. You see, if we settled for 
"industry standard" phase specs, your music and audio could suf-
fer up to 300% more phase slaift. So thanks to our trouble your 
D&R will deliver sonic ecstacy. Not sonic smear. 

Like the magazine said, we're serious. True, maybe we'd 
have to settle for industry standard performance 
if we stopped handcrafting consoles, and started 
assembling them. But we assure you that's 
another phase we won't be going through. 
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THE BRITISH DEFENCE RESEARCH AGENCY 
MEASURING HELICOPTER NOISE AND VIBRATION 

SHOOTING THE INDEPENDENT FILM 
DOCUMENTARY " DUTCH HARBOR" IN ALASKA 
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DRACULA: DEAD AND LOVING IT". 

Superior sound quality, great handling and all the right features 

have rapidly established the PORTADAT professional 

portable DAT recorder as an international 

industry standard, with thousands of machines 

already hard at work around the world. Now you 

can get the full PORTADAT story direct from the 

professionals in The PORTADAT News Bulletin — 16 pages 

packed full with PORTADAT information, user interviews, 

accessories, updates and useful hints and tips. Call Independent 

Audio today on 207 773 2424 for your free copy. 

PORTADAT 
NEWS BULLETIN 

Call Independent Audio 
for your free copy 
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and 5 grams; 
• Provide only enough anti-skate 

to keep the disc tracking properly. 
Too much or too little and the stylus 
will either skip ahead or get stuck in 
a groove; 
• Don't be afraid to use bizarre 

methods to keep the disc tracking; 
• If you don't know the original 

equalization, judge judiciously by 
ear. 

For many people, the resultant sig-
nal may be all that is required, partic-
ularly if the aim is to make a library-
quality archival copy of the acetate. 
The majority of libraries in the world 
still archive to V,-inch analog tape, 
given that it is the only format known 
to have a reliable shelf life (CD-R is 
being looked at, but accelerated-aging 
tests are still inconclusive). 

If, however, the aim is to reissue 
the material, further processing may 
be required. The first problems that 
one will likely wish to combat are 
the pops and clicks that no doubt 
pervade the recording. Physical 
damage to the surface of the disc 
will result in rather dramatic rises in 
impulsive surface noise. Case in 
point: In 1954, Glenn Gould per-
formed Bach's Goldberg Variations 
live on CBC Radio. This perfor-
mance is significant because it pre-
dates his first commercial recording 
of the Goldbergs, which took place 
the following year. Gould kept sev-
eral rare transcription copies of this 
historic broadcast at his home. When 
the CBC decided recently to reissue 
the set (CBC Records PSCD-2007), 
the discs were transcribed by Gilles 
St-Laurent at the National Library of 
Canada. The transcriptions then 
came to us for remastering, and we 
discovered, to no one's surprise, that 
they sounded remarkably similar to 
a bowl of Rice Krispies. 

Our first line of attack was to hit 
them with the CEDAR process. The 
new line of CEDAR stand-alone 
boxes is a mastering engineer's 
dream. No more loading to disk, de-
tect passes or day-long offline 
restoration processing. The CEDAR 
Series II boxes are entirely real-time, 
even when cascaded. Send noisy 
audio in one end, get clean audio 
out the other. Further, because the 
surface noise on acetates tends to be 
most pronounced at the beginning 
and end of the disc and less so to-
ward the middle, the ability to vary 
the strength of the CEDAR recon-
struction while it runs is an added 

benefit not found elsewhere. 
CEDAR is a fine tool for impulsive 

noise removal, but it won't fit into 
everyone's budget. One common 
and simple approach for reducing 
groove noise is to play the disc back 
with a stereo cartridge and choose 
the quieter groove wall. Often, one 
side will be appreciably quieter than 
the other. Over the years, there have 
been a few products that attempt to 
switch back and forth between 
groove walls, depending on which 
one is quieter at any given moment, 
but none of these has been entirely 
satisfactory. I think that the problem 
could certainly be tackled using 

modern DSP technology if a manu-
facturer were so inclined. 

After impulsive noises such as 
pops and crackle have been re-
moved, a pass of broadband noise 
reduction such as CEDAR DH- 1, 
HISS-2 or Sonic Solutions' NoNOISE 
is usually in order, as acetates in-
variably suffer from incessant surface 
noise. The problem with all of these 
processes, however, is that they can 
only remove the steady-state portion 
of the noise components, and even 
at their best, they can only achieve 
about 5 to 8 dB of noise suppression 
before beginning to eat into your 
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I 
Pro Football Hall of Fame's 

GAMEDAY 
Stadium 

BY TOM KENNY 

Football, perhaps more than any other professional sport, 
should be seen in a wide-screen film format, in full 6- or 8-
channel surround sound. The length and width of the field, 
the impact of the close-up hits and the roar of 80,000 faith-
ful fans cannot be duplicated, merely mimicked. Sunday-af-
ternoon viewers with 51-inch TV 
screens and state-of-the-art home the-
ater systems have a leg up on the rest 
of the world, but that is still network 
broadcast. To get the actual feel of a 
game, as it might be seen from the 
sidelines or from a seat on the 50-
yard line, nothing can compare to the 
new-theme-park-like theater installa-
tion at the Pro Football Hall of Fame 
in Canton, Ohio. 

Actually, it's two theaters, in the 
round, so to speak. A maximum au-
dience of 47, plus two wheelchairs, 
begins the experience in an " inti-
mate" high-definition video room, 
with 6-channel audio and a screen 
that's only slightly smaller than a 
multiplex cinema. After an eight-
minute video depicting locker room 
preparation, complete with pep 
talks, boom boxes, pad slapping, 

10 PAUL SPINEW/NFLP 

whirlpools and all the anxiety and excitement that ac-
company game day in the NFL, the seating area begins to 
rotate. 

During the one-minute, 15-second counter-clockwise 
rotation (what the audio crew calls "the tunnel transition"), 

a laserdisc projector kicks in and a 
seventh audio channel comes up to 
re-create the feel of walking through 
the stadium tunnel and out onto the 
field. The added channel picks up 
the cascading, distinctive sound of 
cleats on pavement and allows the 
mixers to have the stereo music cue 
follow the rotation in the dead spot 
between theaters. 

Audio, in fact, carries the transi-
tion. M the audience begins turning 
left, the right-surround drops out, 
then the right drops out, then the 
center. The hidden seventh channel 
kicks in, and the left drops out, then 
left-surround. At this point, the sec-
ond theater begins to open up (it's 
configured for 8-channel audio, 
though instead of five behind the 
screen as in the Sony film format, it 
adds top-left and top-right surrounds 
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to give it that stadium feel), so the audio picks up in top-
right, then right-surround, then right. Then, as the audio 
moves into the center channel, a blinding flash of sunlight 
appears on the curved 20x40-foot screen, the music swells, 
and 80,000 Kansas City Chiefs 
fans welcome you to opening 
day at Arrowhead Stadium, at 
105 dB, in full 8-channel glory. 

The ensuing 15-minute film is 
a visual and aural montage of 
the best of the 1994 NFL season, 
shot in 35mm anamorphic in 
that inimitable, handheld NFL 
Films style—complete with hits 
and grunts and heroic music. It's 
quite simply football in a way 
you've never seen or heard it 
before. And, complex show 
control aside, the video-to-film 

Above: Jerry Mahler at the 

OmniMix/Fairlight eation in the Hall 

of Fame theater; rigid: the NFL Films 

Hall of Fame audio crew, (L to R): Rich 

Markowitz, Vince Caputo, Jerry 

Mahler and Steve Rain ford; previous 

page: Jerry Rice of the 49ers 

movement maintains a cohesive story, which is perhaps 
why the Pro Football Hall of Fame, a private organization, 
hired NFL Films to produce. Remember, this is the same 
outfit that produced "The Packer Years," 'The Steel Cur-
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tain" and "A Perfect Season." Football 
is what they do. 

NFL Films shoots more film than 
any operation in the country. Week 
in, week out, from preseason training 
camp through each and every game 
of the 16-game regular season, on 
into the playoffs and the Super Bowl. 
There are special projects and retro-
spectives in the offseason, and some-
times during the season. They shot 
more than 500 miles of 16mm film in 
1994 alone. 

Discussions on the Hall of Fame 
project, produced by Steve Sabol 
(son of NFL Films' founder Ed Sabol) 
and directed by Emmy Award-win-
ning director Phil Tuckett, began 
about two years ago, centering main-
ly on what film formats would be 
used. Jerry Mahler, NFL Films' direc-
tor of audio on the project, said they 
began talking about IMAX, then 
16mm, but after demonstrations at 
Sony's high-definition video complex, 
decided to go with hi-def video in the 
locker room film and 35mm anamor-
phic once the project hit the field, or 
the second theater. 

FROM LOCKER ROOM TO STADIUM 

Perhaps the most important point to 
note at the outset is that all the lock-
er room scenes and crowds were 
recorded multichannel—no doubled 
tracks and no artificial panning. Most 
of the locker room scenes were taped 
in Pittsburgh and Kansas City, where 
the NFL Films crew hung five 
Sennheiser mics to capture the 
pregame prep. Everything was 
recorded to ADAT. 

The attraction actually begins on 
monitors outside the theater, as the 
audience is given a Game Day lami-
nate and queues up, then proceeds 
to the theater door, which has been 
made to resemble the entrance to a 
bona fide NFL locker room. As the 
audience waits in line, the image on 
the video monitors is of the field 
being lined, benches being set up— 
typical day-in-the-life activities. Then 
a handheld camera bobs and weaves 
outside the Kansas City locker room, 
the door opens, and the hi-def video 
begins, in full 6-channel surround. 

"The whole premise of this project 
is to show football in a way it's never 
been shown before," Mahler says, 
"and that includes the use of the sur-
rounds. But I think the tendency is to 
go overboard, especially when you 
don't do much surround work. The 
first couple of times we did hi-def 

projects in surround, we just went 
nuts. We had players running over-
head and hits coming in from behind, 
but then we realized, 'Hey, that 
doesn't really work, but it was fun.' 
We really toned it down for the lock-
er room scenes. You may feel like 
there's somebody behind you getting 
dressed, but the voice is always up 
front so you don't miss the story. I 
think here the surrounds just create 
the whole premise of putting you in 
the middle of where you've never 
been before. You are a coach, or a 
player, sitting on a bench in the lock-
er room, walking down the tunnel 
and in the middle of a football field. 

"The stadium film was then pretty 
straightforward for us," Mahler con-
tinues. "We knew we had the crowd 
peaks, the hits, the radio voices, the 
individual player wirings, and we 
knew we had a great music score 
early on. The hard part, I think, was 
in making the story cohesive from the 
locker room, through the transition 

and into the stadium. Technically, we 
had to create all those elements 
across six or eight channels, we had 
to get enough speakers in place, and 
we had to get the turntable to rotate 
at the right time. We have this 90-sec-
ond rotation, essentially in the dark. 
And we didn't want the audience to 
think, 'Oh, I watched one movie 
there, and I'm watching another one 
here. What's the big deal?' 

"To make it work, we put stereo 
mics in the tunnels at Green Bay and 
Pittsburgh, all the way from the lock-
er room on out to the field. This was 
planned a year-and-a-half before, so 
we knew that because the turntable 
was rotating to the left, we had to 
shoot the players exiting to the left. 
We went to Green Bay—which has 
this really narrow concrete tunnel— 
and stuck our sound man in the mid-
dle of the team as they came out, 
with a stereo shotgun aimed at the 
ground. That's the sound you hear in 
the film, the cleats. It was such a 

The Music 
"The number one audio focus 
going into the Hall of Fame proj-
ect, aside from recording multi-
channel, was the music," says 
Jerry Mahler, NFL Films director of 
audio. "We thought that without 
an original score, we couldn't 
compete with the picture, because 
the picture is so huge. Steve Sabol 
[producer] said this is not going to 
be MIDI instrumentation. It had to 
be original, it had to be big, and 
we needed at least 60 pieces. We 
ended up with about 80." 

The score, described by Mahler 
as "triumphant NFL Films style, 
very traditional, back to our roots," 
was written by NFL Films staff 
composer Tom Hedden and 
recorded at L.A. East Recording 
Studios in Salt Lake City. Percus-
sion was iso'd off and close-
miked; the rest of the orchestra 
filled the converted church that 
has been home to an increasing 
number of documentary, sports 
programming and lower-budget 
Hollywood scoring dates. A pair of 
Neumann M49s and an AKG C-24 
borrowed from Mahler's previous 

home at Caribou Ranch in Neder-
land, Colo., were hung from the 
balcony; featured instruments 
were close-miked as well, with 
Neumann U87s and AKG C-414s. 
The orchestra played to a MIDI 
track and was recorded to 48-
track, with the idea that the bal-
cony mics would be used for the 
surrounds. 

The tracks were then mixed 
down to stereo at Time Machine 
in Vermont, where they have an 
80-channel SSL G Series and 48 
tracks of Dolby SR, which Mahler 
considered a necessity. A stereo 
mix was delivered to the stage in 
Canton, with the original track., 
submixed on three DA-88s. 

"We wanted a big, heroic feel,' 
Mahler says. "We had the music 
early, so we did a six-minute test 
print after we had shot the first 
eight weeks of the season. We 
went to an AMC theater with a 
20x40 anamorphic screen, put a 
30-frame projector in there, and 
ran the film for score only—no 
sound, just the music. And people 
got goosebumps just from that. I 
thought it was plenty. If you're not 
excited looking at that size picture, 
and that music, then you're not a 
football fan." 
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clean recording you can hear the 
echoes throughout the tunnel, and 
we didn't have to add any artificial re-
verbs or echoes. We did the same 
thing at a playoff game in Pittsburgh, 
and you can actually hear a player 
walk right by and brush your head." 

The opening in the widescreen 
35mm format is triumphant, with 
roaring crowd and huge music swell, 
followed by a welcome from the 
Kansas City radio announcer. The en-
suing 15-minute romp through the 
1994-95 season then roller-coasters 
along in signature NFL Films style— 
which means you hear linebackers 
barking the signals, coaches talking it 
up on the sidelines, players breathing 
heavily as they run, and hits and 
pops that are cleaner and more pow-
erful than anything Hollywood could 
manufacture. Most of the effects 
come from shotgun Sennheiser 421s 
on the sideline and radio mics on in-
dividual players, recorded to a Fostex 
PD-2 DAT machine. 

"Each week, every game comes in 
on DAT on Monday morning, and we 
sift through them," explains sound 
designer Vince Caputo, who has 
been with NFL Films for 10 years, 
since the golden days of mono 16mm 
sources, an 8-channel ADM console 
with three mono buses, six mono 
playback dubbers and a single 16mm 
3-track record dubber. "We have an 
exclusive with the league to get a mic 
on players, or coaches, to get that 
sound, which helps create our signa-
ture. And those wirings comprise the 
bulk of our library for on-field effects. 
In this particular film, we have 
sounds from wirings five to ten years 
ago, and we have effects from 
wirings that were done a week be-
fore we came to mix." 

For the film, Pittsburgh coach Bill 
Cowher and all-pro linebacker Kevin 
Greene agreed to wear mics in a 
playoff game with the Cleveland 
Browns, as long as their use was 
transparent. NFL Films sent a crew at 
6:30 a.m. to wire Greene's pads, then 
handed them off to the trainer. A 
two-person audio crew accompanies 
each wiring—this in addition to the 
regular crew on a three-camera 
shoot. The NFL uses Lectrosonics 
UCR 195 radio mics in a special pack-
age provided by Systems Wireless of 
Virginia. The package, spec'd and re-
quested by NFL Films but soon to be 
marketed as a product, adds an addi-
tional 9-volt battery to get up to eight 
hours out of a wiring, rather than the 

The 

surrounds put 

you in where 

you've never 

been before. 

You are a 

coach, or a 

player, sitting 

on a bench in 

the locker room, 

walking down 

the tunnel 

and in the 

middle of a 

football field. 

typical three to four. 
Wirings don't guarantee good ef-

fects, however. Sometimes, what 
looks like a great hit yields nothing 
because of where the contact oc-
curred and how the mic was affected. 
Out of a typical game, Caputo says, 
it's not uncommon to only get one or 
two solid effects from a wiring. And 
while the radio mics are great for 
capturing the play-calling, most of the 
field-level vocals and many of the ef-
fects come from the shotgun mics 
used by the experienced boom oper-
ators and recordists Jeff Lotierzo and 
Scott Scharf, who stalk the sidelines 
each week. 

"The location sound crews are 
kind of the heart of what we do," Ca-
puto says. "In the past, I've tried to 
create some phony hit sound effects, 
but you can't do it unless you have a 
280-pound guy crashing into another 
220-pound guy at full speed, with 
that ambience and that field. There's 
nothing like it." 

Radio announce voices add an-
other NFL Films signature, and here 
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they're used traditionally, except for 
the fact that because much of the 
footage is montage-style, many of the 
radio calls overlap for a more sound-
designed effect. The more interesting 
development on this project was the 
authentic crowd recordings, which 
took full advantage of the custom 
surround playback. 

"We did some tests early on with 
some stereo crowds—offsetting them 
and putting them around in a 6-chan-
nel system," Caputo says. "And it 
sounded wonderful. But then we 
went out and put six mics up in a sta-
dium, got a peak and pumped those 
channels discretely into six speakers, 
and it was like, Whoa! It made it eas-
ier to get a great sound with one 
shot, one solid recording. But then 
every time we wanted to put in a 
crowd, it was across six tracks. Track 
management was a little more in-
volved [laughs], but well worth it. 

"The first weekend of the season 
we went to the Meadowlands [in 
New Jersey] and did 6-channel 
crowds for the first time," Mahler ex-
plains. We brought an Alesis mixer, 
two ADATs, eight shotgun mics, line 
drivers to go the distance, and we 
ended up getting kicked off the side-
lines because we had too much 
equipment. Then we found that this 
great big cumbersome mixer didn't 
work; we learned this was not the 
way to do it. 

"Then we went to these PSC mix-
ers, making our package much more 
compact," he adds. "But we still 
wanted to be realistic. We could have 
put up six mics in a row within 100 
feet of each other and captured 
enough crowd noise. But we wanted 
this 360-degree image around the sta-
dium. So we ended up recording 8-
channel crowds, knowing that we'd 
have to throw some away—for in-
stance, in Pittsburgh there was this 
annoying guy with a crowd horn, 
and he didn't stop the entire game. 
So we just threw that mic away. Then 
in the mix, we didn't send any to the 
center, and it was left-right, left sur-
round-right surround, top-left and 
right." 

At the Super Bowl in Miami, NFL 
Films laid hundreds of yards of fiber-
optic cable to capture crowds and 
other effects/voices for that 3-minute 
segment of the film. "Being in the sta-
dium is a very surround experience," 
Caputo sums up. "It's not like being 
at a concert or something where 
everything is in front of you. Unlike 
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when we mix for TV, here we have 
the option of putting a loud fan be-
hind you. That opens all kinds of 
possibilities as far as making the 
viewer feel a part of it." 

THE MIX 

Because of all the multichannel 
recordings, the film was a "monster 
to edit," according to Mahler. Picture 
was edited on an Avid system, then 
conformed and locked around the 
second week of July. The picture ed-
itors did not cut sound, not even sync 
dialog, so the audio team received 
silent picture. They cut on three 24-
track Fairlight MFX3s over the next 
six weeks, with all sounds imported 
directly from the digital source—ei-
ther ADAT or DAT. The Fairlights, 
four Tascam DA-88s and a rented SSL 
OmniMix (complete with operator 
Steve Rainford) were then brought to 
Canton for a two-week onsite mix in 
late August. 

Rich Markowitz of NFL Films ar-
rived a few days before the rest of the 
audio team to construct the mix plat-
form and set up the mix position and 
temporary machine room. The only 
glitch seemed to be that they had to 
add extra AC power lines. In fact, the 
watchword of the mix was power. 

"The people at Edwards Technol-
ogy [show control setup company], 
who do these special venue shows 
all the time, were amazed at the 
amount of equipment we brought 
in," Mahler says. "They say every-
body just brings in DA-88s and a cou-
ple of Mackies. And they already 
have it all sorted out, with their subs 
already done. We had all our ele-
ments added, but we came in with 
nothing 'done.' We sat down to mix, 
and we realized how much power 
we had at our fingertips." 

Changes and edits were made at 
the mix. Crowds and effects and 
voice playback came off the 
Fairlights, music off a DA-88. They 
printed to another DA-88 and used 
two more for making digital clones. 
The only real outboard gear in use, 
outside of what resided in the con-
sole, was a Lexicon 480L and TC 
Electronic M5000. But the heart of the 
project was the OmniMix. 

"We met with the NFL people last 
year at NAB," explains SSL's Rainford. 
"They needed the surround features 
and the automation, but they were 
mainly interested in the interface with 
the Fairlights, because they owned 
three systems [now six]. That was pret-

ty straightforward, as the Fairlights 
simply chase timecode from the Om-
niMix. Their second main concern was 
number of inputs. A standard Omni 
has 56 inputs-32 analog and 24 dig-
ital. In this case, I brought along one 
of our new mic amps, so we got an-
other 12 analog inputs. I think in this 
mix, we have five spare faders. 

"Then, of course, we have a cus-
tom architecture, custom busing 
scheme, set up for each mix—the 
smaller theater being 7-channel and 
the larger being 8-channel. Generally, 
they can pan most signals on the 
console, or route any fader directly to 
any speaker. I'm probably using on 
the order of 30 buses, along with 75 
faders. Those buses are doing various 
things—summing crowds together, or 
summing reverbs down. We've used 
the Omni's SoundTrace capability 
quite extensively for moving music, 
as this particular project involves the 
seating area rotating, and they want-
ed the stereo image to move with the 
rotation. Basically, with the Omni-
Mix, if you can concoct it, we can 
make it." 

The tracks were then printed to a 
DA-88 at 48 kHz and burned onto 2-
channel digital sound cards to run in 
the Alcorn-McBride Digital Bin Loop 
32-Track Audio Reproducer, relative-
ly standard fare in the theme park 
world. EAW speakers handle the 
playback. 

Problems came up during the 
project, including late delivery of 
locked picture and the fact that in cel-
ebration of the NFL's 75th year, teams 
were allowed to wear "throwback" 
jerseys. That meant that a number of 
the games they had planned on 
shooting could not be filmed, be-
cause Sabol and Tuckett decided 
early on that they didn't want the vi-
sually jarring experience of putting, 
for example, the 49ers on screen in 
1952 jerseys—it would have de-
stroyed continuity. And, first and 
foremost, this is a story, the story of 
one season, told in widescreen glory, 
in full surround. 

"The content of the show, and the 
wiring and the sound effects and the 
sideline banter, that's all standard NFL 
Films fare," Caputo says. "But when 
you can blow it out like this, you get 
to deliver more impact. And when 
you walk into this theater, you'll see 
and hear football like you've never 
experienced it before." 

Tom Kenny ú Mix's associate editor. 
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Sony OXF-R3 

rom the very beginning, the 99th 

convention of the Audio Engineering Society had an aura of impending 

disaster. With a papal visit scheduled during AES, every hotel room 

in the five boroughs was booked months in advance, so many 

would-be attendees who—due to scheduling or other corn-

mitments—often wait until the last minute to go to AES 

found no room at the inn and merely stayed home. Mean-

while, dark skies and stormy weather brought chaos to ex-

hibitors' pre-show setup, as the Jacob K. Javits Center's 

leaky roof dripped water on the area that was to house 

millions of dollars of the latest audio technology. The solu-

tion was to hang tarps from the ceiling to catch the drips and 

funnel the runoff down to floor drains via long hoses. (You 

didn't really think that those huge black ceiling tarps were for 

sound absorption, did you?) 

B&K Type 5930 And with the Pope in the area, the typical gridlock was transformed 

Head and Torso into Pope-lock, as New York's finest sealed off whole sections of town to 
Simulator make way for an unending contingent of security forces and limousines. 

And each time the Pope went for a ride, decoy limos would be dis-

patched along other (cordoned-off) routes to confuse would-be assailants. 

To add to the congestion, President Clinton 

e (and his motorcade entourage) also stopped by 

to join in the festivities. Why this week? 

On October 6, this 99th AES began, under 

,Q the unfurled banners beaming its theme of 

"Audio in an Interactive World." Unfortunately, by 

this point, I had experienced more "interactivity" in my world than I could 

stand, and what I really needed was some audio. Real audio. And inter-

active or not, AES did not disappoint. Thankfully, there was plenty of real 

audio at the show. 

• • • • • • 

Alesis XT 
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TRENDS 

In many ways, this AES provided an 
accurate picture of what's happening 
in the audio community. The resur-
gence in interest in tube gear was ob-
vious on the show floor, where more 
than 25(!) manufacturers displayed 
equipment based on vacuum tube 
technology, and there were definitely 
a few standouts that caught my atten-
tion. Finally making its U.S. debut is 
the line of British-made JOEMEEK 
compressor/limiters, sporting a dis-
tinctive bright green color. Another 
retro approach came from dbx, whose 
Model 1650T single-channel tube 
compressor/limiter has a large VU 
meter and an industrial white front 
panel. The most talked-about tube 
product on the show floor was the 
new Groove Tubes Model 1 equaliz-
er, a five-band quasiparametric unit 
that's priced at $695 and sounds great. 

Even Studer got into the tube act, 
displaying its D19 Series Mic Valve— 
a two-rackspace stereo mic preamp 
with controls for tailoring the exact 
amount of distortion desired, along 
with knobs for "bass warmth" and 
"angel dust"—just a few feet from the 
U.S. premiere of Studer's high-end, 
large-format D940 all-digital assigna-
ble recording/broadcast console, a 
distinctly non-tube product. 

As a study in contrasts, just farther 
up that same row was the tiny Mack-
ie booth, crammed with onlookers 
trying to get a glimpse of the com-
pany's new SR*32 ($2,299) 32-chan-
nel, 4-bus boards. While there, one 
couldn't help but notice the splashy 
debut of MacIde's Ultramix Universal 
Automation System, which combines 
with your Macintosh to provide 32 
channels (plus L/R) of fader and mute 
console automation, along with auto-
gating. Best of all, it can be used with 
any mixer, and at $2,797, comes in at 
an affordable $83/channel. Those on 
a budget will be pleased with the 
new Mackie 1202VLZ, which at $429 
is priced $30 more than its successful 
12-input 1202 board but adds 3-band 
EQ, mute/alt 3/4-bus switching and 
real balanced XLR outputs. 

The beauty of AES these days is 
that there truly is something for 
everyone, whether you're spending 
hundreds or hundreds of thousands. 
In the latter category, Sony demoed 
the OXF-R3 console, its all-digital 24-
bit wonder that was featured in the 
October issue of Mix. Hardly just an-
other megabuck console, the OXF-
R3—combined with other Sony inno-

vations, such as the PCM-9000 optical 
disk mastering recorder—provide a 
glimpse into the 20- and 24-bit reali-
ty that is on its way. How far away? 
The first 4.7GB CD products are due 
next summer, and now all the neces-
sary pieces of the puzzle are starting 
to fall into place...And speaking of 
high-res CD tools, Sonic Solutions an-
nounced a 96kHz/24-bit option for its 
UltraSonic Processor (USP)-based 
Sonic System workstations. 

Also poised to take part of the 
high-bit revolution is Studer's D424-
2. This 2-track, 24-bit studio recorder 
for magneto-optical discs features 
basic "tape deck functionality" with 
nondestructive "razor-blade" editing, 
real-time playback with crossfades 
and mixing, selectable 16/20/24-bit 
linear resolution, digital scrub, serial 
control via 9-pin RS-422, digital I/Os 
and SMPTE/EBU timecode reader/ 
generator. 

Evidently, those on a budget won't 
be left out of the 96kHz recording 
market. First shown at AES Amster-
dam two years ago, the Pioneer D-
9601 studio DAT recorder will finally 
be available in the States from HHB 
(distributed by Independent Audio of 
Portland, Maine). Retail is $2,495. 
A relatively new approach to CD 

hyperfidelity was Berkeley, Calif.-
based Pacific Microsonics, which 
demonstrated its HDCD® (High Defi-
nition Compatible Digital) process. 
The system uses its three-rackspace 
Model One HDCD processor—routed 
between the 2-track analog playback 
or stereo console feed—to retain 
much of the original signal purity 
when the sound is stored on 16-bit 
media. As an encode/decode system, 
the HDCD process requires that the 
playback equipment be fitted with an 
inexpensive decoder chip, and as of 
this time, more than 40 hardware li-
censees (mostly high-end consumer 
audio manufacturers) have agreed to 
use the technology in future products. 
The best part about HDCD is the fact 
that when played through ordinary 
(non-HDCD-equipped) playback sys-
tems, there is no degradation of the 
sound, and it sounds like any ordi-
nary CD. HDCD processors are now 
in use by Denny Purcell at George-
town Mastering and by Joe Gastwirt at 
OceanView Digital Mastering. 

Those who absolutely need a sta-
ble clock source for digital audio pro-
duction will delight in Roger Nichols' 
Atomic Master Clock, marketed 
through Digital Atomics of Nashville. 

The Atomic Master Clock is based on 
Rubidium Plasma decay and has a 
stated accuracy of 44,100.000000 Hz, 
which is equivalent to one second per 
10,000 years. Close enough for digital. 

Is there a little Jaz in your future? 
Roland Corporation U.S. has entered 
into a cooperative agreement with 
Iomega Corporation of Roy, Utah, en-
abling it to serve the music and pro 
audio industries with Iomega's Jaz" 
and Zip' removable SCSI storage 
drives. For those of you who've 
missed out, Iomega's Zip is a 100MB 
removable disk (street priced around 
$19.95) with a compact companion 

!omega Jaz Drive 

drive that retails in the $200 range. 
These are shipping now, but the real 
excitement for the pro audio commu-
nity will come with Iomega's Jaz 
drives, which provide 1 GB (more 
than 200 track-minutes) in compact, 
low-cost (about $ 100), removable, 
reuseable media. The Jaz drives will 
retail in the $600 range. Roland is 
marketing drives to MI and pro users 
now, but how long will it take before 
these are built into samplers and other 
Roland products? 

For unexplained reasons, Pro 
audio products seem to run cycles. 
This time, it was back to basics, with 
consoles and recorders taking center 
stage. There were also plenty of hap-
penings from a sound reinforcement 
standpoint, and Mix editor Mark 
Frink—who mixed the Pope at Giants 
Stadium the night before AES—offers 
his AES report next month. 

MIXING IT UP 

New consoles are a major attraction at 
any AES. In its packed demo suite, 
Yamaha entertained a constant crowd 
of attendees who lined up to hear, 
feel and check out the 02R all-digital 
console (spotlighted in the August 
Mix). The 02R offers 24 analog inputs 
and 16 digital tape returns for a total 
of 40 inputs. Outputs include eight 
digital bus outputs, eight digital direct 
outputs, eight aux sends, and four 
card slots accommodating ADAT, DA-
88, DAT, AES/EBU and Yamaha Y2 
format signals. Features include 20-bit 
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A/D converters; real-time moving-
fader automation with instantaneous 
reset of all console parameters; lim-
iter/compressor/gate on every input 
channel and output bus; and two in-
ternal effects processors. Pair this 
under-$9,000 console with a couple 
of MDMs, and the notion of the all-
digital studio is no longer a fantasy. 

But what surprised me this time 
around was the number of relatively 
new names entering the console mar-
ket. Those Paintpot preamp people at 
Crockwood (Cookham, Berkshire, 
UK) unveiled the Console Brick sys-
tem, a radical, digitally controlled 
analog console system. Based on pre-

defined building blocks, users can 
specify any required console archi-
tecture and features, from a minimal 
8-channel board for classical work to 
a 256-channel film console—all con-
trolled via a compact, assignable con-
trol surface. 

Another new entry in the console 
market is Sacramento, Calif.-based 
Millennia Media, which has adapted 
its popular preamp technology into 
the Mixing Suite®. Intended for critical 
recording applications, this modular, 
GML-compatible, four-rackspace line 
mixer features high-accuracy discrete 
hybrid summing amps and a 20x2 ar-
chitecture with four stereo aux sends, 
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stereo solos, rumble filters, calibration 
oscillator, and True-Mute® engineer's 
talkback amplifier. Bandwidth is said 
to be -3 dB from 3 to 350k Hz, with 
THD+N less than ten parts per miffion. 

Fairlight teamed up with Amek to 
create F.A.M.E., a completely inte-
grated digital recording, editing and 
mixing system. Combining a new 
DSP engine for Fairlight's MFX3 
workstation with a moving fader au-
tomation control surface based on 
Amek's Supertrue automation, the 
product will feature 36 inputs, 24 
faders, assignable central EQ and dy-
namics sections, touchscreen control, 
LCRS monitoring, 40-bit floating-point 
DSP architecture, instant reset of all 
console functions and up to 12 insert 
sends and returns (analog and AES/ 
EBU). First deliveries are expected in 
the spring. 
QSC consoles? Well, not exactly, 

but this major player in the power 
amp market is now distributing a 
large-format digital console from 
Stage Tec of Berlin, Germany. De-
signed for live sound (opera and the-
ater come to mind), recording or 
broadcasting, the Cantus board con-
sists of a central controller that com-
municates to its remote audio elec-
tronics via fiber optics. A maximum 
of 480 inputs is possible, but the stan-
dard package is 64 inputs. Also stan-
dard is screen-based, instantaneous 
channel routing of any input to any 
channel, alphanumeric labeling 
throughout the console, onboard dy-
namics, moving faders, resettable ro-
tary encoders, and SMPTE- or MIDI-
based automation. 

Soundcraft countered with the un-
veiling of Broadway, a digitally con-
trolled analog console designed 
specifically for live theater applica-
tions. Broadway offers full resettabil-
ity of all functions on a snapshot 
basis, with user-assignable control 
surfaces. The analog electronics are 
separated from the digital control sys-
tem, with all components communi-
cating over a high-speed control net-
work. Any number of input audio 
racks can be specified for any given 
system, and by providing access to 
multiple banks of inputs from a sin-
gle controller, the physical size of the 
board can be kept to a minimum, 
thus saving valuable seating space in 
a theater environment. Deliveries are 
set to begin next summer. 

Not all the consoles at the show 
were mega-digital creations. Shep As-
sociates (Meldreth, UK) exhibited its 
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reissue series of classic discrete Neve 
equalizer and dynamics modules but 
also showed a large-format (and very 
analog), full-feature studio board that 
it was producing for a major New 
York City facility. TL Audio (distrib-
uted by Sascom Marketing of Oakville, 
Ontario) was demonstrating a large-
format recording desk entirely based 
on vacuum tubes. And former Vox 
and Trident designer John Oram un-
veiled the Oram (distributed by TGI 
North America, Kitchener, Ontario) 
"British Equalization" (BEQ) Series of 
affordable 8-bus consoles, available in 
16-, 24- and 32-input versions. 

Best known for its samplers and 
signal processing, Ensoniq has also 
become a console manufacturer. Slat-
ed for deliveries next month, the En-
soniq 1682 is a 16-input (32-on 
remix), 8-bus mixer that features 
eight mono channels (with mic pre-
amps), phantom power, four stereo 
input channels, eight tape returns 
(switchable -10/+4 dB), solo-in-place 
and mutes on all inputs, four stereo 
effects returns, talkback mic and con-
trol room outputs, and MIDI program 
control switching for the onboard ef-
fects processor. The latter is a true 

stereo in/out unit with 24-bit quality, 
35 algorithms and 384 presets. Retail 
is slated to be less than $2,500. 

RECORDERS: 

BIGGER, BETTER, SMALLER 

By now, everybody on the planet 
knows about the new Alesis XT, the 
second generation of the company's 
ADAT modular digital multitrack sys-
tem (see the October '95 Mix). In case 
you missed out, the $3,499 unit im-
proves on the original with 20 new 
enhancements, including improved 
transport control and lockup (four 
times faster than the orignal), along 
with assembly editing features, on-
board track delay (up to 170 ms on 
any track), auto-punch rehearse func-
tions, a die-cast, one-piece aluminum 
chassis, servo-balanced analog I/O, 
ten locate points, running time of 
more than one hour (via T-180 tapes) 
and an alphanumeric fluorescent dis-
play with three modes of meter bal-
listics and running time accurate to 1/430 
second. One noticeable change be-
tween the XT and the first ADATs is 
that the new models have replaced 
the 1/4-inch unbalanced analog I/O 
connections with RCA jacks. 

Immediately following the Alesis 
XT unveiling, other new ADATs— 
based on the XT—were announced 
by Fostex and Panasonic. Priced at 
$3,500, the CX-8 from Fostex is es-
sentially similar to the Alesis unit, 
save for front panel cosmetics and 
the replacement of the XT's 56-pin 
EDAC connector (for balanced line 
analog I/O) with the D-25 sub con-
nector used on the Fostex RD-8 
ADAT. Speaking of same, the RD-8, 
with its onboard SMPTE and MIDI 
synchronization capability, remains in 
production and retails at $4,300. 
A year ago, Panasonic announced 

that it was licensing the ADAT for-
mat, and at this AES show, the con-
sumer giant debuted its first ADAT, 
the MDA-1, which is similar to the XT 
but adds a few twists of its own. 
Rather than provide a multipin con-
nector for access to the servo-bal-
anced analog inputs and outputs, the 
MDA-1's rear panel has a full set of 
eight XLR inputs and outputs. The 
MDA-1 also incorporates muting re-
lays on the outputs, which avoids 
power on/off transients and improves 
the deck's signal-to-noise perfor-
mance while the machine is in Stop 
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mode. Retail pricing of the MDA-1 
was unavailable at press time, but in 
other Panasonic news, the company 
has recently reduced the price of its 
popular SV-3700 pro studio DAT 
recorder to $ 1,695. 

Speaking of DATs, Fostex an-
nounced the Model PD-4, a profes-
sional, portable timecode DAT re-
corder that features a 4-head trans-
port for confidence (off-tape) moni-
toring. Other features include a built-
in 3-channel mixer with three-posi-
tion pan, 48V phantom powering, 
variable low-cut filters, selectable 
sampling frequencies and a new low-
power consumption design for two 
hours of operation from a single bat-
tery charge. Retail price is $6,995. 

Sooner or later, it had to happen, 
but TimeLine is the first to introduce 
a modular digital multitrack recorder 
based on magneto-optical technolo-
gy. Housed in a four-rackspace en-
closure, the MMR-8 Modular Multi-
track Recorder features eight chan-
nels of analog I/O on D-25 sub con-
nectors, eight channels of AES/EBU 
digital I/O, provides OMF file sup-
port, handles 16/20/24-bit recording, 
plays standard StudioFrame disks, 
and has simple tape recorder-style 
transport controls, including a jog/ 
scrub wheel. Intended for digital dub-
ber applications, the MMR-8's sync 
functions are extensive, with SMPTE 
chase, four bi-phase inputs and bi-
phase generator, and 48/47.952/44.1/ 
44.056kHz sampling, along with for-
ward/reverse lock and varispeed re-
play. Initial deliveries are slated for 
April 1996. 

Clearly, the show's best bargain in 
stand-alone disk-based recorders is 
Akai's DR16, offering 16 tracks of ran-
dom-access recording and editing in 
a rack enclosure. At a retail list of 
$4,995, this seems like enough of a 
bargain, but when you consider that 
the DR16 also includes a built-in 
digital mixer, with control of levels, 
panning, master outputs, two effects 
sends and the L/R bus—all control-
lable via MIDI or held in one of 99 
snapshots—it's a steal. An optional 
EQ board adds eight or 16 channels 

Mud DR16 

of 4-band, sweepable-mid digital 
equalization; another provides ADAT 
lightpipe interfacing. Other optional 
boards include SMPTE, MIDI and bi-
phase sync, along with MIDI Machine 
Control, an RS-422 interface for Sony 
9-pin video editor control and a VGA 
board for large-screen output of sys-
tem status and functions. 

The AD-8000 from Apogee Elec-
tronics is an 8-channel A-to-D con-
verter featuring Apogee's latest 20-bit-
resolution technology. Interfaces in-
clude AES and optional cards for 
TDIF, ADAT and other digital formats 
Also included is Apogee's proprietor\ 
UV22- coding for encoding 20-bit 
performance to 16-bit media, such as 
ADATs and DA-88s. Its ultracool pur-
ple-and-green color scheme should 
liven up any control room. 

At the center of the AES show floor 
was something that resembled the 
world's largest audio kiosk: a huge 
oval structure known as the Digi-
design Development Partner Booth. 
Surrounding the outside of the display 
were 19 companies, each showing 
third-party add-on and plug-in en-
hancements for Digidesign's Pro 
Tools, Sound Tools and Digi's other 
disk-based recording/editing systems. 
Besides the obvious partners—such 
as MIDI sequencer manufacturers 
Emagic, Mark of the Unicorn, Op-
code, Steinberg and Cakewalk—a few 
of the more interesting third-party 
products included Focusrite, which 
announced the development of a soft-
ware-based digital EQ based on the 
sound of its renowned Red 2 analog 
equalizer. Shown in beta form, this 
TDM plug-in will retail at $995 when 
it ships in the first quarter of 1996. 
Synchro Arts (Epsom, Surrey, UK) de-
moed VocALign, a plug-in offering au-
tomatic analysis, editing and time slip-
ping for quick, painless dialog match-
ing in ADR sessions. TC Electronic 
showed plug-ins based on the reverbs 
and chorus used in the company's 
TEC Award-winning M5000 and the 
TC1210 Spatial Expander. The new 
TC Tools reverberation package is 
due out this month, retailing for $995. 

But what impressed me the most 
at this massive kiosk of toys was 
Stephen St.Croix's design for the In-
telligent Devices (Baltimore, Md.) 
AD-1 Pro Audio Analyzer. Intended 
as a plug-in with Audiomedia or Pro 
Tools systems (or usable without any 
additional hardware on Power Macs), 
AD-1 provides five 242-element, 
high-resolution, real-time meters with 

center sum and difference, floating 
peak bars and 0.1dB resolution. Also 
included are dual 1,024-point spec-
trum analysis displays with 242 light 
bars per band; a phase scope that 
displays stereo imaging, depth and 
L/R discorrelation; and a waveform 
monitor showing a running history of 
stereo, summed mono or L/R differ-
ence amplitude envelopes. The plug-
in replaces $6,000 worth of audio 
gear and retails for $349; the TDM 
version is $449. 

MICROPHONES TAKE THE SPOTLIGHT 

As an avowed microphone junkie, 
I'm in heaven when I go to AES and 
see new models. B&K unveiled its 
Head and Torso Microphone Simula-
tor (HATS), Type 5930. This takes the 
concept of dummy head recording 
one step further by incorporating an 
upper-body section with the dimen-
sions of an "international human 
adult," which should be ideal for 
"seated" placement in halls, theaters, 
automobiles and listening rooms. The 
5930 is equipped with removable sil-
icon rubber pinnas (ears) coupled to 
either a 130V or 48V phase-matched, 
16mm studio microphones. Retail is 
in the $ 10k range, and although the 
system is intended mostly for mea-
surement and industrial testing pur-
poses, I imagine that more than a few 
of these will end up in creative bin-
aural recording applications. 

Microtech Gefell M900/910 

Another interesting new micro-
phone design is the M900/M910 from 
Microtech Gefell (distributed by G 
Prime of NYC). Designed for vocal 
recording applications, this condenser 
mic features a large-diameter capsule 
and a built-in pop filter. Retail is $995, 
but if this mic sounds half as good as 
its futuristic, Jetsons-style looks, this 
should be an awesome performer. 

Soundfield (distributed by QMI of 
Hopkinton, Mass.) now offers the SPS 
422 studio microphone system, 
which at $3,500 opens up the market 
for Soundfield microphones to a 
wide audience. The SPS 422 uses 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 106 
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After topping the charts in Japan. 
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL 

CAL 

& Creativity 
I) 

Emcee Al Kooper plays 
an impromptu version 

of"! Love You More 
Than You'll Ever Know." 

(UR) Ocean Way's Allen Sides 
accepts the award for Outstanding 
Recording Studio from 
Phil Ramone and Tony Brown. 

Clair Brothers' 
Roy Clair accepts 
the award for Sound 
Reinforcement Company. 

e51 TEC 
Legendary rock n' roll producer Phil 

Spector accepted the Technical 

Excellence & Creativity Awards Hall of 

Fame Award as part of the Eleventh 

Annual TEC Awards ceremony, held 

October 6 in the Marriott Marquis' 

Broadway Ballroom in New York Cif. 

The more than 750 audio professionals 

on hand also saw Alan Parsons, who 

was -somewhere in South America" Phil Spector(Baccepts the Hall of Fame Award from Paul Shaffer. 

on a world tour, accept the coveted Les Paul Award on videotape. 

Twenty-five TEC Awards were also handed out at the ceremony, in the categories 

of Outstanding Technical, Creative and Institutional Achievement, but the night 

clearly belonged to Spector. After a warm, funny and anecdotal introduction by 

"Late Night" band leader Paul Shaffer, Spector proceeded to mesmerize the crowd 

with a 20-minute freeform tour through his 

years in the recording industry. His sometimes 

acid wit, which spared no music industry 

prisoners, was balanced by a heartfelt tribute 

to the people who have touched his life and 

provided the impetus for him to return to his 

rightful position "behind the glass." There 

have been memorable tributes through the 

years at the TEC Awards, but nothing to 

quite rival Spector. 

In another memorable portion of the show, and in what has become something of 

an annual impromptu event, master of ceremonies Al Kooper regaled the audience 

with a soulful rendition of "I Love You More Than You'll Ever Know," a song he 

wrote for the first Blood Sweat & Tears album. 

Yamaha Corporation was the big winner in the awards portion of the show, walking 

away with two TEC trophies in the categories Sound Reinforcement Console 

Technology and Small Format Console Technology. Nashville producer Tony Brown 

won for Producer of the Year, and Ed Cherney took home the award 

for Recording Engineer. Ocean Way Recording in Los Angeles won 

for Recording Studio. A complete list of winners appears on page 83. 

On hand to present the awards was a star-studded celebrity lineup 

that included Paul Shaffer, producers Phil Ramone, Tony Brown and 

Bill Szymczyk, musician Donald Fagen, songwriter Jimmy Webb, 

engineers George Massenburg, Roger Nichols and James Nichols, 

and bass players Will Lee and T.M. Stevens. 

A new award was also presented thisyear in an offstage ceremony at Presenters Donald Fagen (0 

and Roger Nichols. the pre-show reception. BASF Corporation received the first Environmental Merit 
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AWAR 
Award, presented in conjunction with the Recording 

Industry Environmental Task Force, for its EcoShuttle 

tape packaging system, designed to cut down on waste 

products in the delivery and return of tape. 

Environmental Merit Award presentation: (L-R) MFEA president Hillel 
Resner, manager of applications engineering, BASF Magnetics Werner 
Singhoff, BASF director of marketing Terence O'Kelly, and RIETF 
members Will Moylan, Barbara Blezzard and Bruce Merley. 

Carpenter, a graduate student in Broadcast 

Audio Production/ Multimedia at 

San Francisco State University and 

Alexandra Loubeau, a sophomore in the 

Music Engineering Technology program at 

the University of Miami. 

The House Ear 

Institute's Hearing 

Is Priceless (HIP) 

campaign will 

receive SO percent 

of the evening's 

proceeds for its 

continuing 

efforts to educate 

young people and the audio 

industry about hearing conservation. The 

remaining funds will be distributed to the 

SPARS financial aid program for quali5iing 

students; the AES Educational Foundation, 

audio scholarship programs for past winners 

and/or nominees in the category of 

Outstanding Institutional Achievement, 

Recording School Program; and to help 

support Hearing Education Awareness for 

Rockers (H.E.A.R.), based in San Francisco. 

Photos by Alan Perlman 

(L-R) Producer Keith Olsen, musician 
Herbue Hancock and producer Tony Brown. 

The Mix Foundation for 

Excellence in Audio created the 

TEC Awards Scholarship grant 

this year, with the first two 

recipients being William 

Above: (L-R) Bob Ludwig 
accepts the award for 
Mastering Engineer from 
Will Lee and TM. Stevens. 

Left (L-R, top row) jimmy Webb, 
Donald Fagen,AI Kooper, James 
Nichols, Bill Syzmczyk, Roger 
Nichols and Hillel Resner. 
(L-R, bottom row) Phil Ramone, 
TM. Stevens, Mr. Bancal, Keiko, 
Tony Brown, Karen Dunn 
and Jane Byer. 

Presenters Bill Synrzyck and jimmy Webb, 
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The Eleventh Annual 
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Marvin Caesar 
accepts the Ancillary 
Equipment Award for 
the Aphex Model 
Tubessence 107 
Mic Preamp from 
Bill Symayck. 

Opcode's 
Paul deBenedictis 

accepts the award 
for Computer 

Software/Peripherals 
for Studio Vision 2.0. 

INSIIIIIIIONA1 

• Acoustics/Facility 

Design Company 

Russ Berger Design Group, 

Dallas,TX 

• Sound Reinforcement 

Company 

Clair Brothers Audio, Lititz, PA 

• Mastering Facility 

Bob Ludwig's Gateway 

Mastering, Portland, ME 

• Audio Post-Production 

Facility 

Buena Vista Sound, 

Burbank, CA 

• Remote Recording 

Facility 

Record Plant Remote, 

West Milford, NJ 

• Recording Studio 

Ocean Way Recording, 

Los Angeles, CA 

Yamaha's Peter 
Chaikin accepts 
the Small Format 
Console Technology 
Award for the 
ProMix 01. 

CREATIVE 

• Audio Post-Production 

Engineer 

George Meyer 

• Remote/Broadcast 

Recording Engineer 

Ed Greene 

• Sound Reinforcement 

Engineer 

Bruce Jackson 

• Mastering Engineer 

Bob Ludwig 

• Record Producer 

Tony Brown 

• Recording Engineer 
Ed Cherrey 

Presenters Phil Ramone (I) 
and Tony Brown. 

NN[RS 

TECHNICAL 

• Ancillary Equipment 

Aphex Model Tubessence 

107 Mic Preamp 

• Amplifier Technology 

Hafler Trans-Nova P-3000 

• Computer Software/ 

Peripherals 

Opcode Studio Vision 2.0 

• Microphone Technology 

AKG C I 2VR 

• Sound Reinforcement 

Loudspeaker Technology 

JBL 4890/4891 Monitors 

Studio Monitor 

Technology 

Genelec 1030A 

Musical Instrument 

Technology 

Kurzweil PC-88 

Keyboard 

Signal Processing 

Technology 
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PROJECT VIEW 

by Dan Daley 

THAT WAS THE 
PHENOMENON 
THAT IS 
WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

T
his month's headline is a bastardized 
version of the 1960s TV show That 
Was the Week That Was. I chose it be-
cause it illustrates the paradox of the 
project studio within the professional 
audio industry. Project studios are so-
called for the same reason we now 
talk about "analog" tape. Fifteen years 
ago, there was no reason to say ana-
log, because that's simply all there 
was. Tape needed no modifier. Once 
digital came into the picture, the 
medium that had been in use for 40 
years suddenly required new identifi-
cation. It was like your favorite club 
changing hands overnight, and when 
you show up, they ask for your mem-
bership card. (Ironically, tape is in-
creasingly referred to as just tape, as 
digital audio workstations move into 
the music production realm. Watch 
for that trend in 1996.) 

Project studios are studios. But the 
modifier "project" that they required 
in the beginning has stuck. Why? 
Why can't project studios simply be 
referred to as the professional studios 
that they are in most cases? Why not 
simply regard them as the "phenom-
enon that was" and incorporate them 
into the mainstream perceptually as 
has been done empirically? "Project" 
was a useful modifier in the early 
days, when project studios generally 
consisted of 8- and 16-track systems 
and a couple of QuadraVerbs and 
Shure SM57s. They were like training 
wheels on a bike. But now that proj-
ect studios run the gamut from those 
same 8-track decks to Sony 3348s 
and SSL consoles, how appropriate is 
a dividing line? The phrase "project 
studio" becomes a back-of-the-bus 

code word for something that is im-
plicitly and inherently less than what 
it is—a full-fledged, technically ad-
vanced recording studio. 

The distinctions that separated 
project studios from what came to be 
called "commercial" or "for-hire" stu-
dios remain in place; project studios 
are defined as such because they are 
intended as tools specifically for an 
owner/operator and don't derive rev-
enues from time and equipment 

hy can't 

project studios 

simply be 

referred to as the 

professional studios 

that they are 

in most cases? 

rentals. When you hire a project stu-
dio, you are really renting the pro-
duction and other talents of the 
owner; when you rent a commercial 
studio, you are hiring a space, equip-
ment and varying degrees of techno-
logical talent, depending on whether 
an engineer, an assistant or no one at 
all comes with the hourly or daily 
rental rate. 
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But those distinctions have blurred 
considerably in recent years. Equip-
ment investment has run up overhead 
costs for many former project studios 
to the point where they now take in 
outside clients to help defray the costs. 
And once someone is paying a rate 
for an acoustically designed space 
with a significant console and out-
board gear, there's really nothing to 
delineate what kind of studio it hap-
pens to be, other than how good, or 
not good, it is. 

The more appropriate modifier— 

if one is still necessary—is " person-
al" studio, to delineate those facilities 
that are purely for the use of their 
owners and not defined by financial 
parameters. In an age when Gibson 
Guitars takes out two-page ads in 
general-interest magazines like The 
New Yorker, it's not at all unusual to 
see stockbrokers and middle-aged, 
middle-management executives tak-
ing a couple of grand and buying a 
Mackie and an ADAT or DA-88 for 
personal pleasure and artistic fulfill-
ment. And I gotta tell you, some of 
them ain't bad at it. 

The "project" modifier does serve 

It weighs only 3 lbs, small enough to fit in your hand. 
It is capable of storing, editing and processing 167 
hours of broadcast quality digital video with 64 tracks 
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a purpose, though not a terribly use-
ful one anymore. "Project" continues 
to function as a condescending term, 
a class tattoo that fuels an ongoing 
perceptual problem that wrongly but 
persistently pits commercial studios 
against project studios. The two major 
effects of the project studio phenom-
enon on the professional recording 
industry have been a revolution in ac-
cess to technology in terms of price 
and performance, and an undeniable 
impact upon the finances of commer-
cial facilities. The latter continues to 
rankle many commercial studio own-
ers, some of whom still view project 
studios as technological torpedoes 
aimed at their hulls. 

But both of these effects are as 
much unifying factors as they are di-
visive. All studios have benefited 
from the new generations of down-
sized, down-priced equipment. How 
many commercial studios have been 
able to implement previously unaf-
fordable B and C rooms using Mack-
ie or Yamaha consoles and Alesis re-
verbs, while still offering an SSL or 
Neve and Lexicon 480L in their main 
rooms? 
And to address the issue of sur-

vivability, why should the recording 
industry be immune to the same 
sorts of evolutionary pressures that 
much of other U.S. and world indus-
tries were subjected to in the last 
several years? Hundreds of thou-
sands of people lost their jobs at 
companies that were once thought 
of as cradle-to-grave employment 
propositions—AT&T and IBM, to 
name two examples. Like the steel, 
manufacturing and automotive in-
dustries before them, a new genera-
tion of businesses had to confront 
the bloat of managerial and market 
complacency. Well, recording studios 
are businesses, too, and now more 
than ever, as the entertainment in-
dustry undergoes mergers and ac-
quisitions and is scrutinized like 
never before through green-shaded 
M.B.A. eyes, studio owners see that 
change is inevitable. Yet even though 
there have been much larger forces 
at work propelling change, project 
studios have taken the heat. It took 
years to form industry organizations 
like SPARS; by contrast, the Holly-
wood Association of Recording Pro-
fessionals (HARP), which coalesced 
around the perceived threat of proj-
ect studios in Los Angeles, was able 
to form itself into an effective orga-
nization in a matter of months. 

IISE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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The project studio has helped re-
define the industries that recording 
studios most often serve. The A&R 
function of the record business has 
devolved now around a checkbook-
chiven business model, in which pro-
ducers with their own studios devel-
op acts and then receive lump sums 
to continue to develop them and 
others for major labels. They go on 
to build bigger studios, some of 
which become for-hire facilities, par-
ticularly as the fortunes of their ini-
tially successful producer/owners 
change in a very fickle business. You 
are only as good as your last hit. 
Now, pay the rent. 

Plenty of film and broadcast audio 
is still done on soundstages at major 
facilities. But an ever-increasing pro-
portion is being done off-offline in 
individual studios by people who 
once worked at those larger facilities. 

This, in turn, brings up the em-
powerment issue. Though project stu-
dios have been accused of not playing 
on a level field in terms of meeting 
local regulations and building codes, 
they have certainly leveled the field ar-
tistically. A much broader range of 
audio professionals, from musicians to 
synthesists to those with neither talent 
but with their own sort of inspirational 
sparks, now compete with what had 
become a rather lock-step sequence 
for both film audio and broadcast 
commercials—much to the advantage 
of both industries. 

"Separate but equal" can still be ap-
plied to the studios formerly known as 
project (sorry, Prince). But that appel-
lation serves less and less of a useful 
function in light of the evolution of 
those studios into the mainstream of 
contemporary recording. In some 
cases, entire genres like hip hop and 
dance are done almost completely 
within personal recording environ-
ments. If one looks at the traditional 
studio as having now come through 
its economic shake-out period, and 
the former project studio as a legiti-
mate contender for most types of 
audio work, then they can probably 
better face the future from a symbiot-
ic view rather than an antagonistic 
one. If you do music recording in a 
studio, it's a music studio; if you do 
sound design in a facility, it's a sound 
design facility. It can be one of those 
things, or both and more. After all, 
what's in a name? 

Dan Daley is Mix's East Coast editor. 
But what's in a title? 
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by Philip De Lancie 

WAVES 
ADDING FLEXIBILITY TO 

PLUG-IN PROCESSING 

ince the release of its Q10 Para-
Graphic EQ two years ago, Waves 
has been in the forefront of a bur-
geoning new market: the supply of 
software-based audio signal proces-
sors that run as "plug-ins" in 
Digidesign's popular Sound Designer 
II and Pro Tools hard-disk recording 
and editing environments for Macin-
tosh. Waves was among the first com-
panies to seize an opportunity pre-
sented by the fact that while the de-
structive and nondestructive wave-
form editing capabilities of SDII are 
well-regarded, many feel that the 
DSP features of the program (EQ, 
compression, etc.) are limited. 
A variety of software modules 

compliant with the Sound Designer 
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plug-in protocol are now available to 
provide sophisticated signal process-
ing when run within a host applica-
tion (SDII or Pro Tools with TDM). 
Waves has four such products, which 
use the Motorola 56000 Series DSP 
chips built into Digidesign's hardware 
to run their algorithms. Q10 is a 10-
band fully parametric equalizer offer-
ing five filter types, full graphic dis-
play and either separate left/right or 
strapped stereo processing. The Si 
Stereo Imager allows phase-compen-
sated control over the spatial para-
meters of a stereo signal, including 
width, rotation and asymmetry. The 
Cl Compressor/Gate offers two si-
multaneous dynamic processes, 
broadband- or frequency-selective, 
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Adjusting EQ parameters in real time using the Q10 ParaGraphic EQ running under WaveShell-RT 
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AUDIO & MULTIMEDIA 

including compression, expansion 
and gating. All of the above plug-ins 
include limited control over Waves' 
built-in IDR (Increased Digital Reso-
lution) noise shaping/dithering 
process. The Li Ultramaximizer offers 
more IDR options than the other 
plug-ins, with greater user control 
over IDR dither, noise shaping and 
requantization processes to optimize 
bit-rate conversion. It is also a look-
ahead peak limiter. 

The SDII versions of the Waves 
plug-ins are priced at $450 for Q10, 
$500 for Si, $700 for Cl and $650 for 
Ll. An SDII bundle of all four, plus 
WaveShell-RT (more on this later), re-
tails for $ 1,650. Each plug-in is avail-
able in a TDM version for an extra 
$150, with a TDM bundle retailing for 
$2,300. The TDM bundle includes 
WaveShell-RT and WaveShell-TDM, 
which is required in order to use the 
plug-ins in the TDM environment. 

As explained by Waves senior 
product specialist Seva (formerly 
known as David Ball), the idea be-
hind WaveShell is to provide a "gate-
way" through which individual plug-
ins are accessed by their host appli-
cation. "We have fooled TDM into 
thinking that the only plug-in is 
WaveShell," says Seva. "And then 
within that, we can do what we like." 
For TDM users, the major benefit of 

Slot: 

the shell is that it allows the available 
processing power of the DSP chips to 
be allocated among multiple plug-ins. 
"We allow the user to break a plug-in 
into smaller components and route 
them internally on a single DSP chip. 
This is called DSP partitioning. So a 
user could take, say, maybe a couple 
of bands of Q10, plus the Li, and use 
them together within WaveShell-TDM 
on a single DSP chip." 

This increased flexibility under 
WaveShell-TDM is a precursor of the 
company's plans for all applications 
in which the plug-ins might be used. 
"That is the way we are working on 
it for all the systems," Seva says. "A 
WaveShell is like a routing architec-
ture that you plug in. They will all 
allow you to do the same thing, 
which is to route things the way you 
want, giving you better use of your 
available processing power." 

Nearing release at press time are 
WaveShells for SDII and Adobe Pre-
miere. Used with the forthcoming 2.0 
versions of the plug-ins (the current 
versions are 1.3), these shells will 
support DSP partitioning. "With the 
advent of a shell for Sound Designer," 
Seva says, "you will be able to use as 
many [plug-in] components as \\ ill lit 
on a single DSP chip. It changes the 
Sound Designer platform consider-
ably to be able to do a couple bands 
of EQ, maybe a small compressor 
and the IDR requantizer all in a sin-
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gle pass. That would take you three 
passes before. So that is a fairly po-
tent thing." 

As for Premiere, Seva notes that 
"Version 2.0 of our plug-ins will have 
native support and native processing 
in Premiere format, meaning the pro-
cessing is not dependent on the pres-
ence of Digidesign cards. This will not 
work on 680X0 Macs, only on Power-
Macs and PowerPC-based machines. 
So any application that supports the 
Adobe Premiere plug-in protocol 
would be able to use our processors 
on a PowerMac or PowerPC ma-
chine." Seva says the next upgrade of 
OSC's Deck (v2.5) is among those 
using the Premiere plug-in protocol. 

Aside from DSP partitioning, an in-
teresting side benefit of the 
WaveShell approach is that the same 
piece of plug-in software will 
probably run under the various 
shells for different host applica-
tions. Waves has not yet finalized 
the plan, Seva says, but "we 
could add Premiere protocol 
support to the basic Sound De-
signer plug-in, so that when you 
buy Q10 for Sound Designer, it 
will also work in Premiere. The 
key to all this is that you get the 
appropriate shell for the applica-
tion in which you want to use 
the plug-in." The shell for SDII, 
and possibly Premiere as well, 
would be bundled with an SDII 
plug-in; if users buy the upgrade for 
TDM, they would then get the TDM 
shell. 

not able to play audio from disk 
while a plug-in (or any other appli-
cation) is the active window. This 
creates two potential problems. Let's 
suppose you are "running down" 
your material to decide how to set 
the EQ for a given song. If you were 
working with a console of some 
kind, you might listen to extended 
excerpts from the song, adjusting the 
EQ as you listen. But in the SDII en-
vironment, you can only adjust your 
plug-in settings while listening to a 
short Preview loop, the length of 
which is determined by the amount 
of memory allocated in the RAM 
Buffer Size dialog under the Setup 
menu (which is limited in turn by the 
memory settings in SDII's Get Info di-
alog box in the Finder). With an 8MB 
machine, you won't get a loop of 
much more than 12 seconds, which 
is hardly ideal. 

Tools systems. This allows audio en-
tering the board to be processed with 
a plug-in and routed to the outputs, 
all in real time. In effect, this turns the 
host Macintosh into an outboard sig-
nal processor, which can be inserted 
in a signal path between any other 
two pieces of audio gear, such as a 
DAT machine and a CD recorder, 
with no requirement to go to disk if 
no editing is needed. The program is 
included in Waves' SDII and TDM 
bundles and is also available sepa-
rately for $ 100. 

Operation of WaveShell-RT in-
volves just two steps. First, you use 
the New DSP dialog box to select a 
Digidesign card (if you have more 
than one installed in your computer) 
and set the input (analog or digital) 
and sync (internal or digital). At this 
point, audio fed to the inputs is pass-
ing through the card without pro-

cessing. Then you use the Open 
Effect dialog box to choose any 
available Waves plug-in as the 
active processor. The plug-in, 
when opened, looks and oper-
ates essentially the same as if it 
were open under Sound Design-
er, with the exception of the Pre-
view, Process, Bypass and Play-
back buttons, which are not 
needed under the shell. 

If you own more than one 
Waves plug-in and you have 
more than one Digidesign card 
installed, you can chain multiple 
processes in series by hooking 

the digital output of one card into the 
digital in of the next. WaveShell will 
open as many DSPs as you have 
available. "I have three cards," says 
Seva, "and I configure them as I need 
for the session. I have even daisy-
chained four cards, using an expan-
sion chassis. I just put in four Audio-
media II cards and ran RT. If you 
daisy-chain those little guys, you 
have a full 24-bit reroutable architec-
ture. It's configurable outboard gear." 
At present, Version 1.3.1 of the shell 
supports only one plug-in per DSP, 
but DSP partitioning will be included 
in Version 2.0. 
One would think that the shell 

could open any plug-in that con-
forms to the SDII protocol, but in fact 
it works only with Waves plug-ins. 
According to Seva, that results from 
the plan to incorporate DSP parti-
tioning. "It was obviously much eas-
ier for us to do that for our own plug-
ins; it was impractical to try to incor-
porate the plug-ins of other manu-
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WAVESHELL-RT 
The use of shells to plug into various 
host applications and to allocate pro-
cessing power should add greatly to 
the flexibility of using the plug-ins in 
SDII, where you currently can run 
only one process per pass. But it 
doesn't address a number of other 
basic limitations of using the plug-ins 
in SDII. For one thing, you have to 
preload all your material onto hard 
disk, even if you just want to do sig-
nal processing, and you don't need to 
use SDII's editing/playlist features. If 
the material you want to process is 
long, this can require a lot of time 
and disk space (10.5 MB/minute for 
CD-quality). Additional disk space 
will be required if you process de-
structively and you want to first make 
a backup. 

Another limitation is that SDII is 

The initial DSP setup dialog box 

in WaveShell-RT 

A related limitation is that you can-
not use your computer for anything 
else when processing your audio 
through a plug-in (or SDII's built-in 
processes). This can be frustrating if 
your material is ready to go and you 
just want to add some gentle limiting 
with Li in playback mode as the ma-
terial is played from the hard drive 
out to your CD-R or DAT machine. 
Even though most of the work is 
being done by the DSP chip, the CPU 
is unavailable for the duration. 

To address these kinds of situa-
tions, Waves came up with 
WaveShell-RT (Real Time). Like the 
other shells, RI acts as a gateway to 
the Waves plug-ins. But instead of 
linking the plug-ins with an applica-
tion, RI is itself a stand-alone appli-
cation that links plug-ins directly to 
the DSP chips on the main I/O 
boards in Digidesign's Audiomedia II, 
ProMaster 20, Sound Tools II and Pro 
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facturers, which may be designed to 
use entire chips." 
One other caveat: owners of 

Waves' Cl will not be able to run the 
plug-in under the shell on an Audio-
media II card. "There is just not quite 
enough RAM on the card to make Cl 
work under WaveShell-RT in its ex-
isting configuration," says Seva. "It 
works fine on other cards like Pro-
Tools III and Session 8 and ProTools 
442, and it works fine under Sound 
Designer. But RT has a little bit more 
DSP overhead than Sound Designer, 
and we just ran out of processing cy-
cles. But under 2.0, you will be able 
to choose what part of Cl you really 
need: Do you need the compressor, 
split or wideband, or the gate, or a 
wideband compressor and gate with-
out the sidechain? But, to use every-
thing all at once under WaveShell-RT 
will not work on the Audiomedia II 
card at present." 

That aside, WaveShell-RT provides 
a great way around some of the con-
straints of working under SDII. If you 
don't need to record to disk for edit-
ing purposes, you simply pass the 
audio from your source through the 
shell and use the plug-in to process 
the audio in real time. Running down 
your material to decide on your setup 
is much easier under the shell than 
using the Preview feature of SDII, 
and you can save your setups for 
each selection or portion thereof, just 
as you would under SDII. 

If you are using just one setting 
throughout the material, you can set 
up the process, start your source ma-
chine and your recording machine, 
and then work on something else (as 
long as it does not involve the 
Digidesign card) while the plug-in 
processes in the background. If you 
want to change settings while the 
audio plays (in the silence between 
songs, for instance), you can instan-
taneously load a previously saved 
setting at any time by double-clicking 
on the file for that preset in the Load 
dialog box. 

WaveShell-RT's ability to load pre-
sets on the fly is a step toward turn-
ing a Digidesign-equipped Mac into 
a nice stereo console, perhaps for 
some low-end mastering applica-
tions. But not all the pieces are in 
place yet. For one thing, there is no 
master output fader (the faders in the 
plug-ins currently attenuate 20-24 
dB). "We will be providing that," says 
Seva, "but we are not exactly sure 
how. You could make the faders 
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AUDIO & MULTIMEDIA 

switchable [between their existing 
range and a full range], but another 
idea which we like a lot is to have a 
separate plug-in that you can just 
drop in as a master fader that also 
might have some extra-nice metering 
on it. You would want to do that pre-
Li, because you don't want to do 
your fade after your dithering and re-
quantizing. You would want to fade 
the original signal at its highest reso-
lution and let Ll's requantizer do its 
job to yield the appropriate output 
stream." 

Another item on the wish list 
would be a way of automating preset 
changes and fades. This will become 
particularly crucial once DSP parti-
tioning is in place, because it will not 
be practical to manually load presets 
into more than one plug-in at a time. 
"One of the things we are still look-
ing at," says Seva, " is snapshot and 
continuous-controller MIDI-based au-
tomation, which could certainly run 
from timecode. We will make it so 
that you can save and load a snap-
shot of your setups while using mul-
tiple plug-ins, but that is not going to 
he part of Version 2.0." 

PROCESSING TO 

AND FROM HARD DISK 

Even if you plan to record your ma-
terial to disk for editing, you can do 
your rundown under WaveShell-RT, 
then use your presets under SDII to 
process the various selections on 
disk. But under the shell itself, there 
is currently no disk support, which 
means you cannot process on the 
way to or from your hard disk. "We 
are going to add disk support to RT 
in a later edition, but not Version 2.0," 
says Seva. "Whether we will support 
SDII playlists or not, I do not know. 
If we could get the format of the SDII 
playlists, and we could also tie that to 
timecode, that would be excellent to 
do all that at once, so that you could 
simply open a tile in RT and play an 
SDII playlist." 

In the meantime, there are a cou-
ple workarounds for the disk support 
problem by using two Digidesign 
cards. One option involves using 
Deck II. "I did a Save Playlist as 
Soundfile and saved it as a split 
stereo file," Seva says, "then opened 
it in Deck. I put in some fadeouts 
and other stuff, which I automated in 
Deck, and then I played the file from 
Deck in the background with 

WaveShell-RT in the foreground." 
With this setup, you can make 
changes to the plug-in setting in RT 
while the file is playing back from 
Deck. 

Another option for processing 
both to and from disk is to run 
WaveShell-RT and SDII each on one 
card. "I've done that with Pro Tools 
442, Pro Tools III, Session 8, and Au-
dioMedia II cards," says Seva. You 
can run a plug-in on one card under 
WaveShell-RT to process in real time 
from an outside source, then run the 
digital out of that card into the digit-
al in on another and record to disk 
using SDII. Or you can use one plug-
in (in playback mode) under SDII 
while playing a file or playlist from 
disk (this plug-in does not have to be 
a Waves product), then run the out-
put digitally into a second card and 
use another plug-in under the shell. 

Overall, WaveShell-RT 

offers the tantalizing 

prospect of a very flexible, 

competitively priced system 

combining real-time 

processing with disk-based 

recording and editing 

(when used with SDI!). 

Flexible as this setup is, you still 
are faced with the fact that SDII can 
only play a file or playlist while it is 
the active window. So you cannot 
make adjustments or load setups into 
your plug-ins while going to or from 
the hard disk. Individual processing 
for each selection can be handled by 
recording selections to disk one at a 
time through the shell with the de-
sired setup, or by destructively pro-
cessing each selection with the plug-
in under SDII. For instance, you 
might record a series of songs to disk 
through the shell, running Q10 with 
a different EQ setup for each. Then 
you could do your editing, band-to-
band leveling and normalizing in 
SDII. When the file or playlist is 
ready to roll, you could play it back 
using Cl or Jupiter System's MDT 
under SDII for overall compression, 
followed by L 1 running under the 
shell for final peak limiting and !DR 
processing. 

Depending on how much time 
you think you can save (and how 
much your time is worth), buying an 
additional Digidesign card to enable 
this kind of setup may or may not be 
a wise choice. The least expensive 
option is the AudioMedia II card, 
which goes for a street price of about 
$900 bundled with SDII. According to 
David Froker, Digidesign VP of prod-
uct marketing, the company has no 
plans at this time to sell additional 
cards at a lower price to registered 
SDII owners. (A PCI version of the 
card, dubbed AudioMedia III, will be 
available for Windows PCs in Febru-
ary, with a Mac PCI version to follow 
sometime in the second quarter of 
1996.) 

The AudioMedia II card is actually 
particularly well-suited for use where 
two or more cards will be strung to-
gether in series because it features 24-
bit digital I/O. "The S/PDIF and AES 
protocols both support 24-bit digital 
word lengths," Seva says, "and the 
S/PDIF ports on the AudioMedia II 
card will accept a 24-bit digital input 
and provide a 24-bit output. So it is a 
full 24-bit board. All the Digidesign 
boards use 24-bit processing internal-
ly, but the digital I/0 of the other 
boards only pass 16-bit signals." This 
means that the AudioMedia II can ac-
cept 20-bit signals from an external 
AID converter. (If you are recording in 
SDII, be sure to create the file as 24-
bit.) It also means that when chaining 
two or more cards to use a series of 
plug-ins, the additional bits generally 
added by DSP processes will be re-
tained throughout the chain. Waves 
recommends using Li as the last 
process in the series to allow IDR to 
requantize the signal back down for 
16-bit output. 

Overall, WaveShell-RT offers the 
tantalizing prospect of a very flexible, 
competitively priced system combin-
ing real-time processing with disk-
based recording and editing (when 
used with SDII). Given the various 
current complications and constraints, 
the system is still a work-in-progress, 
but it is already a very useful tool in-
deed. It's clear from both WaveShell-
RT and the other WaveShell products 
in the pipeline that Waves has put a 
lot of thought into making plug-in 
audio processing as versatile and 
convenient as possible. 

Philip De Lancie is a mastering engi-
neer at Fantasy Studios in Berkeley, 
Calif. 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

by Tim Moshansky 

C  

Le Studio 

Morin Heights, 

Montreal 

CANADIAN 
SNAPSHOTS 
anada is a large country, but its popu-
lation is small compared to its big 
brother to the south—about one-
tenth. However, we Canadians do re-
markably well when it comes to cre-
ating good recordings. We also have a 
huge pool of talented producers and 
musicians, many of whom defect to 
the U.S. for the bigger markets and the 
bigger budgets. Because Canada is so 
spread-out geographically, most of the 
recording is centered in just a handful 
of cities, most notably Vancouver, 

Toronto and Montreal. To get a sense 
of Canada's place in the world of re-
cording, Mix traveled across the "True 
North, strong and free" and spoke to 
several producers, engineers and stu-
dio managers io get the scoop. 

VANCOUVER 

Jim Valiance. one of Canada's best-
known songwriters (Bryan Adams, 
Scorpions, Aerosmith, etc.) built The 
Armoury in 1992 in Vancouver as a 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 99 

Head technician, John Vrtacic (center) checking out half of the board 

at Bruce Fairbaim's Armoury Studios, Vancouver, B.C. 

Wood control room (under construction) at Armoury Studios 

PHCTŒ. GAUL . 
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT 

The Factory 
Vancouver, B.C. 

by Barbara Schultz 

It's a new studio and a 
legendary studio in one. 
The Factory took over 

the former Little Mountain 
Sound's Studio B last May, 
bringing new blood and new 
ideas to what for more than 
20 years was Canada's most 
established, celebrated facility. 
In its former life as Little 
Mountain, the studio hosted 
artists such as Bon Jovi, Bryan 
Adams, Motley Crue, AC/DC, 
Cher and others. Today, it is 
co-owned and run by John 
MacLean, an engineer/pro-
ducer whose greatest interest 
lies in the indie market. 

"I'd like to follow in Sub 
Pop's footsteps," says Mac-
Lean, who also runs his own 
independent label called Na-
tion Underground Records, 
the Record Label. "In the past, 
it was Porsches and Motley 
Crue's Harleys and people 
camping out front to to get 
a glimpse at Aerosmith, but 
now it's more accessible to 
smaller bands and to the indie 
labels. And we're one of the 
few indie labels in Canada 
that have a major studio at 
our disposal, so we're unique in 
that sense." 

MacLean says he'd been driving 
past Little Mountain for years and 
considered it a pipe dream that he 
might some day work there, much 
less own it. But some months back, 
he was cruising by for the ump-
teenth time and saw a for-lease sign 
in front. "There was a vacancy of 
about two months before I got it," 
he says. "I had heard it was going to 
be a cookie factory" 

MacLean took over only Studio B 
because it is plenty large for his pur-
poses: 1,200 square feet with a 22-

foot ceiling; the control room is 450 
square feet, and there are three iso 
booths. (The gigantic former Studio 
A was taken over by a separate 
company and divided into five re-
hearsal spaces.) The Factory's equip-
ment includes a 64-input Neve 8048 
console with Flying Faders, and 
Otani MTR900-II and MTR-12 and 
Studer A80 tape machines. Monitors 
are UREI 813As with 838 Time-
Aligned crossover networks, KRK 
7000s and Yamaha NS-10 near-
fields. There is also a wide array of 
signal processing gear. along with 
mics from AKG, EV, Neumann, 

Telefunken, Sennheiser, Shure 
and Sony. The five-person 
staff consists of MacLean, 
second engineer Sheldon 
Zaharko, assistant engineer 
Sammy Fernnete, administra-
tive assistant Dawn Astdury, 
and Stephen Cameron, who 
MacLean calls the "house 
computer hack?' Cameron is 
in the process of setting up 
The Factory's home page. 

Three album projects had 
been completed at press 
time. The first was for Cana-
dian artist John McCormick 
and featured guitarist Alan 
Darby (Van Morrison, Robert 
Palmer, Eric Clapton). Most 
recently, they had in pop 
band Cinnamon, who Mac-
Lean also signed to his label. 
"A lot of bands sign to an 
indie and keep their creative 
control," he says, "and then 
go to the majors for distrib-
ution. I'm in constant touch 
with the majors in Toronto; 
they're also interested in 
bringing bands in. We're 
also getting quite a few calls 
from the States about com-
ing in. As you know, B.C. 

borders on some pretty happening 
states in the U.S." The Factory's 
next firm commitment is from At-
lantic artists Moev. 

MacLean also admits that the il-
lustrious studio's reputation can be 
a mixed blessing: "A lot of the indie 
bands happening right now might 
not be Bon Jovi fans, so there's a bit 
of a thing to break with there as 
well. But I really respect Bob Rock 
and Bruce Fairbairn, people like 
that, for what they've done for this 
city and this room. They put this city 
on the map, and I just want to con-
tinue on making great records?' 

PHOTOI PERRY ZAIrli 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

—FROM PAGE 96, CANADIAN SNAPSHOTS 

writing studio, but it turned out to be 
a bigger room than he needed. Even-
tually, he opened it to outside projects 
for artists such as Joan Jett, and co-
wrote with them while they recorded 
their albums. When producer Bruce 
Fairbairn used the studio to record a 
recent Chicago album, he asked Val-
lance about the status of the studio. 

"Since Little Mountain Sound went 
out of business," says Fairbairn, "I 
haven't had anywhere to work in 
Vancouver, really, that's been up to 
scratch." A deal was struck, and Fair-
bairn now owns the studio. "Van-
couver needs a new studio to anchor 
the city," he continues. "What I've 
done with The Armoury is put in a 
72-channel, top-of-the-line SSL board, 
two new A800 Studer tape machines, 
a pair of original UREI 813 monitors, 
new microphones and mix stations. 
I've just taken what Jim's done and 
tried to move it up about ten or 
20 percent to make it workable 
for me and guys like Mike Fraser or 
Bob Rock!' 

Fairbairn describes The Armoury as 

a beautiful, big room. The studio has 
skylights to let natural light in and a 
patio at the back where clients can get 
some fresh air between takes. John 
Vrtacic (pronounced ver-tas-ik), who 
was really the "magic" guy behind Lit-
tle Mountain, is in charge of putting 
the new console (which was not fully 
installed at press time) in and redoing 
the monitors. 

Fairbairn makes it clear that the 
studio is not just for his personal proj-
ects. "We want to keep a lot of the 
clients that Jim had going," he says, 
"like Raffi and k.d. lang, and the Bare-
naked Ladies and everybody else. If I 
can get a couple of months in to do 
one or two of my things, then that's 
great. I really like the way that Jim ran 
the studio, and I'm not going to do 
anything new. I'm just going to make 
the gear better and keep the same 
thing happening!' 

Vancouver offers a lot of unique 
benefits: There are mountains, ocean, 
beaches, excellent restaurants and a 
ton of recreational activities when 
you're not recording. "What Bob Rock 
and Mike Fraser and to a certain ex-
tent myself made out of Little Moun-
tain!' says Fairbairn, "was a place to 

come and record, and then Vancouver 
became a city to come to and record. 
As a city to record in, it's great. The 
people are very friendly here, the 
weather is good. To bring a band up 
here is perfect. 

"I don't want to make The Armoury 
into an international recording studio," 
he stresses. "I'd like a lot of Canadian 
musicians to record here. I don't want 
to make it inaccessible to anybody. If 
you're on a real limited budget, there 
are alternatives in Vancouver, like 
Mushroom and Greenhouse [previ-
ously Vancouver Studios]. You've got 
to have a recording budget to come 
in, but I'm not going to hustle Brian 
Eno in to do the new U2 album here. 
Let Bryan Adams handle all the high-
profile stuff. When he gets The Ware-
house going in Gastown, he can do all 
the big-time stuff!' 

Fairbairn is currently recording 
the new Cranberries album in Ireland 
(they may do some recording at The 
Armoury) and a new Aerosmith 
album tentatively scheduled for the 
early part of 1996, most likely at the 
Armoury. Eventually, he may bring 
Van Halen in to record the follow-up 
to Balance, which he recorded with 
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the boys in L.A. at 5150 and the 
Record Plant. 
A good example of a project stu-

dio in Vancouver that operates on a 
much smaller scale than The Ar-
moury is Yaletown Sound. The studio 
is owned by Marc LeCorre, Al Ver-
mue and Life Inside Lucy, a Vancou-
ver band that recently returned from 
a three-month gig in Thailand. The 
studio, which opened a year ago, has 
provided a place for the owners to 
record their own projects and attract 
outside clients. A Mackie 32x8x2 mix-

ing board, several Alesis ADAT units 
with a remote-control module, Gen-
elec monitors, a Mac with Pro Tools 
III, several Neumann microphones 
and a host of outboard gear fill out 
the studio. 

John Fyssas, an active freelance 
engineer around Vancouver, looks 
after the facility from both a manage-
ment and engineering perspective 
while the band is overseas. He feels 
that people, more than gear, draw 
clients in and make them keep com-
ing back. "Six or seven years ago;' he 
explains, "you had to pay a quarter-
of-a-million bucks or so to buy a Sony 
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24-track digital recorder, whereas 
today you can pick up three or four 
ADATs and a controller for under 
$20,000. So there are tons of studios 
out there that have the gear and give 
you a good recording, but if I can 
help a band from an arranging point 
of view or sing a vocal line or go out 
and play a guide drum track when 
their drummer doesn't show up, it 
makes a big difference to them, and 
they'll want to keep coming back." 

CALGARY 

Lanny Williamson, owner of The 
Beach in Calgary, Alberta, at one time 
owned and ran Can-Am Recorders in 
the San Fernando Valley outside L.A. 
before moving back to Canada. "I just 
couldn't take the earthquakes and 
couldn't take being shot at," he 
laughs. "I went to Vancouver first:' he 
continues, "and I figured that the 
scene in Vancouver was pretty well 
looked after, and there was almost 
nothing happening in Alberta. There 
was a pretty good new music scene 
with an alternative edge, but there 
was no high-end music scene, no 
post-production scene, no media pro-
duction. I thought it was a really good 
opportunity to open up something 
and build it up to where it would be 
competitive with both coasts. We 
have seven or eight rooms in a facili-
ty that covers 10,000 square feet. 
There are over a dozen staff working 
at the studio at any given time, with 
the occasional freelance specialist 
called in as needed:' 

The Beach is somewhat of a hybrid 
studio, one that can meet the needs of 
musicians and filmmakers alike. "We 
couldn't make it as a music studio," 
says Williamson, "and the post-pro-
duction scene isn't strong enough 
here to support it, so we have to do a 
lot of everything, but we still have to 
do it real well." The facility has played 
host to many groups and musicians, 
including producer Daniel Lanois as 
he was recording and mixing a single 
by Midnight Oil and the Tragically Hip 
to raise awareness of the butchering of 
Vancouver Island's ancient rainforest 
area, Clayoquot Sound. 

The studio has also kept busy on 
the post scene because of TV series 
being shot in the Calgary area, such as 
Lonesome Dove, North of 60 and a 
new Global Television series entitled 
fake and the Kid, which is shot in the 
rival city to the north, Edmonton. 
"We're posting it here in Calgary, but 
we have ISDN lines, so our client stays 
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in Edmonton, and we do all of the 
post-production in real time." At the 
time of this writing, The Beach was in 
the process of buying and installing a 
128-input Lafont Chroma console, 
which Williamson describes as a hy-
brid between a Neve and an SSL. "It's 
an LCRS-type console, so we can do 
film mixes on it, but it's also a beauti-
ful music console. 

"I think The Beach [which opened 
in 1989] represents the kind of new 
wave of recording in Western Canada;' 
says Williamson. "The Mecca, of 
course, is Toronto, and Vancouver 
runs a close second, and they domi-
nate not only the music production 
but also the post-production and the 
film production and all that. Between 
those two cities, The Beach is now ris-
ing as the contender in the middle!' 

Williamson is quick to give credit 
to other local studios, especially Sun-
day Sound, which he says does the 
bulk of the alternative and country re-
cording. "I think they are probably 
one of the best studios in Alberta," he 
says. "They have a really nice setup, a 
lot of esoteric Neve bits and pieces, 

and they do a lot of analog—they're 
more of the purists. EK Sound is an-
other 24-track room, but they do more 
of the ethnic, gospel and cultural-type 
stuff. There are another half-dozen or 
so little guys who contribute to the in-
dustry a lot, but they are more one- or 
two-man operations!' 

TORONTO 

Mix caught up with independent en-
gineer/producer Richard Chycki as he 
was in the middle of mixing the new 
Four Horsemen album at Metalworks 
studios in Toronto. Chycki has been 
busy mixing and engineering many 
projects, including the 
last two Jeff Healey al-
bums, a Sebastian Bach 
project and the new 
Kim Mitchell (Canada's 
guitar hero) disc. He 
works often out of Met-
alworks, which features 
both an old customized 
Neve console and an 
SSL G 4056 desk. He 
also uses Healey's Forte 
Records studio. 

"Montreal, Toronto 
and Vancouver are basi-

cally the main hot spots," Chycki says. 
"Toronto has all of the staples of 
Canada, like Jeff Healey and Tom 
Cochrane and Rush and Kim Mitchell. 
As far as recession goes, I think it's put 
a temporary dent, but everything 
seems to be recovering fine. It's real 
busy right now. There are about ten 
studios that are fairly competent, and 
there might be four that are really, 
really on top, like Metalworks, Sounds 
Interchange, McClear Pathe and 
Manta. I hear Lydian Sound is sup-
posed to be ergonomically a fantastic 
place, and I'm mixing a small project 
there soon. I mixed half of the Kim 

Engineer/producer Richard Chycki 
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Mitchell stuff at McLear, whose main 
focus is definitely post, but they have 
a pretty nice room there with an SSL E 
6000, which is a nice suite to mix in" 

Chycki explains that they have 
three studios within the Metalworks 
facility. "The Neve is connected to a 
warehouse:' he says "so I usually use 
the warehouse for drums and put the 
rest of the band in iso rooms. I usu-
ally track in the Neve room, do over-
dubs sometimes in the Neve room for 
guitars. The smaller studio has a Pro-
ducer Series SSL, which is an old E 
4040 fitted with 32 strips. So I do a lot 
of overdubs in the smaller room and 
do mixing in the large suite with the 
G 4056. You can have three clients 
going at one time, which has been 
happening a lot lately. All of the stu-
dios are pretty well isolated, so clients 
aren't running into each other" 

Because the cities in Canada are so 
far apart, Chycki feels that there's no 
real competition between them from 
a recording standpoint. "Metalworks 
has had Guns N' Roses in and Celine 
Dion," he concludes, "so it's part of 
the international circuit. I think that 
Canada is due for another superband 
like a Bryan Adams or a Rush" 

Le Studio Morin Heights 

MONTREAL 

Le Studio Morin Heights is now en-
tering its third decade of recording in 
Quebec. It's located 45 minutes out-
side of Montreal in the rural setting of 
Morin Heights, and you couldn't ask 
for a more peaceful, relaxing setting 
to record in. Top recording acts such 
as Rush (who have cut eight albums 
there), David Bowie and The Police 
have come back again and again. 
The main room looks ont over a lake, 

and clients stay in a cabin where they 
can canoe or enjoy a walk through 
the woods before, during and after 
recording and mixing sessions. 
A new wing with a video room 

was added about ten years ago, and 
for a long time, it was used as a 
shooting stage and post-production 
mixing facility for television and com-
mercials. Now called the "Far Side:' it 
has become more of an overdub and 
basic tracking room, according to stu-
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four capsules mounted in a tetrahe-
dral array (two forward-facing/two 
rear-facing); from its rackmount con-
troller, users can remotely adjust 
the mic's directionality from tight 
mono cardioid to four-capsule stereo 
spread—or anything in between. 

Curtis Technology (Rockford, IL) 
debuted its AL-1 Tube Mic System, a 
matched stereo pair of tube con-
denser microphones with a stereo 19-
inch rackmount power supply for 
$1,950. Designed for instrumental 
and vocal-recording applications, 
each microphone has a large-di-
aphragm element ( 1.25-inch) and 
uses a 12AU7 vacuum tube, which is 
readily available. 
Neumann unveiled the M149, a 

large-diaphragm tube mic, its first 
new tube microphone in 14 years 
(for more information, see the Octo-
ber '95 Mix). The first microphone to 
offer a transformerless output com-
bined with vacuum tube electronics, 
the M149 offers a choice of nine 
polar patterns: cardioid, subcardioid, 
hypercardioid, omnidirectional and 
figure-8, with an intermediate step 
between each. Initial deliveries are 
slated to begin around the end of the 
year, with package pricing expected 
to be in the $5,000 range. 

Lexicon/Gotham Delta T-101 

MORE FUN TO COME 

Lexicon celebrated the anniversary 
of the Delta T-101 delay line, the 
world's first commercial digital audio 
product, which was released 25 
years ago. Its short 10kHz bandwidth 
and 100-millisecond delay perfor-
mance seem trivial by today's stan-
dards, but the Delta T-101 (with 
Gotham Audio's logo on the front 
and Lexicon's on the rear) was a 
colossal achievement in its day. And 
the rest, as they say, is history. 

Next year, it's back to Los Angeles 
for the 101st AES convention, sched-
uled for November 8-11, 1996, at the 
Los Angeles Convention Center. Until 
then, of course, we're all looking for-
ward to the 100th AES, to be held in 
Copenhagen next May, and it's shap-
ing up to be an amazing event. IM 
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BY TOM KENNY 

SOUND FOR FILM 

NEVER SAY 
NEVER AGAIN 
by Larry Blake 
This column marks the 
completion of my second 
year as a columnist for 
Mix, my longest stretch at 
such a regular writing gig. 
I have always admired 
newspaper columnists 
who write thrice-weekly 
or even weekly columns 
and never seem to repeat 
themselves. Even though I 
have only handed in my 
pieces 23 times, I have 
been getting the nagging 
suspicion over the past 
few months that I am 
starting to run dry, repeat-

ing the same drivel over 
and over. Or so it feels 
from where I sit. 
I took a good look over 

my previous work and in-
deed came up with a too-
long list of Blakeian clich-
es, metaphors and just-
opinions that need to be 
retired. Put out to pasture. 
Given a gold watch. 
Moved to oceanfront 
property in Florida. So, 
please, like a man going 
on a diet who longs for 
one last slab of cheese-
cake, allow me to give all 
of these overused phrases 
one last lap around the 
"Post Script" section be-
fore getting the checkered 
flag. 

Apocalypse Now. This 
has to be the leader in my 
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repetition sweepstakes. A 
quick count shows that I 
have written at least four 
times something to the ef-
fect that it is the best 
sound job in the annals of 
film sound. In addition to 
the fact that I really do 
think that it is the ne plus 
ultra in the creative use of 
the medium, I have other, 
more personal reasons for 
that track being special. 
For starters, it was the first 
mix that I attended, having 
come West from New Or-
leans a few months earlier 
to write a book on the his-
tory of film sound. I 
phoned Walter Murch, 
who headed the all-star 
sound team, told him 
what I was writing and 
asked if I could come up 
to San Francisco to watch 
them finish mixing the 
film. Today you might 
have to get clearances 
from lawyers and have 
your Dun and Bradstreet 
checked, but Zoetrope 
Studios in the summer of 
1979 was nothing like that. 
"Sure," Walter said. 
What I found when I 

got to the Bay Area was 
not your standard mixing 
stage full of guys reading 
RV magazines (see 
below), but instead a 
group of relatively young 
turks close to my age, 
some of whom would be-
come good friends of 
mine. They were in a 
womb-like small room 
with a 28-input console no 
more than 20 feet from the 
screen, as opposed to a 
barn-like, antiseptic Holly-
wood room with an Or-
ange console. Being there 
while they were final-mix-
ing Apocalypse (and re-
turning two years later for 
the mix of One From the 
Heart) imprinted in my 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 111 
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JOHN CARPENTER 
ONE-STOP MOVIE SHOP 

by Maureen Droney 
Auteur theory: n (fr. the 
French; the view that direc-
tors are the true authors of a 
film): a cinematic tech-
nique characterized by the 
director's complete control 
over all aspects of produc-
tion. (Webster's New Colle-
giate Dictionary) 

Director John Carpenter hit 
the box office jackpot in 
1978 with Halloween, at 
that time the most commer-
cially successful indepen-
dent film in history. Made 
of seemingly pure adrena-
line for a mere $400,000, it 
was a stylish shocker, offer-
ing audiences a thrill a 
minute. 

It wasn't the first film 
he'd directed, just the onu 
that made his name syn-
onymous with big-screen 
terror. Carpenter's body of 
work encompasses 17 fea-
ture films, from 1975's Dark 
Star, to Escape From New 
York in '81, '82's classic The 
Thing, Stephen King's 
Christine in 1983, and, most 
recently, 1995's In the 
Mouth of Madness and Vil-
lage of the Damned. His 
films take the audience on 
an exaggerated "What if?" 
journey into horror, humor 
and high camp (remember 
Isaac Hayes as the Duke of 
New York, complete with 
crystal chandeliers on the 
fenders of his Cadillac?), 
where apocalyptic events 
unfold in small arenas. 
Using an almost comic-
book approach, Carpenter's 
films are a sardonic com-
mentary on reality, combin-
ing classic western themes 
with noir sci fi. The result is 
a bleak and unrelenting vi-
sion that lives almost com-

Above7 still from 

Village of the Damned; 

right: (I to r) John 

Carpenter and Bruce 

Robb in Studio 4 

at Hollywood's 

Cherokee Studios 

NIAUld N ,PONEY 

pletely on the dark side. 
Yet, this dark and highly 
personal view of human 
behavior also comes laced 
with the director's signature 
sense of humor. 

What many people don't 
realize is that in addition to 
writing and directing, Car-
penter creates and performs 
the music for almost all of 
his films. And, as Mix read-
ers know, music is instru-
mental (gotcha) in creating 

the feeling and atmosphere 
of a film. Carpenter's com-
positions are often minimal-
ist—from that stark, "less is 
more" school—sparse, sim-
ple and evocative. With his 
music, as with his visuals, 
Carpenter taps into the 
viewers subconscious and 
finds their worst fears. 

In August 1996, we'll all 
get to check out what those 
worst fears may be for Los 
Angelenos—when I spoke 

with Carpenter, he was en-
sconced in his Paramount 
office in pre-production for 
Escape From LA., planning 
the return of Snake Pliskin. 

Mix: I'm a bit in awe of 
your ability to be a quadru-
ple threat: writer, director, 
composer and musician. 
Carpenter: Well, there's a 
down side to that, too, you 
know—if you do a bunch 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 112 
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brain the idea that it's not only pos-
sible to make small rooms work for 
theatrical mixes, in many ways it's 
preferable. (I'll throw that bait out to 
anyone who wants to disagree, but 
that is a subject for a whole 'nuther 
column.) 

Backups, Backups, Backups. Hyp-
ocrite, hypocrite, hypocrite. Well, 
not exactly. When I'm cutting on a 
workstation, I am indeed stupidly 
careful about protecting the work in 
progress. But my personal computer 
is another story, and at least twice in 
the past three years I have gone six 
months or so with no backup of any 
kind. Stupid, stupid, stupid. So, out 
of deference to my inability to com-
pletely walk my own talk, I shall 
deep-six this one with the hope that 
you will still take my advice to heart, 
both at home and at work. 

"Chef of the Future" metaphors. 
You might not remember these, but 
I think I have outworn my welcome 
in referring to what I consider the 
funniest Honeymooners episode, 
when Ralph Kramden plays the 
"Chef of the Future" on live TV. 
However, this should not preclude 
me from paraphrasing other nuggets 
of wisdom from this classic '50s sit-
com, which is as quotable as Shake-
speare or Apocalypse...all right. 

Placebo Cable. This sources back 
to a certain company trying to take 
overall credit for the sound of films 
when the only parts of the film that 
had used their cable were Foley 
recording and, sometimes, music 
recording. Shameless. I have 
slammed them specifically both in 
my previous existence at the late 
RE/P and in a letter to the editor to 
Stereophile (October, 1990). But be-
fore I retire this phrase, let me be 
perfectly clear: It's not that I refuse 
to admit that cables can be "heard" 
(although I have yet to have it 
proven to me) or that the product 
under question is any good. Instead, 
it's their marketing department's rep-
resentation of the product's place in 
the overall picture that puts my 
knickers in a twist. 

Championship Calendar. This is a 
first-cousin of Placebo Cable and 
occurs when someone seeks credit 
(in magazines such as the one you 
are reading) by being the first to do 
something, such as "All Digital." I 
just can't wait for the latest AD per-
mutation to arise, when someone 
says that they were really the first to 

be AD because they used a digital 
console. (Next up: All-Digital, All-20-
Bit.) You see, previous AD films 
used analog consoles, so they 
weren't really... oh, nevermind. 
I hate to restate the obvious, but 

the crux of my complaint is that just 
because particular equipment was 
used doesn't mean that the work 
was any good. Add to this the fact 
that it's almost axiomatic that the 
first permutation of any new leap in 
technology will not be as user-
friendly as the latest generation of 
"the old-fashioned way," as Ed Nor-
ton said in the "Chef of the Future" 
episode. On a similar note, I can't 
think of any film sound category 
that Apocalypse Now was first in. Ex-
cept in my list of all-time faves. 
Oops, there I go again! 

It's especially aggravating when 
people want to be credited as the 
first to do what amounts to taking 
something off the shelf and using it 
in an obvious fashion, such as 
recording production sound on 
DAT. Ohhh, there's a leap of imagi-
nation! So while they have a right to 
go fishing for techno brownie 
points, I reserve the right to contin-
ue to piss on them, even if I am self-
banned from using the phrase 
Championship Calendar. 

Star Wars/The Beatles/King Kong: 
low-tech as high-class. Is everybody 
as sick as I am of my dragging out 
the obvious similarities among these 
productions: 4-track recordings, 
quantum leap in creative use of the 
medium in spite of relatively simple 
technology, and a long-term influ-
ence beyond their wildest imagin-
ings when they were in the trenches 
doing the work. I can only hope that 
you will help others discover the 
joys of the work of Murray Spivack 
(Kong), George Martin (the boys 
from Liverpool) and Ben Burtt (Star 
Wars) on these and other projects. 

Dolby's role in changing film 
sound. In each of the last two 
months, I have referred once again 
to the contribution of Mr. Dolby and 
his troops in the improvements in 
film soundtracks, beginning in the 
1970s. While I will always resent 
their screwing up the 70mm format 
by using two of the channels for 
low-frequency bass extension only 
(thus my rantings about five chan-
nels behind the screen), I believe 
that their stereo optical format was 
really quite brilliant. Although I un-
derstand why having to deal with a 

matrix and optical sound recording 
pisses off most of my film sound 
brothers and sisters, I tend to look at 
it as the glass being half full, be-
cause stereo optical has allowed 
every movie to be mixed and re-
leased in stereo. Before its introduc-
tion in 1975, only a handful of films, 
in no more than a few dozen the-
aters, would be released every year 
in the 4-track mag process. 

The Hell Sixplex. I am an avid 
moviegoer, and if you're not at the 
Academy's Samuel Goldwyn The-
atre, the chances are pretty good 
that something will screw up with 
the projection, or the sound system 
alignment will be totally out of 
whack. My friends find it embarrass-
ing to go to films with me because I 
complain when anything is amiss. 
Embarrassing, that is, until they get 
free passes in lieu of the left speak-
er being blown, something that they 
never noticed anyway. 

It does no good for me to com-
plain any more about the sub-
woofers and surrounds being turned 
up too loud; it's almost as if the 
American National Standard has 
been rewritten by a star chamber of 
pimply assistant managers. 

The Westwood Village Theater in 
1980 and The Samuel Goldwyn The-
ater today. Many of you, especially 
those who have never lived in L.A., 
are probably sick of hearing me 
rhapsodize about these two theaters, 
so I'll shut up for now. The 1,000-
seat Goldwyn theater at the Acade-
my of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ences in Beverly Hills is the sonic 
point of reference for me and most 
members of the Hollywood sound 
community. Each January, in antici-
pation of the screening of nominat-
ed films for Academy members, a 
committee tweaks the A and B 
chains to within an inch of their 
lives, using material from a wide 
range of studios. Similar care is 
taken throughout the year, and if 
your mix translates to this room, you 
can be pretty sure that you're doing 
fine. The shape of the theater results 
in a stunning combination of the 
large and the intimate, not only son-
ically but visually. 
My mythologizing of the circa 

1980 Village Theater comes from 
having seen the film Altered States 
there for my third viewing, the first 
two having been at the Academy 
Theater and Todd-AO Stage A, 
where the 6-track version was 
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mixed. In those two rooms, the film 
sounded pretty good, but nothing 
outlandishly great. Then Warner 
Bros. gave Stephen Katz, who was 
the original Dolby consultant in Hol-
lywood and had created special 
sound effects for Altered States, a lot 
of money to spiff up the sound sys-
tem at the Village. After Katz had 
spent a week or so of work (includ-
ing putting the speakers in plywood 
wall, something that he had done as 
far back as 1977 for engagements of 
Close Encounters of the Third Kind), 
I saw the film a third time, and it 
was almost as if the film could not 
be seen anywhere else but there. 
Never before or since have I experi-
enced such a marriage of film and 
room, and I think subconsciously 
this is why I try to get to as many 
theaters as possible for films that I 
mixed (not that any of my films have 
had tracks in the same solar system 
as States). 

Production mixers using EQ. I re-
ally hate to retire this one. People al-
ways talk about production tracks as 
if they are bratty kid brothers that 
we would prefer to get lost but have 
to put up with anyway. I don't take 
that approach. The recording made 
on location might be onscreen (as-
suming little or no ADR) for 90% or 
more of the running time of the film. 
Anything—poorly recorded radio 
mics, bad mic preamps, tape hiss— 
that affects the production recording 
brings the perceived quality of the 
whole mix down with it. 

The idea that putting EQ on pro-
duction tracks can "save the dailies'' 
is such a load of crap. If the record-
ing was good in the first place, then 
EQ will only make that recording 
sound worse. Or, stated another 
way, if you feel that you need to add 
extensive EQ (other than a steep 
highpass around 80 Hz for rumble 
or helping a radio mic poke through 
clothing), then the chances are 
something else is fundamentally 
wrong, like the mic was in the 
wrong place or it's a crappy console. 
In these cases, EQ will still only 
make things worse. I don't even 
need to get into the idea that head-
sets are not suitable "B Chains" with 
which to make EQ decisions, or the 
fact that you're not hearing every-
thing cut together. LEAVE IT ALONE! 

One comment on production that 
I will not shut up on, just yet, is trum-
peting the work of boom operators 
as the unsung heroes of film sound. I 

have done that job on only one short 
film, which was long enough for me 
to know both how tough a job it is 
and that I should never try to earn a 
living doing it. 

Movies are too damn loud. This vi-
cious circle has to stop, although the 
more digital theaters and the more 
digital mixes, the more opportunities 
we have to further alienate many 
moviegoers. I know that 70mm 6-
track films, as measured, were in 
many cases louder, but the success of 
the digital formats has resulted in a 
bad situation. (This is not to mention 
the very serious issue of the effect 
that these mixes are having on the 
hearing of the current generation of 
mixers, who are exposed to these 
SPLs ten hours a day.) 
I will definitely stop picking on 

the "little old ladies with umbrellas," 
who are second in line to complain 
to the manager. (I get there first be-
cause I'm a little more mobile). A 
friend who is in speech therapy ex-
plained to me the answer to the ap-
parent conundrum: If old people 
can't hear that well, why is it that 
loud sounds bother them more than 
they do those of us with better hear-
ing? The answer is a phenomenon 
called "recruitment," which is the 
condition where the subject has a 
tight window of acceptance of 
sound levels—they cannot hear soft 
material and cannot bear loud ones. 

Arrogant people who can't argue 
their point rationally. And who hide 
behind stupid phrases like: "No one 
has ever complained before," "This is 
the way we do it for Spielberg" (or 
sometimes "... the major studios"), 
"This room was tuned recently," or 
simply "Don't worry." Saying one of 
these nuggets to me has just the op-
posite effect that the person saying it 
thinks they have: I am not only not in-
timidated or impressed, I immediately 
lose respect for the person trying to 
convince me that I shouldn't do what 
I want to do. So although in Real Life 
I'll continue regarding people who 
throw out such phrases as boneheads, 
in Mix Life I'll give it a rest. 

Cynical old-fart Hollywood mix-
ers. Finally, I should note that I am 
aware that many times I have char-
acterized Hollywood re-recording 
mixers as cynical, crusty old farts 
who resent putting down their RV 
magazines to do a simple music fade 
out, which will then be noted as a 
stroke of "Genius!" by the producer. 
Never again will I so characterize 

these artisans who "save the movie" 
day in and out in Hollywood. 

Therefore, for the next year I'll 
have our mythical gold-chain-be-
decked crew catching up on the lat-
est in yachts. 

Please tell me what other opin-
ions I should retire. I can be found 
at PO Box 24609, New Orleans, LA 
70184, fax (504) 488-5139, or via the 
Internet: swelltone@aol.com. 

Larry Blake is a sound editor/re-
recording mixer who lives in New Or-
leans because of reasons too numer-
ous to mention—so numerous, in 
fact, that he never has to worry about 
repeating himself 
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of things that are mediocre. I should 
probably pick just one thing and do it 
well! 
Mix: That can be impossible when 
you have multiple sides to your per-
sonality. But which career came first? 
Carpenter: It's difficult to say. All the 
things that I am in my career are the 
result of gifts from my parents. My dad 
was a Ph.D. in music and an accom-
plished violinist; he taught at the uni-
versity and played in the Nashville 
symphony. He was also a session mu-
sician—one of the founding members 
of the Nashville strings. So I grew up 
listening to classical music and going 
with my dad to recording sessions, 
where I watched Roy Orbison, Bren-
da Lee, Elvis—everything. The ses-
sions were actually kind of boring at 
that age, because I mainly wanted to 
spend my time at science fiction 
movies. But he'd bring me along, and 
I soaked it all up. He tried to force me 
to learn to play the violin, but it didn't 
work; I just didn't have the dexterity. 
Still, he was determined to give me 
something, and next I was forced to 
take piano. But I had this adolescent 
rebellion, and I stopped reading 
music. To this day, I still don't read 
music. I can, but I hang on to these 
adolescent rebellions. 

The other formative thing was, my 
mom played the piano with a talent 
my dad didn't have—she could play 
by ear and write beautiful melodies. I 
picked that up from her, the ability to 
sit at a piano and write a song. 

Then in high school, I joined a rock 
'n' roll band, playing bass guitar and 
singing lead, and probably had the 
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best time of my life. We were popular 
around southern Kentucky, where 
we'd play parties on weekends and 
make money. And meet girls! You say 
to yourself, "What better life than this?" 
But at the same time I had my child-
hood love of movies. I saw The 
African Queen when I was 4 years 
old, and it was profoundly influential. 
So, I decided I wanted to make 
movies. I came out to Southern Cali-
fornia and went to film school at USC. 
And in learning to make movies in 
film school, you had to do everything. 
Not just directing and writing, but 
camera, sound, mixing, all of it. Even 
project movies in the booth. 
Mix: But not write the music! 
Carpenter: Well, they had a music 
department on campus that had scor-
ing classes. But what I did was score 
my own movies—out of necessity, 
because I didn't have any money. So 
I began to use the crude synthesizers 
that USC had in its synth lab, back 
when they were all tubes, and they 
were individual modules. With a lit-
tle work, you could sound like this 
little tinny orchestra. And that really 
excited me. 

Mix: If you didn't write out your 
music, how did you compose? 
Carpenter: Just sit down and go! Like 
at the piano. It's just a keyboard and 
sounds. That's my approach to com-
posing. It's the sounds that I call up on 
the keyboards and how they relate to 
the image and the scene that I'm 
doing. 
Mix: So the sounds help to create the 
music. 
Carpenter: Absolutely. And having 
directed a film that I am going to 
score, when I sit down and do my 
work, I'm a journeyman. Basically, my 
job as a composer is to enhance the 
image. Not to enhance my reputation 
for the music, or to prove something, 
but to enhance the scene, the image, 
the movie and give it a unified whole. 
And to give it texture and a feeling, 
another voice to the film. 
Mix: Are you at the final cut stage 
when you compose? 
Carpenter: Yes, final cut. 
Mix: But I suppose you have musical 
ideas in your mind the whole time 
you're filming. 
Carpenter: No, I have no ideas. The 
thing is, for me, that's the best way to 

do it, because you end up with a cre-
ative process that gets closer to some 
basic humanity. Rather than planning 
out the music, which, by the way, gets 
brilliantly done by every other com-
poser but me! I am in awe of the 
things that they do, someone like Jerry 
Goldsmith. I just love his scores and 
how he can plan it out, how his stuff 
works. It's just amazing to me. But I 
can't do that, so I do what I can do. 
Which is, I sit down cold, in front of a 
scene, and I just pretend I've never 
seen it before. 
Mix: So you write like a rock musi-
cian. 
Carpenter: That's it! And the music is 
all riff-driven. You reach inside and 
you're expressing. And in my case, it's 
easier, because there's something right 
in front of me, there's a scene taking 
place, there's an image. So you give it 
a couple of tries. 
Mix: You must have an advantage in 
that you know exactly what you want 
to say in the scene. 
Carpenter: Oh, sure, but it's all on a 
basic level by this point—I'm sick of 
the damn movie. At the point I sit 
down, I've got to do something to it 
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since. 
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to make it better. I'm sitting there 
going, "Who directed this piece of 
crap?" Oh, it's terrible. So you get to 
that level, and all you want to do is 
throw some music on everything 
and just try and make it work. The 
dead scenes are sitting there, and 
you try to pull them up. 

But then you find, as you get into 
the swing of the score, that it takes on 
a life of its own. And you find yourself 
going back to sounds and motifs— 
and all of a sudden you are unifying it. 
It's really a fun, fascinating thing to do. 
And it seems to give the movies a 
unique quality, they seem to have a 
signature to them, which is my whole 
reason for being in the movie busi-
ness—to do something of my own. 
Whether it's good, bad or mediocre, 
it's mine. 
Mix: It's always a delicate balance be-
tween effects and music—maybe even 
more so in your movies where the 
music can be very subtle. 
Carpenter: It's extremely subtle, and 
that's difficult to achieve with key-
boards. I have a bit of a feel for synth 
keyboards, but they can be really hard 
to play. Of course, they've gotten 
more sophisticated, with touch-sensi-
tive keys, so you can make the or-
chestra swell, louder or softer by the 
hit of your fingers. So it's become 
more intricate, and I can really do a lot 
of more subtle things now that I 
couldn't do in my earlier movies. 

Primarily, for a [film] composer, 
most of your job involves doing music 
for scenes that further the story. They 
don't necessarily have to do with lyri-
cal sequences that you associate with 
music. You have to set a mood for a 
scene. You have two people in a 
room talking about something very se-
rious...played dry, that scene is dead-
ly! Now you've got to bring something 
to it as a composer, to make it either 
ominous, or whatever emotion you 
are looking for. That's the hardest 
stuff. You have to just do it. 
Mix: Where do the melodies come 
from? 
Carpenter: The melodies come out of 
sitting in this room with a cup of cof-
fee and having a TV in the comer, and 
off goes the movie, and now its time 
to go. Improvisational. So dig it out of 
your subconscious. All creativity 
comes from inside—you can look at 
things outside, but basically it's the 
feeling. Clearly, music and emotions 
are tied together. And it gives me a 
chance to put my soul into the movie 
in another way—making it as close as 

I can get to being my perfect film. It 
may not work for anybody else, but 
it's the best I've got. 
I had a picture I did, Christine, and 

I had this driving scene where kids are 
talking, and it just wasn't working 
out—I had planned it silent. So I 
dashed out one night and threw this 
theme together, basically it has no end 
to it, just very slow and ominous, it 
just descends and descends. And as 
we were mixing it the next day, the 
music mixer said, "I can put this under 
anything and make this come alive!" 

So you see, I'm Mr. Carpet! I carpet 
your house and make it live! But that's 
my job as a composer. And you 
shouldn't be aware of what I'm doing. 
Yeah, when it's scary or action-filled, 
you'll hear it, and it's fine. But you 
shouldn't be sitting there listening to 
music, or aware of it. It should be 
working on you. It should be subtle. 
That's my job. I don't want you to be 
aware of the technique, I just want 
you to feel it. 
Mix: Do you have a favorite synthe-
sizer? 
Carpenter: Well, with Dave Davies 
(on Village of the Damned), we used 
two Korgs [an X3 and X5] lashed to-
gether. It's a new model that's coming 
out, it's unbelievable. I've got it set up 
in my house with a DAT and sort of a 
home theater sitting nearby. So I can 
create sketches ahead of time. And 
then I get someone better than me to 
actually sit down and put it in the key-
board, to do the multitracking and all 
that because my abilities on the key-
board are limited. But I try different 
machines for different movies. And 
hopefully you have someone who can 
help you through it. On Village of the 
Damned I just had a manual! So I go 
menu shopping. It's kind of silly, but 
what I'm looking for to start with is 
something that evokes mood. Usually 
a pad that you can pad down and 
then add melody to. 

For Village of the Damned, Dave 
had sent me a cassette from England 
with this hauntingly beautiful theme 
that became "The March of the Chil-
dren." Very structured, very simple, 
but it's like everything the movie is 
about is right in that theme. I said, 
"You've got to come do this!" So he 
went off and played it, tracked it and 
it's perfect. From there, he and I 
worked on scoring. He wasn't used to 
my technique, just sitting down and 
going. He's used to coming in and 
starting from a song. But once he got 
into it, we had great fun. 
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Mix: You've been working at Holly-
wood's Cherokee Studios lately. 
Carpenter: Yes, with Bruce Robb. I 
love that place. It's old days of rock 'n' 
roll. We get to sit around during 
breaks and talk about the old days. 
before the world changed. 
Mix: What's the hardest part about 
scoring your films? 
Carpenter: The fatigue that sets in the 
second week or third week—frankly, 
that's the biggest killer. There's a fa-
mous picture, with Bernard Hermann, 
from an article about scoring movies. 
It shows Bernard asleep at the scoring 
session. He's obviously been up all 
night, and Alfred Hitchcock is standing 
behind him with his hands on his 
waist frowning. It's a staged shot— 
Bernard must have fallen asleep and 
Hitchcock said, "Lets get a shot of 
this." But that truly becomes your 
enemy—fatigue. When you're crank-
ing out 40 to 80 minutes of music in a 
very compressed period of time, and 
you're doing it by this method, you hit 
a period when you are just physically 
tired of doing it and you have to find 
a way to rejuvenate yourself. You get 
a little dry, like a writer's block. You 
just have to push through it. And it 
happens on every movie, almost ex-
actly at the same time. So I create di-
versions. 
Mix: Like what? 
Carpenter: I try to have a good 
time—Dave and I would go to strip 
shows! Sit around and drink beer. Oh, 
and I like to go to the Formosa bar in 
Hollywood—it's the greatest old place 
with good Chinese food. Just hang out 
at the bar and talk about life—any-
thing but music! I love that Hollywood 
area, the old-time area. It's kind of 
seedy now, but that's attractive. That's 
fun. Or I'll go home and hang out 
with my kid and talk about what he's 
doing. 
Mix: Reaching back into the past; 
you've had other composers score 
only three of your films. Ennio Mom-
cone, who scored The Thing for you, 
was an interesting choice, considering 
your thematic similarities to Clint East-
wood movies. What was it like work-
ing with him? 
Carpenter: He's wonderful; my ex-
perience was fantastic. We had a 
translator, he brought me up to his 
place in Rome, and when I got there, 
he'd composed four pieces for me, 
and I was to choose the ones I liked. 
You can't imagine such a dream—to 
have him play you four of the most 
exquisitely beautiful, amazing pieces 

JOHN CARPENTER 
FEATURE FILMOGRAPHY 
1975 Dark Star 
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1978 Halloween 
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1979 Elvis 

1980 The Fog 

1981 Escape From New York 

1982 The Thing 

1983 Christine 

1984 Starman 

1986 Big Trouble 

in Little China 

1987 Prince of Darkness 

1988 They Live 

1991 Memoirs of 

an Invisible Man 

1993 Body Bags 

1995 In the Mouth of Madness 

1995 Village of the Damned 

and say, "Which one do you like?" It 
was like being in heaven! But I told 
him, the only thing I would comment 
on was that he was using a lot of 
notes. I'm talking through the transla-
tor here, so I'm putting it on a real 
basic level, but what I think is effective 
in these movies for creating dread and 
tension and anxiety in the audience is 
something that's repetitive and puts 
you on edge. 

So I said, "By using notes and 
changing keys, by being ovennelodic, 
what you're doing is taking us off the 
hook." Now I said this in a very sim-
ple way, through the translator. "Why 
don't you try using less notes?" And he 
came back, to show you what a bril-
liant man he is, with the most unbe-
lievable score I have ever heard, and 
the whole main theme is three notes. 
He was very impassioned by the fe-
rocity of The Thing and did some 
beautiful orchestral stuff for me that 
we used in the middle. Very mournful 
and melancholy. That came out of our 
discussion that this movie was about 
the Apocalypse, the end of the world, 
the end of everything. Because this 
creature is going to become every one 
of us. And these men are up against 
this idea, so we can't let the audience 
off the hook; we have to commit to 
that dark side. If we had made the au-
dience feel that we were in a heroic 

situation, that movie would be a cheat. 
We figured out really quickly that if 
something like this landed on our 
planet, it would be like the Ebola 
virus—it would just go. And that 
would be it. There's no stopping it. 
And we committed to that mood in 
the music, which I must say is one of 
the reasons that movie has lasted and 
obtained fame. When it came out, it 
was routinely attacked by everyone as 
being horribly grim. It's a grim story, 
and we stuck right to it. And for that 
I'm happy. I'm glad we didn't make it 
heroic and give the audience a way 
out. When they hear that heroic sound 
they go, "Oh, okay, everything's going 
to be all right." But its not going to be 
all right, it's history! 
Mix: Can you tell us a little about Es-
cape From L.A.? 
Carpenter: Escape From New York 
was made in 1981...now we're back 
doing a sequel. It's an ambitious 
film. It's interesting with sequels, 
you can't Xerox the same movie, but 
you can't go too far away. The se-
quel lives on its own but reminds 
you of the first film. It's after the 
earthquake, and L.A. is separated 
from the mainland. And the United 
States is a theocracy, so they deport 
anybody who is morally guilty to 
L.A. So it's the immigration point for 
people who don't fit into the right 
wing, Christian deal. And it deals 
with impending World War III. 

[Snake] Pliskin [hero of Escape 
From New York] has to take a one-
man submarine under the San Fer-
nando Valley, which is under water. 
Parts of it are funny and fun, but ba-
sically it's a dark America, and a 
dark world. And the hero is the 
darkest of heroes—he doesn't care 
about anything but the next 60 sec-
onds of his life. He doesn't care 
about you, he doesn't care about 
me. He just has a psychopathic in-
stinct for survival. He's not a guy 
who believes in a higher cause. He's 
not a nice guy. But he's a very ap-
pealing character in some ways. I 
can't explain why! 

• • • 

Snake Pliskin fans require no ex-
planation—we'll just be happy to see 
him again. (Heard you were dead, 
Snake!) 

Maureen Droney is Mix's Los Angeles 
editor and also a fan of Hollywood's 
Formosa Cafe. 
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D-I0 Production Tr DAT Recorder 

In this business timing is everything. Which explains some of the success 

behind our industry-leading lineup of SMITE timecode DAT machines. Of 

course, mass appeal doesn't hurt either. So if you're looking for outstanding 

value, you'll find it in our 0-10, the most affordable timecode DAT recorder 

on the market. If you need a hill-function chase/lock machine, you'll appreciate our 0-25 with RAM scrubbing and Sony° P2 protocol for serial editing 

control. Our 0-311 represents the pinnacle of DAT technology, with it's remarkably user friendly nature and renowned intuitive display screen. If 

multitrack is the issue. our RDA is the machine of choice. And when it comes to portable recording, nothing keeps up with our second generation P0-4's 

unparalleled ease of operation and 3-channel mixer. Want to know more? Simply call Rick Cannata at 800-9—FOSTEX. You'll see why—from music 

tracks to soundtracks—we've developed a following that stretches from Nashville to Hollywood. 

D-25 Studio TC DAT Recorder 

Fostex 

MID 

D _30 Master 1C LIA 7 Recorder RD - 13 Digital TC Multitrack Recorde, PD-4 Portable TC DAT Recorder 

i °sae> Corporation of America 15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norualk, California 90650. U.S.A Telephone: (3101 921-1112 Fax: ( 31121 802-1964 

USE READER SPRVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



KUDOS for NTI's EQ3 and PreQ3 

"Simply put - I love to record using the new PreQ3 and EQ3." 
Dave Reitzas, Grammy Award Winning Engineer 

Some of the recent projects Dave Reitzas has worked on 

Artist Producer Studio 
Aretha Franklin Babyface A.&M. 
Celene Dion David Foster Capitol 
Chaka Kahn Babyface A.&M. 
Jeffrey Osborn David Foster Capitol 
Kenny Rogers David Foster Oceanway 
Madonna David Foster Brooklyn 
Michael Bolton Michael Bolton Record Plant 
Michael Jackson David Foster Record Plant 
Natalie Cole David Foster Westlake 
Patti LaBelle Babyface A.&M. 
Paula Abdul Rhett Lawrence Rhett Lawrence 
Quincy Jones David Foster Record Plant 
Rod Steward David Foster Record Plant 
Whitney Houston Babyface A.&M. 

Pre 3 

"The Nil technology is ushering us into the 21st Century." 
Ken Halford, Chief Engineer/Associate Producer 
American Country Countdown with Bob Kingsley 

ABC RADIO NETWORKS 
#1 show, Billboard, Network Syndicated Program of the Year 

- 9th consecutive year 

*le,* 

- • - • • 
EQ3 

"First, place your microphones on acoustic guitar, piano, vocals, snare, whatever. Next, 
turn up the PreQ3 preamp. You'll like what you hear. Now try boosting some 10K, 20K 
or maybe 40K (that's right, 40K) right at the mic pre. I bet by now you'll be hooked!! 
Hearing is believing!!" 

Ed Seay 
Engineer / Producer for recent 

projects with 
Collin Raye Martina McBride 
Mac McAnally ABC Country Countdown 

"The NTI  EQ3 is my audio signature" Bob Whyley, Audio Director for NBC's The Tonight Show 

Rech• lll•rld 

Cool Stuff 
.1édecud 

Night Technologies International, home of NightPro Products. 
1680 West 820 North, Provo, Utah 84601 -800/375-9289 fax801/375-9286 

nightpro 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



MIX 

OOKSHELF 
INFORMATION RESOURCES FOR MUSIC PROFESSIONALS 

The only comprehensive selection of 

publications and resources for musicians 

and audio professionals. 

Music Industry Professionals: 

We pride ourselves on our knowledgeable staff, offering accurate, no-hype recommen-

dations and attentive customer service. 

Presented in the following pages is a selection of our best-selling, highly regarded tools 

and publications excerpted from our main catalog of over 600 titles, including the 1995 

Recording Industry Sourcebook and Sourcebase, on sale at their lowest prices ever in 

Retailers, 

Educators 

and 

Distributors: 

Mix Bookshelf 

also offers 

convenient and 

cost-effective 

wholesale and 

educator 

review-copy 

programs. 

a year-end blowout sale; our first annual Audio and Music Education and Onstage directories; and our first- ever CD-

ROM: Allen Sides' Microphone Cabinet Backed by the industry knowledge of the publishers of Mix, Electronic 

Musician and Mix Bookshelf, these titles will give you invaluable help with your music business or music production 

career. Look for our new titles coming in spring, including Scott Hunter Stark's revised and updated Live Sound 

Reinforcement, a greatly expanded edition of Bob Baker's Making Money Right Now In The Music Business and 

Julian Colbeck's Keyfax Omnibus, the most comprehensive guide to professional keyboards and synthesizers avail-

able. Feel free to call (800) 233-9604 to order, pre- order, or get information on any of these titles—and watch for our 

Winter/Spring catalog coming in January! 

Calt Toll- Free! 
800.233.9604 



Plan For 

96.e. 

Great Studios of the World 1996 Calendar 
From Mix magazine CAL96) $9.95 

Once again, Mix magazine presents the enormously popular Great Studios of the World calendar! Our lavish, high-quality, full-
color calendar features: 

• Twelve premier recording facilities 

• Important dates in recording and music history 

• Industry conferences and trade shows 

itere'b 

Dog Trader 
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• Birthdays of prominent recording artists, producers 
and engineers 

1996 Recording Industry Sourcebook 
Day Tracker & Travel Guide 
1951-DT) $9.95 

Previously available only with the Recording Industry Sourcebook, this appointment book 

and touring resource has doubled in size and can now be purchased as a separate item. A 

two-page spread for each month gives you plenty of space to write down all of the impor-

tant events in your I.fe, but the really unique element of this appointment book is useful 
directories of: 

• Hotals • Air charter companies • Overnight shippers 

• Clubs and other venues • Limousines • Travel services 

• Restaurants • Messenger services • Insurance companies 
• Airlines • Car rental companies • Security systems 

All in all, you get over 60 pages of listing resources to help you plan a tour and survive on 
  the road. 

BOOKSHELF 



mu,,E5weECTORIES 

1995 Recording Industry Sourcebook 
©1995, 475 pp. (Spiral) 
This massive industry guide is a top-quality, spiral-bound, tab-divided directory with over 

12,000 updated listings in 55 categories. It offers comprehensive directories of record 
labels, producers, managers, distributors, attorneys, equipment suppliers, music video 

companies, media contacts and much more. Entries list contact names, titles, phone and 

fax numbers, styles of music preferred and information on whether they'll accept unsolicit-

ed demos. 1950A) reg. $75.00, now $59.96 

End of Year Special! 20% Discount! 

Order Now and Get the Updated 

1996 Database (available in 

February) for 80% off! 

Recording Industry Sourcebase 
We also offer our unparalleled database on 3.5" disks for Macintosh or Windows! 

You get 55 categories covering music business and production. The package 

includes ACT! contact management software and a copy of the Sourcebook itself. 
Sourcebase for Macintosh 1946IVIA) $295.00 

Sourcebase for Windows 1946WA) $295.00 

AUDIO AND MUSIC 

EDUCATION 1995 

©1995, 88 pp. ( Bound) 

AME) $15.00 

Our comprehensive Listing 

of programs from all over 

the U.S. and Canada in 

music recording, music 

technology, electronic mu-

sic, music business, audio post-production, sound 

reinforcement, broadcast communications and music 

theory. Also includes articles on careers and choos-

ing a program, plus resource listings of industry orga-

nizations, publications and software manufacturers. 

ONSTAGE 1995 

©1995, 96 pp. ( Bound) 

OS) $15.00 

Onstage encompasses all 

segments of audio perfor-

mance in a single annual 

directory. Listings include 

remote recording, sound 

reinforcement, lighting com-

panies, equipment retail and rental, arenas and stadi-

ums, booking agencies, managers, touring companies, 

promoters, production personnel, insurance compa-

nies, security services, corporate sponsors, festivals 

and more! 

1996 MIX MASTER 

DIRECTORY 

©1995, 208 pp. ( Bound) 

996A) $24.95 

The Master Directory, 

available in December, is 

our national business-to-

business directory for the 

audio industry, featuring 

manufacturer listings with new and current prod-

ucts, cross-indexed by product type. It also lists 

audio recording and video production facilities; 

sound-reinforcement and remote-recording compa-

nies; mastering, duplication and CD-replication ser-

vices; independent engineers and producers; studio 

designers and suppliers; recording schools, semi-

nars and programs; trade organizations; and more. 

-al t Ti' 
800.233.9604 
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EIEREOUENCE RESPONSE 

T
his unique, fully interactive CD-ROM 
lines up the top professional 

microphones, both classic and 

contemporary, for a series of audio 

comparison tests on dozens of instru-

ments. A superb resource for profession-

als and students alike, the disc features: 

From 

Cardinal Business Media, 

also publishers of Mix, 

Electronic Musician' 

and Mix Bookshelf' 

• A "Selector Cabinet" of both popular and classic mics for recording 

each instrument, chosen and recorded by famed studio engineer Allen 

Sides. 

• 16-bit Red Book audio samples of the selected mics and instruments, 

as played by session pros like drummer Hal Blaine and guitarist Elliot 

Easton. 

• Allen Sides' "Tips" for getting the best sound from each microphone on 

the selected instrument. 

• A high- resolution color photograph of each microphone and the mic 

placement setup for each instrument. 

• Complete specifications for each microphone, including frequency 

response diagrams and polar patterns. 

• A color photograph of each musical instrument, with description and 

characteristics. 

• A " Microphone Basics" section by noted author John Woram, includ-

ing information on microphone design, characteristics and usage. 

• A directory of the microphone manufacturers, with a list of currently 

produced models. 

This amazing disc features tests of 66 mics and 33 different instruments. 

These include six different drums and cymbals, several types of percus-

sion, five guitars, a Hammond B-3 organ and a wide variety of brass, 

woodwinds and strings. The microphones were chosen from the world-

renowned collection at Sides' Ocean Way/Record One studios in Los 

Angeles, including models from: AKG, Audix, Audio-Technica, B&K, 

Beyer, Coles, Crown, Electro-Voice, Groove Tube, Milab, Neumann, RCA, 

Sanken, Schoeps, Sennheiser, Shure, Sony and Telefunken. Sort by 

microphone to check out the best instruments for each, or sort by instru-

ment to see which mics you should use. The disc also includes a direc-

tory of microphone manufacturers and their current product lines. 

Item MC) $69.95 

BOOKSHELF 



auditioning tool on CD-ROM! 

BE A MICROPHONE EXPERT! 

Allen Sides' 
Microphone Cabinet 

Mix 

FROM CARDINAL BUSINESS MEDIA 

also publishers of 

MIX , ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN and MIX BOOKSHELF 

( : zi rt I mal 

"V1 

N 

Allen Sides rias recorded and mixec sessions for dozens of world-class artists such 3s Ry 

Cooder, Court Basie, Ray Charles, Sinead O'Connor and Brian Setzer. His Ocean Way S'udios is 

a three-time winner of Mix magazine'!. coveted TEC Award for Dutstanding Recording Studio. 

David Schwartz producer of this CD-ROM project, is the founder and senior consulting editor of 

Mix, the world's leading magazhe for sound and music recording and productioi. 

Microphone Cabinet is now 

quired reference tool for all 

• ur classes. It really shows 

dents the importance of sub-

differences between mics, 

best of all, I can secretly use 

oo!" 

David Gibson 

Founder and Chief Administrator 

California Recording Institute 

at a great educational tool! 

students can now learn the 

hnical specifications and the 

ic characteristics of micro-

• nes which normally aren't 

ilable to them. With studio 

e in such demand, it's a great 

to get to know the mics 

ore going into the studio." 

Wesley Bulla 

dinator of Recording Studio Curriculum 

Belmont University 

, l got the CD-ROM and it's 

at! Finally, you get a chance 

ook in a top engineer/produc-

toolbox without having to 

all of the tools." 

David Miles Huber 

Author and musician 

Free! 
800.233.9604 
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Music Business 
Contracts 

By Keyan Pen. 

The Anist-Songwriter-Produ,, 
Business Contract Collecti,•:, 

pe_ttee 

THE STUDIO BUSINESS BOOK, 
Revised Edition 
Jim Mandell 

©1994, 288 pp (P) 

1319A) $34.95 

The updated MixBooks edition of this informative, 

wide-ranging guide offers in-depth, detailed, 

specific information on all aspects of putting together 

and managing a recording studio, including: writing a 

business plan; getting funding; buying equipment 

determining expenses and rates; bidding on projects; 

developing new income and contacts; advertising 

and PR; scheduling; managing, hiring and firing per-

sonnel; and more. It also includes a reference guide 

to studio terms and technology, a list of industry orga-

nizations and a recommended reading list. 

NETWORKING IN THE MUSIC 
INDUSTRY 

Cievo & Olsen 
©1993, 225 pp (P) 
3052A) $19.95 

Mind ways to meet other music professionals who 

1—  can help your career with this streetwise book. 

Learn how to use music conferences, video, comput-

er bulletin boards, music associations and the press 

to make valuable new contacts. Includes candid dis-

cussions of label/artist relationships, music publish-

ing and the indie scene. 

101 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY 
RIGHT NOW IN THE MUSIC BUSI-
NESS 

Bob Baker 
©1992, 140 pp ( P) 

3045A) $14.95 

I f your career plan only covers gigging and record-

ing, you could be ignoring dozens of money-mak-

ing opportunities. Use this book to discover special-

ized niches you may have overlooked, generate extra 

revenue and jump-start your career. Don't spend a 

lifetime paying dues —explore these untapped mar-

kets and cash in now! 

MUSIC BUSINESS 

CONTRACTS 

Kevan Patten 
C)1333,44 pp. (Bound) plus disk 

Macintosh: 3031-MA) $49.95 
IBM (3.5" disk) 3031-P3A) $49.95 

Cut down on your legal fees with this collection 

of essential music contracts on computer diskl 

You get a wide variety of contracts for recording and 

publishing deals, plus forms for songwriters, vocal-

ists, performers, joint ventures/partnerships and pro-

ducers-43 contracts in all. The documents are in 

Microsoft Word format for Macintosh or PC. 
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RELEASING AN INDEPENDENT 

RECORD, 5th Ed. 
Gary Hustwit 
©1995, 182 pp. (P) 

3025A) $24.95 

Updated edition shows, step by step, how to run 

your own record label and market your music 

on a national level. Learn how to get reviewed by the 

press, work with distributors, sell direct to retailers 

and tour behind your album. Features all-new sec-

tions on publishing and performing rights, sample 

contracts and a music publisher directory, plus 

expanded, updated directory information, including 

over 3,000 contacts in retail, distribution, print media 

and booking. 

BOOK YOUR OWN TOUR 
Liz Gara 
©1995, 175 pp. (P) 

3049A) $19.95 

CUV-by-city directories of clubs, promoters, 
record stores, radio stations, print media and 

other fun stuff, like where to sleep and eat for cheap. 

Includes sections on putting together promo pack-

ages for clubs, dealing with club owners and pro-

moters, getting paid and using local media, as well as 

sample contracts, tons of interviews with folks 

who've been through it all. There is even a van 

buyer's guide and directions for building a loft! This is 

by far the most complete title of its kind. 

GETTING RADIO 
AIRPLAY, 2nd Ed. 
Gary Hustwit 
c 1993 125 pp ! El 

3027A) $19.95 

Learn how to get your record played on radio and 

make waves for your band by being smart about 

sending out review albums and professionally follow-

ing up with phone calls. Features interviews with 

radio station music directors, record label promo-

tions staff and independent artists who've done it. 

Includes new, updated college and commercial radio 

directories. 

MIX REFERENCE DISC 
From Mix magazine 

©1994, one compact disc 
MRD) $14.95 

This versatile professional tool has a variety of 

I applications, including tape-deck alignment. 

audio-equipment calibration, testing sound-system 

performance, troubleshooting and diagnostics. It 

features alignment tones, 1/3-octave bands, frequen-

cy sweeps, a digital black-noise check and frequen-

cy response tests, at a fraction of the cost of com-

peting test-tone CDs. 

mbé0OKSHELF 



e°1à(seTSELLERS 
MODULAR DIGITAL MULTI-

TRACKS: The Power User's 
Guide 
George Petersen 
©1994, 128 pp. ( Pi 

003A) $29.95 

-rhe only book on the revolutionary new modular 
1 digital recorders! Petersen provides unbiased 

evaluations of the units and various peripherals; 

inside tips on connecting and operating them; 

advanced techniques for synchronization, editing 

and mixing; features that aren't mentioned in the 

manufacturers literature; and secret commands and 

undocumented error messages. And the book pays 

for itself, with instructions for making your own 

cables and snakes! 

MAKING MUSIC WITH YOUR 

COMPUTER 
David (Rudy) Trubitt ed. 

©1993, 128 pp. (13) 
013A) $ 17.95 

valuable introduction to the basics of computer 

Mmusic—whether you're a computer user enter-

ing the world of music and sound or a musician 

searching for the right computer, this book will help 

you get the most out of today's electronic music tech-

nology. You'll learn how computers contribute to the 

creative process and get tips on selecting programs 

and gear, plus info on MIDI sequencing, music nota-

tion, hard-disk recording and desktop multimedia, a 

directory of manufacturers and an extensive glossary. 

MAKING THE ULTIMATE DEMO 

Michael Molenda, ed. 
©1993, 128 pp ( PI 

017A) $17.95 

«ris book will teach you how to record and market 

I a demo tape—a critical step toward gaining expo-

sure for your music. You'll learn how to record killer 

vocal and instrumental tracks, use signal processing 

like the pros and make intelligent mixdown decisions. 

And once your ultimate demo is ' in the can,' you'll 

know how to release and promote your recording on a 

budget and approach record labels without wasting 

your time. Packed with tips from industry veterans, this 

book will improve both the sound of your recordings 

and your prospects for success. 

CONCERT SOUND: Tours, 

Techniques & Technology 

David (Rudy) Trubift, cif 
©1993, 180 pp. ( P) 

004A) $24.95 

Go behind the boards with today's top touring 
acts and learn the basic principles of live 

sound from the pros. Concert Sound combines exclu-

sive coverage of 24 major tours, including U2, the 

Rolling Stones, Garth Brooks and k.d. lang, with prac-

tical chapters on live sound techniques and busi-

ness, safety issues and new technologies. Special 

sections on monitor mixing, drum miking, noise regu-

lations and computer control make this a unique 

introduction to professional sound reinforcement. 
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SOUND FOR PICTURE: An Inside 

Look at Audio Production in 
Film and Television 
The Editors of Mix 
©1993, 140 pp ( P) 

011A) $17.95 

n, cked with film-scoring secrets! Take a look 

T .' behind the scenes as top Hollywood sound pro-

fessionals reveal how dialog, sound effects and 

musical scores are recorded, edited and assembled 

into seamless soundtracks. Exclusive case studies 

spotlight blockbusters like Terminator Z Malcolm X 

The Simpsons, The Doors, Twin Peaks and many oth-

ers, focusing on both the equipment used and the 

philosophical side of sound design. 

MUSIC PRODUCERS: 

Conversations With Today's Top 
Record Makers 
The Editors of Mix 

©1992, 128 pp. ( P) 
006A) $17.95 

T'wenty-four producers, including Don Dixon 

I ( 13.E.M.I, Bruce Fairbairn (Aerosmith), Daniel 
Lanois ( U2), Bill Laswell P.1 L.), Jeff Lynne (Torn 

Petty), George Martin ( Beatles), Hugh Padgham 

(Sting), Phil Ramone ( Billy Joel), Rick Rubin (Red Hot 

Chili Peppers), Don Was ( Bonnie Raitt) and 13 others, 

discuss how they got started, how they mediate 

between labels and artists, what equipment they pre-

fer, analog/digital format decisions, how they ' build' 

a mix and much more. 

MODERN RECORDING TECH-

NIQUES, 4th Ed. 

Huber & Runstein 
©1995, 425 pp. ( P) 
10318) $29.99 

The fourth edition of our best-selling recording 

text has been rewritten from the ground up, with 

tons of new material on proiect studios, acoustics, 

micrphone applications, digital audio and sampling. 

MIDI, synchronization, automated consoles, digital 

processors, CD-ROMs, session procedures, busi-

ness opportunities and the future of the industry. A 

comprehensive, readable, up-to-date guide to all 

facets of recording. 

MIDI FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL 

Lehrman & Tully 

©1993, 239 pp. ( P) 

3480A) $19.95 

«rh is advanced reference for serious MIDI users 

combines in-depth technical information with 

expert creative advice and practical production tips. 

It examines every category of MIDI device and soft-

ware, helps you resolve problems, suggests new 

ways to use your gear and guides your purchase 

decisions when it's time to expand. Features full, 

detailed chapters on sequencing techniques, sound 

editing, synchronization, automation and post-pm-

duction, multimedia, MIDI programming, applications 

for music education and the limitations of MIDI. 

Co Tott-Free 
800.233.9604 
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Handbook for 
Sound Engineers 

r.r. Men Au.. , 

MACWORLD 
MUSIC & SOUND 
BIBLE 
Christopher Yavelow 

In-depth analysis of over 800 hardware and software 

options for MIDI sequencing, 

notation, digital audio, sampling 

and multimedia, plus System 7 

coverage. ©1992, 1,398 pp. ( P) 

3522B) $37.95 

THE MUSIC BUSI-
NESS (EXPLAINED 
IN PLAIN ENGLISH) 
Nagel,* Esq. & Brandstener, Esq. 

elps you navigate the pit-

1 falls every professional 

musician is likely to encounter 

and provides career-building 

and money-saving advice from 

two savvy entertainment law 

attorneys. ©1995, 124 pp. ( P) 

3080A) $12.95 

HANDBOOK FOR 
SOUND ENGI-
NEERS: The New 
Audio Cyclopedia, 
2nd Ed. 
Glen Bandit ed 

The definitive pro audio he 

reference, with 

updated coverage of sound-

system design and installation, 

loudspeaker and enclosure 

design and typical audio cir-

cuitry. ,c11991, 1,506 pp. (H) 

1595B) $99.95 

HOW TO ORDER 

• Credit card orders: call toll-free (8OO) 233-9604 

from the U.S. and Canada, or fax (510)653-5142; interna-

tional orders call (510) 653-3307. 

• Ordering by check or money order: For 

regular domestic orders, please include a shipping pay-

ment of $5.00 for the find item and $1.50 for each addi-

tional item. For express orders, please call toll-free (800) 

233-9604 from the U.S. and Canada to receive shipping 

and handling cost information. For international orders, 

please call ( 510) 653-3307. 

Send to: 

Mix Bookshelf 

6400 Hollis Street, Suite 10 

Emeryville, CA 94608 

We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover 
i::ard personal check or money order. CA, CT, IL, ME, NY, PA 
sed TX residents please add state sales tax; Canadian resi-
Jents include 7% GST. Surf, no CODs. 

Studio Business 
Forms 

1*d. Fan Matchttoeh 

Mr Complete Rcçurdirs Studio 
Hipone,, Foe', Celle.. 

psitW. 

THE MUSICIAN'S 
BUSINESS AND 
LEGAL GUIDE 
Mark Halloran. Ed 

"re most complete, up-to-

I date, accessible book yet 

on music business and law, 

with real- life examples and 

clear terms that any musician 

can understand. © 1991, 454 pp. 

(PI 30138) $29.95 

STUDIO BUSINESS 
FORMS 
Kevan Pane'. 

ebatores 46 vital docu-

1— ments, including work or-
der, contract, invoice, equip-

ment inventory, take sheets, 

track sheets, cue sheets, and 

more, plus tape- label and J-

card templates. © 1993. 

Paper 1056A) $39.95 
Mac 3.5" 1057A) $39.95 

ARRANGING CON-
CEPTS COMPLETE 
Dick Grove 

andmark reference book 

Wand learning approach to 

arranging today's music, in-

cluding discussions of how to 

handle melody, harmonic den-

sity and coordinating informa-

tion to specific musical styles. 

(01985 434 pp. (Spiral) plus 

audio cassette 3180B) 
$54.95 

building a 

recording studio 

SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT 
HANDBOOK 

GOLDEN EARS 

BUILDING A 
RECORDING STU-
DIO, 4th Ed. 
Jeff Cooper 

T his classic advanced book 
I on studio planning and 

construction covers acoustics, 

soundproofing and studio and 

control room design. 01984, 

209 pp. (Spiral) 1300C) 
$29.95 

SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT 
HANDBOOK, 2nd 
Ed. 
Davis & Jones 

erhis definitive reference 

work on sound reinforce-

ment examines every aspect 

from current and cables to 

speaker placement and room 

equalization. (01989, 417 pp. ( P) 

1405B) $34.95 

GOLDEN EARS 
AUDIO TRAINING 
PROGRAM 
KID Productions 

This workbook/CD ear-train-
ing course will help you lis-

ten to your recordings more 

critically and make engineering 

and production more fruitful 

with exercises in signal pro-

cessing and octave boost/cut 

recognition. (01993, 57 pp. 

(Spiral) with four compact discs 

1020C) $120.00 

New gear from Electronic Musician and Mix! 

how your allegiance to your favorite magazine 

with one of our classy, 100% cotton T-shirts! 

Choose from the Electronic Musician design, with 

playful figures on a teal background, or the classic 

Mix logo on a black shirt. Or get one of our high' 

quality hats, featuring embroidered logos (emerald 

blue for EM, gold for Mix), terry sweatbands, braided 

visors and adjustable leather straps. 

Extra-Large EM T-Shirt 090XL) $12.95 

Extra-Large Mix T-Shirt 090XL) $12.95 

Electronic Musican Hat 015B) $12.95 

Mix Hat 010B) $12.95 

x 
BOOKSHELF 



11[111 HUDIO PRODUCTS FOR FILM/ VIDEO PIIHUCTIOR 

VOCALIGN 

FOR PRO TOOLS 

Synchro Arts Limited 
(Epsom, Surrey, UK) 
debuts the VocALign plug-
in for Pro Tools. VocALign 
analyzes replacement dia-
log and automatically 
matches its timing with the 
original signal, improving 
lip-synching of post dialog. 
The user simply captures 
the replacement audio in 
Pro Tools, and VocALign 
compares the energy con-
tent of the two signals, 
generates a best-fit align-
ment, automatically edits 
the replacement dialog, 
and spots it back to a 
selected track at the cor-
rect timecode address. Edi-
tors can adjust the start 
and finish points and adjust 
time alignment parameters. 
Circle 190 on Reader Service Card 

RADIUS ADDS 

CD-QUALITY AUDIO 

Raditv, Inc. ( Linn vale, 
CA) has added stereo 16-
bit, 44.1kHz audio cap-
ture capability in its Ver-
sion 2.5.1 of VideoVision 
Studio for the Power Mac-
intosh or Radius 81/110. 
VideoVision Studio 2.5.1 
uses the onboard audio 
circuitry of the Macintosh 
to integrate CD-quality 
audio with captured 
video, improving sound 
quality without additional 
investment in audio 
equipment. 
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card 

ION/NEVE 

FLYING FADERS 

INTEGRATION 

Soundmaster Group 
(Toronto, Ontario) 
announces the integration 
of Neve Flying Faders con-
sole automation system 
into the ION Studio Oper-
ating Environment. With 
ION/Neve Flying Faders, 
users can access all motion 
control and edit decision 
list capabilities within 
Soundmaster SEVEN and 
other ION synchronization 
applications. The automation 
system gains new capabili-
ties, such as communication 
with MIDI-based equip-
ment, and software macros 
enable one Flying Faders 
key to issue command 
strings comprising thou-
sands of key strokes. 
Circle 192 on Reader Service Card 

VMOD-100 MO DRIVE 

The VMOD-100 from 
Future Equipment Design 
GmbH (distributed in 
North America by Rorke 
Data of Eden Prairie, MN), 
is the world's first mag-
neto-optical drive-based 
digital video recorder. The 
VMOD-100 replaces analog 
VTRs and provides post-
production audio mixers 
with all the advantages 
of nonlinear video 
playback. Two 
channels of 8- or 
16-bit digital audio 
are available; the 
system incorporates 
M-JPEG video com-
pression and pro-
vides an upgrade 
path for future 
developments in 
video compression. 
Circle 193 on 
Reader Service Card 

CONNECTRONICS 

CARBON FISHPOLES 

Connectrontcs Corporation 
(Stratford, CT) has four 
new lightweight carbon-
fiber microphone fish-
poles. The shortest pole in 
the range weighs 10 
ounces, and is 16.75 inches 
minimum, 62 inches 
extended. The longest 
pole extends from 47 
inches to more than 17 
feet, weighing 1.5 lbs. All 
poles are cushioned at the 
base and fined with field-
replaceable --inch thread 
microphone clip stud with 
a locking ring. 
Circle 194 on Reader Service Card 
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A BIER'S 

GUIDE 

RECORDERS 

ailing prices and advanced generations of CD-R sys-
tems have made the notion of desktop CD record-
ing a reality. Many systems—complete with drive 
and software—now retail for less than $2,000, and 
a blank disc is cheaper than the average title in the 

used-CD bin at the local record store. New streamlined 
software with "drag and drop" features makes premaster-
ing a snap. 

The advantages of creating CDs in-house are many; in 
addition to being a low-cost alternative to replication plants 
for small runs, desktop CD recording offers quick turn-
around and an alternative to linear, magnetic media. Plus, 
CD-Rs are reliable means of data storage, cost pennies per 
megabyte, are easily transported and encounter few com-
patibility problems. 

If you are considering purchasing a CD recorder for 
your studio or broadcast facility, check out the following 
selection of units on the market today. Please note that this 
is a partial list, and prices, all quoted at press time, have 
been rather volatile lately, and may be subject to change. 

DYNATEK 

Dynal ek s ( Nova Scotia, Canada) CDM 4000 is its top-of-
the-line CD-mastering system. Components of the CDM 
4000 system include a 4x reader/recorder, a 1.1GB SCSI-
2 multimedia hard drive and a specially designed con-
troller. DynaTek's CDM 4000 supports all major CD for-
mats, including CD-DA (Digital Audio), Photo-CD, 
Video-CD, and all industry-standard ISO 9660 formats. 
The package includes all cables, a blank disc and Dyna-
Tek DiscMaster software. Retail is $9,495. 
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The DynaTek CDM 200 is a 2x 
CD-recording system. Designed for 
self-publishing CDs or sound li-
braries, the CDM 200 comes com-
plete with all necessary cables, a 
blank disc and DynaTek's drag-and-
drop software for Macintosh or Win-
dows systems. DynaTek's CDM 200 
supports all major CD formats, in-
cluding CD-DA, Photo-CD, Video-
CD and all industry-standard ISO 
9660 formats. Retail is $2,300. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
The Hewlett-Packard (Loveland, 
Colo.) SureStore CD-Writer 4020i is a 
PC-compatible system that includes 
a drive, software and accessories to 
support various forms of CD record-
ing. The drive is a 4x reader and 2x 
recorder and installs in a half-height 
5.25-inch bay. All Book standards 
are available for recording. Disk-at-
once, track-at-once and multisession 
modes are supported, as is the ISO 
9660 format. A 1MB RAM buffer is 

flosrron RF41(X) 

One Audia AlLernewio.... 

4C— 

Plasmon Data Systems RF4102 recorder 

built in. The SureStore comes with a 
bundled software suite. featuring 
Easy-CD—an extension of the Win-
dows file manager—for simple file 
transfer to CD, and Easy-CD Audio, 
which lets users prepare custom 
audio CDs. Also included are two 
HP SureStore CD-Rs, a SCSI-2 Bus 
mastering interface card and cabling. 
The entire system lists for $ 1,249. 

JVC 
JVC Information Products (Irvine, 
Calif.) offers two CD reœrders, the 
Personal RomMaker and the Person-
al Archiver. Both are available in ei-
ther 2x or 4x speeds and are avail-
able for PC or Macintosh. The 
Archiver is a desktop system de-
signed to back up data as well as 
create audio and multimedia CDs, 
and it allows recording in a variety 
of formats, including Red Book, 
mixed-mode and Enhanced CD (CD 
Plus). The Archiver also supports 
multisession, single-session and in-

Have a Very 
Happy Neumann 

Year! 
From now until 

December 30, 1995 
we have special pricing 
on new Neumann U87, 
TLM 17OR & TLM 193 
model microphones. 
Don't miss this special 

opportunity to own these 
legendary mics. When our 
stock is gone, it's over! 

CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) FINE MIC 
—> That's (800) 346-3642 

The 

MICROPHONE  
Company 

5805 Chimney Rock Road 
Houston, Texas 77081 

I II RI RI ¡( Ii (_-IR!) FOR .11011E L\FO 

SALE• , itouhs,1114E, 
MARKERFOAM TM ACOUSTIC FOAM 
r 440p—i GIANT 54"x54" 

Immediate Shipping jo 2" Reg 529 95 Now $19.99 • 3" Reg f 539 95 Now $29.991. KILL NOISE QUICK! 
High performance, full-size sheets of super high density Markerloam. 
E/ mount. Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios. 
Markerfoam offers best value. looks professional 8 ts proven in studios 
worldwide Request Foam-Buyers Guide Catalog, specs 8 free samples 
today VISA, MC, AMEX, COD, PO's, OUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 
-_7-'-z:, SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
• ".....,-.., r Heavy-duty 72'x80' padded blankets 
,:yee—.-.:_-ir\ absorb sound wherever they're hung or 

- - draped Fabulous for stage, studio & field 
use Top professional quality at a super 
saver price Weight 6 lbs Black, $19.99. 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES' 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! -7/0/1/1//a/IMMINIfe. 

$3.49 per tile. 16x16x2" 
America's best acoustic tile 

value, only from Marken.* l 4111111111Mommilinillle 
Charcoal. Also available 16x 
16 x 3" as shown, $4.49 each 411111011111111111.11MBIMIIIIIIMe 

IAARKERSTIK' foam adhe- ifillignIMIIIINIIMIlim, 
srve FREE vnth any Fouie pur-
chase m this ad' Limited offer 
A $5.95 per tube value 

iJt "in SONEX 
, All the colors and sizes 

Á.tJIL1 plus great prices! 

*
Get our FREE 149-page catalog 
of over 6,000 exclusive and hard-
to-find supplies for audio & video. 

80X0:-154-22426-4 25 America's most unique 
A 75 07 catalog for audio & video! F 9 2 

MAR ERTEK 
4 High St., Saug1eIrties VIDEO SUPPLY 
New York 12477 .S.A. 
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COOL NEW STUFF 
EXTENDED HOURS 
ONNTIME DELIVERY 

MONDAY-THURSDAY: 9 AM TO MIDNIGHT 
AND FRIDAY-SUNDAY: 9 AM TO 7 PM 

The holidays will be here before you know it. 
So if you're thinking of playing Santa for that spe-
cial musician in your life (or even for yourself), 
you'll be glad to know Sweetwater's experienced 
sales engineers will be working longer hours this 
year to make sure your choice of gifts is absolutely 
perfect and that they arrive on time — no delays, 
no excuses — even if you're a last-minute shopper! 

With innovative products from major manufac-
turers like Alesis, Korg, Roland, Tascam, Kurzweil, 
Mackie and Digidesign, plus over 90 more of the 
best names in the business, there's lots of exciting 
new equipment to choose from in just about every 
price range. And with Sweetwater's everyday low 
prices, nobody will have to play Scrooge this year' 

'This holiday season nobody but Santa 
will deliver more 
cool gifts than !Sweetwater 
Sound! 
Pick up the 

' phone and 
call us today! 

5335 BASS RD., Ft WAYNE, IN 46808 21943208176 sales@sweetwater com http.//www.sweetwatencorn 

CALL NOW! YOU MAY BE PRE-APPROVED FOR A $ 10,000 LINE OF CREDIT ACCOUNT!  
('SE READER SERVICE CARD ¡OR MORE INFo 



cremental modes, and ISO 9660 and 
HFS formats. A unique feature is its 
audio track copy utility, which al-
lows the capture of CD-quality audio 
without additional conversion soft-
ware or a sound card. Three system 
configurations are available: an in-
ternal 5.25-inch drive ($ 1,195), an 
external half-height model ($ 1,295) 
and a mini-tower with a 1GB SCSI 
hard disk ($ 1,895). 
The Personal RomMaker is a 

system designed for professional 
multimedia disc development and 
publishing. It allows users to record 
in all of the formats available in the 
Archiver, yet the RomMaker also 
supports CD-I and CD-ROM/XA for-
mats. Disc-management software 
features enable users to control disc 
geography and evaluate and opti-
mize the disc prior to recording. The 
RomMaker is available in three dif-
ferent system configurations: an in-
ternal drive for $2,095, an external 
drive for $2,195 and a mini-tower for 
$2,795. 

KODAK 
Eastman Kodak (Rochester, N.Y.) of-
fers the PCD Writer 225, a desktop-
oriented CD recorder, and the PCD 
Writer 600, designed for industrial 
applications. The PCD Writer 225 is a 
SCSI-interface, 2x writer/reader, com-
patible with both Macintosh and PC. 
It is single- and multisession capable, 
with track-at-once and disc-at-once 
compatibility. PQ subcode program-
ming is possible; all Book formats are 
available. A 2MB RAM buffer is ex-
pandable to either 8 MB or 32 MB, 
and the Direct Read During Write fea-
ture ensures continuous data integri-
ty throughout recording. 

The PCD Writer 600 ($ 19,995) is 
designed for continuous, high-vol-
ume CD production. Touted as "the 
world's fastest recorder," it operates 
at 6x speed and can write a 74-
minute audio CD in less than 12 
minutes. The SCSI recorder has 2 
MB of RAM, expandable to 8 MB; 
firmware upgrades are available ei-
ther on CD or by modem. A bar-
code reader feature is designed for 
use with Kodak's media with the In-
foGuard identification. Discs are 
available in 63-minute (580MB) and 
74-minute (680MB) capacities. 

Both the PCD Writer 225 and the 
PCD Writer 600 are compatible with 
the Kodak disc transporter ($5,995), 
a device that automatically inserts 
and removes writable media from 

Simi'chorale® 
TINI Q-GR Miniature Connectors 

These high-quality audio connectors are miniature versions of the 
full-size Q-G line. They are ideal for use with miniature micro-
phones, wireless beltpacks, instrument pickups, and anywhere 
space is too tight for conventional microphone plugs. Features 
are: positive latch lock, secure cable strain relief, integral flex 
relief and nickel finish. Available in 3 to 6 contact styles. 

TA3F 
(SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE) 

TA3M 

For Immediate Delivery and Competitive Pricing on the Tini Q-G, 
or any of Switchcraft's Audio or Video products, Call: eIjfCAL SWITCH 

, n 
"Distributor 

s Signal. Ic.. of the 
  [800] CAL-SI/VC H pecade, 

- 21. 

USE READER SERI,'KE CARI) FOR MORE INFO 

Greetings, 

As we begin our 12th year, 
I and the whole crew at the 
ASC/TUBE TRAP factory 
wish to thank all the ole 
Tube Trappers out there 
who, over the years, have 
helped our product line 
and applications grow. 
That original corner-loaded 
bass trap has now evolved 
into the Quick Sound Field 
which is resetting standards 
in the recording industry. 

So, thank you 

I-800-ASC-TUBE 
From the manufacturer of TUBE TRAPS - Applied Acoustics- Research, Design & Development 
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Dealers come 
& Dealers go... 

One Pro 
Audio 
Company 
has been 
tops for 
40 years 
and going 
strong. 
Put our strength 
to work for you. 

o Leo's 
San Francisco • Oakland 

V:415-775-1316 F:673-8663 
ce10.452-1553 FS52-6575 

I \I RI IDER SERVICE CARD FOR MORI: 1.51•11 

I'm so worn! 
Edge tracks 
bounce...I'm 
way out of 
spec...Am 
I done for? 

the recorder. The transporter in-
cludes bulk loading and unloading 
via input and output spindles that 
hold up to 75 discs each; the unit 
can he configured to insert discs into 
an in-line thermal wax transfer or an 
ink-jet CD labeler. 

PHILIPS 

The CDD2000 is the third-generation 
CD recorder from Philips (San Jose, 
CA). The unit is an internal, half-

height model, available through 
OEM contracts, as well as through 
distributors and resellers; it is com-
patible with all computer platforms 
via a SCSI-2 interface. Basic software 
is included, although the CDD2000 
is backwards-compatible with earli-
er-generation application software. 
All CD book formats are supported; 
multisession, single-session and 
track-at-once modes are available. 
Users can choose between lx, 2x 

Stand-Alone CD Recorders 

Not everybody wants a computer-
based CD recorder. Whether 
you're recording sound effects, 
commercial spots or a quick refer-
ence disc for the client to take 
home at the end of a session, there 
are dozens of applications where 
the speed and ease of use of a 
stand-alone CD recorder is ideal. 
Hardly more complicated than a 
stereo cassette deck, these units 
combine both analog and digital 
audio inputs for real-time CD-
recording, as well as SCSI inter-
faces for connecting the drive di-
rectly to a computer. 

Superscope Technologies (Au-
rora, Ill.) recently introduced the 
Marantz Professional CDR620 
CD recording system. The CDR620 
can be used as a stand-alone unit 
or integrated, through its SCSI-2 in-
terface, into a digital audio work-
station. AES/EBU and IEC-958-II 
input/outputs are included, in ad-
dition to analog VOs. The unit has 
1-bit A/D and D/A converters, a 
sample rate converter, digital audio 
delay, and automatic tracking in-
crementing and indexing from CD, 

DAT, DCC and MD. All Book for-
mats are supported. User-program-
mable settings include digital fade-
in and fade-out, with adjustable 
time, auto track increment level, 
audio delay, calibrated input sensi-
tivity and mute time. Additional 
features are ISRC code recording, 
catalog number recording, copy 
prohibit on/off and emphasis 
on/off. A 34-key wired remote pro-
vides full control and status of all 
CD620 operations. The complete 
system sells for $5,000; shipment is 
expected to begin this month. 

The D741 ($6,950) is a stand-
alone/SCSI CD recorder from Stud-
er (U.S. offices in New York City). 
The machine is a 2U rack unit, 
with AES/EBU, S/PDIF and analog 
I/Os, in addition to a SCSI-2 inter-
face. CDs can be written in disc-at-
once or multisession mode, and 
can be conformed to meet various 
Book formats. Users can choose 
between lx and 2x speeds when 
using the SCSI interface. Monitor-
ing can be done through head-
phones or from the built-in speak-
er. The D741 also features individ-
ual level control for analog inputs. 
A switchable sampling frequency 
converter allows digital recording 
of sources from 32 to 48k Hz. • 
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and 4x read speeds; and lx and 2x 
write-speeds. Retail is $ 1,395. 

PINNACLE 

Pinnacle Micro's (Irvine, Calif.) RCD 
5020 is available in both Macintosh 
and PC versions. The unit is a 2x 
recorder with a 1MB buffer, supports 
all Book modes, and allows Disk-at-
once recording. The PC version is 
bundled with Corel CD Creator, 
which offers Windows 95, 32-bit 
mode compatibility, The package in-
cludes Kodak Photo-CD record/read 
software and an audio editing utility. 

An internal drive lists for $995, the 
external version is $ 1,295. An exter-
nal Macintosh-compatible system, 
for $ 1,295, is bundled with software, 
which includes audio editing. 

OMI 
Optical Media International ( Los 
Gatos, Calif.) offers Mac and PC ver-
sions of its QuickTOPIX CD Record-
ing System, featuring the OMR120 2x 
CD recorder. The system supports 
multisession recording, Red Book 
audio, data, mixed mode (data + 
audio), asynchronous I/0 and CD 

simulation in software. The external, 
half-height case provides SCSI inter-
facing. A 1MB buffer is standard. Re-
tail is $ 1,995, with software. 

PLASMON 

Plasmon I)ata Systems (Milipitas, 
Calif.) recently introduced the RF4102 
recorder. The system, priced at 
$1,795, has a standard SCSI interface 
and is compatible with both Macin-
tosh and PC platforms. Users can 
choose between lx and 2x operation, 
single- or multisession mode, and all 
standard CD formats, including com-
pliance with ISO 9660 specifications; 
software is not included. The RF4102 
ships with 2 MB of internal memory, 
which can be expanded to 32 MB. 

PROCOM 

Procom Technology (Irvine, Calif.) 
has two CD recorders. The PCDR-2X 
is an external SCSI unit that can re-
cord in either lx or 2x mode. Pre-
mastering software is available for 
PC or Macintosh; either system sup-
ports multisession, multivolume and 
various Red Book formats, and ISO 
9660. The unit has a 1.2MB buffer. A 
complete system sells for $2,395. 

N OR TH EASTER N DIGITAL 

CD -AUDIO , CD -ROM , CD -PLUS PROFESSIONAL 

NoNoise, 1630, CD -R COMPACT D ISC 
(508) 481-9322, FAX (508) 624-6437 PREMASTERING 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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lee  SAS INDUSTRIES 

INCORPORATED 
Digital bin 1-800-955-7271 

Cassette Duplication 
CD Replication 
Video Duplication 
Digital Editing 
Graphic Art Services 

ME CATALOG 
FREE DIGITAL BIN DEMO 

CALL 1-800-955-7271 
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The PCDR-4X records at lx, 2x 
and 4x speeds, includes a 512K 
buffer and has all of the software 
benefits of the PCDR-2X; in addition, 
the PCDR-4X is able to create mixed-
mode discs. Procom's ISA SCSI Xel-
erator is included to enhance data 
transfer rates. Available for $3,865. 
Both the PCDR-2X and PCDR-4X in-
clude SCSI cables and blank media. 

Some Basic COR Terms 

Green Book The CD-I standard, 
designed by Philips, is also known 
as Green Book. The specifications 
are designed to synchronize sepa-
rate audio and data tracks on the 
same disc. 

Orange Book The Orange Book 
defines formats for CD-R, magneto-
optical discs and other writable 
CDs; specifications include multi-
session standards. Many Book for-
mats incorporate Orange Book 
specifications. 

Red Book: The original Book 
standard, the Red Book defines 
audio CD format specifications. 
Audio files are placed in one or 
more tracks on the CD; up to 99 
tracks are allowed. The Red Book 
specifies an error-detection code 
and error-correction code, to com-
pensate for gaps in audio informa-
tion due to physical imperfections 
in the disc. 

Yellow Book: Designed for CD-
RON!, the Yellow Book consists of 
two modes. Mode 1 has rigorous 
error correction standards to en-
sure data intregrity necessary for 
computer information; Mode 2, 
most commonly associated with 
CD-ROM/XA (eXtended Architec-
ture), is designed to integrate com-
puter data with compressed audio 
(and often compressed video). 

White Book: Originally known 
as Karaoke CD, the White Book 
standard uses MPEG specifica-
tions to compress audio and 
video files. The White Book ad-

RICOH 

The RS- 1666C CD recorder from 
Ricoh ( San Jose, Calif.) is a 2x CD 
recorder/player in a compact half-
height external unit that supports all 
recording formats. The RS- 1060C in-
cludes either Macintosh or PC ver-
sions of its proprietary CD Printer 
CD-Audio/CD-ROM software, and 
the drive is supported by other pro-
grams, including Digidesign's Mas-
terListCD. List price is $ 1,295. 

dresses audio and video in the 
CD-ROM/XA format. 

Disk-at-once: The entire disc is 
written in one bum; the laser never 
turns off. Ideal for audio, disk-at-
once mode allows gaps between 
tracks of any length (except the 
first track, which must have a 2-to 
3-second gap). 

ISO 9660: The ISO 9660 format is 
a globally accepted standard logi-
cal file format that can be read by 
both Macintoshes and PCs. How-
ever, Macs need to meet certain 
system requirements in order to ac-
cess ISO 9660 discs. 

HFS: The Macintosh-specific logi-
cal file format. HFS (Hierarchical 
File System') discs cannot be read 
on PCs. 

Mixed-mode: A mixed-mode disc 
includes more than one type of 
track format, usually Red Book 
audio and Yellow Book Mode 1 in-
formation. 

Multisession: Allows sessions to 
be written to blank sections of a 
disc. In multisession mode, the disc 
is finalized after the last session. 

Single-session: In single-session 
mode, the entire disc is written as 
one session. 

Track-at-once: Track-at-once 
mode is used to bum one or more 
tracks at a time; a "link" is written 
between the tracks. This method is 
often used to create multisession 
CDs. A disadvantage of track-at-
once recording is that gaps be-
tween tracks must be two seconds 
in length. 

SKTNYEdS SKEZISTHINAS INTWdlflOi 9NIOTIOT111 
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RORKE 

Rorke Data (Eden Prairie, Minn.) is 
primarily a wholesaler/VAR-integra-
tor that markets OEM-approved data 
storage devices. In addition, Rorke 
provides custom data-storage sub-
systems, combined with audio/video 
OEM products. It offers either the 
Yamaha CDE-100 or the Playrite 
4000 4x CD recorders, in a variety of 
rack-mounted enclosures. Options 
include a 1GB removable hard drive 
that can be "shuttled" between 
workstations; a "split-bus" option al-
lows two workstations to connect to 
the rack, allowing switching of a 
hard drive between receiver bays, 
therefore saving time by backing up 
data in the background. A rack-
mount configuration, including a 
Yamaha 4x recorder, retails for 
$3,400. Other options are available. 

SONY 

The Spressa Series CD recorders are 
the latest offerings in Sony's (San Jose, 
Calif.) CD-ROM products. The Spressa 
920 ($1,995) drive is a half-height in-
ternal drive for Windows systems. The 
Spressa 9211 ($2,299) is an external 
CD-R drive for Windows and Macin-
tosh environments. Both Spressa mod-
els can operate at either lx or 2x 
read/write speeds and are capable of 
multisession, disk-at-once and track-at-
once modes. Write formats include 
Red Book, Yellow Book, Green Book, 
CD-I Ready and CD-Bridge. The 
Spressa Series come with blank discs 
and are bundled with Corel CD Cre-
ator software for CD-Audio or CD-
ROM applications. 

YAMAHA 

The CD Expert Series from Yamaha 
includes the CDE100II, an external 
drive, and the CDR100, an internal 
drive. The units are SCSI-2 interfaced, 
are capable of reading and recording 
at lx, 2x and 4x speeds, and will han-
dle all standard formats, including 
Red, Orange, Yellow and Green Book 
specifications. In addition, both mod-
els are capable of writing in disc-at-
once, track-at-once or multisession 
modes. The CDE100II currently lists 
for $2,995 (a 2x-record/4x-read ver-
sion, the CDE102, sells for $ 1,450), 
and the CDR100 is $ 2,695 (a 2x-re-
cord/4x-read version, the CDR102, 
sells for $ 1,250). The drives are dis-
tributed in the U.S. by Revelation 
Products of Valley Forge, Penn. • 

Sarah Jones is Mix's editorial assistant. 
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• • N EW DEVELOPMENTS IN • • 

Compressor/Limiters 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

BY CHRIS MICHIE AND GEORGE PETERSEN 

Dynamics processing devices have been with us 
since the 1940s. Today, compressor/limiters are an 
essential part of broadcasting, music production 
and five sound—used not only for overload pro-
tection, but also for fattening vocals, increasing 
sustain, tightening drum tracks and, of course, cre-
ating thick, huge-sounding program material. But 
it would not have been controversial to predict 
that, by the mid-1990s, analog dynamics proces-
sors would have gone the way of the stagecoach, 
typewriter, Beta VCR and the PCM-Fl. Yet such a 
prediction would have been woefully inaccurate. 
Analog gear is alive and well—in fact at last 
month's AES convention in New York, analog and 
tube gear seemed to be everywhere on the show 
floor. To be sure, DSP-based hardware and soft-
ware systems are increasingly popular, but there 
seems to be room for both analog and digital tech-
nology in today's compressors and limiters. 

What follows are short descriptions of com-
pressor/limiters that have appeared over the past 
six months or so. We've divided the market into 
tube and conventional (solid-state) models and, 
rather than list the companies alphabetically, have 
ordered the devices by price per channel. 

VACUUM TUBE 
Whether in modern or vintage form, tube signal 
processors may just be the next hot investment 

COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS 

choice of the '90s. As their designers are quick to 
note, the soft, warm sound of vacuum tube-based 
circuits are perfect for adding needed even har-
monics to a cold digital track. Listed by decreasing 
price per channel, here are some recent tube com-
pressor/limiters. Loan officers are standing by. 

dbx 1650T MIC PREAMP AND LIMITER 

Unveiled at AES, the Model 1650T high-end mic 
preamp and limiter from dbx Professional Prod-
ucts (Sandy, UT) offers a 154dB dynamic range 
with a fully balanced, Class A design from input to 
output, using no global feedback. Audio travels 
only through four 6992 tubes (originally designed 
for Russian radar) and a MOSFET output. Output 
is balanced and floating. Maximum output level: 
+34 dBV into 150 ohms. Internal operating head-
room: +40 dBV, with limiting done at the +4dB 
level. Gain (input to output): 117 dB. $2,995. 

SUMMIT AUDIO MPC-100 

Summit Audio, Inc. (Los Gatos, CA) recently an-
nounced its MPC-100 mic preamp/compressor, an 
all-new single-channel tube compressor/limiter 
design with mic and instrument preamp. Housed 
in a 2U rackmount chassis, the unit features a tube 
mic preamp section with - 15 and -25dB pads, 
phase switch and a high-impedance instrument DI 
with loading control, clip indicator and following 
stepped attenuator. The following compressor sec-
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tion has variable threshold and slope controls (ratios of 1:1 
to 1:8), and 3-position switches for attack and release times 
(which are somewhat program-dependent). A true VU 
meter indicates input, output and gain reduction, and these 
are front panel stereo link and bypass switches. $2,200. 

MANLEY VARIABLE-MU 

LIMITER/COMPRESSOR AMPLIFIERS 

The Manley Laboratories (Chino, CA) Variable-MU Lim-
iter/Compressor Amplifiers use balanced variable-mu tri-
odes in a fully differential all-tube circuit, a design which 
produces a limiter characteristic similar to that of the 
Fairchild 670. Front panel controls for the 2U unit in-
clude a dual input pot and stereo link switch for both 
channels, and independent rotary controls for threshokl, 
attack, release and output. Individual switches select 
limit or compress functions and channel bypass, and out-
put/gain reduction is displayed on front panel-adjustable 
illuminated large-format Sifam VU meters. $4,000 for the 
stereo version, $2,350 for the mono. A special mastering 
version is available to order. 

MANLEY HIGH FREQUENCY LIMITER 

The High Frequency Limiter (de-esser) from Manley Lab-
oratories (Chino. CA) is designed to control the upper 
spectrum of critical tracks or mixes where audio perform-
ance is paramount. The 2-channel unit uses a passive de-
vice (variable reactor core) as the control element, fol-
lowed by an all-tube line amp on the output. Controls 
include threshold, 5-9kHz bandpass filter, 7-16kHz high-
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pass filter, sidechain monitor switch, bypass and sibi-
lance control. Inputs are balanced, and one of the out-
puts can monitor the sidechain while the other is used to 
record direct. $1,950. 

ECLAIR MODEL 62 

Eclair Engineering Services (Florence, MA) has stuck 
closely to the original Teletronix LA-2A design with its 
Model 62. The hand-built, stereo-linkable 2-channel unit 
includes the same optical attenuator and control circuit-
ry as the LA-2A, but achieves a 15dB lower noise floor, 
and flat frequency response from 4-150k Hz. Other fea-
tures include Jensen transformers, high quality compo-
nents and large-format Weston VU meters. The unit has 
a lifetime warranty. $3,195. 

ADL STEREO TUBE S/C/L 1500 

Anthony DeMaria Labs (New Paltz, NY) offers the S/C/L 
1500, a dual-channel (stereo linkable) compressor/lim-
iter using eight vacuum tubes in a 2-rackspace chassis. 
Features include dual illuminated VU meters (switchable 
to gain reduction or output), balanced ins and outs, peak 
reduction and level controls, a 30kHz bandwidth and an 
opto-attenuator design. $2,999. Also available as the sin-
gle-channel C/L 1000 at S1,699. 

FLETCHER ELECTROACOUSTICS 

JOEMEEK STEREO COMPRESSOR 

The JOEMEEK Stereo Compressor from Fletcher Elec-
troAcoustics (Newton Abbot, Devon, UK) is a 2U unit 
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Fletcher ElectroAcoustics' JOEMEEK stereo compressor 

with two linked 
channels, but one 
set of front panel 
controls. They in-
clude Input Gain, 
Compression, At-
tack and Release 
rotary pots, and a 
4-position Slope 
switch that selects 
compression ra-
tios between maxi-
mums of 4:1 (po-
sition 1) and 7:1 
(position 4). Com-
pression is con-
trolled by a photo-
electric circuit, 
which creates pre-
dictable overshoot 
on some material, 
contributing to 
the unit's unique 
sound. A single VU 
meter indicates 
gain reduction, 
and there are a 
single in/out con-
trol and colored 
LEDs to indicate 
status. $2,500. 

DEMETER VTCL-2A 
Demeter Amplification (Santa Moni-
ca, CA) has released an upgraded 
version of its VTCL-2 stereo tube 
compressor/limiter. Housed in a 2-
rackspace chassis, the VTCL-2A of-
fers an all-tube audio path with elec-
tro-optical dynamics processing, 
variable attack and delay and dual 
VU meters; it is also available with 
balanced inputs or outputs using 
Jensen transformers. New features 
include an LED indicator for opti-
mum input level, and improved 
graphics to allow for more precise 
indication of attack and release set-
tings. $2,095. 

INWARD CONNECTIONS 

VACRAC 4000 

Distributed by AX! (Audio Exchange 
International) of Rockland, MA, the 
Inward Connections VACRAC 4000 
is a modular vacuum tube process-
ing system that can hold up to four 
modules. Modules include the TLM-
1 Tube Limiter, featuring opto-isola-
tor (LA-2A-style) limiting, with a me-
chanical VU meter (switchable to 
gain reduction or output levels), a 
stereo link function and independent 
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input level and gain reduction con-
trols. Price for the chassis is $ 1,295; 
modules are $795-$895. 

GROOVE TUBES CL- 1 

lue CL- 1 trom Groove Tubes (Syl-
mar, CA), introduced at the October 
AES, is available in 1- and 2-channel 
versions. The CLls compressor/lim-
iter couples two CL1 circuits to pro-
vide an isolated dual-mono unit with 
optional stereo linking, housed in a 
single 19-inch 1U steel chassis. Com-
pression ratios are 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 and 
12:1. Attack and release are front 
panel adjustable, VU metering is 
switchable between output and gain 
reduction, and a Sens Lo/Hi switch 
optimizes input level to compressor 
and sidechain circuits. The CL1 is a 
mono unit that occupies only one 
side of the chassis and can be used 
with either a CLls or an EQ1 tube 
equalizer module (available by the 
end of 1995). CLls (stereo) is $ 1,595, 
the CL1 (mono) is $ 1,095. 

APHEX 661 EXPRESSOR 

Aphex (Sun Valley, CA) offers the 
661 Expressor-, a new version of its 
Expressor compressor/limiter, fea-
turing the Tubessence- circuitry 
from its Model 107 tube mic preamp. 
The single-channel 1U unit provides 
auto or manual adjustment modes, 
with control of threshold, ratio, at-
tack and release, and a choice of 
hard-knee, soft-knee or Aphex-pro-
prietary Easyrider dynamics curves. 
A patented High Frequency Ex-
pander automatically decompresses 
high frequencies up to a maximum 
of 6 dB, with adjustable ratio and 
corner frequency. Separate meters 
for gain reduction and switchable 
input/output levels are standard, as 
are XLR and TRS connections (-10 or 
+4 dB) and sidechain access. $749. 

VOCE EVC-1 

The 1-L‘L-1 Vacuum Tube Audio 
Compressor from Voce (Wood-
Ridge, NJ) is a half-rackspace mono 
compressor offering the sonic bene-
fits of tube compression in a eco-
nomical package. Rotary pots con-
trol threshold, attack and release 
times, ratio and output gain. A pro-
prietary photocell circuit offers ultra-
fast attack times if desired. An LED 
indicates compressor action, and a 
10-segment LED VU meter shows 
input or gain reduction. Switches 
control bypass, meter function and 
"key listen," or sidechain insert func-
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Groove Tubes CL-1 

tions. The device is stereo-linkable 
and rear panel connections are bal-
anced XLR and 'A-inch TRS. $699. 

BELLARI RP282 

The RP282 is a stereo/dual-mono 
tube compressor/limiter from Bellari 
(a division of Rolls Corporation, Salt 
Lake City, UT). The unit is housed in 
a steel, 2U chassis with a silver an-
odized front panel and features in-
dependent controls for output, 
threshold, attack, release and ratio. 
Dual illuminated VU meters can be 
switched to indicate input or gain re-
duction action. The circuit is de-
signed so that the output level re-
mains constant as threshold setting is 
changed, and balanced XLR and un-
balanced 'A-inch inputs/outputs are 
standard, as are sidechain access 
jacks. $600. 

ROCKSONICS MB-3X 

The MB-3X Multi-Band stereo tube 
compressor with peak limiter (Rock-
sonics, Los Alamitos, CA) provides 
variable-ratio compression and inde-
pendent peak limiting on three sep-
arate frequency bands. Designed for 
broadcast, cassette duplication, CD 
mastering and other high-quality 
stage and studio applications, the 
single-rackspace unit features 
switchable -10dBV/+4dBm balanced 
operation, tri-level gain reduction 
meter, and variable gain, ratio, 
threshold, EQ, release and peak limit 
settings. Scheduled for delivery in 
January '96, price to be announced. 

SOLID-STATE COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS 
Conventional compressor/limiter de-
signs using solid-state components 
have always been a popular choice, 
especially in live sound and broad-
casting applications where reliability 
is a major issue and weight, equip-
ment size and heat dissipation para-
meters must be considered. Also, 
conventionally designed devices are 
generally less expensive than their 
tube technology counterparts, a 
compelling attraction for budget-
minded buyers. With that in mind, 

the following listing is in ascending 
dollar-per-channel order, with the 
lowest-cost units listed first. Get your 
Hi-Liters ready. 

UNDER $300 PER CHANNEL 

PRESONUS ACP-8 

Presonus (Baton Rouge, LA), best 
known for its DCP-8 digitally con-
trolled, programmable 8-channel 
analog dynamics processor, now 
introduces the ACP-8, which pro-
vides eight channels of analog dy-
namics control in a nonprogramma-
ble unit, with knobs rather than dig-
ital controls. Housed in a 2U chassis, 
the ACP-8 features eight compres-
sor/limiters, gates, gain makeup con-
trols and mutes, along with balanced 
TES 'A-inch inputs and outputs (+4/-10 
dB switchable) and key inputs on 
the first two channels. $699. 

dbx 1046 QUAD COMPRESSOR 

The 1046, from dbx Professional 
Products (Sandy, UT), is a 4-channel 
compressor/peak limiter that can be 
stereo linked in two pairs. Each 
channel features adjustable thresh-
old, ratio, output gain and peak lim-
iter threshold controls. Users may 
select either dbx's OverEasy* com-
pression characteristic or a hard-
knee compression curve similar to 
that found in the popular dbx 160. 
Attack and release times are preset 
and program-dependent. Each chan-
nel has two 8-segment LED bar 
graphs for gain reduction and 
I/O levels and a peak limiter indica-
tor. Switches include channel by-
pass, OverEasy or hard-knee curve, 
I/O meter select and stereo link. 
Rear panel connections are balanced 
XLR and 1/4-inch TRS and there are 
individual +4dBu/-10dBV select 
switches. $549.95. 

PEAVEY AUDIO 

MEDIA RESEARCH CDS2 

The CDS2 from Peavey Electronics 
(Meridian, MS) is a 2-channel (stereo 
linkable) compressor/limiter and de-
esser in a 1U chassis. The soft-knee 
compression ratio is a function of 
the input signal dynamics, as are the 
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attack and release times, though a 3-
position switch allows for fast, nor-
mal and slow settings. A 5-LED dis-
play indicates gain reduction, and 
there are front panel switches for by-
pass, power and stereo link. All rear 
panel connections (input, output 
and sidechain insert) are via /I4-inch 
TRS jacks. $249.99. 

DOD 866 SERIES II 
The 866 Series II from DOD Electron-
ics Corp. (Sandy, UT) is a 2-channel 
(stereo linkable) gated compressor/lim-
iter. Gate threshold, input gain, com-
pressor threshold, compression ratio, 
attack, release and output gain are all 

adjustable on front panel rotary pots, 
and a 6-segment LED display indi-
cates gain reduction. There are front 
panel compressor bypass and stereo 
link switches. Rear panel inputs, out-
puts and sidechain connectors are 
balanced/unbalanced %-inch TRS and 
unbalanced RCA. $279.95. 

FURMAN C-128 
1)c.,ignc•cl for studio, live sound 
or broadcast use, the C-128 from Fur-
man Sound (Greenbrae, CA) is a sin-
gle-channel compressor/limiter/de-
esser. Features include controls for 
limit threshold, compression ratio (2:1 
to 50:1), attack and release time, a 10-
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segment gain reduction LED meter, 
output level control and overload 
LED. The de-ess switch ensures that 
only program material above 4 kHz 
will trigger compression, and rear 
panel sidechain inserts may be en-
gaged via a front panel switch for 
"ducking" or frequency-selective com-
pression. A stereo link function allows 
two units to be linked. $269. 

dbx 1066 STEREO 
COMPRESSOR/LIMITER/GATE 
The 1000 from clbx Professional 
Products (Sandy, UT) is a stereo/ 
dual-mono device that offers com-
pression, peak limiting and gating in 
a single rackspace. Designed around 
a new VCA, the 1066 includes both 
dbx's familiar OverEasy° circuitry 
and a hard-knee characteristic, and a 
new PeakStopPlus" limiter design 
improves transient control. Each 
channel has front panel controls for 
gate threshold and ratio, and com-
pressor threshold, ratio, attack and 
release controls and peak limiter 
threshold. Illuminated switches 
select OverEasy compression char-
acteristic, auto attack and release 
times, and insert sidechain process-
ing. A Contour switch prevents com-
pressor modulation due to LF 
energy in the compressed signal. Ad-
ditional switches are for I/O meter-
ing, bypass and stereo link. New 
lightpipe indicators meter input/out-
put, gain reduction and gate and 
compressor action. $549.95 

DOD 410 SERIES II 
The 410 Series 11 PA/Monitor Proces-
sor from DOD Electronics Corp. 
(Sandy, ur offers EQ, notch filters, 
highpass filter and automatic Variable-
Ratio Limiting" in a single-rackspace 
package. Designed to increase system 
headroom in stage monitor or FOH 
live sound applications, the single-
channel 1U unit features Automatic 
Variable Ratio Limiting" which 
changes compression ratio from soft-
knee to hard-knee as the threshold 
setting is raised. The unit includes a 
15-band constant-Q graphic EQ, two 
2-band sweepable (-24dB) notch fil-
ters and '4-inch and XLR inputs and 
outputs. Price $279.95. 

SYMETRIX 422 
STEREO AGC-LEVELER 
The 422 stereo AGC/leveler from 
Symetrix (Lynnwood, WA) is a so-
phisticated automatic gain controller 
that boosts stereo signals falling 
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below the target output level and 
pulls back those rising above it. In-
tended for use at any point where 
there is " line-level" audio, the 422 
features a parallel input/output 
meter to allow the user to see and 
adjust the input level to a desired 
target output level. Also features 
threshold control, response control 
and peak limiter. $595 

$300 - $1,500 PER CHANNEL 
ARX SILVER SERIES AFTER BURNER 

The Silver Series After Burner from 
ARX (distributed by The Saber 
Group, Woodland Hills, CA) is a 
stereo/dual-channel compressor/lim-
iter. Featuring " industry standard" 
controls for compression ratio, 
threshold, stereo link and output, 
the unit can also operate as a single-
channel, dual-band compressor/lim-
iter. Separate dynamics control low-
and high-frequency compression, 
and an enhance feature restores sag-
ging low- and high-frequency re-
sponse of compressed material. In-
puts and outputs are fully balanced 
and specs include -93dB S/N (A/W) 
ratio, .03% THD and 108 dB of dy-
namic range. $659. 

BSS DPR-404 

4-CHANNEL COMPRESSOR 

I lie DPR-404 from BSS (Northridge, 
CA) is a 4-channel compressor 
which can be stereo linked in two 
pairs. (Controls for channels 1 and 3 
become stereo pair masters.) The 
1U unit provides individual front 
panel controls for threshold, ratio 
(variable from 1:1 to infinity:1), gain 
makeup and de-esser center fre-
quency and threshold. Attack and re-
lease times are program-dependent 
and can be switched between Norm 
and Fast settings. Metering is via 
LEDs and indicates gain reduction, 
sidechain level below threshold and 
clipping. $1,449. 

ARX SYSTEMS DDP-1 

Part of the new Silver Series from 
Australian manufacturer ARX Sys-
tems (distributed by The Saber 
Group, Woodland Hills, CA), the 
DDP-1 is a dual-channel dynamics 
processor, with noise gating, a vari-
able ratio compressor and peak lim-
iting in a 1U chassis. A total of 27 
LEDs per channel monitor operating 
status, I/O level metering and gain 
reduction metering. Also standard 
are stereo link switching, sidechain 
insert jacks, balanced inputs/outputs 

and a hard-wire bypass. $859. 

dbx 16SA 

dbx Professional Products (Sandy, 
UT) offers the Model 168A, which is 
designed for stereo or dual-mono 
operation and combines compres-
sion, de-essing and spectral en-
hancement functions in a single-
rackspace unit. A "silence gate" gain-
hold function prevents holes, pump-
ing and breathing and noise build-
up during pauses in program mater-
ial, and both high- and low-frequen-
cy spectral enhancement is provid-
ed. Based on the popular dbx 902, 
the 168A's dual independent de-es-

sers eliminate excessive sibilance, 
and the compression sections offer 
separate drive and density controls. 
Dual 10-segment LED meters for 
gain reduction and peak output, bal-
anced inputs and outputs and selec-
table -10/+8dB operating range are 
standard. $999.95. 

LA AUDIO CLASSIC COMPRESSOR II 

Manufactured in the U.K. by SCV 
London and distributed in the U.S. 
by Promusica (Keene, NH), the LA 
Audio Classic Compressor II is a 2U 
stereo/dual-mono compressor based 
on discrete FET circuitry. Fully ad-
justable front panel controls include 

Warm it up! 
The ADL 1000 Tube Compressor 

rl 
4. 

D44..• 

4 

and 

The ADL 200 DI Stereo Tube Direct Box 

Find out now why so many people are warming up 
their sound with ADL tube equipment 

RECENT CLIENTS 

• Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bob Clearmountain • Masterdisk, NY 
• Battery Studios, Nashville • Glen Phirnister (Olivia Newton John) Australia 

• DJ Pooh (Ice Cube) • Chung King House of Metal, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) 
• Greene St Recording, NY • Omni Recording, Nashville • Hall & Oates, NY 
• Platinum Studios, Thailand • QSound, Hong Kong • Sunset Sound, LA 

• Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leppard) • Stephen Paul Audio, IA 
• Bernie Becker (Nd Diamond) • Paul Northfield (Rush, Queensryche, Alice Cooper) 

•John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter), Nashville • Bearsville Studios, NY • Tchad Blake, IA 

SALES 818-340-0228 TECHNICAL 914-256-0032 
FAX 818-340-4331 

Anthony DeMaria labs • 95 Dubois Road • New Paltz, New York 12561 } 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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input trim, threshold, attack and re-
lease time and gain makeup pots. 
The traditionally styled compressor 
offers six compression ratios (1.3:1 
to 12:1), input clip LEDs, individual 
channel bypass switches and a 
stereo link switch. Large-format VU 
meters show either gain reduction or 
output. $ 1,200. 

BSS DPR-402 
The DPR-402 from BSS (Northridge, 
CA) is a 2-channel compressor/lim-
iter that includes de-esser circuitry 
for both HF and wide-band applica-
tions. The 1U unit provides individ-
ual front panel controls for thresh-
old, ratio (variable from 1:1 to infin-
ity:1), gain makeup, and de-esser 
center frequency (800-15k Hz) and 
threshold. Attack and release times 
are program-dependent. The peak 
limiter (20:1 ratio) has independent 
threshold control and fast and slow 
settings for attack and release times. 
Internal filters can be inserted in the 
sidechain to contour compressor ac-
tion. Metering of gain reduction and 
sidechain activity is via LEDs. $ 1,449. 

EMPIRICAL LABS DISTRESSOR 

From Empirical Labs (Garfield, NJ) 
comes the Distressor, a classic knee 
compressor in a 1U space. The unit 
features three modes of programma-
ble analog distortion for added 
warmth, distortion indicator lights, a 
built-in sidechain EQ and eight com-
pression ratios (from 1:1 to "Nuke"). 
Metering is via LEDs, with additional 
LEDs to indicate distortion thresholds, 
and the unit includes sidechain em-
phasis to avoid grating sounds and re-
duce pumping. Bypass, compressor 
ratio and distortion characteristic are 
switched, but threshold, attack, re-
lease and gain makeup are controlled 
by large-format rotary pots (that go all 
the way to 10i4). The single-channel 
mono compressor can be strapped for 
stereo operation and features %-inch 
and XLR balanced connections, along 
with switchable 110/220 VAC opera-
tion. $ 1,395. 

BSS DPR-901 II 

The DP12-901 II Dynamic Equalizer, 
introduced at the October '95 AES by 
BSS (Northridge, CA), advances the 
unusual multiband processor archi-
tecture introduced with the BSS DPR-
901. Like its predecessor, the 901 II 
consists of a 4-band parametric EQ 
feeding discrete compressor/ex-
pander sections. By separately com-
pressing or expanding different seg-
ments of the audio signal, users can 
eliminate sibilance or the coloration of 
proximity effect and fine-tune fre-
quency-dependent dynamic effects. 
New with the 901 II device, a "split 
band switch" allows the unit to be 
used as a dual 2-band or single 4-
band device, and a sidechain monitor 
feature allows users to tune in to ex-
actly the spectral area needing com-
pression or expansion. $ 1,549. 

API L200 RACK AND 

2251. COMPRESSOR 

The L200 rack from API (Springfield, 
VA) is a modular system that holds 12 
API Legacy 200 modules in a 2-unit, 
19-inch rack chassis featuring an ex-
ternal tri-power supply and 48V phan-
tom powering. Among the several all-
discrete modules available is the 225L 
compressor, which is based on the 
original API 525 circuit. A toggle 
switch selects compression (4:1) or 
limiting (20:1) ratios. Four release 
times between 0.1 sec. and 2.5 sec. 
are available, also via toggle switches. 
A unique ceiling control maintains 
constant output level while input and 
output controls are adjusted to vary 
amount of compression. Gain reduc-
tion is indicated on a 5-segment LED 
display. All inputs and outputs are via 
rear panel XLRs, with TT jacks for 
sidechain insert. The L200 rack is $795 
and individual modules are around 
$600 each. 

$1,500 PER CHANNEL AND UP 
CRANE SONG STC-8 
The STC-8 from Crane Song Ltd. (Su-
perior, WI) is a stereo/dual-mono 
compressor with peak limiters capa-

dbx 1850T mic pre/limiter 

ble of providing overload protection 
for broadcast and digital recording 
applications. The 2U unit offers com-
prehensive control of all compression 
parameters (threshold, attack, release, 
shape, gain) and peak limiter thresh-
old. Metering is via 16-segment bar 
graphs that also operate as LED me-
ters in gain reduction and peak head-
room modes. Overload and Peak 
LEDs indicate clipping and peak lim-
iter action. Two advanced functions 
control attack and release times, and 
an innovative 16-position switch 
(both channels) allows users to select 
among various attack and release 
presets. Front panel switches include 
channel in/out, stereo link and a 
KI/HARA switch that inserts a "tube-
like" enhancement circuit. $3,200. 

AVALON AD2044 MARK II 

New from Avalon Design (San 
Clemente, CA), the AD2044 Mark II 
is a 2U dual-mono (stereo-linkable) 
compressor using all-discrete, pure 
Class-A circuitry with linear optical 
control elements (no VCAs). An up-
date to the AD2044, the Mark II fea-
tures a wider dynamic range thresh-
old, faster attack and release times 
with greater range, and increased ac-
curacy in reset control. The unit 
offers variable compression ratio, 
threshold, attack and release controls, 
large-format VU meters, sidechain 
access, electronically balanced in-
puts and twin balanced servo out-
puts, and a master bypass stereo 
switch. $4,290. 

FOCUSRITE BLUE 330 

Designed for demanding applica-
tions, the Focusrite Blue 330, distrib-
uted in North America by Group 
One Ltd. (Farmingdale, NY), is a 
stereo dynamics processor with sep-
arate compression and limiting sec-
tions. Other features include manual 
or program-dependent release times 
and transformer balanced inputs and 
outputs. $6,750. [For more details on 
the Blue 330, see "Technology spot-
light" on page 140—Edi 
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AKA1 
DIGITAL 

8-TRACK HARD DISK RECORDER 

16 CHANNEL DIGITAL MIXER 

With a suggested list price at under $5000 (including internal hard disk), 

the DR8 is the new leading edge in compact, affordable, easy to use 
digital recording/editing systems. Check out this abbreviated feature list: 

• 8 analog ins/8 analog outs, 2 channels of digital I/O standard (AES/EBU — SPDIF). 

• Up to 7 DR8's can be chained, allowing expansion up to 56 tracks/ I i 2 channels. 

• Non-destructive editing modes include: Copy, Move, Insert, Delete, Erase, Slip. 

• 16-channel digital mixer lets you create a stereo mix using 8 disk tracks plus 8 

additional signals from the analog inputs. 

• Mixer dynamic automation and all transport functions can be controlled via MIDI 

controller messages (with optional MIDI card). 

• I 8-bit A/D converters, 20-bit D/A converters for the finest sound quality. 

• I Gigabyte internal hard disk (option) provides more than 3 hours total track time, 

with room for a second internal disk too. 

• SCSI connection supplied for external hard disk drives. 

• Word clock/video sync terminal supplied for precise clock synchronization. 

• Record, audition, and select from 5 different Takes for each new recording. 

• Dedicated hardware platform offers faster, more reliable performance than 

computer-based systems. 

• Optional interfaces include MIDI (Clock w/SPP, MTC & MMC), SMIPTE ( read/write), 

Digital EQ, ADAT optical I/O, RS422, and even Biphase in/out. 

Want to know more? See your Akcri dealer soon for a complete demo. 

MOM 

SOMA TAX. TAU 3 

MUM 

. . . . . . . . . . 

.11110.10 COMM /MK D TIMM 

Altai Digital P.O.Box 2344 Ft. Worth, TX 76113 (817) 336-5114 Fax (817) 870-1271 



Foullsrite Mlle 315 
Equalizer and Mile 330 
Limiter/Compressor 

BY ZENON SCHOEPE 

Focusrite's Blue 315 and 330 apply the popu-
lar appeal of the Focusrite name in the studio 
world to the altogether different planet of ma, 
tering. It's a predictable development for a 
manufacturer that prides itself on its high-end 
status, particularly since its products have been 
finding their way into mastering rooms for 
some time now. However, the 315 dedicated 
dual-channel four-band parametric with high-
and lowpass filters and the 330 stereo limiter 
and compressor are much more highly adapt-
ed for the task at hand with the notable inclu-
sion throughout of precision switched pots for 
ease of reset and the matching of settings. 

THE BLUE 315 

A brief glimpse at the 315 reveals the core of 
the ISA 110 equalizer found in the Focusrite 
Studio console. The four bands—two fully 
parametric mids with 11-step variable Q and 
two shelving HF/LF bands—offer ± 10 dB of 
boost/cut. All the bands provide a wide de-
gree of overlap; additionally, each of the para-
metric mid bands has a switch that allows the 
user to select from two ranges to expand the 
degree of control. The high-mid band oper-
ates from 560 to 3.9k Hz, or 2.7 to 18 kHz; the 
low-mid band can be switched from 39 to 270 
Hz, or 180 to 1.2k Hz. The other bands also 

offer wide 
range adjustments: The 

shelving HF is 3.3 kHz to 22 kHz; 
shelving LF is 33 Hz to 560 Hz; also standard 
are frequency-selectable (10/12/15/18/22kHz) 
lowpass and (33/47/68/100/150Hz) highpass 
filters. 

Most significantly, the gain pots are cali-
brated to give very fine intervals close to 
zero—you get V3dB steps on the first three 
clicks, for example—graduating to a wider 
resolution per click at the extremes. Very fine 
control over input gain is also offered, along 
with balanced, transformer-coupled I/Os. Re-
tail is $6.-50. 

THE BLUE 330 

The 330 is genetically closest to the popular 
Red 3 compressor and limiter, with complete-
ly separate compression and limiting sections 
running to Focusrite VCA control. Rather than 
regard limiting as an extreme form of com-
pression—which is most usually associated 
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To?aflv Cool 
PowerLight Amplifiers from QSC 

are cool to Itie core. 
They're possibry the best sounding amps 

that QSC makes. Exactly what you wont from your 
power source: wide, dynamic range with crystalline 
highs, full, round mid-range and a very fat but clean 
low end. PowerLight amps are extremely efficient. 
TheVII drive your speakers better than they've been 

driven before. Even at 2 ohm loads. 
PowerLight Amps also sound great because 

of what you won't hear —rattle and hum. These amps 
have remarkably low distortion due to improved output 
circuitry. And the noise typically associated with 
transformers is completely absent. 

These are the only light amps that won't 
interfere with your wireless mics. No static and no loss 

LOAD IMPD.DENCE Powerlmht 1.0 Powelimh11 A Powertmht l 11 

1 OMM 500 WatM 700 Wes 

400M" 300 Weis 500 Watts 

• 7 km/. 7% THO TYPICAL. "200, o ro kHz 0 I°, THD 

900 Watts 
• 

700 »Is 
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of radio signal. PowerLight Amps meet all RFI and FCC 
requirements in the U.S. and EMC requirements in Europe. 

Powertight Amps run very cool, even when 
the performance is very hot.. even in the middle of 
summer. The high aspect ratio aluminum heat sink was 
designed with the menum passible surface area to 
absorb and dissipate heat aggressively. Variable speed 
fans blow it away on demand. (And signal muting kicks 
in vi/nen things get extreme to prevent shutdown.) 

Powerlight Amplifiers from QSC—the best 
sounding, most advanced package of power technol-
ogy available. And, at a cool 18 pounds, you can put 
them wherever you need them without sweat. And that 
cool. So, pick some up from your QSC Dealer. When you 
purchase throughout 1995, you'll receive QSC's 
extended warranty at no addonal cost, for a total of 

sk years coverage.* 
Call QSC for more 
information at 
714-754-6175. 

A U D 

11 you purchase Powerlight Amplifiers by 12/31/95 you will receive 
OSCS 3-Year Extended Warranty in addition to the 3-Year Standard Wartanty. 

PowerUght Is a trademark and QSC Is a registered trademark of 
QSC Audio Products, Inc. 1675 MacArthur Blvd., Coate Mesa, CA 92626-1466 

(714) 754-6175 FAX (714) 754-6174 



The Soundcraft DC2020 
-because not all EQs are equal. 

Whether working in post-

production or music 

recording, you are judged 

by the sound of your 

finished product - however diverse and whatever the quality of 

the source material. 

With outstanding new EQ design, Soundcraft's 

DC2020 delivers an unrivalled degree of control - 

invaluable when assembling audio from more than 

one source. 

Add to that moving fader 

automation, touchscreen 

driven machine control, 

video sync, plus on-board hard disk storage, 

and the argument for choosing DC2020 

becomes irresistible. 

Discover more about the DC2020 by 

calling 818 893 4351 today. 

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD., CRANBORNE HOUSE. CRANBORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
CRANBORNE RD., POTTERS BAR, HERTS, EN6 3IN, ENGLAND. TEL: +44 (0)1 707 665000 FAX: +44 (0)1 707 660482 

SOUNDCFtAFT. PO BOX 2200, 8500 BALBOA BLVD. NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329. TEL:818-894-8840, FAX: 818-830- 1220 
Soundcraft 

H A Harman International Company 



TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT 

with full clockwise rotation of a ratio 
pot—the separation of the two 
processes enables safeguard brick-
walling to be administered indepen-
dently of any program squashing for 
effect. The distinction may seem 
subtle, but operationally, it's a real 
eye-opener. 

The compressor has threshold, 
ratio, attack and release controls 
while the limiter has its own thresh-
old pot. The control ranges are as 
follows—Compressor threshold: -26 
dB to + 16 dB in ldB steps; ratio: 
1.2:1 to 20:1 in 11 steps; attack: 300 
microseconds to 100ms in 22 steps; 
release: 100ms to 4 seconds with 
auto program-dependent release; 
and the limiter threshold is ad-
justable from 0 dB to +22 dB in ldB 
steps. As with the 315, very fine con-
trol over input gain is possible along 
with fine make-up gain and bal-
anced, transformer-coupled I/Os. 
Retail is $6,750. 

THE USER'S VIEWPOINT 

Ray Staff at Whitfield Street studios 
in London was one of the first mas-
tering engineers to see the 315 and 
330 units. Having been invited to 
give comments on a prototype of 
the equalizer and the fully finished 
compressor and limiter, he was sur-
prised to find the fully finished com-
pressor/limiter included when the 
full-production 315 arrived. 

Staff admits to being very im-
pressed. "We haven't bought any yet 
but it's something we're going to be 
looking at in the future, because we 
we're so happy with the cleanness 
of the units, how quiet they are and 
the fact that they're resettable," he 
says. "The 315 would replace the 
GML EQs that I use most of the time, 
and as we have customized level 
presets in the desk, it would replace 
that part of the circuitry as well." 

Staff has been at Whitfield Street 
Studios for two years. Previously, he 
spent five years at The Exchange 
and, before that, 16 years at Trident 
Studios. He has always been a mas-
tering engineer. 

"I do enjoy working with people 
and trying to get the best out of 
what I'm given, and you can only re-
ally do that when people are there," 
he says. "Otherwise, what you do is 
just your opinion—it's not necessar-
illy what the band wants. If you're 
working with a band, they have a 

good idea of what they want to 
achieve, and that helps you." 

It's something of a boom time for 
mastering in London at the moment, 
with the fairly recent developments 
and refurbishments at Metropolis 
and The Town House, respectively. 
Staff says that he's a prime candidate 
for the 315 and 330, because he is a 
self-confessed Focurite fan and reg-
ular user of ISA131s and other ISA 
modules. They would also fit in well 
with the sound chain in his studio, 
which is based around a customized 
%-inch and %-inch Studer A80 rebuilt 
by Timelord in Japan, GMLs, the 
ISA131s, and a customized level-
control panel that Staff put together 
with the Whitfield maintenance de-
partment. Digital is handled by Sonic 
Solutions and the TC Electronic 
M5000 with MD2 mastering software 
and the new EQ software release. 
Monitoring is via ATCs for the big 
stuff; a small pair of B&W CD1s bi-
wired to B&W Zone amplifiers are 
his favorite reference. He believes 
that comparisons of the Blue 315 to 
the Sontec are inevitable. "I'd never 
actually seen a Sontec until about a 
month ago when I went to New 
York," admits Staff. "I'd always heard 
about them but never seen one, and 
it is obvious that Focusrite is com-
peting with them. Sontecs are hard 
to get, which the Focusrites 
shouldn't be. 

"We got on very well with the 
330. It has a beefy sound—a bit like 
the old Neve beefiness," he adds. "It 
has that lovely characteristic to it— 
it's a very, very nice limiter/com-
pressor. 

"The way it's built and the way 
each area is monitored for overload 
and how the noise and other things 
are kept down is impressive," says 
Staff. "Compared to the ISA131, in 
which if you increase the gain you do 
marginally increase the distortion, 
everything in the 330 has been de-
signed to avoid any increase in dis-
tortion at all, and the VCA circuit is 
quite unique and very low-distortion." 
Having separate compressor and 
limiter sections is a benefit, as is the 
fine resolution either side of zero on 
the gain pots of the 315. "I quite 
often find that people want to relate 
back to digital, because with some-
thing like the TC M5000, you have 
very fine adjustment of say 0.5 dB or 
0.1 dB with the Sonic System," ex-
plains Staff. "People like it because 
just that 1 dB more or less can make 

quite a difference, and it's the sort of 
refinement that has just not been 
available in analog. With the Focus-
rite, you can go up or down in %dB 
steps to begin with, and it's lovely to 
make tiny refinements. Plus, it's re-
settable, and both sides are identical, 
so your phase shifting and ampli-
tude should theoretically be exactly 
the same. You couldn't do that with 
a freestanding pair of parametrics." 

Staff used both units on the re-
mastering of Jeff Wayne's War of the 
Worlds epic, which Sony had decid-
ed to give the 20-bit treatment to. 
"They were nice—lovely and quiet 
and actually quite appropriate to 
War of the Worlds because the tapes 
were very, very good considering 
their age. 

"It wasn't a bad transfer, but just 
going 20-bit alone straight off the 
machine sounded better than the 
original CD, so I felt confident im-
mediately," he adds. "The changes 
that were made were very mini-
mal—small changes of 1 dB here 
and there just to tidy the tape up 
and to make it flow. That's what the 
315 is great for. 

"There are two ways of looking at 
the business of mastering," Staff con-
tinues. "If you've got a quality source 
that is low-distortion and all the rest, 
and technically is a good tape, then 
you can often add more EQ if it's re-
quired; but if it's a good tape, then 
it's been well-balanced and well-
EQ'd and doesn't actually need a lot. 
On the other hand, I do get some 
tapes in, especially from small stu-
dios, that are really awful, and you 
have to put the kitchen sink on 
them: everything you've got just to 
get something half decent out of it." 

Staff states that he has no hard-
and-fast rules and believes both 
units apply themselves well to both 
extremes, but he wishes that more 
manufacturers would address the 
mastering sector with product. 

"I think Focusrite has spotted a 
good market, and it would be nice if 
more people joined in and we had 
more choice," he explains. "The only 
thing I would have liked to have 
done is to put Focusrite side by side 
with Sontec. Sontec is the de facto 
standard in the States, but I would 
suspect that Focusrite could hold its 
own quite happily." 

Focusrite is distributed in the U.S. 
by Group One Ltd., 80 Sea Lane., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735; 516/249-
1399; Fax: 516/753-1020. 
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PREVIEW 

TIMELINE 

MEDIAMATRIX DSP 

TimeLine (Vista, CA) intro-
duces the MediaMatrix® 
DSP Audio Processor, 
manufactured by Peavey 
Electronics. A user-pro-
grammable DSP sound 
card/software package for 
the Windows-based Stu-
dioframe workstation, Me-
diaMatrix enhances Studio-
frame's DSP functionality 
by enabling the user to 
construct mix channels 
with pre-designed building 
blocks, including filters for 
up to 24-channel mixes, 
multiple parametric and 
graphic equalizers, delays 
and compression. 
Circle 226 on Reader Service Card 

CEDAR AUTO DE-HISS 

CEDAR Audi() Ltd. (dis-
tributed by Independent 
Audio, Portland, ME) has 
introduced its Auto De-
Hiss software for PC-
based CEDAR systems. In 
conjunction with CEDAR's 
ProDSP/R-20 DSP proces-
sor board, Auto De-Hiss 
removes hiss in real time 
without affecting the fine 
detail, transients and am-
bience of the original sig-
nal. Priced at $ 12,800, 
Auto De-Hiss runs on any 
PC configured as a 
CEDAR System. 
Circle 227 on Reader Service Card 

fiEll PRODUCTS 
PINNACLE MICRO APEX 

Pinn.i(1(2 I() ( Ir\ me, 
CA) offers its new Apex 
4.6-Gigabyte rewritable 
optical drive. Available as 
either an internal or exter-
nal drive, the Apex fea-
tures a raw data rate of 6 
MB/second, an average 
seek time of 17 ms and a 
single-pass write system. 
Pinnacle also offers a pro-
prietary A/V mode that, 
by switching an option 
jumper or SCSI mode se-
lect command, switches 
the drive into a constant 
linear velocity (CLV) 
mode, increasing its data-
storage capacity. Street 
prices are less than 
$1,500; additional 4.6GB 
disks retail for $ 199 each 
or $895 for a 5-pack. 
Circle 228 on Reader Service Card 

NOW! MOTHERS 

CASSETTE REPLICATOR 

NOW! Recording Systems 
(New York City) intro-
duces the Mothers M2010 
Mark II Series 10-pocket 
cassette recorder/duplica-
tor, which can produce 
ten original master cas-
settes from any line-level 
source, or nine duplicates 
from a single master. The 
unit offers normal or 
high-bias settings, and 
can duplicate in stereo or 
mono, at normal or 2x 
speeds. 
Circle 229 on Reader Service Card 

NHT 2.5 

The design for NHT's 
(New York, NY) newest 
loudspeaker, the 2.5, in-
corporates concepts from 
its flagship 3.3 speaker 
and the 2.3 tower. Mea-
suring 7x15.5 inches, the 
2.5 tower has a 1-inch 
soft-dome tweeter, a 6.5-
inch midrange driver and 
a vented 8-inch, side-
loaded woofer. An angled 
front baffle minimizes ear-
ly reflections, standing 
waves and comb filtering 
inside the cabinet. The 
system handles up to 200 
watts; the vented woofer 
goes down to 33 Hz. 
Available in high-gloss 
black, the 2.5 retails at 
$1,100/pair. 
Circle 230 on Reader Service Card 

SONIC FOUNDRY 

NOISE FORGE 

Sonic Foundry (Madison, 
WI) releases Noise Forge, 
a noise-reduction plug-in 
for its Sound Forge 3.0 
Windows-based sound 
editor. Noise Forge is 
designed to analyze and 
remove background 
noise—such as tape hiss, 
electrical hum and ma-
chinery rumble—from 
recordings. Unlike con-
ventional filtering that 
affects the entire passage, 
the Noiseprint feature 
distinguishes noise from 
source material. The plug-
in also includes a Click 
Removal tool that allows 
either manual or automat-
ic glitch replacement. 
Separate plug-ins are 
available for either the 
16-bit or 24-bit version 
of Sound Forge. 
Circle 231 on Reader Service Card 
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PREVIEW 

STUDER D19 MICVALVE 

The latest addition to Stud-
er's (Regensdorf, Switzer-
land) D19 line is the D19 
MicVALVE, a 2-channel mic 
preamp with digital out-
put. MicVALVE features a 
20-bit AID conversion and 
a "Valve Dignifier" that can 
be switched into the signal 
path, providing controls 
for valve sound treatment. 
Also included are analog 
line outputs, switchable in-
serts and an AES/EBU out-
put. Outputs to ADAT or 
TDIF are optional, includ-
ing individual channel I/O 
routing. 
Circle 232 on Reader Service Card 

VESTAX HDR-8 

estaN (Fairfield, 
CA) is now shipping its 
HDR-8 8-track hard disk 
recording system. Vestax 
also announced the new 
MX-1 remote mixing con-
troller for the HDR-8 and 
HDR-6 6-track hard disk 
recording system. The 
MX-1 stores up to 99 snap-
shots of mixer settings and 
can control up to four 
HDR units. 
Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 

TRANSPARENT CABLES 

Unveiled at AES, Trans-
parent Audio (Hollis, ME) 
now offers a line of 
speaker, interconnect and 

  microphone 
cables for 
mastering fa-
cilities and 
recording stu-
dios. Most of 
the cables in-
clude internal 
networks to 
match imped-
ance, control 
resonance, re-
duce RFI and 
compensate 
for cable 
length. 
Circle 234 on 
Reader Service Card 

BARCUS-BERRY 

PIANO PICKUP 

The 4000N Planar Wave 
Piano Pickup System is 
the newest product from 
Barcus-Berry (Huntington 
Beach, CA). The transduc-
er is designed to repro-
duce a piano's complete 
spectrum with equal am-
plitude across the entire 
keyboard. A sensor at-
taches to the sound board 
with a removable adhe-
sive; the control unit fea-
tures volume control, 
high/low impedance out-
puts and a low-drain cir-
cuit for up to 2,000 hours 
of battery life. 
Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 

REDUNDANT POWER 

FOR MACKIE (PIUS 

Designed for broadcast, 
live sound and other fail-
safe operations is the 
Tweconam Inc. (Pittsburgh, 
PA) TC-5000 redundant 
power supply adapter for 
the Mackie Designs 8-Bus 
console. The TC-5000 
adapter provides a method 
for powering the console 
from two standard Mackie 
power supplies simultane-
ously. List is $522. 
Circle 236 on Reader Service Card 

B.A.D. 11111111111111111116118.11111111118111111111111180. 

PRODUCTION MUSIC 

British Audio Designs 
(distributed by Frontline 
Media, Aliso Viejo, CA) 
released its first three al-
bums, entitled The Best of 
BAD., with compositions 
by Christopher Page, 
Patrick Moraz and John 
Cameron. The 3-CD, 210-
minute production library 
features a wide variety of 
musical styles, and is buy-
out priced at $ 1,485, with 
unlimited usage allowed. 
Cirri 237 nn Rodry Service Card 

DYAXIS II CD 

PRESS SOFTWARE 

Editech Corpora-
tion (San Leandro, CA) 
has added CD Press pre-
mastering software to the 
Dyaxis II range of non-
linear DAW systems. CD 
Press for Dyaxis combines 
Red Book-compatible au-
dio CD recording with 
powerful editing and sig-
nal processing tools. Ex-
isting Dyaxis II system 
owners can add CD Press 
by upgrading to MultiMix 
Version 3.0 software and 
expanding disk storage to 
4 GB. 

Ç,,,vice Card 
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DELLARI MP110 

DIRECT DRIVE 

l!Liri (..tlt Lake City, UT) 
offers the MP110 Direct 
Drive. a single-channel 
mic preamp, featuring a 
7025 vacuum tube. The 
unit has XLR and %-inch 
I/Os, a -20dB input pad, 
phase reverse switch, 48 
VDC phantom power and 
true transformer input 
balancing. Specs include 
<0.1% THD, EIN of 129 
dB, +20 dB of gain, +11dB 
output level and a noise 
floor of less than 90 dB. 
Retail is $ 199.99. 
Circle 239 on Reader Service Card 

SONIC SOLUTIONS 
MULTITRACK USP 
Sonic Solutions (Novato, 
CA) introduces its new 
Multitrack USP Sonic Sys-
tem. The new multitrack 
digital editing and mixing 
workstation offers up to 64 
channels of and 80 to 
100 discrete disk playback 
tracks. In addition to its 
multichannel capability, 
the Multitrack USP provides 
new multitrack-optimized 
editing features, including 
instant punch-in/-out. 
Each USP card provides 
16 channels of I/O; up to 
four cards may be integrat-
ed in one system. Hard-
ware features on the USP 
card include four Motoro-
la 56002 processors (at 
66 MHz), a high-speed 
SCSI controller and four 
serial/SMPTE ports. 
Circle 240 on Reader Service Card 

CROWN STUDIO 

REFERENCE 

AMPS 

Crown Interna-
tional Inc. 
(Elkhart, IN) in-
troduces its Stu-
dio Reference 1 
& 2 power am-
plifiers for soni-
cally demanding 
studio applica-
tions. Specifica-

tions include SNL ratios of 
at least 116 dB, THD of 
less than 0.05%, and ¡MD 
of less than 0.025%. The 
4U units include Crown's 
patented ODEP protection 
circuitry and intelligent 
on-demand fan cooling 
for quiet operation, and a 
six-year, no-fault warranty. 
Circle 241 on Reader Service Card 

HOT OFF THE SHELF 

The CableTek Radial JDI 
direct box is a passive de-
sign based around the 
Jensen JT-DBE trans-
former. Features include 
ground lift, -15dB pad, 
line/pickup switch with 
HF roll-off at 70 kHz, XLR 
output and hand-wiring. 
Price is $229. Call 
604/942-1001...LA Audio's 
MX2 2-channel mic pre-
amp offers individual gain 
controls, filtering, LED 
metering, -20dB pads, 
transformer-balanced XLR 
inputs, XLR and %-inch 
outputs and +48V phan-
tom power. Price is ap-
proximately $400. Call 
603/352-4831.. Chameleon 
Music announces a com-
prehensive library of buy-
out production music and 
effects available on 12 
CDs, with three more CDs 
scheduled for November 
release. Call 413/789 1917... 
Making the Connection— 
The Fender Pro Audio 
Primer ($ 19.95) by Tom 
Butler is a 253-page guide 
to the world of profes-

sional audio. Available 
from Fender Pro retailers 
or Mix Bookshelf: 
800/233-9604...Manhattan 
Production Music's Apple 
Trax library adds two new 
releases, AT9—Play the 
Game, 10 themes and 50 
cuts of modern, up-tempo 
action themes, and 
AT10—Cinema Magic, a 
similar 10/50 mix of dra-
matic orchestral music. 
Call 800/227-1954...The 
Harris Creative Group of-
fers an instructional video 
on audio recording. 
PC-based Digital Record-
ing is a two-VHS-tape, 3-
hour program covering 
• hardware and software 
selection, recording tech-
niques, and sound for 
multimedia and video. 
Eight software packages 
are reviewed and demon-
strated, and nine popular 
sound cards are tested 
and reviewed. Call 
415/454-4567.. Platinum 
Sounds for the 21st Cen-
tury from L2 Sound Ef-
fects is a 10-CD selection 
of sound effects from the 
library of Hollywood 
sound designer Frank Ser-
afine. Available in a num-
ber of formats, including 
Sound Fonts, AIFF and 
CD-ROM, the sound ef-
fects include Science Fic-
tion, Supernatural, Com-
bat, Industrial and Metal, 
etc. 310/587-2100 or 
800/779-L2FX...LEMO 
USA has a new catalog 
describing its precision 
fiber-optical connectors 
for single and multiple 
fibers. 800/444-5366... 
Analog Devices has two 
new VCAs designed for 
professional audio applica-
tions. The new SSM2018T 
and SSM2118T do not re-
quire external trimming 
potentiometers to mini-
mize distortion and control 
feedthru and offer 100 dB 
of attenuation and 40 dB 

of gain. 617/937-1428... 
BNK Electronics' low-cost 
20-bit D/A converter mod-
ule, the BNIC MightyMight 
20DA, features two Burr-
Brown PCM1702 20-bit 
D/A converters, 8x over-
sampling digital filtering, 
analog reconstruction fil-
ter and glue logic. The com-
pact module is suitable for 
embedded applications. 
201/894-5905...FirstCom 
Music has added 23 new 
CDs to its Personal Music 
Library, including new 
works from Ralph Towner 
and John Jarvis. The Per-
sonal Music Library con-
sists of more than 400 
production music CDs in 
seven music categories 
from the FirstCom, Music 
House, Chappell and Hol-
lywood Film music li-
braries and is updated 
quarterly. 800/858-8880... 
The Universal BNC Con-
nector (UNI-BNC) from 
Marshall Electronics al-
lows for speedy digital 
connections under any 
conditions, without 
crimping tools. Durability, 
performance and ease of 
attachment recommend 
the UNI-BNC for video, 
computer and test equip-
ment applications. 
800/800-6608.. Sample-
heads Inc. offers the New 
York City Drumworks col-
lection of drum loops and 
hits from six of the finest 
session drummers. The 
146-minute, 2-CD sam-
pling library contains 
1,252 events, 735 loops 
and 517 hits, ready to 
sample and copyright-
free, all for $99.95. 
212/866-1533.. Robert 
Hartwig's Basic TV Tech-
nology, 2nd edition 
($19.95), explains the 
technical fundamentals of 
television and video sys-
tems in easy-to-under-
stand language. Call Focal 
Press at 800/366-2665. • 
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Introducing 
Ike Biggest 
Hodler Ever! 

Dynamically Invariant A-B Linear Operation 

is an extremely important advance in front-end/driver 

circuitry for directly. exciting. Large arrays of power 

• MOSFETs. Traditionally. such circuits have only 6dB of 

surplus current headroom over their static or quiescent 

bias current. The new circuitry works on a variable-gain 

current-steering principle which results in absolutely linear 

current headroom of 20dB or more at low driver dissipation. 

This is extremely important for providing the high transient 

current needed to drive the capacitance of MOSFET gates at 

high frequencies. The result is both lower distortion and 

greater inherent stability. 

Check out MolAZZ 

recording artist 

Wayman Tisdale 

and The Fifth Quarters' 

new release 

"Power Forward!" 

Wayman uses the 

9303 Trans•nova 

in his home studio and 

the P7000 on bass. 

Finally a Big Amp with Hafler's 
Legendary Sound Quality! 

"The new Meer 
Trans•nova 
DIABLO. sounds 
great here at Capitol's 
Tower Mastering. 
Dependable as 
always- clear and 
detailed with wonder-

ful bass response." 

Wally Traugot 
Tower Mastering 

Capitol Records 

Hollywood. CA 

Hafler 
trans .r11 

• • IL/ IY 

P7000 DIABLO 

siiIfr 

eigieddee 

Haller 

rniummummomess -f. 

Sound 

Reinforcement 

Power Large Monitor 

Speakers 

Bass Guitar and 
other Instruments 

Sound Quality in a 

Big Amp! 

EIA (1kHz. 0.17. THD) 

375 Watts/Channel 

into 8S2 

525 Watts/Channel into 4S2À 

1050 Watts Bridged Mono into 8S2A 

"Continuous sine wave power limited by current rating of line fuse 

The award winning 9303 and 9505 Trans•nova 
amplifiers are already a huge success! 

"The DIABLO. circuitry 
makes an already great 
sounding amplifier even 
better. The high end is 
truly vacuum tube like. 
while the bottom has the 
punch of solid state. 

The first project mixed 
with the new DIABLO. 
amplifiers is a Circle 
Surround DMP Big Band 
CD which includes classic 
charts from Basie, Dorsey, 
Ellington. Herman, Kenton 

and Miller." 

Tom Jung 
DMP Records 

Stamford CT 

DIABLO. patent applicatior in progress. 
Trans•nova patent #4467288 

DMP's 5 channel Music Mixing Suite 

Powered by Hafler 9505 Trans•nova 
DIABLO. Amplifiers. 

©1995 Rockford Corporation 

HAFLER PROFESSIONAL, A DIVISION OF ROCKFORD CORPORATION • TEMPE, ARIZONA 85281 USA 
1-800-366-1619 • INTERNATIONAL FAX 602-967-8132 • IN CANADA, CONTACT CABLE TEK 604-942-1001 
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"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. 

PHOTO-VIDEO 

FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570compuserve.com 

System 6 NFM H 
A 6 5 inch Dual Concentric with 
tulip HE wave guide forms the heart 
at the System 6 NFM II providing a 
reference single point source moni-
tor in a more compact enclosure 
than ever before. Every aspect of 
design fully complements the drive 
unit's capability. The rigid cabinet 
mth carefully contoured baffle and 
tarn minimizes diffraction and the 
high quality minimalist DMT 
crossover and gold-plated Bi-Wire 
terminal panel optimize the signal 
path. Pin-point stereo accuracy with 
wide frequency response, good power handling and sensitivity 
make this an ideal neartield monitor 

PBM Series II 
Reference Monitors 

PBM li Series s the industry standard for refereniie mint-
mrs They feature advanced technologies such as variable 
:uickness, injection molded cones with nitrite rubber wit-
rounds and the highest quality components including 
polypropylene capacitors and carefully selected indicators. 
With a Tannoy monitor system you are assured of absolute 
fidelity to the source, true dynamic capability and most impor-
tant, real world accuracy. 

PBM 5 II 
• Custom 5' injection-molded bass driver with a nitrite rubier 
surround for extended linearity and accurate low fremency 
reproduction. They are boner damped for reduced ch/ortron 
and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the b- polymide soft dome 
ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended bandwidth for 
extremely precise sonically-balanced monitoring. 
• Designed for nearfield use. the RIM 5 II cabinets are pro-
duced from high density medite for minimal resonance and 
features an anti-diffrachon radiused front baffle design. 

PBM 6.5 II 
• Transportable and extremely powerful, the PBM 6.5 Ilis tl e 
ideal monitor for almost any project production eneronm. nt. 
• 6 5' lowlrequency driver and am- tweeter are fed by a com-
pletely redesigned hardwired hand selected crossover pro 
Ming uncompromised detail, precise spectral resoluion .Ind 
flat response. 
• Fully radiused and ported cabinet design reduces resonance 
and diffraction while providing deep linear extended bass. 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech r soft dome tweeter with unmatched pattern 
control and enormous dynamic capability. 8" driver iscape-
Ole of powerful bass extension under extreme SPL dernan Is. 
• Hard wired crossover features true Si-care capability Wid el-
ides the finest high power polypropylene capacitors aid 
components available. 
• Full cross-braced matrix medite structure virtually eliminates 
cabinet resonance as a factor. 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporating a 
large diameter port featuring laminar air flow at higher pon 
velocrties 

Stewart 
PA1000/1400/1800 

Power Amplifiers 
I • High frequency switch 

mode power supply 
fully charges 120.000 
times per second ( 1000 
times faster than con-
venhonal power sup-
plies) requiring far less 
capacitance for filtering 
and storage. 
• High speed recharging 
also reduces power 
supply "sagging" that 
afflicts other designs. 
• Incredibly efficient. 5 PA- 1000 or PA- 1400's (4 PA-1800's) 
can be run on one standard 20 amp circuit. There is no need 
for staggered turn-on configurations or other preventivri mea-
sures when using multiple amp set-ups, as current drown 
during turn-on is only 6 amps per and, 
• They produce smooth and uncolored sound. while offering 
very full detailed low end response and tcns of horsepower. 
• They each carry a 5 year warranty on part and labor 

PA- 1000 weighs 9 lbs, is 15- deep and occupies one standarc 
rack space. Delivers 1000 watts into 4fg when bridged to mono. 
PA-1400 weighs 16 lbs, is 15" deep and takes 2 standard rack 
spaces. Delivers 1400 watts into 4t1 when bridged to mono. 
PA-1800 werghs 17 lbs. is 1r deep and takes two rack spaces 
Delivers 1800 watts into dud when bridged to mono 

TASCAM 
M-2600 Series 

16/24/32 Channel Eight Channel Mixers 
LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 

• Combining completely redesigned low noise circuitry with Absolute 
Sound Transparency'. the M-2600 delivers high-quality extremely 
clean sound. No matter how many times your signal goes 
through the M-2600, it world be colored or altered The signal 
remains as close to the original as possible. The only coloring 
you hear is what you add with creative Et) and your outboard 
signal processing gear. 

• Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hum. 
World-class power supply provides higher voltage output for 
better headroom and higher S/51 ratio. 

PREMIUM OUALITY MIC PRE-AMPS 
• The M-2600's mic pre-amps yield an extremely low noise floor. 
enormous headroom and an extremely flat frequency response. 
This lowers distortion and widens dynamic range. It also 
increases gain control to an amazing 51dB. Plus. you get phan-
tom power on each channel. 
• The M-2600 accepts balanced or unbalanced 1/4" inputs, and 
low-impedance XLR jacks. Better still. the TRIM controls oper-
ate over a 51dB input range. For the hottest incoming signals. 
all it takes is a press of the -20 dB PAD button atop each chan-
nel strip to bring any signal down to manageable levels. Plug 
anything no it - keyboards, guitars, basses, active or passive 
microphones, samplers and more. No matter what you put into 
it. you can be confident that signal can be placed at optimum 
levels without a lot of fuss 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
The most versatile AUX section in its class. rivaling expensrve 
high-end consoles. 8 sends total. 2 in stereo. Send signal in 
stereo or mono, pre- or post-fader. Available all at once Retum 
signal through any of 6 stereo paths. 

FLEXIBLE EIT SECTION 
You'll find both shel-iing and spht-E0 sections on some mid-level 
consoles. But that's where the similarities with the M-2600 end. 
The M-2600's bi-directional split E0 means you can use either or 
both E0 sections :n the Monitor or Channel path or defeat the 
effect altogether with one bypass button. Most other compare-
bly-pricedmixers wil Ica the shelving mix into the Monitor path 
only, limiting you EN application. 

ADVANCED SIGNAI. ROUTING OPTIONS 
Direct channel input switching. Assign to one of eight busses. Or 
direct to tape or dsk or to the master stereo bus Because the 
group and direct-out lacks are one and the same, you can select 
either without repatching. You won't find this kind of speed or 
flexibility in a "one-see-fits-0r board. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
The M-2600 has a big studio feel. All buttons are tightly spring 
loaded, lock into place with cant idence and are large enough to 
accomodate even the biggest fingers. The faders and knobs have 
a tight, smooth "e.pensive" feel and are easy to see, easy to 
reach and a peasure to manipulate. Center detents assure zero 
positions for Et) and PAN knobs. Smooth long throw 100mm 
faders glide neely ye-i still confidently allow you to position them 
securely without fear of accidentally slipping to another position 

MICRO SERIES 1202 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mic/Line Mixer 
USuads tne performance and durabd4 Al smaller du.ers drops in direct propoit • • 
their price. Fonunately. Mackres fanatical approach to pro sound engineering h.P. 
resulted in the Micro Series 1202, an affordable small mixer with studio specifica-
tions and rugged construction. The 1202 is a no-compromise, professional quality 
ultra-compact mixer designed for professional duty in broadcast studios. permanent 
PA applications and editing suites where nothing must ever go wrong. 

MO COMAE FEATURES • Master section includes two stereo aux returns, a separate 
• Working S/N ratio of 9006, distortion below 0.025% across the headphone level control, metering and two stereo aux returns. 
entire audio spectrum. switchable .48 volt phantom power and • Line Inputs and outputs are designed to work with any line level, 
.28 dBu balanced line drivers. 
• Real switchable phantom-powered mic inputs with discrete. from instrument level, to semi-eiej44 0%olessional .4dB. 

HEAVY DUET 
balanced mrc preamps as good as those found in big consoles • Designed for non-stop. 24-hour-a-day professional duty in per-
• Has 4 mono channels, each with discrete front end mic pre- murent PA applications t'Y and radio station, etc. 
amprtine input and four stereo channels. each with separate let • Sealed rotary controls instead of open frame phenolic paten-
and right line inputs. tiometers that suffer from dust and contamination. 
• Every input channel has a gain control with unity at the center • Has steel chassis, rugged fiberglass circuit boards and a built-in 
detent for easy setup Also a pan pot, low frequency EO at 80Hz, power supply. Also has except onal RF protection. 
high frequency ED at 12.5 KHz, and two aux sends with up to MULTPLE AFPUCARMU 

20dB available gain. • Ideal "entry lever mixer for those just starting a MIDI suite 
• Main outputs operate either balanced/unbalanced, as required. • Ideal as headphone oi cue nicer, level matching pro audio "tool 
• Switchable three-way 12- LED peak meter displays kit". drum or effects sends subcnixer. 8-track monitor mixer. 

CR-1604 16-Channel Mic-LineMixer 
The hands-down choice for major touring groups and studio session players, as well 
as for broadcast. sound contracting and recording studio users, the Mackie 
CR-1604 is the industry standard for compact 16-channel mixers. The 
CR-1604 offers features. specs, and day-in-day-out reliability that rival far 
larger boards. It features 24 usable line inputs with special headroom/ 
ultra-low noise Unityplus circuitry. seven AUX sends, 3-band equalization, 
constant power pan controls, 10-segment LED output metering, discrete 
front end phantom-powered mic inputs and much more 

LOWEST NOISE. HIGHEST HEADROOM 
• With the CR-1604, having the lowest noise and highest head-
room (90 dB working S/N and 108 dB dynamic range) at Me 
same time are not mutually exclusive. It is free of commonly 
encountered headroom restrictions, and is able to handle the 
occasional pegged input with ease. In fact. many drummers 
consider it the only mixer capable of handling the attack and 
transients of acoustic and electronic drums. 

CONSTANT POWER PAN POTS 
• Only with constant power pan pots will a source panned hard 

left or hard right have the same loudness as when it IS sitting 
dead center. While most small mixers pass simple balance con-
trols for pan pots, the CR-1604's carefully optimized constant 
power pan circuitry make it a professional tool with the kind of 
performance necessary for CD mastenng, video posting and 
other critical audio production. 

IN-PLACE STEREO SOLO 
• Stereo "in place" solo allows not only the monitoring of level 
and ED. but also stereo perspective. Usually found in very 
expensive mixers, stereo solo allows you to critically scrutinize 
and carefully build a mix using all the channels with their 
respective sends and AUX returns. 

UNITYPLUS GAIN STRUCTURE 
• Proper gain settings are facilitated by proper gain labeling, 
along with center-click detents on the faders. clearly under-
standable input trim controls and output meters that read chan-
nel levels in solo mode. With properly set levels you achieve 
very high headroom and low noise at the same time. 

EFFECTS SEND WITH GAIN 
• Unusual circuit design that provides two different "zones" that 
reflect real world use: send from each channel can vary in level 
from off to unity gain, which is the normal range of effects 
sends in other mixers. Since you also get another whole zone 
from the center detent to . 15 dB of gain, the channel fader can 
be pulled down and the effects send can be boosted above unity 
when more effect is needed 

INTELLIGENT EC POINTS 
• Low frequency ET) is at 80 Flz 
where it has mare depth and less 
hollow midbass "bank" Midrange is centered at 2.5 KHz, pro-
viding for more cortrcl cf vocal and instrumental harmonics A 
specially-shaped HF curve that shelves at 12 KHz creates more 
sizzle and less aural fatigue. 

REAL RUC PREAMPS 
• The CR-1604 has genuine studio-grade phantom powered, bal-
anced input mec preamps on channels 1 through 6. All CR-1604 
(and XLR10) discreto input mic preamp stages incorporate four 
conjugate-pair, large-ern-ter geometry transistors just like the 
big mixers use. So. wher recording nature sound effects to 
heavy metal or Wong flutes or kick drums, you get the qui-
etest, cleanest results oasuble. 

BUILT TO LAST 
• The CR-1604 is demo red for non-stop. 24-hours-a-day profes-
sional duty - even for fours that log 100.000 miles in three 
months. It has sealed rotary potentiometers that are resistant to 
airborne contammatior like dust, smoke, liquids, and even the 
oxidizing effects of air itself 

Optional Accasserles 
OTTO-1604 

Add sophisticated computer controlled automation to your CR-
1604 When connected to :he MIDI port of your computer ( PC. 
Mac. Amiga or Atari), each one of the 16 input channels can be 
programmed to change gain or to mute. just as you would pro-
gram a sequencer Master levels can be programmed as well. 
along with all buss channels 

10.R10 
While the standard CR-1504 comes with 6 high performance mic 
inputs. there are limes when you need more. Enter the XLRIO. 
This simple-to-install accessory adds 10 more (for a total 0116) 
mic inputs, with the same quality, performance and features as 
those in the CR-1604 
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With today's audio systems stretching the limits of program 
dynamics it's become crrtical for engineers to obtain maximum 
loudness with the minimum of distonion component:, to fully 
utilize the dynamic range available It is of equal importance that 
they have a method of monitoring and establishing Me maximum 
safe level at which a system can operate. 
That's why every Dorrough Audio Level Meter simultaneously 
shows three dimensions of program material content Peak, 
Average Power and Compression are displayed on a color-coded 
40-segment LED scale. The meters are easily viewed while pro-
viding high precision indications of program energy content. 

Loudness Meter Model 40-A 
The model 40-A has a scale allowing 14dB of headrocrn in 1dB 
steps A stand-alone unit, it measures ar x 2)‘" x 6se • and has 
an internal power supply. Model 40-AP has a peak-hold option 
as well 

Loudness Meter Model 40-II 
The Model 40-8 provides metering of relative loudnem to peak 
modulation. The 40-B is a scale differentiation of the 40-A and is 
calibrated in percent (%) modulation, with the lower scale in dB 
from .3 dB to -3 dB. Model 40-13P has a peak- hold option as well. 

BEHRINGER 
MDX 1000 Autocom 
Automatic Compressor/Limiter 

Ye" • 

• Incorporates an interactive auto processor for Intellig rti: program 
detection. With the auto processor, the attack and rebase times 
are derived automatically from the respective prograrr material - 
preventing common adjustment errors. 
• The auto processor also allows you to compress the signal heavily 
and "musically" in dynamic range without any audible "pumping" 
"breathing" or other side effects. 
• Provides both Attack and Release controls allowing for deliberate 
and variable sound processing. 
• Switchable soft knee/hard knee characteristics. Soft knee is the 
basis of the " inaudible" and "musicals" compression or the materi-
al. Hard knee is a prerequisite for creative and effective dynamics 
processing and for limiting signal peaks reliably and reersely 

MDX2000 Composer 
Interactive Dynamics Processor 

• Powerful and versatile signal processing tool provides 4 most 
commonly dynamic control sections, fully automatic compres-
sor, manually controlled compressor, expander and peak limiter. 
• Innovative IKA ( Interactive Knee Adaptation) circuit cambines 
the " musicality" of the "soft knee" function with the precision of 
the " hard knee" characteristics. Provides subtle and "imudible" 
compression of the sound allows creative dynamics mocessing. 
• Auto processor provides fully automatic control of attack and 
release times. There is also manual control. 
• Interactive Ratio Control ( IRC) expander eliminates "el utter on 
or around the threshold point. 
• Interactive Gain Control ( IGC) Peak Limiter combines clipper 
and program limiter. This allows for "zero" attack, distortion-free 
limitation of signal peaks. 
• IOC is invaluable in live applications. Servobalanced inputs and 
outputs Operating level switchable from - 10dB to .4cra 

PEQ305 Studio Parametric 
The Musical Equalizer 

• Five indepenorm: .... minable bands Ili. • ',mix band can 
be modified gradually from notch to tatoaduano charachinstics. 
This offers more flexibility than any graphic equalizer can provide. 
• Bands 1 and 5 are switchable between shell and peak. This rs 
extremely useful, since acoustic problems usually occur in the 
upper and lower frequencies. 
• Utilizes the "Consistent 0" principle to eliminate interact on of the 
parametrics frequency, bandwidth and amplitude The same 
applies to interaction between the individual frequency bands 
• Parallel arrangement of the individual filters reduces phase shift-
ing and associated delays to a minimum. 
• Potentiometer response follows human hearing charact.ristics. 
• Relay-controlled hard bypass with auto-bypass functionduring 
power faiirp• 

TASCAM 
103 Mastering Cassette Deck 

Cost effective three 
head stereo nixdown 
cassette deck, appro-
priate for audio and 
«lea production facrli-
ties. With its three 
head design you can hear what is actually on the tape as it is 
recorded. Auto Monitor Function switches from playback to input 
automatically while in record/pause mode, allowing you 63 set 
record levels or match tape levels Dolby HO PRO circuitry pro-
vides extended high frequency performance while keeping distor-
tion and noise to a minimum Tape type is automatically iensed 
and adjusted for by the Auto Tape Selection feature 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 

Store & Mail Order Hours 

Sun 1O-4;45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7;3D • Fri 9-2 • Sat Closed 

RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICI AVAILABIlE (extra charge) 
AUDIO-VIDEO 

X .SENNHEIZER. 
RF CONDENSER MICROPHONES 
Unlike traditional 
condenser miry, the 
capacitive transducer 
in Sennheiser con-
denser mes rs part 
of a tuned RF-dis 
criminator circuit. Its 
output is a relatively 
low impedance audio 
signal which allows 
further processing by 
conventional bi-polar 
low noise solid state 
circuito. They achieve 
a balanced floating 
output without the 
need for audio transformers, and ensure a fast, distortion-free 
response to audio transients over an extended frequency 
range. 

MKH 20 P48113 Omnidirectional 
Low distortion push-pull element. transtormerless RF con-
denser, flat frequency response, OM usemear-field response 
switch (6 dB boost at 10 KHz), switchable 10 dB pad to pre-
vent overmodulation. Handles 142 dB SPt. High output level. 
Ideal for concert, Mid-Side ( M-S). acoustic strings. brass and 
wind Instrument recording 

MKH 40 P48U3 Cardiold 
Highly versatile. low distortion push-pull cement, transformer-
less RF condenser, high output level, trnsparent response. 
switchable proximity equalization (-4 dB at 50 Hz) and pre-
attenuation of 10 dB to prevent overmodulation. In vocal appli-
cabons excellent resuffs have been achieved with the use of a 
pop screen. Recommended for most situations, including digi-
tal recording. overdubbing vocals, percusive sound. acoustic 
guitars, piano, brass and string instrumens. Mid-Side (M-SI 
stereo, and conventional X-Y stereo 

MKH 60 P48U3 Short Shotgun 
Short interference tube RF condenser, ligotwerght metal alloy, 
transformeness, low noise, symmetrical capsule design. 
smooth off-axis frequency response, sechable low cut filter 
(-5 dB at 100 Hz). high frequency boost (--5 dB at 10 KHz) and 
10 dB attenuation. Handles extremely high SPI ( 135 dB). ideal 
for broadcasting, film, video, sports recording, interviewing in 
crowded or noisy environments Excellent for studio 
voiceovers. 

MKH 70 P48U3 Shotgun 
Extremely lightweight RF condenser, rugged, long shotgun, 
low distortion push-pull element, transformerless. low noise, 
switchable presence (.5 dB at 10 KHz), law cut filter (-5 dB at 
50 Hz), and 10 dB preanenuation. Handles 133 d(i/SPL with 
excellent sensitivity and high output leve . Ideal for video/film 
studios, theater, sporting events. and nature rP ' tetgS 

We are also full 
stocking dealers of 

*audiolechnica. 
beyerdynarnicn 

Electrolobice' 

Symetrix 
Signal Processing Products 
601 Digital Voice Processor 

• Accepts ,p ,c or line lev ¡ analog signals con-
verts them to digital ( 18 bits) and then 

performs 24-bit digital domain 
signal processing. 
• Processing Includes 
fully parametric ED, 
shelving Ea notch 
filtering, dynamic fil-
tering (noise reduc-
tron) de-essing. 
delay, chorusing. 
gating, expansion. 
compression. AOC 
and DC removal. 
• Combination of 128 
factory presets and 
128 non-volatile user 

programs guarantee predictable and rt peatable effects from 
session to session, performance to performance. 
• Fias XLR-balanced (analog) monaural foie and line inputs and 
01R-balanced stereo output XLR-batinced and S/PD/F 
(RCA) inputs and OutputS. MIDI inputioutput supports con-
nection to virtually any type of MIDI control device for pro-
gramming or controlling the 601 in real time. 
• Ideal for a variety of recording, broadiast. live sound, and 
post production applications 

488 Dyna-Squeeze 
8-Channel Compressor/Interface 

• Can easily increase average recording levels on your digital 
or analog tape recorder by 10dB witb no side effects 
• Tracks processed by Dyna-Sqeeze have presence and 
increased articulation. Subtle sounds become more up front. 
• Many professional mixing consoles have output levels that 
are much hotter than digital recorder inputs The 488 match-
es any console to most any digital recorder 

We are a full stocking dealer 
for the entire Symetrix line 

TASCAM 
DA-88 Digital Multi-Track Recorder 

The first thing you notice about the eight channel DA-88 is the size of the cas-
sette - it's a small Hi-8mm video cassette. You'll also notice the recording 
time - up to 120 minutes These are just two of the advantages of the p0-88's 
innovative use of 8mm technology. 

• The ATF system ensures that there will be no tracking errors or 
loss of synchronization. The DA-88 doesn't even have (or 
need) a tracking adjustment All eight tracks of audio are per-
fectly synchronized. What's more, this system guarantees per-
fect tracking and synchronization between all audio tracks on 
all cascaded decks - whether you have one deck or sixteen ( up 
to 128 tracks!). 
• Incoming audio is digitized by the on-board 16-bit DIA at either 
44.1 or 48KHz ( user selectable). The frequency response is flat 
from 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range exceeds 92dB. 
As you would expect from a CD-quality recorder, the wow and 
flutter is unmeasurable. 

Fostex 

• One of the best fhatures of the DAAM is the ability to execute 
seamless Punch- ins and Punch- orys. This feature offers pro-
grammable digit d croseades, as well as the ability to insert nevi 
material accurately into tight spots "You can even delay individ-
ual tracks, whether you want to gererate special effects or com-
pensate for poorliming. All of this ,an be performed easily on a 
deck that is simple and intuitive or 

RD-8 Multi-Track Recorder 
Fostex has long been a leader in synchronization, and the RD-8 redefines 
that commitment. With its built-in SMPTE / EBU reader/generator. the RD-
8 can stripe, read and jam sync time code - even convert to MIDI time 
code. In a sync environment the RD-8 can be either Master or Slave. In a 
MIDI environment it will integrate seamlessly into the most complex pro-
met studio, allowing you complete transport control from within your MMC 
(MIDI Machine Control) compatible sequencer. 
• Full transport control is available via the unit's industry-standard RS-422 port, providing full control roht from your video bay. The 
RD-8 records at either 44.1 or 48KHz and will perform Pull- Up and Pull-Down functions for filmNider, transfers. The Track Slip 
feature helps maintain perfect sound-to-picture sync and the 8-Channel Optical Dig-tat Interface keep,. you in the digital domain. 

•All of this contributes to the superb sound quality of the RD-6 The audio itself is processed by 16-bd digital-to-analog ( D/A's) con-
verters at either 44.1 or 48KHz (user selectable) sampling rates. With 64% oversampling. Playback is accomplished with 18 bit ana-
log-to-digital (A/D's) and 640 oversampling, thus delivering CD-quality audio. 
• The S-VHS transport in the RD-8 was selected because of its proven reliability, mud construction mid superb tape handling 
capabilities. Eight tracks on S-VHS tape allow much wider track widths than is posible on other digital tape recording formats. 
•wan its LCD and 10-digit display panel, the RD-8 is remarkably easy to control. Ycu can readily access 100 locale points, and 
cross-fade time is fully controllable in machine to machine editing Table of Conteals data can be reorded on tape. When the next 
session begins. whether on your RD-8 or another, you rust load the set up informs-doe from your tape and begin working Since 
the RD-8 is fully ADAT compliant, your machine can play tapes made on other conpatible machines, and can be controlled by 
other manufacturers ADAT controllers Your tapes will also be playable on any oth r ADAT deck 

Panasonic, 
SV-3700/SV-4100 

Professional DAT Player/Recorders • 
Panasonic's SV-3700 and SV-4100 are designed for prolesmonal applica- • 
tions. They have highly accurate and reliable transport systems with search 
speeds up to 400 times normal play speed. They also feature advanced, high- quality analog-to-digital ; A-D) and digital-to-analog 
(D-A) converters and input/output circuitry designed to interface with the widest varrety of devices. 

• When recording via the analog inputs, a front panel switch per-
mits selection of the sampling rate (44.1kHz or 48kHz). When 
recording through the dignal inputs. it automatically clocks to 
incoming frequencies of 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz. 
• Ramped record mute and unmute with three seconds fade-in 
and five seconds fade-out provides automatic level changes at 
the start and end of a recording. 
• High speed transpon enables searching up to 250x normal 
speed. High-speed search up to 40Ch normal speed is possible 

• Buill-in shuttle wheel has two variable speed ranges: 3 to 15x 
normal speed m Play mode and '/2 to 3x normal speed in 
Pause mode —an ideal way to tie tape locations 
• Comprehenser display includes program numbers, absolute 
time, prograrntime, remaining time and Table of Contents. 
which display, tidal recorded finie and total PAD count for 
commercial prerecorded DAT tapes. 
• Has XLR-balanced and unbalanced (phono) digital inputs and 
outputs Also cas XLR-balancedanalog stereo inputs and out-

once the tape has been scanned in Play. Fast-Forward or puts. Output rvel is selectable between .4db and - 10db. The 
Reverse mode input level is .4db 

SV-4100 Has All Ma Features of the SI'-3700 nue 
Offers enhanced performance required for professional production, broadcast ancrive-sound systems Features instant start, exter-
nal sync capability, additional digital interfaces and exceptional 20-bit audio 

QUICK START WITH TRIM AND REHEARSAL FLEXIBLE SEARCH 
• With 8MB of memory holding live seconds of audio data. the • Easily and accdrateh access you A-Time You can specify 
Quick Start function provides sound almost instantly after a hour, minute, second and frame 
play command is executed. Other DAT recorders lag about .7 • In most mods. the currently deplayed A-Time can be assigned 
second, making them unsuitable for professional applications, to one of the i ocate buttons. Then from Stop. Pause or Play 
• Easily adjust the Quick Start position and specify d by A-Time, you can rapidly cue to any of Ila-se four addresses by pressing 
Stan ID or PNO. Recording via Quick Start is also possible. its Locate key. In addition, Locale Last takes you to the most 
allowing two SV-4100s to be used for frame-accurate punch- recent Ouick : dart A-Time position 
In/punch-out and assemble editing • Search is alsir possible by Start ID or program number. 
• You can adjust the Ouick Start position with 1-Frame resolution 5-MODE MAHAL SYNC 
over a range of :50 frames. External sync b. essential for apakcations such as video postpro-
• Without playing the tape, you can monitor the level of stored duction and stereo submix recording. It assures uniformity of 
data to check your Ouick Start position. This preview capability timing belvieer, different equipment so the audio data consistent-
is handy before actual editing or on-air play. Repeated play is ly matches up hith the target media. Select From 3 video external 
also possible, using about 1.5 seconds of the data to create a sync modes (25, 2697 and 30 frames per second) or use the 
kind of sampler effect word sync or Cigna' Data modes (which Ion to the input sam-

FRAME ACCURATE INDEXING MID EDMNG Ong frequency). 
• Using the trim and rehearsal functions, you can accurately MULTIPLE DIGITAL INTERFACES 
determine points to mate, start and skip IDs. These IDs can be • Has OLA-bal inced digital inpulland output plus unbalanced dig-
written, rewritten or erased at any point in the recording and dal coaxial and optical inputs and outputs. Analog inputs/out-
automatically renumbered. puts are XLR-balanced and outgut level is swdchable between 
• With Iwo SA-4100s connected via the 8-pin parallel remote ter. .4413 and -Ina providing compatibility with other equipment. 
minal, synchronized frame-accurate editing can be performed. 3-WAY REMOTE CONTROL 
Continuity of edit points can be checked by rehearsal playback. • GPI input allows simple triggering of Ouick-Start Play. &pin 
By entering and editing end position in one of the Locate but- parallel remote terminal connects to another DAT deck, com-
tons, you can determine a punch-out point as well puter or wired remote Include wireless remote control. 

lic=.)Roland DM-800 
Digital Audio Workstation 
The DM-800 is a compact, stand-alone multi-track disk 
recorder that provides an amazing array of features at an 
unbelievably low price. Whether for music production, post 
production or broadcast, 
the DM-800 will make your work simpler, faster, more pro-
ductive and more profitable. A full function workstation, the 
DM-800 performs all digital mixing operations from audio 
recording, to editing, to 
track-bouncing, to final mixdown. It fully supports SMPTE 
and MIDI time codes and also features a buitt-in Sample 
Rate Resolver to synchronously 
lock to any time code. 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 

Portable DAT Recorder 
• With rotary two head design and 
two direct drive motors the 
DA-P1 offers one of the best 
transport in its class. 
• 01R-balanced micAine 
inputs (wrth phantom power) 
accept a broad range of signal levels 
from -60dB to .4dB. 
• Analog line inputs and outputs (unbalanced) phis S/PDIF (RCA) 
digital inputs and outputs enables direct digital transfers. 
• Uses next generation ND and D/A converters be amazing quality 
• Supports multiple sample rates (46 44.1 and V kHz) and SCMS-
free recording. 
• Included in its design is a MIC limiter and 20d6 pad to achieve 
the best possible sound without outside disturbances 
• To monitor your sound there is a TAS lack andievel control 
for use with any headphones. 
• Built tough, the DA-P1 is housed in a solid, wed-constructed hard 
case. It includes a shoulder belt. AC adapter and one bandy 

SONY" 
TCD-D7 

DAT Walkman Player/Recorder 
• Long Play (LP) mode allows up 
to 4 hours of record/playback 
of 12-bit audio on a single 
DAT cassette. 
• Equipped with digital coaxial 
and optical input connector. 
Maintains the highest signal 
purity for recording and play-
back of digital sources with all 
information retained in the digital 
domain. 
• Also has analog Mic and line inputs for record-ng from analog 
sources without external adapters. 
• High-speed Automatic Music Sensor (AMO) search function 
finds and plays tracks, skips forward or back up to 99 tracks, all 
at 100x normal speed. 
• Has a Digital Volume Limiter System (OVLS) tint increases lis-
tening comfort and sound quality by automatoally adjusting for 
sudden level changes of the recording. It also helps prevent 
sound leaks through headphones. 
• Two-speed cue-review lets you hear sound Ode player is in 
fast-wind modes, up to 3. or 25x normal sped. 
• Compact and portable, it has an anti-shock mechanism that per-
mot accurate recording and playback even while in motion. 
• LCD display with backlit windows clearly shoes recording level, 
track number, operating status and 4-segment battery indicator. 
even in low ambient light conditions. 
• Optional RM-D3K System Adapter Kit for corrolete digital inter-
face. The kit is equipped with the input/output connectors for 
both the optical cable and the coaxial cable Therefore you can 
use d as a relay between the TCD-137 and ot61 digital equip-

TCD-D10 PRO II 
Portable DAT Recorder 

• Has balanced XLR input. switchable microphone (-60dB) or lure 
(.4dB) inputs. A 12-pin digital connector provides interfacing 
with AES/EBU digital signals of 326. 44.1, ,e 48.0 KHz sam-
pling rate. This means that compatibility with other digital sys-
tems is assured. It also provides the convenience of digital dub-
bing and editing without any degradation. 
• Equipped with a comprehensive self-diagnostics function that 
constantly monitors the rotation of the head drum, capstan and 
reels. The tape transport mode and load/unload time are contin-
uously checked as well Upon detection of 'rouble, the tape is 
brought to a forced stop and unloaded autemancally to protect 
the tape and the recorder. 
• Up to 99 start IDs can be recorded o the seticode area When 
the record button is pressed, the start ID is recorded automati-
cally for 9 seconds. During recording, it can also be added man-
ually to any position of the tape. Search for these start IDs ro 
performed in two modes at 100 times nornal speed 
• Offers a maximum spooling time of 140 x normal speed. A two 
hour tape can be rewound or fast forwarded in under a minute 
• 20-segment digital peak level meters include overload indica-
tory. Closely tracks input signal for accurate level indications. 
• During playback, the date and time of recording is displayed 
• Has a 5-segment battery indicator. The lam segment blinks on 
and off, notifying you to change batteries. 
• To eliminate distortion caused by unexpected peaks. the TCD-
D10 PRO II incorporates a record-level limiter with a fast attack 
time of 300ms The microphone attenuant( prevents distortion 
by suppressing the signal level 20 dB. 
• Immediate playback is possible through a built-in speaker. 
• A wired remote controller is supplied to control the record, play. 
stop, and pause functions of the recorder.The top end of the 
controller is designed to accept a microphone holder. Two 
microphone stand screw adapters are also supplied. 
• The supplied NP-22H rechargeable battery pack provides 1.5 
hours of continuous operation. The optional NPA-D10 battery 
adapter enables 1 hour of continuous operation on AA-size 
batteries. With the use of the supplied AC: -88 AC power 
adapter, it can also be operated on 100-2A0 VAC, 50-60 Hz 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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$ 1,659.--

Excellent for pre-dubbing production dialogue 

and ADR for motion pictures and television, the 

OPTIMIZEFI and VITALIZER" prove to be great 

processors from the front end of our digital 

workstations all the way through to our final 

mixed printmasters. 

SPL 's VITALIZER' technology is true audio scieno 

The CLASSIC VITALIZER' and the STEREO VITALIZER' 

are psycho-acoustic magic boxes. 

They contain bass frequencies, enhance mid and 

high range frequencies, stretch surround sound 

and widen stereo imaging. 

The OPTIMIZER provides our studios with creative 

frequency equalization enhancement as well as 

noise control and elimination." 
FF1.4« SERAF 

New Product: The new EQ MAGIX includes the 

technology of VITALIZER and OPTIMIZER in an 

outboard EQ unit. It combines these with a high 

performance microphone preamplifier and o duc 

channel output stage. The EQ MAGIX comes in a 

professional RF-proof chassis with o stunning 

metalwork finish. 

distributed in the US end the U.K. by beyerdynamicM 
us: t (800)293 4463, Fax (516)293 3288; UK: i• (273)479 411, Fax (273)471 SOUND PERFORMANCE LABORATORY 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



FIELD TEST 

by George Petersen 

RICOH RS-1060C 
CD RECORDER 

C D-recorder drives have been around for several years, in stand-alone 
audio recorder form, as well as pe-
ripherals for computer systems. The 
prices of both CD-R writers and 
blank CD-R media have plummeted 
over the past 12 months, making this 
an excellent time to add one of these 
useful devices to your studio toolkit. 
I decided to investigate the Ricoh RS-
1060C, which, at a list price of 
$1,295, is one of the least-expensive 
drives on the market. Would this unit 
be suitable for serious audio appli-
cations? I had to find out. 

Housed in a compact 10x11x2-
inch enclosure, the RS-1060C contains 
a Ricoh-built, double-speed CD 
recorder/player with a 512K data 
buffer. Bundled with the drive are six 
pieces of Ricoh CD-R media and a 
Windows version of Incat Systems 
CD Workshop, along with Mac and 
Windows versions of CD-Print soft-
ware. The latter is Ricoh's proprietary 
software for writing CD-Audio or CD-
ROM discs. You supply your own 
hard disk, SCSI cable and Macintosh, 
DOS/Windows or UNIX computer. 
I tested the system using a Mac 

Quadra 650 with a 270MB internal 
drive, a 2GB external hard disk and 
24 MB of RAM. All of the audio tracks 
were prepared using Digidesign's Au-
dioMedia II card running Sound De-
signer software. 

Setup was uneventful. The CD-
Print software installs easily (and even 
runs on a system with only 8 MB of 
RAM). I used a standard 50-pin Cen-
tronics SCSI cable to put the drive at 
the end of my SCSI chain, using an ac-
tive terminator. The RS-1060C has a 
row of five DIP switches on the back 
panel, and one of them provides in-

temal termination, but somehow I al-
ways feel more secure seeing that 
glowing LED on an active terminator. 
The manual explains that three of the 
DIPs are reserved for future use, while 
the fourth DIP switch sets the drive 
into Mac mode to "settle the specifica-
tion regarding UNIT ATTENTION," 
whatever that means. I later made a 
call to a friendly rep at Ricoh, who ex-
plained that setting the Mac switch 
was only important when using the 
drives with pre-SCSI II computers. 

By now I was ready to make a 
disc. The CD-Print software uses a 
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RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

All Major Brands— 

FOR STUDIOS/HOMES 
CHURCHES/CLUBS 
• Reel to Reel Decks (2-4-8-16-24 Track) 
• Cassette Decks • Mixing Boards 

• Mikes • Studio Monitor Speakers 
• Special Effects Units Accessories 
• Digital Recording 

TASCAM 
I EA(, Produdion Produd. 

• VOLUME DEALER 
• NEW & USED 
• E-Z TERMS 
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 
• PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

Call for pricing information. 

RHYTHM CITY 
1485 NE Expressway 

Atlanta, Georgia, 30329 
1-404-320-SALE • 1-404-320-7253 

Special Pricing for Package Systems. 

USE RE4DER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IA1.0 

EZ AUDIO TEST SYSTEM 
Measurement system in a lightweight convenient carrycase 

Box 500 • West Redding, CT 06896 • Phone: (203) 938-2588 • Fax: ( 203) 938-8740 

GOLD LINE 
MANUFACTURED IN U.S.A. SINCE 1961 

Includes: 
ATA, SPL Meter, 
dBm and Impedance 
meters, Frequency 
counter, Sine Wave 
Generator. Gated 
Pink Noise Source 
with timed pulses. 

Software Options 
to Expand 
The System: 
• 30 Non Volatile 
Memories 
• Printer Port 
• RS232 Port 
• Distortion Analyzer 
• RT60 
• Loudspeaker 
Timing 

Contractors prices 
available. 

FIELD TEST 

straightforward "drag and drop" in-
terface for creating song playlists; 
however, Version 1.1.1 of CD-Print 
doesn't recognize Sound Designer H 
files. So before cutting an audio CD, 
I had to save all the files in AIFF for-
mat. CD-Print has a few other limita-
tions: mixed-mode discs are not sup-
ported, and the timing between 
audio tracks is preset at two sec-
onds—if you desire a longer pause, 
you'll have to add silence to the end 
of the previous track. According to 
Ricoh, the forthcoming Version 2.0 
CD-Print software will add support 
for SDII files and add the ability to 
create mixed-mode discs; unfortu-
nately, there was no definite word on 
when 2.0 will debut. 

In the meantime, Digidesign has 
added support for the Ricoh RS-
1060C in Version 1.2 of its MasterList 
CD software ($995), which provides 
all the nuances and goodies that se-
rious CD premastering applications 
require, including extensive PQ edit-
ing, subcode and subindex point 
writing, user-definable track pauses, 
onscreen peak-hold metering, audio 
peak search and separate attenuation 
control of the left and right channels 
on each track. Both CD-Print and 
MasterList CD can make high-quality 
CDs using the RS-1060C; however, 
the depth of control makes Mas-
terList the choice for working pros. 

Back to the process of making a 
disc. I first tried to make a CD of an 
album I had just completed for Russ-
ian release. The CD-Print software 
checks all functions before cutting a 
disc, and each time I tried to make a 
disc, I got a curious error message: 

9/28/95 11:07 PM: AIFF file conver-
sion requirements exceed temporary 
buffer size for AudioStore:Russian 
Album:B-4-Working Girl.aiff. 

The CD-Print manual was no 
help. The section on cutting audio 
CDs is only four pages long and of-
ferred no clues. As this occurred dur-
ing a late session, calling Ricoh 
wasn't an option, so I surmised from 
the word "buffer" that the RAM allo-
cation was inadequate. I changed the 
RAM allotment to 16 MB and got a 
similar response. "AudioStore" is the 
name of the hard disk; "Russian 
Album" is the Folder name; and the 
name of the track is B-4-Working 
Girl.aiff (the fourth song on the "B" 
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At Furman, 
we want 
your sound 
to sizzle. 
Not your 
equipment. 

fir ow does a new Furman PRO power conditioner keep your equipment out of the 
frying pan? 

Simple. The PRO Series gives your equipment the 
industry's most comprehensive protection against damage 
from power problems. No other brand even comes close. 

All three Furman PROs are rated at 20 amps/2400 watts, 
more than enough capacity for your project studio or 
touring rig. And that's just the beginning. 

Every Furman PRO utilizes a 
unique combination of MOV's. 
gas discharge tubes, fast-blow 
fuses, high voltage inductors 
and capacitors and high-inrush 
magnetic circuit breakers. That 
means a Furman PRO can safely 
absorb and dissipate a 
whopping 11,000 amperes of 

these protection components spike/surge current in any 
mode, even from a nearby 

lightning strike. And a Furman PRO is unmatched at 
preventing noise from fluorescent lights and other electronic 
pollution from leaking into your music. 

Here's another Furman PRO 
Series exclusive you'll really like: 
Extreme Voltage Shutdown. Your 
PRO will not turn on if it senses 
abnormal mains voltages. If it's 
already on and detects that your 
voltage is too high or too low, the 
PRO shuts down power to its 
outlets, instantly. No damage to 
your equipment, no damage to 
your PRO. When the mains 

Only the PRO series uses all 

PROT E TION asOE 
Ott %IX? AGE 

IDIReINCI 

'LASES 
WHEN 
SHUT 
DOYEN 

You always know your power and 
protection status before your 
equipment is switched on 

That's why 
the new 

Furman PRO Series 
gives you the 
absolute best 
protection from 
power problems 
 you can get. 

voltages return to normal, the PRO instantly restores 
clean, conditioned power to your equipment. 

T
here's a new Furman PRO for every need: The PL-PRO 
(top) features an AC voltmeter with flashing alerts for 
marginally high or low voltages, and new precision-

machined, dimmer-controlled rack lights that automatically 
switch off when either light tube is pushed in. The PM-PRO 
(left) is for applications where lights aren't needed — it 
adds an RMS-reading AC ammeter along with the voltmeter. 
The PS-PRO (right) applies and removes power from its 
outlet groups in a variable timed sequence, and alerts you 
to wiring faults with neon indicators. 

All Furman PRO models provide LEDs to indicate 
Protection OK, Ground OK and Extreme Voltage Shutdown, 
widely-spaced rear outlets for "wall warts," and a 10 foot 
long, heavy duty, 12 gauge cord. 

If you require PRO level power conditioning for more 
than one 20-amp circuit, ask for our data sheet on the new 
Furman PowerPort Remote AC Controller. Any number of 
PowerPorts can be easily networked for control and 
monitoring from multiple locations. 

Your sound should sizzle. Not your equipment. Call or 
write us today — we'll send you a free color catalog. 

NUMBER ONE IN POWER CONDITIONING! 
Furman Sound, Inc. 

30 Rich Street • Greenbrae, CA 94904 USA 
Phone: (415) 927-1225 • Fax: (415) 927-4548 

Furman products are made in the U.S.A. 

USE READER sTRVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



These are 500 FOOT EXTENSION CORDS 
for your MACINTOSH MONITOR & KEYBOARD.' 

1 

• Maintains Highest Resolution Video. 

• Monitor Extension to 500' 

• Keyboard & Trackball Extension to 1000' 

• ltvo Users can Work at the Same Time at 
Local & Remote Locations. 

• Supports 'Rvo Monitors Side by Side. 

• Eliminates Computer Noise in the Studio. 

• Ideal for Avid, Digidesign, Sonic Solution, 
Studer, Dawn & other Digital Workstations. 

GEFEN SYSTEMS 6261 VARIEL AVENUE SUITE C, 

PHONE: 800-545-6900 Far 

• limpie Telephone & RGB Cables used 
for Extension. 

• Supports any Make & Size of RGB Monitor 
with S or H& V Type Sync. 

• Rackmounted Version Available 

• Installs in Minutes. 

• TSE100S & R: $495. • TSE200: S1,195. 

• TSE150S & R: $595. • AN1100: S295. 
Call for cable pricing 

and more iermaiwn 

WOODLAND HILLS CA 91367 

818-884-3108 6EFEN STSIBAS 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

We're in the 
Middle of a 
Warming Tren 

Turns out that digital recording, with 

all its advantages, produces sounds 

that are cold and brittle Nothing warms 

up digital like the GT Audio tube microphones 

and signal processors Our sleek, hand-mode 

stainless steel microphones, the MD1, MD2 and 

NID3 deliver world class tube tone for about 1/3 the price. 

The choice of top recording artists from Kathy Maltea to 

Aerosmith,our tube microphones produce that warm, round, 

classic sound you crave For a price that makes it possible to own 

Call or write for more information 

Groove Tubes • GT Audio 
, 12866 Foothill Blvd, Sylmar, CA 91342 
MP (818) 361-4500 (Fax) 365-9884 

FIELD TEST 

side is a jazz-rock tune entitled 
"Working Girl.") This particular track 
is eight minutes (78 MB) long, while 
the rest of the songs on the album 
are four-minute pop tunes. I as-
sumed that the drive (or software) 
couldn't handle long files, but I later 
noticed a line in the Setup Prefer-
ences screen that asks you to speci-
fy a drive for placing temporary files. 
It defaulted to my internal drive 
(which only had 55 MB of free 
space); once I changed the default to 
my 2GB external drive, everything 
ran fine. 

Although the RS-1060C is a double-
speed writer, that figure only applies 
to the actual time of writing to discs; 
other time requirements—such as 
AIFF-to-Red Book format conversion 
and the "fix-up" time to write a final 
TOC on the disc—can make the 
process somewhat longer than 2x. 
However, this is true of any CD-R 
drive. 

Over a period of weeks, I tried the 
drive with a variety of media, includ-
ing those from Ricoh, MTC, TDK, 
Kodak and HHb, with excellent re-
sults. A Ricoh rep I spoke to reported 
that the RS-1060C had problems with 
Taiyo Yuden discs. Taiyo Yuden is the 
OEM supplier of CD-R blanks to Sony, 
BASF, Maxell, Philips, Plasmon and 
other companies, and though I have 
used these discs on other CD 
recorders without problems, I took 
Ricoh's advice and avoided these 
when using the RS-1060C. 

The CD-Print software also sup-
ports writing CD-ROM files, which is 
ideal for doing computer backups or 
for archiving or transporting large 
files (particularly audio or graphics 
files) in a convenient, universal for-
mat. The RS-1060C allows writing 
files to disc in several sessions or in a 
single pass. Both worked fine; how-
ever, when creating masters for mass-
CD replication, the disc must be writ-
ten in a single pass to ensure conti-
nuity of the subcode information. 

At a retail list price of $ 1,295 
(street prices are even lower), the 
Ricoh RS-1060C CD recorder is an 
excellent addition to the studio or 
post-production or broadcast facility. 
The unit is easy to use and flexible 
enough to handle multiple chores. 

Ricoh Corporation, 3001 Orchard 
Pkwy., San Jose, CA 95134; 408/432-
8800; fax 408/432-9266; e-mail: 
74774,3141@compuserve.com. 
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MIX TO THE FUTURE 

Digital audio has just taken a major step forward. Actually, make that 

a leap. At 44.1 or 48KHz sampling rates. the new Pioneer D-9601 is 

already amongst the best featured, highly engineered. and great 

sounding professional mastering DAT 

recorders that money can huy. 

But that is, quite literally, only half of the 
story. Switch to 88.2 or 96KHz Hi-Sampling 

So not only will your masters display superior fidelity Cu the 

advanced music and videdformats currently being developed, they 

rill also remain reassuringly compatible with the CD, MiniDisc and 

LaserDisc formats of today. A fuld 

complement of advanced features including 

an RS422 serial interface make this 

extraordinary DAT tecorder ideal for use in 

DAT 
HIGH SAMPLING 

and the sonic improvements are astonishing, adding depth to the 

sound stage, definition to fast staccato sounds and, dare we say, 

an almost "analogue" fullness to low and mid- range tones. 

What's more, the D-9601 will faithfully sample rate convert your 

HS DAT recordings back to 44.1 or 48KHz. 

a wide variety of professional applications, and with two D-9601s, 

you can even make 44.1 and 48 KHz double speed copies via the 

AES/EBU digital I/O. 

The Pioneer D-9601 is the future of DAT. See it at an HHB DAT 

Cente today. 

For full details of the Pioneer D-9601 Hi-Sampling DAT recorder, please mail this coupon to Independent Audio 

Name: 

Address: 

Tel. 

Independent Audio Inc • 295 Forst Avenue Suite 121 Portland, Maine 04101-2000. LisA Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.1316@ctimpusecve.com 

Studer Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, toronto, Onta-io M38 2M3, Canada • Tel: 4t6 510 1347 • Fax: 41r; 510 12144 

141iB Communications Ltd • 7375 Sc-ubs Lane. Lonbn NW10 60U. UK- Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 952 5050 • E-Mail: sales@hb.co.uk MIX 
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LIVE SOUND 

by Gregory A. DeTogne 

SOUND CHECK 

System designer Kit Bond with Rockette friends 

ROCKETTES IN VEGAS: 

THE GREAT RADIO CITY MUSIC 

HALL SPECTACULAR AT THE 

FLAMINGO HILTON 

The Great Radio City Music Hall 
Spectacular—part of a $ 130-mil-
lion expansion at the Flamingo 
Hilton—opened in early Febru-
ary. The stars of the show are 
The Radio City Rockettes; the 24 
high-steppers are led through 
two showings of song-and-dance 
pageantry, six nights a week, by 
Susan Anton. The production 
marks the first time that the clas-
sic numbers produced for New 
York City's legendary Radio City 
Music Hall can be seen regularly 
in Las Vegas. 

Christopher 'Kit' Bond 
recently moved to Vegas to 
become the show's senior produc-
tion manager. He also plays an 
instrumental role in maintaining 
the Flamingo Hilton's state-of-the-
art, digitally processed sound sys-
tem, which he designed expressly 
for the show. His current gig at 
the Flamingo Hilton began after 
The Great Radio City Music Hall 

Spectacular completed 15 months 
on the road. "When it comes right 
down to it, I didn't have a choice 
in the matter, as I've been work-
ing with this company for a num-
ber of years. The job was mine if I 
wanted it, and I was happy to 
step up to the plate" 

The previous musical variety 
show in the room, "City Lights," 
had a permanent ice rink in the 
stage floor that was used for a 

skating sequence. The sound sys-
tem consisted of a motley collec-
tion of outdated gear, including 
hand-me-downs from Steve 
Rypka at the Las Vegas Hilton on 
the other side of town. When 
Bond first walked into the show-
room, he found a dinner theater 
capable of seating 750 people. All 
of the walls were covered with a 
heavy fabric that eagerly 
absorbed sound. 

Bond sat through a show. 
"While central-cluster designs cer-
tainly have a function and pur-
pose, this one was creating prob-
lems because, although the audi-
ence was seated at roughly the 
same level as the performers 
onstage, the sound was coming 
from high above. The central 
cluster was drawing the audi-
ence's attention up to the ceiling 
all night instead of toward the 
action onstage." 

Because the action takes place 
down low and dose to the stage, 
The Radio City Spectacular 
needed a design that would bring 
the sound up-front and down-to-
earth. "What I really wanted to 
create from the beginning was a 
wall of sound with high articula-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 163 

Michael Martin, FOH engineer, and the Yamaha house deck. Outboard racks are in the 

background. 

PHOTOS: CHERYL PENDLOON 
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TOUR PROFII. 

Santana & Jeff Beck 
by Chris Michk 

I
n the early days of touring, 
the package tour offered 
promoters a varied bill 

designed to appeal to a wide 
audience. With the artists traveling 
by bus and using house sound 
and lighting systems, the pack-
ages were relatively cheap to 
stage, and the format remained 
popular with managers and pro-
moters until the late '60s. But by 
the early '70s, most major acts 
had enough commercial clout to 
tour under their own names and 
often selected support acts based 
on factors unrelated to their abil-
ity to sell extra tickets. Some acts, 
unable to find musically comple-

mentary sup-
port or unwilling to 
compromise their 
increasingly elaborate 
stage productions, 
did without opening 
acts altogether. 

Though some of 
the artists who 
became popular in 

the '60s and '70s can still sell out 
stadiums, the list of such acts 
today is short. With the 
business now "soft," if 
not actually in a slump, 
promoters and artists 
have been forced to 
devise new marketing 
approaches, and one 
result is the revival of the 
package tour, albeit in a 
streamlined form. At the 
suggestion of Santana's 
management, Santana 
and Jeff Beck teamed up 
this summer to tour the 
shed circuit, dividing 
billing and production 
expenses equally. 

According to pro-
duction manager Rick Fantl, the 
three-month tour has been an 
unqualified commercial success, 
and the two shows I saw in the 
Bay Area in mid-September, at the 
8,500-capacity Concord Pavilion 
and the 20,000-capacity Shoreline 
Amphitheater in Mountain View, 
were both sell-outs. 

(L to R) Lou Barrere (Santana monitor mixer), Bruce 

Jones (Santana FOH mixer), Bill Steppell (Jeff Beck 

moritor mixer), Chris Hill (Jeff Beck FOH mixer) 

PHOTOS: STEVE JENNIPGS 
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XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs 
(balanced or unbalanced) 
11-detent level control (defeatable) 
Mode switch for stereo, dual mono. 
bridged mono 

Internal jumpers for true parallel mono, 
input polarity reversal, and input sensitiv. 
Optional plug - in crossovers 
and input transformers 

—  - ----- - 
"Power per channel into 40. both channels 

driver, less than 0.1% THD 

In this corner... 

Cis VV1 

M SERIES II Froto Carver Professional. • ALL-NEW p 

ts it takes to go the distance. Night after night, year after 

year. • PM Series II amplifiers are MADE IN THE USA from the highest quality 

components available. • Tested under the TOUGHEST QUALITY CONTROL 

standards in the industry. • Cooled by an innovative NEW INTERNAL AIRFLOW 

system driven by an ultra-quiet 2-speed fan. • Guarded by FIVE PROTECTION 

CIRCUITS. • And backed by a FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY. • When low end is 

high priority, PM Series II delivers MORE BASS PUNCH, thanks to redesigned 

power supply transformers and more capacitor storage. • New, dual two step 

(class H) power supplies make them MORE EFFICIENT at peak power. • If you 

need TOUGHNESS AND BRAINS, plug in an optional POWERUNKTm module 

for remote computer control of six fianctions and monitoring of nine key para-

meters (induding output current) using MEDIALINK '1 protocols. • Only PM 

Series II amps corne standard with POWER-UP SEQUENCING and a front-panel 

POWER CONNECTED INDICATOR. • Finally, when it's time for road work, 

you'll be glad to know that Carver Professional amplifiers remain UGHT 

HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONS—smaller and lighter than most comparable 

models. So, when you want your music delivered with maximum impact, Cou it 

on Carver for a KNOCKOUT BLOW. 

CARVER 
PM70J: PM950: i' /Al PM1400: ,*()( A",; owerlInk'.1s a registered trademark of Carver Corporation. 

ediaLlnk*. is a regrstered traeernad, nf Lone Wort C,orporatron. PROFESSION 

We Wine 
20121 48th Avenue West, P.O. Box 123 , ynnvvood, A 96t6 Phone 206.775.1202 Fax 206.778.9453 
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LIVE SOUND 

When I met Santana FOH 
mixer Bruce Jones at Concord, 
he was busy positioning mics on 
the drum kit. He immediately 
showed me an as-yet-unreleased 
Shure Beta kick drum micro-
phone that he had been using 
since late August. Jones praised 
the new model's sound, although 
he chose to back the mic off 
from Shure's recommended 
placement position, which is six 
inches from the beater. Shure 
also had made available some 
other prototype Betas, which 
Jones described as similar in 
appearance and sound to the 
current Beta 57 but warmer than 
both it and the old 57. He was 
using the new Beta on snare, in 
conjunction with what he termed 
"the condenser du jour," in this 
case an AKG 414, positioned 
between hi-hat and snare. AKG 
414s were also in use as over-
heads, and the rest of the three-
man Santana percussion depart-
ment was miked with Electro-
Voice N/D 408s and Shure Beta 
57s. Individual conga mics were 
clamped to their instruments with 
LP Claw mounts, ensuring con-
sistent coverage. Vocal mics for 
lead singer Tony Lindsay, Carlos 
and three other bandmembers 
were Shure Beta 58s. 

The other half of the Santana 
sound crew was monitor mixer 
Lou Barrere, a veteran of such 
"hot seat" monitor gigs as the 
Engelbert Humperdinck and Julio 
Iglesias shows. Mixing through a 
Ramsa S840 monitor console, 
Barrere distributed mixes to 
either Showco BFM 600 or SRM 
wedge monitors. (SRM stands for 
Stage Reference Monitor; BFM is 
apparently an acronym for a 
more colorful designation.) 
Though the SRM contains a 12-
inch driver and the BFM a 15-
inch, Barrere preferred the low-
end sound of the smaller cabinet 
and tended to use the larger 
units to placate musicians he sus-
pected of being impressed by 
size. The three-way BFMs (a 15-
inch and a 2-inch driver, plus 
two tweeters) were driven with 
Crown Macrotech 1200 ampli-
fiers; the 12-inch/2-inch SRMs 
were powered with Crown 3612 

amps. Barrere has been known 
to run sidefill mixes through 
Showco "Frog boxee rectangular 
cabinets loaded with two 12-inch 
woofers, a 2-inch midrange and 
tweeters, but at Concord these 
were considered unnecessary or 
unsightly. (The thrust stage, soon 
to be removed, means that any 
onstage P.A. obscures sight lines.) 

Out front, Jones mixed on a 
Harrison HM-5 with extender 
panel, and he used all 52 inputs. 
Twenty-four were dedicated to 
drums and percussion, seven to 
keyboards and bass, six to vocals 
and four to effects returns. Of the 
nine mic channels used for Car-
los' guitar inputs, one was for an 
acoustic, one was a clean direct 
line, and one was a miked 
Fender Twin used for guitar 
effects. Four mics were aimed at 
the 12-inch and 15-inch speakers 
of two Fat Boy amplifiers, and 
the remaining two mics moni-
tored a Boogie. Jones explained 
that he used the multiple inputs 
to create a wide stereo image, 
though at Concord it was impos-
sible to judge the effectiveness of 
this approach, because the out-
put of the Harrison was fed 
direct to the mono JBL house 
and lawn systems, while the 
Showco PrismTM system stayed in 
the truck. 

Jones' effects rack contains an 
Eventide H3000, two Yamaha 
SPX 900s and two SPX90s, a Lex-
icon 224, and various gates and 
limiters, which he had patched 
across kick, snare and timbales 
(gates), and keyboards and bass 
(limiters). Also in the rack was a 
small Mackie mixer feeding cas-
sette and DAT recorders. Appar-
ently, Santana insists that every 
show and soundcheck is 
recorded, and he subsequently 
listens to every tape, either to 
monitor performances and mixes 
or to recall successful improvisa-
tions. Jones' recording system 
used various auxiliary bus out-
puts from the Harrison to feed 
the Mackie. Using the last two 
open channels on the Harrison, 
he also added ambience from a 
pair of CK8 shotgun micro-
phones positioned either side of 
the stage and pointed at the 
audience. Jones explained that 

et 
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500 Cassettes 
Complete 

with full color 

$799.00 
Packages include: 
• Pre Mastering: Sony 1630 

Sonic Solutions 

• CO or Cass. audio proof 
• Design. typesetting and 

proofs 

• 2 Color CO screen 

Combination 
Package 

1,000 CDs and 
500 cassettes 

$3095.00 
• Cassette printing (Apex) 

• Full color graphics 

• Packaged & Shrinkwrapped 

• Fully Guaranteed 

Forge Recording Studios 
P.O. Box 86 I , Valley Forge, PA 19481 

1-800-33 1-0405 
(610) 935-1422 • fax 610-935-1940 
CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE FULL-COLOR BROCHURE AND DEMO TAPE 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

WHAT DO 
AEROSMITH, 

GARTH BROOKS, 
& U2 HAVE 

IN COMMON? 
Someone Had To Record Them. 

'night as well be you. Right now there are 
thousands of good paying jobs in the music 
industry for quality audio engineers and assis-
tants. But no one can just walk into a major 
recording studio and ask for a job. The audio 
recording industry demands specialists. Call u• 
today at 1-800-562-6383 to find out how, in 
just a matter of months, we can give you the 
training you'll need to get that exciting first job. 
Call today. 
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c)Qecording°  
Aitsee (Sciencc 

2300 East Broadway Road 
Tempe. Arizona 85282 

1 800562.6383 
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LIVE SOUND 

INC. 

liel 001ri 
Sound Isolation Enclosures 

, 

Sound Isolation Rooms 
Vocal Booths 

Amplifier Isolation Enclosures 
Practice Rooms 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. 
Morristown, TN 37813 USA 

USE READER .1ERUCE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

KY OARDS 

ALL MAJOR 
BRANDS 

• MUSICIANS 
STUDIOS 

• BANDS 
SCHOOLS 

• CHURCHES 

Before You Jump... 

CALL US 
LAST! 

• SYNTHESIZERS 
DIGITAL PIANOS 

la RECORDING GEAR 
- DRUM MACHINES 
• SAMPLERS 
- AMPLIFIERS 
• MIXERS / EFFECTS 

Call Us When You're Ready To Buy! 

= "  

WV15-474-F 

1-800-795-8493 
1007 AVENUE C • DENTON, TX 76201 

FAX (817) 898-8659 

by placing the audience mics 
physically in line with the instru-
ments rather than in the audi-
ence, he eliminated the need for 
time-correction delay. 

Chris Hill, Jeff Beck's FOH 
mixer, has been working with 
the artist for two decades, since 
the glory days of power trio 
Beck, Bogert ei Appice. This 
time out, Hill opted for a 
Yamaha PM4000, which, as he 
pointed out, is more commonly 
available in Europe than the 
Harrison. A staggering 26 inputs 
on the PM4000 were devoted 
entirely to drum futurist Terry 
Bozzio's monstrous kit, an all-
black assembly of no less than 
12 tom-toms, four kick drums, 
four hi-hats(!), and innumerable 
cymbals. Bozzio endorses AKG, 
and his kit was miked entirely 
with that company's products: 
D112s mounted inside the dou-
ble-headed bass drums; 408 for 
snare; 451s for hi-hats; 409s on 
toms; and 414s for overheads. 
The 409s, which feature a six-
inch gooseneck between the 
mic capsule and mounting clip, 
provided an eminently practical 
solution to the problem of close-
miking such an extraordinary 
and crowded kit. 

Bassist Pino Palladino was 
assigned three channels, and 
keyboardist Tony Hymas fed Hill 
a stereo mix of his MIDI'd key-
board rig, an arrangement that 
Hill found less than ideal but 
coped with by strapping limiters 
across the pair. Beck's main amp, 
a Marshall, was miked with an 
AKG 409 and a Shure Beta 58. 
Beck also briefly used a Fender 
Princeton for the opening bars of 
"People Get Ready!' The remain-
ing open channels under Hill's 
right hand were used for effects 
returns, most of them different 
delays for Beck's guitar. In addi-
tion to two TC2290s, two Lexicon 
PCM80s, a Yamaha SPX900 and 
an Alesis MidiVerb, Hill's effects 
rack contained 10 dual-channel 
Drawmer gates, which he had 
patched across 20 channels of 
drum inputs. Hill also made use 
of the Lexicon 224 in Jones' rack 
and ran the output of the 
PM4000 through the Harrison 

HM-5 to the Showco Prism sys-
tem inputs; otherwise, the two 
FOH and monitor systems were 
entirely separate. 

Onstage, monitor mixer Bill 
Sheppell used a Harrison SM-5 to 
create in-ear mixes for Beck, 
who has opted for Future Sonics 
in-ear monitors rather than risk 
further damage to his hearing. 
Bozzio has also heard the hear-
ing damage wake-up call and 
appeared onstage wearing ear-
plugs and with only moderate 
amounts of guitar in his wedge 
monitor mix. Palladino and 
Hymas apparently found the in-
ear monitors' isolation and lack 
of visceral oomph unsatisfying 
and reverted to the wedge 
option in rehearsals. Sheppell 
uses various effects on guitar for 
Beck's in-ear mix, though as Hill 
says, many of the strange sounds 
the guitarist creates are entirely 
the product of his fingers and 
the whammy bar on his custom 
Stratocaster. 

The Concord show was 
enjoyable enough as spectacle 
and sounded no worse than 
many of the shows I've heard 
there, but both FOH mixers 
were unhappy without their 
usual P.A. system and could do 
little to overcome the justly con-
troversial acoustic character of 
the covered-shed design. I 
therefore hied myself to the 
Shoreline show the following 
day, where Showco system tech-
nicians Randy Wille and Monty 
Curry had set up the full Prism 
system. Four rows of five trape-
zoidal Prism cabinets were hung 
from metal "bumpers," forming a 
quarter-cylinder array either side 
of the stage. Just under each 
array, stacked six abreast on 
five-foot risers, were the sub-
bass cabinets. This "off the 
floor" sub-bass arrangement was 
at the request of Jones, who has 
found that the front portion of 
the permanent seating section at 
Shoreline acts as a bass trap, 
leading unwary FOH mixers to 
pulverize the front section with 
bass in an attempt to get a bal-
anced sound at the mix position. 

Reversing the playing order 
from the previous night's show, 
Beck opened the Shoreline con-
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Our latest offering, the Century Vx! 
It boasts eight VCA groups, a 12 x8 ti 

matrix, eight discrete aux buses, 
L-C-R panning, eight audio groups 
and a stunningly competitive price. 
All Century Series designs use 
reference grade chips, while electrolytic 
capacitors have been eliminated from the 
audio signal path to minimize phase shift. 
Superb headroom is achieved with +/- 20V 
power supplies and robust long-term 
reliability is built-in. So, if you want to take 
part in breaking sound barriers 
without being taken apart, call us. 
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Your Gear is Just a FREE Phone Call. A wa 
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DINERS 

• LARGE SELECTION — FAST DELIVERY 
• GUARANTEED BEST PRICES 
e 30-DAY RETURN POLICY 
• 30-DAY PRICE PROTECTION 

Imagine the best pro gear being just a phone call 
away. We have the gear you want in stock at great 
prices. Even better, we add outstanding value with 
one-on-one customer service and quality after-the-
sale support. Our sales associates use our gear so 
they can direct you to the products best suited for 
your needs. Isn't it time that you got both great 
prices and great service? 

Our 2.Day Air Express 
ery is available for only $5.97 more 

than UPS ground rates. Call for details. 
Deliv  

THE BEST NAME BRANDS 

Audio • Anvil Case • Aphex • Apptied Electronics • ART • Atle 
AudioTechnica • Au& • BBE • Biamp • Boss • Bretford • Cerwln-Veg 
CAD • Crown • Daylite Screens • DBX • Denon • Digitech • DO 
Electro-Voice • E-MU • ETA • Furman • Gemini • Hosa • JVC • Lexico 
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LIVE SOUND 

cert in daylight. Hill treated the 
seated portion of the audience to 
a loud and present mix that con-
sistently measured 110dB SPL (C 
weighted) at the mix position, 
which is situated halfway back in 
the permanent seating section. 
Despite Jones' raised sub-bass 
solution, Palladino's contribution 
remained somewhat indistinct, 
and Hymas' keyboard mixes 
seemed a little unrefined, though 
Hill made good use of the stereo 
P.A. for various delay effects. Tire-
lessly athletic, Beck and Bozzio 
showed off enough chops to fuel 
a college curriculum as the band 
ran through a baker's dozen of 
Beck's more recognizable tunes. 
At Concord, Beck had played two 
encores, finishing an aggressive 
version of "Going Down" by tear-
ing the strings from his guitar, but 
at Shoreline, he ended his set 
with one encore, "People Get 
Ready." Beck's vocal mic got its 
only workout of the day as the 
guitarist mumbled his band mem-
bers' names before leaving the 
stage and returning to the back-
stage compound, where a lineup 
of hotrods and a restored woody 
had joined the obligatory stretch 
limos to brighten the rather utili-
tarian surroundings. 

Santana's portion of the show 
opened with Carlos appearing in 
a colorful full-length robe, but this 
soon disappeared as the band 
warmed to their task. Jones took 
full advantage of the Prism system 
to deliver a dynamic and detailed 
mix as the band interspersed old 
favorites with new, including a 
version of Bob Marley's "Exodus." 
Coverage of the seated audience 
was more than adequate, though 
the side walls of Shoreline tend to 
create a web of hot spots and 
nulls. On checking the sound at 
the back of the lawn, I was sur-
prised to find the SPLs consider-
ably lower than at comparable 
positions at Concord. As far as I 
know, Shoreline has a delayed 
lawn system available, but I could 
not tell if it was on, or on at such 
low levels as to be redundant. 
The lawn audience, many of 
whom appeared to have serious 
party agendas, seemed happy 
enough, but I communicated my 

findings to production manager 
Fantl and Showco's Randy Wille. 
As we go to press, I have been 
unable to discover the status of 
the lawn system on that night, but 
since the Concord Pavilion is 
undergoing a complete renova-
tion and expansion this winter, I 
promise to return to the topic of 
shed acoustics and delay systems 
in the future. 

Chris Michie is the technical edi-
tor of Mix. 

—FROM PAGE 156, ROCKETTES 

lion," Bond explains. "But I had 
to be very careful, because I 
didn't want the sound to have 
overly distinct left and right 
channels, or be right in the audi-
ence's face?' 

The show room closed on New 
Year's Day, with only 25 days to 
complete renovation of the room 
and installation of the new sound 
system. Columbus-based Stage 
Tech was brought in to handle the 
installation. "When we arrived, the 

room was in the early stages of 
demolition;' Stage Tech's Dave 
Mead relates. "While the audience 
area was being renovated, the 
stage and its ice deck were being 
ripped out?' Stage Tech unraveled 
the mysteries of the previous sys-
tem's undocumented wiring 
scheme, while 60 other people 
were installing a new electrical 
system, putting up wallpaper, lay-
ing carpet and constructing the 
new stage. "The original system's 
wiring was in good condition:' 
Mead says. "There were 160 mic 
lines to the front-of-house posi-
tion, and over 60 drive and com-
munication lines from front-of-
house to the amplifier room on 
the third floor!' New wiring and 
conduit was required, as the inter-
com and wireless racks were 
moved from the amplifier room to 
the stage manager's position. 

Kit Bond's wall-of-sound the-
ory was put into practice with 
speaker arrays from Community. 
Centrally located in the design, 
and serving as the point of origin 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 187 
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ORU SOHO DEFORCEMERT PRODUCTS 

TELEX PRO STAR WIRELESS 

The Pro Star- Series 2 wireless 
systems for instruments and 
microphones from Telex Commu-
nications Inc. (Minneapolis, MN) 
include Posi-Squelch- auto sup-
pression squelch circuitry that dis-
criminates between useful audio 
and annoying RF. The new sys-
tem also features Telex's Posi-
Phase- diversity system that uses 
both antennae to deliver a 3dB-
stronger signal, and is now avail-
able in a rackmount configuration. 
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card 

KLIPSCH 

KP-3002-C 

LOUDSPEAKER 

Klipsch Profes-
sional (Hope, 
AR) announces 
the KP-3002-C 
two-way vented 
loudspeaker 
system. Featur-
ing a 15-inch 
woofer and a 
2-inch com-
pression driver 
on a 60° by 

40° horn in a trapezoidal car-
peted cabinet, the KP-3002-C 
includes the KLiP" HF protection 
circuit and fuse protection for 
both LF and HF components, 
and carries a limited five-year 
warranty. 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card 

SPIRIT LIVE 4 MARK II 

Spirit Corporation (Sandy, UT) has 
introduced a second generation of 
its Live 4 FOH and record-
ing console. Available 
in five frame sizes-12, 
16, 24, 32, and 40 rnic 
inputs—the Spirit Live 4 
Mark II also features four 
stereo inputs and four 
stereo effects returns, plus 
a 10x2 A/B matrix output 
derived from the four sub-
groups and four mute 
groups. Input strips 
include 4-band EQ, six 
aux sends and -10dBV 
outputs for recording. 
New features include 
phase reverse and 66 dB of input 
gain range, enabling the input to 
accept low-level mic inputs and 
line-level signals without a pad. 
Circle 214 on Reader Service Card 

NADY IN THE 

EAR MONITORS 

Nady Systems (Emeryville, CA) 
introduces two new VHF and 
UHF wireless stereo ear monitor-
ing systems. Designed for live 
sound, theater, and film and video 
applications, the SEM-6000 VHF 
and SEM-7000 UHF offer two 
independent stereo broadcasting 
channels. The SEM-7000 offers 
four switchable UHF fre-
quencies and will support 
any number of SEM-R7 
4-channel UHF wireless 
bodypack stereo 
receivers. Similarly, the 
SEM-6000 VHF system 
supports any number of 
2-channel SEM-6R VHF 
receivers. Effective operat-
ing range is claimed to be at 
least 250 feet and up to 1,000 feet 
line-of-sight. 
Circle 215 on Reader Service Card 

CORRECTION: FURMAN 

POWER CONDITIONERS 

A description of the Furman Pro 
Series power conditioners in the 
September Mix erroneously 
referred to them as signal 
processors. Also, the PM-PRO 
power conditioner/monitor is 
designed for applications where 
pull-out rack lights are not 
needed, not the reverse, as 
stated in the description. We 
regret any confusion this may 
have caused. 
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The Harmolodic 
World of 
Omette Coleman 
by Blair Jackson 
At the age of 65, Ornette 
Coleman's energy and vi-
sion remain undiminished. 
A pioneer of "free jazz" 
more than 30 years ago, 
Omette continues to carve 
a singular path through 
20th-century music—flirt-
ing with jazz, rock and 
various world music forms 
at the same time he cre-
ates a new, virtually unde-
finable form he calls "har-
molodics." In Ornette's 
world, rhythm, melody 
and harmony are given 
equal weight, and the 

players in his bands are 
encouraged to blaze com-
pletely independent trails 
simultaneously, often not 
even united by key or 
time signature considera-
tions. It's tough to write 
about coherently, and 
it's not exactly an 
easy listen, either. 
This is dense and 
challenging music, 
but it is also supris-
ingly tuneful and un-
questionably full of 
spirit, and the careful 
listener is rewarded 
for embarking on 
Ornette's sonic ad-
ventures. Omette 
has made a handful 
of records with his 
group Prime Time— 
In All Languages and 
Virgin Beauty arc 

the best known. But his 
new disc, Tone Dialing 
(on his own Verve Records 
subsidiary, Harmolodic), 
may be the strongest—and 
the most conventionally 
accessible, while still being 
"out"—of the bunch. 
The 16 instrumental 

pieces on Tone Dialing 
cover an amazing range of 
moods and styles, from 
polyrhythmic, pan-cultural 
romps like "Guadalupe," 
"Street Life" and "Miguel's 
Fortune," to the compelling 
ballad "If I Knew As Much 
About You (As You Know 
About Me)" (which fea-
tures at least four different 
tempos going at once), the 
poetic, rap-inspired "Search 
for Life," the joyous, highly 
textured "Badal" and the 
title track, which features 
some of the wildest, but 
most precise, dissonant 
playing you're likely to 
hear. It's quite a stew, 
steeped in the rich flavors 
of this unique octet: Or-
nette on saxophones, and 
some violin and trumpet; 
Badal Roy on tablas and 
other percussion; Omette's 
son Denardo (who also 
produced the disc) on trap 
drums and electronic per-
cussion; guitarists Ken Wes-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 171 
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Brian Wilson and 
Van Dyke Parks 
"ART" HISTORY 

by Adam Beyda 
Toward the end of the 
1960s, Brian Wilson and 
Van Dyke Parks were hard 
at work on a new Beach 
Boys album, tentatively ti-
tled Smile. As bootlegged 
session tapes and existing 
fragments reveal, Smile 
was a would-be epochal 
sensation, a work that was 
set to drastically reinvent 
American popular music 
with astounding feats of 
imagination and boundless 
musical invention. But as 
the artists met with resis-
tance, the work foundered, 
until finally, under circum-
stances of personal dis-
tress, Wilson abandoned 
the project, leaving it to 

Sgt. Pepper's to blow the 
minds of a generation and 
relegating the golden era 
of the Beach Boys to a 
premature end. 

Thirty years and a world 
later, Wilson and Parks are 
back with a juicy slice of 
Americana, the newly re-
leased Orange Crate Art. 
The flavor this time is quite 
different from Smile, evok-
ing not burgeoning psy-
chedelia but rather the pre-
rock 'n' roll era of pop. 
Parks' lovely melodies and 
beautiful arrangements join 
with Wilson's poignant, 
athletic voice (singing five-
part harmonies reminiscent 
of original Beach Boys in-
spiration the Four Fresh-
men) to create wonderful 
music often suggestive of 
the '40s. 

But though Parks' com-
positions may hearken 
back to another era, Or-

CLASSIC TRACKS 

The Beach Boys' 
"God Only Knows" 
by Blair Jackson 
By the fall of 1965, Beach 
Boys leader Brian Wilson 
knew that simply-arranged, 
three-minute songs about 
surfing and hot rods were 
not going to keep his 
band at the vanguard of 
popular music any longer. 
The Beatles, Dylan and 
the Stones had upped the 
ante, creatively speaking, 
and as Wilson matured as 
a songwriter and arranger 
with each Beach Boys 
album, he increasingly 
saw himself as a serious 
artist on that exalted level. 
His vision for his band 
broadened with each pass-

ing month. That vi-
sion was also signif-
icantly affected by a 
couple of other fac-
tors: Wilson's nearly 
worshipful admira-
tion for the work of 
Phil Spector, and 
his copious corn-
sumption of mind-
expanding agents 
like pot (beginning 
in ' 64) and LSD 
(1965). In Novem-
ber of '65, Wilson 
told a writer, "Musi-
cally I'm still search-
ing for a new thing, a new 
bag, a new field. I don't 
know what's coming, but I 
know what's here. The 
Dylan cult is now a real-
ization, and...the Phil 
Spector approach to pro-
duction, the Burt Bacharach 
style of writing...I think 
The Beatles' influence is 

Van Dyke Perks 

ange Crate Art is unmis-
takably contemporary. For 
one thing, at the album's 
heart is the very present-
oriented motif of longing 
for a California of days-
gone-by (thematically, it's 
as though the vision of 

PHOTOS. COURTES> CAPITOL Z£CCRDS 

so far-reaching that it's 
hard to say what their 
influence is to date.' 
Though still writ-

ten around a tradi-
tional Beach Boys 
theme. "California 
Girls," written immediately 
following Brian's first acid 
trip, foreshadowed some 

surf paradise so famously 
mythologized by the Beach 
Boys has yielded to a nos-
talgia-tinged realism). Also, 
the album was recorded in 
a particularly contempo-
rary way, combining a hy-

-CON77NUED ON PAGE 169 

of the 
interesting places the 

—CON77NUTIJ ON PAGE 176 
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IN YOUR STUDIO'S FUTURE. 

I
T'S DECISION TIME in studios around the world. The ques-
tion: what's the best multitrack platform to sut your needs 
today, take you reliably into the future, andprotect your 

investment? There are many choices... but in many applica-
tions, there's simply no substitute for multitrack tape. 

Tape works — artistically and financially. It's the most cost-
effective medium for multitrack music production, and it's easy 
to work with. Tape isn't going to become obsolete, and neither 
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Good reason, then, to come to Studer. We've been making 
tape machines from the very beginning, and whether you need 
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return solution. 
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partner, the A827 (left), offers new levels of quality for analog 
recording. The Studer D827 digital multitrack offers full field 
upgraolability from 24 to 48-track. With 18-bit converter 
technology and advanced noise-shaping techniques for the very 
highest audio quality — in the Studer tradition. There's a unique 
24-bit Snider-format recording option — while retaining full 
compatibility with existing DASH machines. Both analog and 
digital 827-series machines are always on cue when you need 
them, :hanks to a fast, responsive transport and built-in locator. 
Enhanced servo control and dynamic tape-handing ensure 
your n:asters get the respect they deserve. 

With the extended leasing options now available, Studer 
multitrack recorders are surprisingly affordable. Analog or 
digital, the Studer 827 series offers the ultimate in sound 
quality— and the ultimate return on your investment. 
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—FROM PAGE 167, WILSON AND PARKS 

brid of synthesizers and real players 
in a lavish showcase for Wilson's 
voice. A stunningly beautiful number 
such as "Hold Back Time," for exam-
ple, has an ageless quality, but its 
sound locates it firmly in the present. 

In the '40s, these songs would per-
haps have been recorded with a 
roomful of musicians and one mic in 
the space of a week or so. But the 
material that became Orange Crate 
Art was recorded discontinuously 
over a three-year period (some of the 
music even dates back as far as 1990). 
Sometimes a couple of years passed 
between the tracking and mixing of 
particular cuts. Of course, this wasn't 
a high concept, it was just the way the 
project evolved, due to economics 
and circumstances. 

The album began at home with 
Parks, who also produced, recording 
himself on a microcassette player and 
creating notation. Though very much 
oriented toward live musicians and 
the sounds of real instruments, Parks 
has done a lot of music for film and 
has become accustomed to using 
synths and MIDI in his composition 
and recording. So, after getting some-
thing down at home, Parks says, the 
next step was to "take this basically 
self-documentary effort to a synthesiz-
er programmer, always relying on a 
whiz kid with Performer." 

Sequencing and recording began 
at Muscletone Studios, the Santa Mon-
ica home project studio of Ira Ingber, 
who, in addition to programming, 
plays guitar on the album. Ingber's 
studio includes a Quadra 650 running 
Performer, two Mackie 1604 boards, 
an ADAT, some sweet-sounding out-
board and mics (modified by Jim 
Williams), and a host of MIDI gear. 
"Van Dyke would come over here," 
Ingber says, "sometimes with an 
arrangement written out, sometimes 

Parks and Wilson at The Bakery in North Hollywood 

Parks, Wilson and executive producer Lenny Waronker 

not, and we would start entering data 
into the computer and ultimately cre-
ate a synthesized track. I would end 
up doing some drum programming 
with it and occasionally some guitars 
at that stage of the game." 

For Parks, creating MIDI realiza-
tions of songs was inspired partly 
by economic considerations (at first 
Warner Bros. was funding the album 
one song at a time), but it was also a 
process that suits his way of working. 
A highly regarded arranger, Parks 
has a keen sense of how parts con-
tribute to the overall structure of a 
song. When recording Orange Crate 
Art, he made changes and added 
and subtracted parts all the way up 
to the mix. MIDI versions served as 
writing tools, giving Parks a concrete 

representation to re-
spond to. While still 
in the MIDI stage, 
he could readily 
change variables 
such as tempo and 
key and begin re-
working and em-
bellishing songs to 
great creative effect. 
"His melody lines 
are elegant and 
memorable in their 
own right," Ingber 
points out, "but all 
the underlying, in-

terplaying parts are peculiar to him 
because of the fact that he has this 
arranger's sensibility. That's one of the 
strengths of this record." 

After completing MIDI work at 
Muscletone and at Steve Deutsch's 
studio, Mars, Parks would track at 
one of several larger facilities, though 
he predominantly used The Bakery, 
a three-room facility in North Holly-
wood. MIDI programs, either real-
ized in the studio or prelaid to ADAT 
with SMPTE, were transferred dis-
cretely to analog multitrack, then 
mixed to a slave machine in stereo. It 
was at this point that Wilson would 
lay down vocals. 

"The first song I wrote was [title 
track] `Orange Crate Art,— Parks says, 
"and I thought the best person in the 
world to sing this song was Brian Wil-
son. We had this failed effort that we 
attempted some 30 years ago, and I 
had to abandon the resignation that I 
had operated under for 30 years and 
at least make an effort by calling Brian 
to see if we could create our relation-
ship without public interference once 
again. (The only reason I had the 
nerve to call him was I heard that he 
had sung on a Linda Rondstadt 
album. I said, `Well dam it, if she's a 
friend of his and he'll sing for her, 
maybe he'll sing for me on this 
album.') He came down [to Pacifique], 
and in 21/,_ hours, he got five doubled 
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voices on tape. It sounded great im-
mediately, he took possession of it. 

"Once we started getting five or six 
tunes in," Parks adds, "and I realized 
Brian was very much interested, the 
ante went up for all of us." Wilson's 
involvement galvanized the project. 
Though still sporadic, work began 
more in earnest and gained greater 
focus, as Wilson's vocal parts came to 
be the centerpiece of the album (five 
tracks of doubled vocals are about the 
minimum on any song). "The signal 
chain for Brian's vocals was all dis-
crete," says studio owner and engi-
neer Jon Baker. "We had a U47 that 
we ran into an API mic pre, we used 
a Summit tube limiter as the compres-
sor, and then that went straight to 
tape. That was the combination that 
sounded good." 

With Wilson's vocals largely in 
place, Parks would begin instrumen-
tal tracking. The elaborate instrumen-
tal palette on the record includes gui-
tars, piano, a slew of keyboards, exot-
ic percussion, strings, horns, steel 
drums, harmonica and hammer dul-
cimer. Baker says that Parks contin-
ued developing songs while tracking. 
"Each day, he would take a tape with 
him representing the day's work, and 
it would give him new impetus for or-
chestration ideas and arrangements." 
Ideas and inspirations from the musi-
cians also figured heavily in the ar-
ticulation of songs. "For example," 
Baker says. "Van Dyke would maybe 
bring in a vocal group to do back-
ground vocals, and they would be 
working on the arrangement as they 
were all listening to the tape. He 
would have certain key ideas about 
what he wanted, but he would usual-
ly open up the floor to the singers. If 
the singers would come up with a lick 
or a voicing, he would always want to 
have the flexibility to go with it." 

Each song was its own evolving 
organism, and Baker had to stay on 
his toes in order to manage all the 
material. "I'd have to keep prodding 
Van Dyke for his vision—'okay, we've 
got a full 24-track now, do you envi-
sion doing a string date or horn 
date?'—because that obviously would 
determine how I laid my tracks out. 
He couldn't foresee oftentimes what 
was going to happen until he got cer-
tain talent on the tape, so I learned in 
the course of the years that I had to 
assume that we would need another 
couple of tracks always in reserve. 

"When we finished the instrumen-
tal aspect of a song," Baker continues, 
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"Van Dyke would go back to the orig-
inal multitrack that was a transfer [of 
the MIDI material] and systematically 
make decisions about 'okay I like 
that, I don't like that, I'm gonna re-
place that with a human.' The things 
that were really indigenous synth 
sounds were the ones that usually 
made the cut. Anything that was like 
drums or bass or piano more often 
than not was replaced with a live 
tracking date." Given the style of the 
music and the abundance of lush live 
instrumentation, it may seem incon-
gruous that Parks chose to incorpo-
rate MIDI tracks. But when program-
ming, Parks and his collaborators al-
ways tried for as organic a sound as 
possible, mixing and matching mod-
ules and keeping quantization to a 
minimum. And, as Parks points out, 
"integrity in sound design is equally 
applicable to these new areas." 

Parks gave this abundant hybrid 
(in fairly finished form) to Ed Chemey 
and Michael FrondeIli, who mixed the 
album at Brooklyn Recording. Be-
cause Wilson's vocals are so impor-
tant to the album, the mixers spent a 
lot of time balancing and fitting them 
together. "Brian was an instrument," 
Frondelli says. "his vocal components 
really make a whole orchestral sound. 
We had to make the track fit Brian so 
that he didn't overpower it and so that 
it felt like he was in with the band." 
Wilson was often singing a melody in 
chords, "and when you're working on 
five-part harmony," FrondeIli says "a 
lot of times you're really looking for 
who's got the lead. You have to dig 
that out and make sure that whatever 
voice that is is in the melody. Van 
Dyke and I had to sit there and sort 
that out, and that was probably our 
most painstaking chore." 

In terms of vocal treatments, Fron-
deli says, "We were working with the 
Spatializer quite a bit, spreading the 
vocals as opposed to using panpots 
on Brooklyn's 8078 [which has GML 
automation]. That gave it a quality of 
depth without washing the vocal out, 
because it's not really a wet-sounding 
record. We wanted to give Brian's vo-
cals a presence without sounding 
electronic, keeping his dynamics and 
his vocal intimacy." 

If Wilson's vocal parts are the main 
focus of Orange Crate Art, it's as ele-
ments of Parks' gorgeous aural paint-
ings that they achieve their impact. In 
this sense, the album is a true collab-
oration. Still, Parks says, "I do know 
that I've brushed up against a great 

opportunity as a songwriter with the 
vocal centrality of Brian Wilson. I be-
lieve it's the singer, not the song," he 
adds, with characteristic humility, 
"and I believe a successful record pro-
duction can show that." 

-FROM PAGE 166, ORNL7TE COLEMAN 

sel and Chris Rosenberg; keyboardist 
Dave Bryant; and two bassists—Al 
MacDowell on electric bass and 
Bradley Jones on acoustic bass. 
I like this description of harmolod-

ics by Gary Lambert, writing about 
Omette's performance at the S.F. Jazz 

Festival a year ago: "Throughout the 
piece ["Bach Prelude," which appears 
on Tone Dialing], Chris Rosenberg 
plays a lovely etude on the guitar, but 
Denardo is playing a loud, seemingly 
incongruous funk counter-rhythm on 
the drums. Various instruments dart 
in and out of the scene at varying 
tempi and in a cacaphony of styles. 
It's exactly like you're walking down 
the street in New York City, a little 
Bach tune in your head. Suddenly a 
car roars by, blasting Snoop Doggy 
Dog out the window. Now over here 
a dog is barking, over there children 
laugh and scream, on the comer the 
guy at the fruit stand is arguing with 
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a customer. You still have the tune in 
your head, but you're taking in every-
thing else. You run into some friends, 
you spend some time talking, some 
stick around, some split. Some talk 
louder than others, some just listen. 
Paths diverge, paths converge, and 
still you hear that song. All those 
many songs. That's harmolodics." 

Tone Dialing was the first record 
cut at Omettes new studio—also 
called Harmolodic—in the Harlem 
district of upper Manhattan. Before it 
was converted into a studio in the fall 
of 1994, the space served as a re-
hearsal studio for Omette and Prime 
Time for more than three years. Or-
nette financed the studio himself, 

Omette started out in the 
studio doing it like he does 
in the live show: he plays 

the sax, puts it down, picks up 
the trumpet, puts it down, 

picks up the violin, 
he likes everything 
to go down live, 

—Greg Mann 

equipping it with an automated 56-
input Harrison MR2 console, Studer 
A800 recorders, UREI and Yamaha 
monitors, and a slew of top outboard 
equipment. For this project, he 
brought in rented Sony 3348 digital 
recorders. 

To engineer and mix the new rec-
ord, Omette called on veteran engi-
neer Greg Mann, who has been his 
live mixer on and off for several 
years. Mann's impressive resume in-
cludes several years as an assistant 
and a staff engineer at Media Sound 
in New York, five years as the head of 
the audio department at Harlem's his-
toric Apollo Theater (where he mixed 
everyone from Ray Charles to James 
Brown), and touring work with New 
Edition and others. Recording began 
in January of this year and continued, 
with breaks for touring, for the next 
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six months. Why so long to make a 
record that was basically cut live? 

"As you might expect, Omette is a 
real perfectionist in the studio," Mann 
comments. "He hears this music in 
his head, and he knows exactly what 
he wants, and if he's not happy with 
a performance, he can't just let it go. 
His ears are really, really good. The 
way we worked on this album, we'd 
record for two or three weeks, take 
two weeks off for a tour and then 
come back and work in the studio 
some more. Sometimes when we'd 
come back, Omette would hear new 
things in the music, and we'd do new 
takes. After we finally got the takes 
we needed, we started the mix, and 
that's a whole 'nother involved thing 
with Omette." More on the mix later. 
A peculiarity of the way Omette 

works that is also time-consuming is 
that he spends a great deal of time 
ta/king to his band, articulating his vi-
sion of his compositions. "They might 
sit around for a couple of hours, with 
Omette going over the different parts 
and discussing what he wants to get 
out of the piece," Mann says. "They 
might literally talk for two or three 
hours and then only play for an hour 
or so, then stop and talk some more. 
Omette wants everyone to be real 
clear about his music." 

Even though to the untrained ear 
Omette's music sometimes has an al-
most random feel, as if the musi-
cians are just making up their parts 
on the spot, Mann stresses that 
"everything is written out to a de-
gree, meaning all the main melody 
parts are written. Then Omette al-
lows everybody to make variations 
on the main melodies as they see fit, 
but Omette writes out everybody's 
part, and they all read it in the stu-
dio—except for Al [MacDowell], 
who's got everything memorized! If 
you play something Omette doesn't 
like, he'll hear it and make you 
change it." 

Mann had the two percussionists 
in iso booths, and the other six play-
ers in the main recording room, with 
Omette set apart about ten feet 
away from the others. "I used baffles 
and blankets to build little isolation 
pods for the guitarists," Mann says. 
"I used 57s on the amps, and since 
Kenny is in stereo, we double-miked 
him. For [acoustic bassist] Brad Jones 
I created a space out of baffles and 
blankets that was wild—you couldn't 
even see him! But it worked out 
well. For him I used an old RCA 77 
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and a Neumann 44. I sat Omette on 
the other side of the room in a nice 
space so I could really capture the 
room with him. For his horn I used 
tube 47s, or a Telefunken, and AKG 
451s for the ambience." 
Mann says that with Prime Time, 

"each take has its own character, but 
they're pretty similar; they're all 
good. With the exception of one 
song [the heavily layered and ma-
nipulated rap song, "Search for 
Meaning"] what's on the album are 
all complete takes and all live, ex-
cept for a couple of trumpet over-
dubs, where Omette didn't like what 
he'd done. But even there, he start-
ed out in the studio doing it like he 
does in the live show: He plays the 
sax, puts it down, picks up the trum-
pet, puts it down, picks up the vio-
lin. He likes everything to go down 
live, even the electronic drums— 
what we did was pre-stripe all the 
tape and make offsets for the se-
quencing gear, and then Denardo 
played the drums and drum ma-
chines live." 

Mixing music this dense and 
complex was no easy task. After all, 
the relationship between the instru-
ments in Ornette's music bears al-
most no resemblance to what you 
hear on conventional jazz or rock 
records. According to Mann, "The 
mix was harmolodic also. Generally, 
when you mix a record, kick drum 
is at the center, both speakers, snare 
drum is center, toms are panned 
stereo left and right. Well, what I'd 
do was put the kick drum in one 
speaker, put the snare drum com-
pletely in the opposite speaker, do 
different panning for the whole mix, 
so the mix somehow had the char-
acter of the songs. Some I mixed 
straight—mix the piano in stereo 
and all—but others we moved things 
in places you wouldn't expect." 

Mann notes that Omette was 
quite active at the mix stage: "What 
he wanted was a way of having 
every fader move he made recorded. 
He wanted it to be captured. Tradi-
tionally, you set up the whole mix, 
then put on the [console's] computer 
and refine it. Well, that wasn't work-
ing for Omette. We tried that, but it 
didn't work. So instead we turned 
the computer on at the beginning, 
and instead of him coming in at the 
end of the day after I'd been work-
ing on mixes, he came at the begin-
ning, and he put all the little sub-
tleties he wanted into the computer: 
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'I want this guitar to go over here. I 
want this kind of panning.' Once he 
got his moves in, I'd take the rest of 
the afternoon refining everything, 
like the EQs and the effects, and 
then Omette and Denardo would 
come back at the end of the day. 

"They let me have control over 
most of the effects and delays and re-
verbs, but if I added too much or too 
little, I'd hear about it. Ornette's 
amazing—he remembers every little 
sound. You might think to yourself, 
'Oh, there's so much going on in this 
music, he won't notice I changed the 
reverb on this one tabla drum,' and 
then he'll come in and say, 'What are 
you doing with the reverb on that 
tabla?" Mann says with a laugh. "In 
general, Omette likes more reverb 
than me, so he'd always want to add 
more. I like to keep it a little drier. 
But every song was different, every 
song was like its own little world." 
Mann says his main outboard tools 
on the record were the Eventide 
H3000, Lexicon 480, PCM42 and 
PCM70 and Yamaha SPX90. 

To add ambience on some tracks, 
Mann says, "I had this room in the 
back and I'd feed [a track] through 
some aux sends to two Bose speak-
ers back there, and I miked the 
room with a pair of 87s. I could real-
ly blast it in there, so the sax or the 
drums or anything I wanted to 
sound bigger or get an ambience 
outside from the natural ambience of 
the room, I'd [record] that." 

There are a few little sonic tricks 
here and there on the record—for 
instance, the song "OAC" emerges 
from what sounds like a tinny tran-
sistor radio before exploding into 
glorious high fidelity (an effect Mann 
achieved by playing the song 
through a broken Auratone speaker 
and recording it)—but mainly the 
approach on the record is fairly 
straightforward, and clarity takes 
precedence over gimmickry. Omette 
wants to communicate his musical 
ideas, and the crispness of the 
recording certainly facilitates that. A 
lot of hard work clearly went into 
making this record, but it doesn't 
sound fussed-over in any way. In-
stead it has a natural, almost organic 
feel to it. 

"Omette said he felt like he never 
had enough time to do an album be-
fore," Mann says. "On his other pro-
jects, for instance, he could never 
spend five days on a song. But by 
having his own studio, he could take 
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as long as he wanted. It gave him 
an opportunity to record in a situa-
tion where there wasn't a lot of pres-
sure on him, and he could really re-
fine his work. I was lucky to be a 
part of it because it gave me the op-
portunity to really be with him and 
give him everything he needed. I'm 
really happy it came out sounding 
so good." 

—FROM PAGE 167, THE BEACH BOYS 

group's music would go in the next 
couple of years. And when, right 
after The Beatles' awesome (and to 
Wilson, intimidating) masterpiece 
Rubber Soul was released in late '65, 
Brian became determined to find the 
"new thing" inside of him, and to 
write internally, rather than external-
ly, for a change. He called in a lyric 
collaborator, Tony Asher, and in Jan-
uary of 1966 began work in earnest 
on the album most Wilson acolytes 
point to as his great masterpiece, Pet 
Sounds. (Actually the song "Pet 
Sounds" was recorded in November 
'65.) "I was obsessed with explain-
ing, musically, how I felt inside," Wil-
son wrote in the CD liner notes for 
Pet Sounds in 1990. "This, I thought, 
could be the beginning of a new so-
phisticated-feeling music. I definitely 
felt the need to compete with The 
Beatles." 

Tracking sessions, with Wilson 
presiding over some of the best studio 
players in L.A., took place mainly at 
two locations in the winter and 
spring: Gold Star Studios and Western 
Studios. Wilson would write the 
music first, starting with piano, and 
build the arrangement from there, 
often actually in the studio, depend-
ing on what sort of timbres and tex-
tures he heard in his head. Lyrics (and 
thus, vocals) always came last, and 
sometimes they might materialize 
weeks or even months after the music 
was written. This was a period of in-
tense musical experimentation for 
Wilson, and he didn't hesitate to add 
and subtract instruments and put 
them in unusual combinations to sat-
isfy his muse. 

For me, the song "God Only 
Knows"—even more than the better-
known and more complex "Good Vi-
brations"—best exemplifies what was 
most interesting about Wilson's writ-
ing during this period. It has a lilting, 
sing-song quality that emphasizes the 
melody above all; beautifully arranged 
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vocals, from brother Carl Wilson's 
lovely near-falsetto lead vocal to the 
complicated choral round at the 
song's close; unusual percussion ef-
fects that show the Spector influence 
(sleigh bells, cracking trap drums); a 
very distinctive blend of instruments, 
including harpsichord, french horn, 
piano, organ, very prominent electric 
bass, and a string section; and intro-
spective lyrics with a spirtual quality 
to them. As Brian wrote in his 1991 
autobiography, Wouldn't It Be Nice, 
"No one had ever recorded [the word 
God] before in a popular song. I was 
concerned that with God in the song 
we wouldn't get any radio airplay. 
Tony [Asher] understood, but he was 
adamant about not compromising the 
artistic integrity." He also wrote, in the 
Pet Sounds CD liner notes, "Carl and I 
were into prayer. We'd pray together, 
and we prayed for light and guidance 
through the album. We kind of made 
it a religious ceremony." 

In keeping with the Phil Spector, 
Wall of Sound tradition, the instru-
mental track was cut live in a single 
day (March 9, 1966) at Western Stu-
dios in Hollywood, with Brian's fa-
vorite engineer, Chuck Britz, han-
dling the recording, cutting to 4-track. 
"People who were at the 'God Only 
Knows' sessions tell me that they 
were the most magical, beautiful mu-
sical experiences they've ever heard," 
Wilson wrote. "I gathered 23 musi-
cians in one studio, an extraordinary 
number for a pop record. Everyone 
played simultaneously, the different 
sounds bleeding into one another, 
producing a rich, heavenly blanket of 
music." (Some early takes and a dif-
ferent mix of the song can be heard 
on a "bonus disc" in the Good Vibra-
tions boxed set that came out in 
1993. There is almost no studio trick-
ery on the song; just strong arrange-
ment ideas and the big Western Stu-
dios echo chambers in action.) 

The day after the instrumental 
tracks were recorded, work began 
on the vocal contributions by Carl, 
Brian and Bruce Johnston. A second 
vocal session a month later complet-
ed the track. According to Britz, 
quoted in the Good Vibrations box, 
"They would rehearse to the [instru-
mental] track, which was actually 
better for them because then they 
could hear all the different pieces 
that were going on that enhanced 
the voices, because that's the way 
Brian would write." Usually, the 
music would be mixed down to a 

single track and then the vocals 
would be put on as many as seven 
tracks, later to be mixed down to a 
single track. The entire Pet Sounds 
album was mixed to mono. 

The song was released as the back 
side of a single with "Wouldn't It Be 
Nice" on the A side, but it picked up 
some momentum of its own, making 
it up to Number 39 on the Billboard 
charts. It was a smash in L.A., and 
also in England where it went all the 
way to Number 3. Pet Sounds, as a 
whole, was a great commercial disap-
pointment for Brian and the Beach 
Boys, and its relative "failure" had an 
incalculable effect on Brian's sensitive 

THIS TIME ITS 

PER 

psyche. Wilson could always take 
pride in the knowledge, however, 
that Pet Sounds had a huge impact on 
The Beatles, who were hard at work 
on Revolver when Pet Sounds was re-
leased. Paul McCartney said in 1990, 
"Pet Sounds blew me out of the 
water. I love the album so much.. .1 
played it to John so much that it 
would be difficult for him to escape 
the influence... It was the record of 
the time." He went on to say that 
"God Only Knows" was one of the 
most beautiful songs ever written: 
"It's a big favorite of mine; very emo-
tional, always a bit of a choker for 
me, that one." Still is, too. 
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C 0 A S To 
L.A. GRAPEVINE 
by Maureen Droney 

With his usual against-the-trend style, pro-
ducer/remixer Richard Wolf (Bell Biv Devoe, 
Prince, Seal, Ce Ce Peniston) has moved his home 
studio out of his home. His new space, still called 
Red Chamber, has room for the live recording 
he's been doing with new Atlantic/Wolfs Gang 
signees Budahat. Wolf calls Budahat a combina-
tion of Rufus, Sly & the Family Stone and Tribe 
Called Quest—funky and soulful with a '90s atti-
tude and a hip hop sensibility. "These are young 
musicians who grew up listening to everything 
from Jimi Hendrix to De La Soul," he says. "The 
band has a core membership, but there's an as-
sociation with seven or eight people, and the vi-
sion is to build a kind of Stax. Ricky Bell (Bell Biv 
Devoe, New Edition) has started his solo album 
for MCA, and we're cutting the first tracks with 
Budahat—so they're kind of the house band, but 
with sampling, looping and DJs. I think there's a 
whole new generation, people originally influ-
enced by rappers and hip hop, who have had 
their appetite whetted for that old-school sound." 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 185 

At Richard Wolf's Red Chamber (L to R): Ricky Bell 

and Wolf with Charlea Boyer, Mike Elizondo and 

Lattrice Murray of Budahat. 

SESSION SPOTLIGHT 
by Adam Beyda 

VELOCITY GIRL, OZ STUDIOS 
After releasing two excellent albums of guitar-dri-
ven hard pop, Washington, D.C.'s Velocity Girl 
have been busy again devising another corker. The 
band recently spent seven weeks tracking and mix-
ing their third Sub Pop LP (due out in March '96) 

Velocity OM et Oz Stud/os (ciookerlee from top lele 

Keay Rase (gutter, bass), assistant engineer Mika Rippe, 

singer Sarah Shannon, drummer ant Spellman. 

Archie Moore (semis, guitar, basal produoailesapkwier 

CM Noma and guitarist Man Nelson. 

with producer/engineer Clif Norrell at Baltimore's 
Oz Recording Studios. 
Oz opened in 1990, when owners Steve 

Palmieri and Joe Goldsbrough converted an old 
warehouse into a commodious recording facility, 
and has since hosted a national music-recording 
clientele. The studio is a favorite destination for 
Washington-area bands with a brain (such as 
Shudder To Think and Jawbox), and it was a great 
place for Velocity Girl to get away to, escaping dis-
tractions while staying close to home. 

The studio was also very well-suited to the way 
the band recorded. With several years of touring 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 181 
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COAST 
STUDIO SPOTLIGHT 

MUSIC MILL, NASHVILLE 
Nashville's Music Row landmark The Music Mill re-
cently reopened its mix room after extensive reno-
vations. The room was gutted and rebuilt and 
acoustically redesigned by The Russ Berger Design 
Group (Dallas), which served as the consultant on 
every aspect from the floor plan to interior finishes. 
Chris McCollum of Forum Contractors, Franklin, 
Tenn., oversaw construction, working closely with 
Berger, while studio manager Kimberly Keen guid-
ed the interior decorating: The offices and lounges 
were redecorated to reflect the studio's rustic exte-
rior, creating a "warm lodge" feel with a Western 
motif and Adirondack-style furniture. 

The facility has all-new equipment, including 
Nashville's first API Legacy Series 56-in console, with 
GML automation installed by George Massenburg. 
Other new equipment includes a Sony PCM-3348 48-

track digital recorder, Genelec 1033A monitoring sys-
tem, Lydkraft compressors and TC Electronic M5000 
and Lexicon 300 processors. A PCM-3348 was also 
added to the studio's Focusrite Studio Console room. 

In its present location since 1980, Music Mill's re-
cent sessions include Toby Keith, George Jones, 
Beatles tribute album Come Together, Martina 
McBride and John and Audrey Wiggins. 

NY METRO REPORT 
by Dan Daley 

Despite its thorough concrete covering, New 
York City does indeed have a spring floral bloom-
ing period. And while the leaves may fall come 
October, this year's AES convention in New York 
saw another kind of bloom in town. In a city that 
once was home to radio and television networks 
that built much of their own equipment, pro 
audio manufacturing had withered somewhat 
over the past few decades. But the show floor il-
lustrated a renaissance of sorts for the kind of cre-
ative technical venture that once thrived here—a 
sort of boutique approach to pro audio equip-
ment design that nicely matches the bluesy, 
acoustic and fiercely independent grass-roots 
redux of contemporary pop music. 

Greg Hanks, a long-time independent main-
tenance technician for Metro area studios, found 

that the evolution of black-box 
technology was lessening the 
dependence of facilities on 
maintenance, replacing it with 
what he calls "Support through 
selective replacement of systems 
rather than repair." Hanks took 
26 years of experience and 
began designing his own sys-
tems, the first of which is the 
1650T Mic-Pre/Limiter, which is 
being manufactured and market-
ed in partnership with dbx. Is 
New York a good place to start 
a hardware venture? "It's fertile 
ground here," Hanks asserts, 
with an optimistic intensity that 
quickly replaces the dour look 

that accompanied talk of the local maintenance 
business. "There's so much diversity here that you 
can use New York as a proving ground for any-
thing." 
Anthony DeMaria, of ADL in upstate New 

Paltz, which manufactures an array of signal pro-
cessing gear, says that though New York is no 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 182 
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SESSIONS AND STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Orange Count y marauders Rocket 

From the Crypt mixed their Inter-
scope debut at Lighthouse Recorders 
in North Hollywood...Coolio mixed 
his upcoming Tommy Boy release at 
Larrabee North (Universal City) with 
producers Chris Hamabe and Devon 
Davis and mixer Rob Chittrelli; Ryan 
Arnold assisted...Toto ( yes, Toto) 
tracked and mixed their newest 
Sony International release in Capi-
tol's Studio A with producer Elliot 
Scheiner...Madonna was at Brooklyn 
Recording in L.A., collaborating with 
producer/songwriter David Foster on 
two songs for her new Something to 
Re111elllher on Maverick/Sire. Dave 
Reitzas engineered. Bonnie Raitt and 
producer Don Was were also in with 
engineer Ed Cherney mixing Raitt's 
new Capitol live set, Road Tested. 
Cherney recorded the shows last 
summer with facilities provided by 
David Hewitt's Remote Recording 
Services.. Beverly Hills 90210 phe-
nom Brian Austin Green mixed his 
new record for Babyface's Yab Yum 
label at Skip Saylor Recording in L.A. 
John Barnes produced, and Rick Clif-
ford engineered, assisted by Rod 
Michaels.. 

NORTHEAST 

Producer Dave Fridmann camped 
out at Sweetfish Recording (Argyle, 
NY) recording Bar None artists The 
Wallmen, trip-hop combo Research 
(their Elektra debut) and remixing a 
Warner Bros. single for The Flaming 
Lips.. Studio 4 Recording in Con-
shohocken, PA, had Anthrax and 
Cyndi Lauper in over the past few 
months, working with Joe and Phil 
Nicolo, while Randy Cantor recorded 
the upcoming Ruffhouse Records 

debut of The Trip, mixing with Joe 
Nicolo...Gee Street artists PM Dawn 
overdubbed orchestral parts in Clin-
ton's (NYC) Studio A. Troy Haider-
son engineered with assistants Mark 
Agostino and Adam Blackburn.. The 
Gigolo Aunts recorded their next 
RCA LP, slated for a mid-'96 release, 
at BearTracks in Suffern, NY, with 

producer Fred Maher, engineer 
Lloyd Puckitt and assistant Steve 
Regina... Not such Bad Company 
after all: Paul Rodgers recently spent 
a week working at Pie Studios in 
Glen Cove, NY, with producer Eddie 

Producer Larry Anschell and artist Joe 

Sather were at work on an album for 

Canadian band Sex With Nixon. The two are 

pictured at the Neotek lE aboard Turtle 

Recording's Vancouver, BC-based control-

room-on-wheels--a remote truck used for 

location recording that also serves as the 

control at Turtle's Vancouver tracking rooms. 

Kramer... Producer Lamar I.owder 
recorded and mixed the upcoming 
WaxTrax/TVT debut of Chainsuck at 
Squid Hell in Jamaica Plain, MA. En-
gineer Jeff Madison manned the stu-
dio's API Legacy...The Zydecats 
were at Trod Nossel Studios in 
Wallingford, CT, recording their sec-
ond album, Smokehouse Zydeco, for 
Allicat Records... 
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Alice, 30 years later: 

Arlo Guthrie and son Abe 

were in Derek Recording 

(Dalton, MA) remaking 

Guthrie's '60s classic, 

Alice's Restaurant They 

also cut an album of new 

material, Mystic Journey, 

out next month on Rising 

Son Records. In front of 

Derek's Amek TAC Scorpion 

2 are Abe and Arlo Guthrie, 

with studio owner/engineer 

Greg Steele. 

o 
2 
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—FROM PAGE 178, CFCSION SPOTLIGHT 

and recording behind them, 
Velocity Girl are writing and 
playing better than ever. Be-
cause they really seem to be 
feeling their oats as a combo, 
it made sense to do a lot of 
live tracking. It's no coinci-
dence that Norrell (whose 
credits include R.E.M., Paw, 
Gin Blossoms and Jeff Buck-
ley) likes to record this way, 
focusing on getting good per-
formances. He set the band 
up in Oz's large tracking 
room, putting the amps in 
one of the adjacent iso 
booths. Norrell says the track-
ing room is a "real live-sound-
ing brick room—the drums 
sound huge in there, which is 
great for this record." 

Velocity Girl are a guitar-
ocentric band (members own 
about 30 guitars between 
them), and the sessions bene-
fited from Oz's large collection 
of vintage amps. Norrell kept 
the chains pretty straightfor-
ward, tending to use SM57s 
and Demeter tube mic pre's 
on the guitar rigs. But he came 
up with crunchy sounds by 
mixing and matching the array 
of guitars, amps and pedals. 

Well-equipped in general, 
Oz features a fully automated, 
32-channel Trident Series 90; a 
Studer A827 24-track; Genelec, 
Yamaha and Tannoy monitors; 
and a good collection of mics 
and outboard equipment. The 
studio's "great-sounding" John 
Klett-customized 2-track (an 
Ampex ATR102 'A-inch) is also 
a big draw. 

"A lot of studios are very 
sterile in terms of being locked 
inside," Norrell says. "One of 
the reasons that we picked this 
studio is that it's got big win-
dows in it, and we can actual-
ly see a little light from out-
side." One of the songs on the 
new LP, "Same Old City," is 
about being in the city for too 
long, and when they were cut-
ting it, Norrell opened the 
blinds to reveal the city view 
and said, "Okay, you guys, be 
looking out the windows as 
you play this so we can get the 
right feeling." 
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1995 MUSIC & SOUND AWARDS 
WINNER - BEST MUSIC SOFTWARE/ 
MULTIMEDIA DEALER ( bkkion 

I ri the Digital Recording market there are some 
things you want to get right. IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, BE DURABLE, FUNCTIONAL USER 
FRIENDLY, EXPANDABLE & AFFORDABLE. 

That's why you need a Digital Audio dealer 
who knows how to ensure that the 
products you buy are exactly what 
you need to get the job done - a 
dealer who gets it right the 
tirst time. 
Sounds like you're 
talking about MacBEAT. 
We're not some huge 
sales organization, just 
the best, dedicated sales 
oeople and technicians in 
the business who are musi-
cians themselves. Call us 
now, and you too can experi-

ence what it's like dealing with 
Pros in the know. 

-111c Musk & Sound Awards" regisicird iradcmad:  
Communications and Mc Music Br Sound Retailed' MagaÀinc. 
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NORTH CENTRAL 

New Musicvocalist/composer Jade 
Maze tracked her new CD at Chica-
go's Sparrow Sound Design. Suzuki 
co-produced, Sparrow and Patrick 
Halliwell engineered, and Joanie Pal-
let() mixed...Producer Brian Ander-
son tracked and mixed the upcoming 
IMI Records release for the Falling 
Wallendas at Smart Studios in Madi-
son. WI...Citizen King recorded a 
song for the Cartoon Network at 
Walls Have Ears Studio in Milwaukee, 
WI. William Stace produced...Mam-
moth/Atlantic artists Kill Creek tracked 
and mixed their upcoming release 
with co-producer/engineer Ed Rose 
and assistant Chris Wagner at Red 
House Recording in Lawrence, KS... 

SOUTHEAST 

Renowned blues guitarist Bob Mar-
golin recorded and mixed his new 
Alligator release at Reflection Sound 
Studios in Charlotte, NC. Margolin 
produced with Kaz Kazanov and the 
main Alligator himself, Bruce Iglauer. 
Mark Williams engineered, assisted 
by Rob Preston...Trey Black remixed 
an MCA Records single at Atlanta's 
Doppler Studios with producer David 
Hobbs, engineer Mike Wilson and as-
sistant Al Layne. Debra Cox was also 
in tracking for Arista with producer 
Darryl Simmons, engineer Thom 
Kidd and assistant Alex Lowe... Re-
cent sessions at Nashville's Sound 
Emporium included Hank Williams Jr. 
tracking for Curb Records with pro-
ducer Chuck Howard and engineers 
Bob Campbell Smith and Craig 
White. Trisha Yearwood was also in 
with producer Garth Fundis and en-
gineers Dave Sinko and Ken 
Hutton... Producer Phil Ramone 
mixed pianist Raul DiBlasio's latest at 
Miami's Crescent Moon Studios. Eric 
Schilling engineered with assistant 
Marcelo Ariez...Tracy Bonham mixed 
her Island debut with producers Paul 
Kolderie and Sean Slade at Miami's 
South Beach Studios, the newest 
member of SPARS...Recent activity at 
New River Studios in Fort Laud-
erdale, FL, included gospel singer 
Jennifer Holliday working on pre-
production in Studio A with engineer 
Riley J. Connell...At MusicLab Re-
cording in Jacksonville Beach, FL, 
artist/producer Michael Fitzgerald 
recorded his latest Chain of Fools 
project for Rimshot Records. Fitzger-
ald engineered with studio owner 
Roy Love... 

NORTHWEST 

MCA nouveau new wavers Dance 
Hall Crashers recorded and over-
dubbed in Studio A at Fantasy in 
Berkeley, CA. Stoker Growcott pro-
duced and Frank Rinella engineered. 
Master musician Ali Akbar Khan 
recorded in B with engineer Chris 
Haynes and assistant Ben Con-
rad...Mark my word: Recent projects 
at San Francisco's Hyde Street Studios 
included solo albums from Mark 
Eitzel (American Music Club) and 
Mark Kozelek (Red House Painters), 
both mixed by Mark Needham...Im-
mortal/Epic recording artists Far 
recorded their major label debut at 
Prairie Sun Recording in Cotati, CA, 
with recordist Brad Wood and engi-
neers Wes Sharon and Eric 
Stenman...Twelve-year-old singing 
sensation Seabron recorded his At-
lantic debut at Studio D Recording in 
Sausalito, CA, with producer Preston 
Glass, co-producer/engineer Joel Jaffe 
and assistant Mike Cresswell. Michi-
gan band Verve Pipe were also in 
tracking their BMG debut with pro-
ducer Jerry Harrison, engineer Karl 
Derfler and assistant Larry Brewer... 

SOUTHWEST 

Interscope recording artists The 
Toadies and Reverend Horton Heat 
recorded songs for an MCA compila-
tion at Planet Dallas Studios (Dallas). 
Ralph Sall produced, Peter McCabe 
and Rick Rooney engineered, and 
Adam Zimmermann and Amado Car-
rasco assisted...Reelsound's 48-track 
audio truck was in Austin, TX, to re-
cord Antone's 20th anniversary 
show. Eddie Stout produced for An-
tone Records, and Malcolm H. Harp-
er Jr. engineered, assisted by Greg 
Klinginsmith and Dennis Walls...Pro-
ducer R. Chris Murphy was in Step-
bridge Studios in Santa Fe with engi-
neer Kyle Johnson recording new-
music soprano Joan La Barbara for a 
compilation CD for the International 
Computer Music Conference. • 

—FROM PAGE 179, NY METRO 

better or worse than anywhere else 
for the actual manufacturing of 
equipment, it offers accessibility that 
few other locations can, and it in 
turn feeds the creativity of the de-
sign and refinement process. "You 
get access to producers, engineers 
and studios at a level of density that 
you probably can't find elsewhere," 
he says. "I can run a piece of gear 
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Dolphin Recording 
Studios 
29-G Hunter Rd. 

Hilton Head Island, SC 29926 
(803) 689-6001; Fax (803) 689-2239 

Dolphin is the newest state-of-
the-art studio located on beauti-
ful Hilton Head Island, South 
Carolina. Record in a relaxing at-
mosphere, and enjoy golf, ten-
nis, fishing and the best beaches 
anywhere. Dolphin Recording 
Studio offers a Yamaha C-7 con-
cert piano, 54-input Mackie 8-bus 
console, 32-track digital and 
Neve outboard gear. Contact 
Lew Carey Conetta, President. 

o 
STUDIO 
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Studio Morin 
Heights 
201 Rue Perry 

Morin Heights, Quebec JOR 1HO 

(514) 226-2419; Fax ( 514) 226-5409 

The studios, our six-bedroom 
guest house and cottage are 
nestled in the heart of the Lau-
rentian Mountains resort area, 
with panoramic views of our pri-
vate lake and forest. Less than an 
hour from Montreal and NYC. 
Featured equipment includes SSL 
1056, Neve 8014, Mackie 3208, 
Studer A800 and A80, Otari MTR-
90 and Otan RADAR 24-track hard 
disk recording system, as well as 
comprehensive array of outboard 
equipment and microphones. 

Compact Disc Mastering/ 

Digital Editing 

312-266-5770/ fax 312-649-1870 

Monsterdisc 
Mastering 

1333 N. Kingsbury #203; Chicago, IL 60622 

(312) 266-5770; Fax (312) 649-1870 

Monsterdisc fills the mastering 
needs of Chicago and the Mid-
west. Offering the finest digital 
mastering and editing, we have a 
full Sonic Solutions workstation, 
loads of outboard gear and a vari-
ety of monitors including Meyer's 
HD- 1. Our engineers include 
Jason Rau and Jay O'Rourke. 
Recent clients include Liz Phair, 
Material Issue, The Wesley Willis 
Fiasco, Virgin Records, Alligator 
Records/Koko Taylor, Jive Records, 
Pigface, DJ International, CZ 
Records and Touch and Go. 

Russian Hill 
Recording 

1520 Pacific Ave. 

San Francisco, CA 94109 

(415) 474-4520; Fax (415) 474-7190 

Housing three studios for record-
ing and mixing, Russian Hill han-
dles sound post-production for 
television commercials and fea-
ture films, as well as major-label 
album production. Our studios 
feature SSL and Euphonix con-
soles with full automation and 
Dolby Surround mixdown. Re-
cent projects include Charles 
Brown's music score for the inde-
pendent film, Johns and Modem 
RocIdine's live fiber-optic session 
with PJ Harvey. 

EastSide Sound 
98 Allen Street 

New York, NY 10002 
(212) 226-6365; Fax (212) 226-0788 

EastSide Sound has been satisfying 
clients for 24 years. Our tracking 
room boasts a vintage Neve with 
David Manley tube modifications 
and Flying Faders. Our mixing 
room houses the Harrison Series 
Tea B—the ultimate in automa-
tion. Both rooms include Studer 
and Sony tape decks, a wide se-
lection of both vintage and mod-
em mies and outboard gear, as 
well as computer workstations. 
Located in Manhattan, private and 
very comfortable. Call for further 
information. 

Studio Piccolo 

Studio Piccolo 
1977 Lepailleur 

Montreal, OC L 6E4 

(514) 351-0009; Fax (5/4) 351-2891 
E-mail: arago@odyssee.net 

Studio Piccolo. situated 15 minutes 
from downtown Montreal, is a stu-
dio with all the comfort and space 
needed to let the creative juices 
flow. Having recently relocated to 
a larger space, Studio Picuilo makes 
the ideal tracking facility. Complete 
with a huge live room and control 
room, as well as several iso booths, 
Piccolo offers a Studer A80 2-inch 
with 24-track Dolby SR, Studer 
A827 X-inch, 32-track ADAT with 
BRC, 16-track Pro Tools and Opti-
file automation. Keyboards, sound 
modules, samplers, guitar amps and 
baby grand piano are also available. 

FOR INFORMATION ON STUDIO SHOWCASE CALL ( 8011 344-5478 1)/(.1,..1V/01: !eXn, 511 \ 183 
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MCA Music 
Media Studios 
5161 Lankershim Blvd., Suite 201 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 

(818) 777-9200; Fax (818) 777-9235 

Client-oriented mastering suite. 
Full 20-bit digital audio path with 
many flavors of down-conversion 
available. Many digital and analog 
music processors on site, featur-
ing the db Technologies AD122 
A/D, TC, Electronic M5000, vin-
tage and modified Sontec Disk 
Mastering EQs, and GML EQ and 
dynamics p roces.sing. Mastering 
is Hatler Diablo powering Dyn-
audio M3 monitors through an in-
house designed and constructed 
mastering console. 

Bob Ludwig's 
Gateway Mastering 

428 Cumberland Avenue 
Portland, ME 04101 

(207) 828-9400; Fax (207) 828-9405 

The studio has already won 2 Ta: 
awards; Bob Ludwig has won 6 
TEC awards and the prestigious Les 
Paul Award. We are a world-class 
facility featuring 
• A knowledgeable and friendly staff 
• Superb maintenance 
• State-of-the-art acoustics 
• High-resolution monitoring 
• Transparent Audio cabling 
• All engineers are musicians! 
Mastering: Bob Ludwig, Brian Lee 
Digital Editing: Lance Clark, 
Jennifer Munson 
Techno-whiz: Scott McConville 

Sound/ Mirror 
76 Green Street 

Jamaica Main, MA 02130-2271 
(617) 522-1412; Fax (617) 524-8377 

We are a fully digital location 
recording, post-production and 
CD-mastering company specializ-
ing in classical and acoustic 
music. We do extensive field 
recording around the world and 
have been involved in complete 
recording projects for nearly 
every major classical label over 
the past 20 years. Full location 
recording with PCM-9000; post-
production with Sonic Solutions, 
Lexicon Opus and Sony DAE-3000 
and more. Your recording may 
be our next Grammy nominee. 

YOU ARE AN AWESOME EDITOR. 
Face it --, you're probably way too good for the recording studio you're at now. Sure, at 
first, it was great, but now you want to move on. Work with cool equipment. More creative 
projects. And people who immediately recognize your unappreciated brilliance. 

In short, you want to come tc Catspaw Studios in Atlanta. A place where you can 
make your mark with broadcast, sound design and music sessions. 

Since you've been in this biz for a chunk o' time, there's no doubt tiat your reel demon-
strates your awesomeness. So go ahead and rush it ( in confidence), along with your 
salary requirements, to: 

Awesome Editor Search 
Catspaw Studios 

560 Dutch Valley Rd 
Atlanta, GA 30324 

(404) 876-2287 FAX (404) 881-8409 

CATSPAW 
PRODUCTIONS Catspaw is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
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over to a studio and get almost in-
stant feedback on it. In that respect, 
New York is unique." 
Andrew Barta, founder of Tech 

21, noted for the SansAmp product 
line, agrees that New York is not nec-
essarily a great place to actually make 
stuff, considering the degree of regu-
lations and the cost of space. But as 
far as getting input and creative de-
sign stimulation, there's nothing quite 
like it. The city always intrigued him, 
he says, noting that when he came 
here from his native Hungary, "All 
you heard about was Mike Mathews 
and Electro Harmonix. New York 
was the center of not only music but 
the equipment that was being used to 
make it. It's a great place to test out 
your assumptions." 

Barta originally set up shop in the 
rear of Midtown's Rogue Music, a 
sales and repair shop on West 30th 
Street. "A lot of professional audio 
equipment gets tested out in the 
club by musicians before it winds up 
in studios," he says, "and the club 
scene in New York is very interest-
ing. You have places like the Scrap 
Bar with very good sound systems, 
where you can check out equipment 
under stressful but sophisticated 
technical circumstances. And in a 
place like Manhattan, word gets 
around quickly about what's going 
on. People knew what I was doing 
in a back room on West 30th Street 
pretty quickly. I mean, where else 
can you have Lou Reed just walk in 
and ask, 'What's up?" 

Fax New York news to 212/685-
4783 or 615/646-0102, or post to 
DANMIX on the Allied Pool BBS at 
212/674-7375. 
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Wolf's production setup is both 24-
track analog and digital, with a Session 
8 hardware interface and Logic Audio 
software. He says, "I record the live 
music directly into the digital. Or 
sometimes I may record to tape, then 
transfer it into the digital. With drums, 
it's amazing what you can do. Particu-
larly with hip hop or R&B, people are 
used to the machines that have very 
punchy, clear snares. You get leakage 
with live music, and with the Session 
8, you can eliminate the leakage with-
out gating—because when you gate 
things you lose certain nuances. With 
the Logic Audio, you find the kick 
that's leaking into the snare and elimi-

nate it. So you get all the subtleties of 
the ghost notes, because funky drum-
mers have a lot of ghost notes when 
they play snare that you would lose if 
you gate it. You can keep the sub-
tleties without compromising the 
sound of the individual drums. It's 
funny, the reason I bought the system 
was to quantize live drums, but I 
haven't used that feature because the 
drummers I've been working with 
have been so good! 

"I think the combination of live 
players and digital music is exciting. 
It takes sampling, which is probably 
the most stunning technical contri-
bution in the last ten years in music 
in the way it's revolutionized making 
records, to a whole other level— 
with how much freedom you have 
to manipulate sound. We've only 
scratched the surface so far." 

Wolf also has a partnership with 
Ricky Bell in the production compa-
ny called Slick Wolf. Says Wolf 
about the company: "We are devel-
oping acts that are trying to stretch 
into what you could call genre-
bending music. Someone said, I 
think it was Thomas Mann, 'Music is 
a theological business.' And my in-
terpretation of that is that people 
have very parochial attitudes toward 
the way they categorize and think of 
music, and very orthodox definitions 
of what music has to be. But I love 
to just throw everything in there. I 
feel that real musicians listen to 
everything. Duke Ellington said, 
'There's only two kinds of music— 
good music and bad music.' And the 
groups that we're working with inte-
grate all kinds of music—from hip 
hop to rock. I mean, the Rolling 
Stones were an R&B band—they 
were a great English band that cov-
ered Willie Dixon and Bobby Wom-
ack. Right now, there's a deep seg-
regation between different styles of 
music, but I think you are going to 
find those barriers coming down." 

Wolf takes that same non-
parochial attitude toward the way he 
makes records. "I like to use every 
color on the palette," he says. "A 
kick drum mic through a SansAmp 
on vocals—I've seen that work." An-
other objective that's important to 
Slick Wolf is cultivating artists with 
writing and producing abilities of 
their own. "Right now, R&B is a pro-
ducer-driven genre," Wolf says, 
"where the producers write every-
thing, play or sequence everything, 
and the artist just comes in and 
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sings. They're basically puppets. I've 
always been against that. The artists 
that we sign all write or play—in the 
tradition of the great soul artists like 
Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder and 
Prince. They're not puppets." 
Boom, b-boom kak, boom, b-

boom kak: Chatted with engineer 
Boris Menart who had just finished 
tracking some Phil Spector-produced 
songs with Celine Dion on vocals. 
The three tunes were cut at Ocean 
Way's Studio One with Spector's 
original engineer, Larry Levine, over-
seeing the dates. Spector apparently 
was familiar with Studio One from 
sessions he'd done there in the '60s 
(Allen Sides never was one to 
change something that was already 
working well!) and felt comfortable 
in the large space with the 25-piece 
band that he used on two of the 
cuts. The band included two drum-
mers, Jim Keltner and David Kem-
per, playing similar parts, and two 
bass players, both acoustic and elec-
tric, playing different parts. Other in-
strumentation: four to five guitars, 
two pianos, electric harpsichord, 
Michael Lang on keyboard strings, 
five horns and four to five percus-
sionists playing vibes, marimba, con-
gas and various hand percussion. 

Working from charts orchestrated 
and conducted by Jim Haskell, the 
band cut one song per night with Ce-
line singing live in the room. The 
recordings were made to a 48-track 
Sony digital with live mixes going 
down on two tracks of the 48. Engi-
neer Menait, who had worked with 
Spector on various projects, says 
they'd start setting up at 1:00 each af-
ternoon for the 7:00 p.m. downbeats, 
and were ready to roll when Spector 
and the musicians arrived. "I think 
Celine was a little overwhelmed 
when she first walked in and saw all 
the people sitting there waiting," 
Menait says, "but she really seemed 
to enjoy it. And all the musicians 
were really impressed with her." 

Spector was a writer on the songs 
as well as producer, making the tracks 
a real return to his legendary "wall of 
sound." Hope we don't have to wait 
too long to hear the cuts on CD! 

Ever since Tim Jordan person-
ally bailed me out some years ago 
on a Herbie Hancock video project 
that was hurtling toward internation-
al timecode disaster, I've thought of 
Tim Jordan Rentals as the primo Los 
Angeles (and beyond) sync experts. 
Recently, I chatted with Rodney 

Pearson, who has collaborated with 
Jordan for ten years and has now 
taken over the company. "Tim and I 
had a lot in common," says Pearson. 
"We were both into custom software 
and really supporting our rentals. 
We don't rent (signal processing) 
outboard gear—we're a machine 
rental company with an emphasis on 
tech support." Pearson, who started 
his career in 1963 with the BBC and 
who toured as FOH engineer with 
the likes of Paul Simon and Liza 
Minnelli, got heavily involved with 
synchronization in 1979 when he 
helped build Rumbo Recorders. 
"Daryl Dragon was kind of a pioneer 
in sync," he explains. "He used two 
16-tracks on his TV show. And 
Rumbo was the first studio running 
two Studer A800s, with a customized 
Neve board designed to handle 48-
track mixes." From there, Pearson 
went to Audio Kinetics, manufactur-
ers of the Q-Lock synchronizer, 
where he sold Jordan his first of 
those early units. Later, he worked 
for Audio Intervisual Design and 
sold Jordan his first six Lynx units, 
thus cementing their relationship. 

Pearson, who is an accomplished 
technical writer, is author of the user 
manual for Sony's 3324 in addition 
to manuals for Yamaha, JBL, UREI 
and Spatializer. About Tim Jordan 
Rentals, he tells us, "The company 
was founded on tech support and 
development—if it's a complicated 
setup, the other rental companies 
will often refer clients to us. We 
thrive on challenges. We help with 
digital transfers, conversions and 
problem-solving. Not long ago, we 
had eight 3348s out. Michael Bolton 
alone had four at the Record Plant— 
two in both rooms he had working. 
And just about every recent film 
made in town has used us—Water-
world, Batman Forever, Under Siege 
2, (which had three 24-tracks 
synched) and Crimson Tide. Over at 
Todd-AO, we were doing 20-bit, 16-
channel D-to-A for Dolores Clai-
borne with a Yamaha converter." 
New areas ahead for TJR? They've 

been evaluating the Studer 48, which 
they used successfully on the MTV 
Movie Awards, and the VMOD-100 
magneto-optical video recorder. 
"We're also heading into digital 
workstations," Pearson says. "They 
are all different, and they need more 
support in rentals." 

Fax your L.A. news to Maureen 
Droney at 818/346-3062. 
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LIVE SOUND 

-FROM PAGE 163, ROCKE7TES 

to which every other speaker ele-
ment is delayed, is a three-way 
RS 220. Suspended directly above 
the proscenium, this serves as a 
front-fill loudspeaker for the area 
closest to the stage. Above this 
RS 220, in the old central cluster 
position, lie two more Commu-
nity RS 220s and a single RS 880. 
These devices are complemented 
by two left and right side-stacks, 
each with two RS 220s, two RS 
880s, and one of Community's 
VBS 415 subwoofers. 

Bond's design separates the 
show into orchestral and vocal 
elements. Orchestral signals are 
delivered using RS 880s and VBS 
415 subwoofers, while RS 220s 
handle vocals. "The 880s and the 
415 subwoofers are equalized 
expressly for the orchestra. They 
provide us with orchestral 
sounds minus the headaches of 
having to worry about taking 
care of the dynamics of the 
human voice," he points out. "On 
the other hand, we don't have to 
worry about bringing up the bot-
tom end on the 220s, because 
there is no bass, it's all vocals." 
Based on tests conducted while 
on the road with the show, Bond 
found the RS220s ideal. "The 
RS220s are great for voice, they 
produce a very natural sound, 
and that's something which 
many loudspeakers don't do 
today. Design goals called for 
sound reinforcement which is 
transparent, just like a person's 
voice who is seated six feet 
away, along with smooth, even 
coverage and intelligibility!' 

In the amplifier room on the 
third floor are four Crown CT-
800s, four CT-1600s and four MA-
3600VZs, all located in two racks 
which also house the Community 
controllers. The previous system 
required seven amp racks and 
produced considerable thermal 
energy. Bond points out that the 
decision to use Crown was influ-
enced by his touring experi-
ences. "Many of the equipment 
choices I made here were based 
upon having banged this stuff 
around out on the road:' 

Within easy reach of the FOH 
position's short-loaded 40-chan-

nel Yamaha PM4000, the out-
board racks contain most of the 
system's processing components, 
including a Furman PD-plus 
power center, two Sony Mini-
Discs, two Sabine 1802 feedback 
exterminators, two Yamaha 
SPX990s, a dbx 160, a Lexicon 
PCM80 reverb and an Audio 
Logic 1030 spectrum analyzer. 

Six TOA DACsys II digital sig-
nal processors are used for delay, 
EQ, peak compression and sys-
tem tuning. The DACsys II units 
have proven to be space-savers. 
"If we hadn't chosen the DACsys 
II units, we would have run out 
of rackspace trying to squeeze in 
all of the individual EQs, delays, 
and limiters;' Bond points out. 
"The delays alone would have 
nearly wiped out our space, and 
we knew we were going to have 
to delay the system from the 
beginning, because of the bal-
cony, front-fill location and the 
side stacks." 

The "orchestra" supporting the 
show is a program of sampled 
instrument recordings created by 
Paul Hackert. The program is 
played through three Kurzweil 
2000 modules, accompanied by 
keyboard player and conductor 
Norm Geller, a real live human. 
Sequencing is supplied by an 
Apple Quadra 950 running Per-
former One software, which 
resides, along with all the orches-
tral hardware, in an "orchestra 
room" hidden from view on the 
second floor, stage right. 

Nineteen audio lines run from 
the orchestra room to the FOH 
position. "We found ourselves 
with a dilemma when we exam-
ined the 250-feet-plus distance 
between the orchestra room and 
the FOH console:' FOH engineer 
Michael Martin explains, "since 
you can't successfully run a MIDI 
cable that far. Dave Mead 
worked hard and found a great 
solution in the form of a fiber-
optic link, made expressly for 
this project by Lone Wolf. The 
MIDI data from the orchestra 
room is converted into an optical 
digital message and sent to the 
main console, and the signal 
doesn't suffer one bit." Program 
changes are sent to a Yamaha 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 190 
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LUNCHING WITH BONZAI 

—FROM PAGE 40, AJAN PARSONS 

the bass and drums, and I always 
leave that until last. I always balance 
up all the rhythm instruments to start 
with, apart from bass and drums. 
Then I will consider the drums sepa-
rately and make sure that they sound 
good on their own. Then I will add 
those drums, EQ'd and balanced, to 
the mix I have of the other instru-
ments. I think you can fool yourself 
into thinking that a track sounds great 
because everything in rock 'n' roll is 
based on drums. If you take the 
drums away and it's still rocking, then 
you know you have something that is 
pretty reasonable. 
Bonzai: Any other secrets? 
Parsons: I try not to confuse the ear 
with too many types of reverb. I 
often find one reverb setting that I 
am happy with and use it for every-
thing. That certainly worked on Dark 
Side of the Moon. We only had one 
reverb going, as I remember. 
Bonzai: What was it? 
Parsons: An EMT plate. I wish I had 
one myself, but I don't. Today, I tend 
to favor the Yamaha units, the SPX-
1000, or perhaps the Lexicon PCM70. 
Bonzai: Are you able to jump from 
console to console? 
Parsons: I'm reasonably comfortable 
working wherever the project takes 
me, but I've had the advantage in the 
last ten years of having my own stu-
dio at home. I've got pretty used to 
my own console, an Amek Angela. 
Bonzai: Could you describe your stu-
dio for us? 
Parsons: Until recently I had a pair of 
24-track Sony 3324s, but I've recently 
disposed of those in favor of a bank of 
five Tascam DA-88s. That's particular-
ly good for the way that I am now 
working. The current relationship I 
have with three other members of my 
band is that we're songwriting and 
collaborating on material—working 
together, and apart. They all have DA-
88s as well, so we're doing quite a bit 
of home course recording, as it were. 
Not quite phone in your part, bring in 
your part, you know? 
Bonzai: What types of synthesizers? 
Parsons: No surprises really. My 
MIDI system is based around a 
Roland JD-800. I use an Akai S-3000 
sampler, and the usual favorite key-
boards, DX-7, D-50, Korg Wavesta-
tion. That's about it. But I'm always 
ready for the next keyboard of the 
month to come rolling by. 

Bonzai: Microphones? 
Parsons: Well, obviously with the 
enormous support that Audio-Tech-
nica has given me over the last cou-
ple of years, I'm favoring their micro-
phones. It's no accident that I en-
dorse their AT4050 microphone. It is 
a great mic, and I wouldn't endorse 
something I didn't believe in. I'm 
using that a lot. Drum mics—I tend to 
use AKG dynamics. I've always fa-
vored a Neumann 84 on snare drum. 
But the Audio-Technica mics also 
sound great overhead on drums. 
Bonzai: Do you have any old instru-
ments that you've collected over the 
years? 
Parsons: I have a really good grand 
piano, a Grotrian Steinweg, from the 
company that is the only surviving 
member of the Steinway family mak-
ing pianos as in the old days. Al-
though it's not an old piano, it's a su-
perb example of how pianos can still 
be made in this day and age. 
Bonzai: You've always seemed like a 
mysterious character... 
Parsons: Yes, but that's been quashed 
to some extent by the fact that I am 
up on a stage these days. I still take 
great delight circulating in the audi-
ence before the show because no-
body knows what I look like. I go 
back and check if the T-shirts are sell-
ing, have a drink and watch people 
come in. They never know who I am. 
I kind of revel in that. 
Bonzai: Anything more to come 
from the Project? 
Parsons: No, the Project is no more. 
A thing of the past. The last studio 
album I did, Try Anything Once, was 
an Alan Parsons album, as is the latest, 
The Very Best Live. The Alan Parsons 
project was a two man team, Eric 
Woolfson and myself. 
Bonzai: What's Eric up to? 
Parsons: Eric's firmly entrenched in 
musical theater now. He's got another 
show running, based on the Guirdi 
album [ 1987], and that's what he wants 
to do now. And I want to continue to 
make rock albums and play live. 
Bonzai: Back to Pink Floyd on a 
business note. Do you continue to 
get money from that? 
Parsons: I never did. I was working 
on an engineer's staff salary. I defi-
nitely didn't get rich on that album. I 
was too new to the game at that 
time. But it's certainly no accident 
that we didn't work together again, 
because I never again allowed myself 
to effectively do an album for noth-
ing. It was a management decision 
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that I didn't work with them again. 
Bonzai: Do you have any broad ad-
vice for engineers in 1995, with the 
way the industry has changed so 
much? 
Parsons: I think the way forward 
now is to get into recording projects 
however you can. You're always bet-
ter off if you can get a job at a major 
commercial studio, just for the versa-
tility and basic overall training that 
you will get. But there are only so 
many jobs out there. You have to get 
going any way you can, by stringing 
together stuff at home, or going out 
on the road with somebody. Deter-
mination will always win out. 
Bonzai. What can we expect from 
you over the next year? 
Parsons: Well, after the tour we'll be 
recording most into the spring and 
should have a new album out in 
April or May. 
Bonzai: Any television, multimedia? 
Parsons: Well, I think we've made 
the definitive statement with the World 
Liberty Concert. It was a major deal 
with a multimillion-dollar budget; just 
a colossal undertaking, with six 
months' work leading up to it. Any-
thing after that in multimedia would 
come as an anticlimax. You can't go 
much bigger than taking over an en-
tire city and using the armed forces, 
having airplanes flying over. 
I like to think that if we can build 

up our audience sufficiently to get the 
size of venue that Genesis, Pink Floyd 
and Springsteen can pull, then yes, I 
would like to go multimedia. The size 
of our following now and the scale of 
our show doesn't warrant that kind of 
stuff. We're playing sensibly sized 
venues for between two and three 
thousand people. The advantage there 
is that you can control the sound, and 
I think people are coming away feel-
ing that they've heard a well-produced 
show. The trouble with these stadi-
ums—the special effects may be won-
derful, but they are at the expense of 
the audio. 
Bonzai: Any comment about being 
honored at the TEC Awards this year? 
Parsons: It came as a great surprise, 
and I'm more than thrilled about it. It's 
absolutely brilliant. I'm very grateful, I 
really am. I have a lot of friends in this 
industry, and I will always be an en-
gineer at heart, apart from what I do 
as producer and performer. The real 
me has always been a sort of engi-
neering nut. 
Bonzai: As you look around today, 
are there any engineers that knock 
you out and amaze you? 

Parsons: There are a lot of good 
people out there, and I don't know if 
I'm narrow-minded, but I think the 
best work is still done by the old fa-
vorites, the Allen Sides and the 
George Massenburgs of the world. 
It's rather depressing that the art of 
engineering is being lost on comput-
erized technology. You plug in rather 
than use mic technique these days, 
and that's a criticism of the music it-
self, I suppose. The great recordings 
are there to be made, it's just unfor-
tunate that the taste of the public 
doesn't necessarily go along with 
that. We need appreciation for the 
kinds of projects from people who 
excel in the art of recording. 
Bonzai: Are you trying to pass the 
baton along? 

Parsons: Well, I'm passing it along to 
my son, Jeremy. He's taking advan-
tage of every available moment while 
I'm on the road to get his stuff going 
in my studio. He's 18, around the age 
when I started. He's looking for a '90s 
equivalent of the job I had when I 
began. He's only too aware that he 
can't walk into a production career, 
and he's unlikely to be able to walk 
into an engineering career. So, he's 
writing and doing techno ambient sort 
of music, and doing very well with 
it. He's also a fine guitar player and 
played on Try Anything Once, so he's 
definitely following in my footsteps, as 
is my younger son, Daniel. He's 15 
years old and out here with me on the 
road. He's learning the live side of 
stuff. He's a music freak and loves al-
ternative bands, mainly guitar bands, 
and Jeremy is going more for the elec-
tronic stuff. 
Bonzai: Do you ever get together 
\\ ith George Martin? 
Parsons: Yes, I do, largely at the par-
ties that you guys hold. We have 
chats at the TE C Awards and other 
functions. It's always a happy occa-
sion to talk about old times. 
Bonzai: Is life treating you pretty 
gol 

Parsons: Absolutely, although I oc-
casionally get complexes about the 
fact that youth is not on my side. I'm 
46 years old and not getting any 
younger, and I'm doing what is con-
sidered to be a very youthful thing: 
standing onstage and playing rock 'n' 
roll. But, the comforting thing is that 
the diehard fans aren't getting any 
younger either. 

Roving editor Mr. Bonzai has recent-
ly completed a rock opera based on 
the e of Dr. Ruth Westheimer. 
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ProMix 01 automated 16x2 
mixer located just to the right 
of the house console. "When 
we go into each number, a 
program change arrives at FOH 
before the first beat of music;' 
Martin adds. In effect, then, 
the orchestral mix runs com-
pletely on auto-pilot. However, 
once it arrives at the main 
board, I can change it if I feel 
it doesn't sound right:' 

The microphone comple-
ment includes a variety of lava-
lier and hand-held Sony 800 
Series wireless products. Down 
on the stage are three AKG 747 
shotgun mics and three Crown 
PCC-170s to deliver the sounds 
of the Rockettes tap-dancing. 
Five Shure SM58s handle off-
stage vocals, while an SM87 
takes the spotlight as Ms. 
Anton's solo mic. Bond took 
the time to test a number of 
different mics on the road. "We 
tried just about everything we 
could think of," he remembers, 
"and wound up back where 
we started with the SM87. It 
just seems to be the right mic 
for her:' 

Stage Tech's whirlwind 
installation was completed on 
time for the show's February 1 
opening, with invoices for the 
entire sound system project 
totaling $260,000. Although 
admittedly biased, Kit Bond 
will tell you that the system 
sounds good. "The voices 
don't have a recording-studio 
quality. They are completely 
natural. If it's any indication, 
we've only received one com-
plaint, when we got a little 
louder than we had intended 
to. Comment cards left on the 
show room's tables and sent 
back by the patrons indicate 
that 92 percent think the 
sound system is excellent. 
Most give it eight to ten points 
on a scale of one to ten. I 
think that's pretty good in 
these times when everyone's a 
sound expert:' 

Gregory DeTogne is a long-
time Mix correspondent based 
in the Chicago area. 

-FROM PAGE 28, A HOUSE DIVIDED 

world, and we use pro gear, because 
audiophile gear just won't hold up to 
pro use:' Well, I don't know where he 
got that silly idea (the pro journals?), 
but my ears told me different. Even 
my modest playback system at home 
was routinely revealing more music 
than the system at the studio. I'd al-
ways thought the recording studios 
would have the best gear because 
they make the records. Uh-uh. Apart 
from the questions being raised in my 
mind, I noticed a certain venom in my 
teacher's voice when he used the 
word Audiophile. 
My supervisor's attitude was not 

unusual. The major audio publica-
tions, both consumer and profession-
al, responded to the challenges posed 
by audiophiles by branding them 
"subjectivists" who made pronounce-
ments devoid of scientific foundation 
("sounds good to me, so it sounds 
good"). But what's so scientific about 
attempting to quantify an experience 
like listening to music by reducing it to 
a set of numbers? Where is the healthy 
skepticism that any real scientist would 
apply to his or her own methods and 
presumptions? What the pros didn't 
(and don't) realize is that audiophiles 
have expanded the science by making 
it verifiable by direct experience. 

In fact, while some so-called au-
diophile journals have drifted toward 
a subjectivist approach, the best of the 
breed stand by their original tenet that 
the sound of "real music occurring in 
a real space" is a valid philosophical 
basis on which to build a method of 
evaluating audio gear. Furthermore, 
when scrupulously done under con-
trolled conditions by an experienced 
listener, such evaluations are based 
upon objective descriptions of how a 
given piece of gear performs. The mu-
sical waveform has a definite shape, 
and any audio device will alter the 
shape in some way. Some will alter it 
more than others, or in different ways. 
Whether the listener likes the result is 
subjective, a matter of opinion. Accu-
racy to its input, however, is not a mat-
ter of opinion. Various musically im-
portant parameters can be accurately 
gauged by ear and effectively commu-
nicated with descriptive terminology. 

The "measurer" magazines contin-
ued their ridicule of audiophiles with 
cover stories touting their own listen-
ing tests, which "proved" that all am-
plifiers sound alike (if they're "perfect," 
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they should) and that cables do not 
make any audible difference. While 
they were busy telling us that essen-
tially all of the research and discovery 
made in the field of audio in the last 
several decades is for naught, our day-
to-day experience in the studio had us 
marveling at the musical magic being 
made. We changed monitor speakers, 
moved them around the room, moved 
the seating around, changed wires and 
changed more wires, every change 
yielding an improvement in clarity, in 
our ability to "hear what we're doing!' 
We wondered why others weren't tak-
ing advantage of developing technol-
ogy, of the prevailing theories put 
forth by some of the greatest minds in 
audio. And why were the pro maga-
zines not talking about these discov-
eries and denigrating those who 
would hear improvements? 

The only new technology em-
braced to any degree by the major 
consumer and pro audio and music 
journals is digital. Forgetting the best 
interests of their readers, both con-
sumer and pro journals took on the 
duties of publicists for the manufac-
turers. "Perfect Sound Forever" was 
the rallying cry. Perfect frequency re-

sponse and "unmeasurable" distortion 
were the proof offered. Again, it took 
the audiophiles to stand up and say, 
"This is not only not Perfect Sound 
Forever, it sucks!" Astute listeners 
heard problems not reflected in the 
measurements. The absence of ambi-
ence, the spurious re-arrangement of 
instrumental harmonics and a persis-
tent "hardness" were common com-
plaints. But the big magazines called it 
more audiophile mania. After all, "bits 
is bits; it's just reading numbers!' One 
doesn't have to speculate for long on 
what this means for the credibility of 
these writers today. What would they 
say of today's improved digital gear? 
That it offers better than perfect sound 
for longer than forever? 
Now let's suppose for a moment 

that there is something to all this au-
diophile stuff. What if some of that 
great audiophile gear was used by the 
pros to make records? You don't have 
to imagine this, because it is begin-
ning to happen; very sparsely, but 
that's the way beginnings are. 

Now, what if some of the audio-
philes' practical techniques were ap-
plied as well? What is needed is a fu-
sion of the professional experience 

with the theoretical and practical 
techniques of the audiophile. In the 
world of astronomical science, it is 
common for professionals to be 
aided in their work by interested am-
ateurs. Unfortunately, this flow of 
communication doesn't occur be-
tween the audio worlds. 

The point of all this is that the di-
vision between pro and audiophile is 
bad for music, and it's bad for our in-
dustry. If audiophiles are ignorant of 
many things a pro sees every day, the 
same is true for those professionals 
who shun input from hobbyists 
(many of whom have systems with 
much greater resolving power than 
any studio). The pursuit of knowl-
edge must take the seeker to all 
sources if the full picture is to be re-
alized. And if we really start listening, 
who knows? With any luck, by the 
time we're through, understanding 
will be the order of the day, and we'll 
all be able to increase the joy in our 
experience of recorded music. 

Barry Diament is owner and Minis-
ter of Joy at BDA (Barry Diament 
Audio) in New York City, a company 
specializing in mastering. 

NEW FROM XBOOKS 

The Key to the Studio Business! 
The new second edition of this widely-
used book is a necessity for anyone run-

ning or owning a studio, whether it's a 
project setup, a midrange commercial 

facility, or a world-class room hosting the 
stars! Author Jim Mandell gives you in-

depth, detailed, specific information on: 

• Writing a business plan and getting 

funding 

• Choosing and buying equipment 

• Determining monthly expenses and 

setting rates 
• Developing new income sources and 
making contacts 
• Advertising and PR 
• Scheduling and studio politics 
• Managing, hiring and firing personnel 

The Studio Business Book also includes special sections on the legal issues sur-

rounding home project studios and writing an employee handbook, plus a guide 
to terms and technology and other resources. 
Item 1319A, 934.95 plus $4.00 shipping and handling. 

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: ( 800) 233-9604 

MIX 
Reader Service 

For more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD I•DII MORE INFO 
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MARKETPLACE 
STEDMAN 

if the mic you're using 
:doesn't give you a BIG SOUND.. 

A natural sounding 
large diaphragm 

transformerless dynamic. 

1:800-873-o544 
List $399 Shock Mount $49.50 

STEDMAN 
COP PORATION 

4167 Stedman Dr 
Richland MI 49083 
Phone 616-629-5930 

100 - 12" VINYL LP'S* 
METAL PARTS • LACQUER MASTER 
TWO COLOR LABELS 
WHITE JACKETS W/HOLE 
WHITE INNER SLEEVE 
TEST PRESSINGS • SHRINK WRAP 

S699.00 

Amilt-At 
• ADDITIONAL COPIES .5 1.10 EACH AT TIME Of ORDER. Ask ter Our free brochure' 

500 - 7" VINYL 45'S $ 5991_00 

MASTERING • PROCESSING * TESTS • 2-COLOR LABELS 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkele Street, ',anta Monica, CA 90404 • ( 310) 829-3476 • fax ( 310) 828-8765 

tOOKIAG FOR A DEAL ?! 
N E W 
from e*y 

•)>•>>>4 
200 TAPE! FOR 011IY $ 1,98 EACH!! 
COMPLETE BLACK & WHITE RETA L-READY PACKAGE! 
Two-Color Print odd Jurt . 10 per unit (120.00) 
Pure Chrome tope odd Jurt . 15 per unit 1550.001 

800-158-6105 r ,ttr r 
]t, rimqo NA In, 

ASK FOR OUR FREE FULL-COLOR CATALOG 

NEW PATENTED 

ANT1-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

Most likely you are - if you're not producing 
'UN HOW telephone tapes. BIG PROFITS 
being made, just ask AT&T for their monthly 
prices. Call or fax for HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI-JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415) 221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
VINTAGE EQLI IPMENT 

• API • SSL • TRIDENT ' AKG • 
STUDER • TELEFUNKEN ' SONY 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 
inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 
All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 
U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 
SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 

& many more! 
We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 

Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 

// Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy & Trade Equipment 
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MA RKE T PEAC E 
• 

OK. 
BUT REMEMBER...OXYGEN 
WAGES A CONTINUOUS, 

RELENTLESS ATTACK ON YOUR 
CDs & ELECTRONICS, 

DULLING & DEGRADING 
PERFORMANCE. 

_cAeedifidedremer., 

Progiekey Bends of MIL Vt.( wog 0:1TOMon 
Fawn Pads Protect mirro-delominated (Ds. 

36 pods: 559.95 
Tgbiehr Prevent 02 reaction with electronic 
components P. colder Use 2 or 4 tablets per 

enclosure 36 tablets: S59.95 

Spray and patented archival bags also available 

TOIL FREE 1-800-883-1964 
PHONE 612-683-1964 FAX: 612-405-0825 

MUSK DENCES 

1960 C.IiH Coke Rood. Sude 112 199. St Pouf MN 55121 

• INNOVATIVE MASTERING 

• CUSTOM CD, CASSETTE 

6‘ RECORD PACKAGES 

• HIGH IMPACT GRAPHICS 

• COMPETITIVE PRICING 

• DEDICATED SERVICE FOR 

20 YEARS nctnos 

TRU LetNE INC. -4 • 
310 HUDSONVe,,,EIACKENSACK, NJ 07601 " 
TEL: 12011 489-9felf : 12011 489-177 

GET IT 
Don't trust your audiophile cassette duplication needs to anyone else! 

Progressive Music 
Avail: VISA & 
master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251-8093 
FAX: (813) 251-6050 
Toll Free: (800) 421-TAPE 

All Complete: 

4-Color Packages, Typeset, Film, 
Chrome Tape, from DAT 

500 CD's + 500 Cass 
1000 CD's + 500 Cass 
500 CD's 
500 Cass 

$2290 
$2865 
$1465 
$825 

We have the"Fastest Turn-Around in the Known Universe' 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
309 E. 90 St. - B NY, NY 10128 
(800)344-4361 ( 212)369-2932 

THE BEST CD MASTERING... 

Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and software, 128x 
Oversampling 20-Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Solutions Editing, 

Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, fades, equalization, spacing... 

everything is important to you and to us. 

CD-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication - CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 

Manufacture of 50 CD-ROMs to thousands. Hybrids? Mixed mode? PC? Mac? ... 
No Problem! Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks (hard drives or removables) to CD-R. 

CD REPLICATION... 

1000 CDs at $ 1.55 w/iewel. shrink. insertion 2 500 at 51.50 and free Glass Master. 

CD Booklet Printin , and Graphic Design ... 

1000 4- Panel Booklets SO 37/ea. Full- Color Outside & Tray. B&W Inside. 
Internet CD mastering webs* - http://www.panix.com/-bobkatz 

11„W — mim nu it 7. 

CD-R SYSTEM PACKAGE 

CDR 610 Mark II 
.Complete Red / Orange Book Compal bility 

.AES/EBU. IEC-958-II & TOS Line Digital VO 
• Includes a Wired Remote Control 

• In Stock For Immediate Shipment 

PMD 320 CD Player 
• IEC-958-11 digital interface can be 
connected to Marantz CD-R systems for 
convenient digital copies of both music and 
track information. 

3M CDRs 
40 CDR-63 

ONE LOW SYSTEM 
PACKAGE PRICE* 

$4795.00 

Record your master 

CD with the Marantz 

CDR-610 from your 

digital or analog audio 

source. Then, play your 

master CD on the 

Marantz PMD-320 and 

digitally transfer the 

signal to the CDR-610 

to make your addition-

al cn tYlties. 

IN STOCK! 
CALL Now 

(216) 398-0022 
or 

1-800-445-8273 
or Fax 

(216) 398-9980 
'Limited Time Offer 

THE LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC. 
5505 VALLEY BELT RD. • SUITE F / INDEPENDENCE, OH 44131 

We needed a way to 

Get it straight... 
"Labeling our CDs 
was a quality 
control nightmare, 
until NEATO" 
— Bob Meszaros 

Production Manager 
MeroPatent 

MicroPatent• 250 Dodge Avenue East Haven, CT 06512 

NEAT 
CD LABELER KIT 

The only way to label 
a CD-ROM is NEATO 

Only 

$79.95 
Includes software 

templates 

for complete cletads 

800.648.6787 

infoemicropat.com 

203.466.5055 Fax 203.466.5054 
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MARKETPLACE 

II PRIT OF 
LEGEND AT 
MY'S MUSIC 

From Jimi Hendrix to 
Guns N' Roses, Manny's 

has been the first choice of 
legendary musicians for 

almost 60 years. 

Experience the tradition of 
Manny's legendary service, 

expertise and extensive 
equipment selection. 

Call 212/869-5172 
or write for your FREE 
product catalog today 

and become part 
of THE LEGEND. 

(Add 52.00 shipping and handling 

outside Continental U.S.) 

Manny's Mailbox Music 

RAct Ili( I.\ i 
VOLUME CONTROL! 

For 

CHURCHES, SCHOOLS 

THEATERS, CLUBS 

CONCERT STAGES 

REHEARSAL ROOMS 

RECORDING STUDIOS 

PORTABLE & EXPANDABLE! 

CALL NOW FOR OUR 

FREE BRocuuRE! 
(800)-888-6360 

CLEAR-SONIC PANELS 
by ACC USONICS MFG. 

\\‘' 

'•••g 48th Street At Your Doorstep 
156 W. 48th Street, NY, NY 10036 

Hours 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST M-F 

Look Ma, No Hands! 
Introducing the ¡RI. the world's first automatic microphone switch. The IRI's body sensing 

technology keeps mies off until performers are within an adjustable range. Now you can mute 
unwanted sources of stage noise & feedback, increase system headroom, & clean up any mix 

without using your hands! The simple to use, compact and affordable ¡RI is compatible with 
most mies. Call and order the IRI today, in singles or our handy six-pack. 

"This innovation truly provides a large 
improvement in a live mix for a very small 
price." 
Geoff Ganifoni, FOR Eddie Money Band 
What a great idea, Sounds Great!" 

Eddie Money 

1012 Morse Ave. Suite 19 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1634 

You WorÀ !he Audience... Work die Mic! 

Tel: (800) 701-7899 
Fax: (408) 745-7897 

CD & Cassette Prices 
That Are Down To Earth! 

CD's AN CASSETTES 

500 - $ 1070 500 -$555 

1000 -$ 1635  \#-‘51 1000 -$745 
M in 

CD Packages Include: 
Glass Master 
Full Color 2 Panel Booklet 
2 Color on CD Printing 
And Much More ... 

Toll Free 
1-800-876-5950 

We Accept VISA/AmEx 

PC-Based Automation and Control 

DAT/VTR Control:  
Synchronize intelligent DAT players and VTRs using SMPTE 
207M machine control from your PC. The AV-COM provides 
two ports with SonyTm 9-pin connectors selectable as SMPTE 
207M, PA-422, RS-232, or MIDI digital control. 

Cart Deck Automation. 
Automate the playing of prescheduled ads and commercials 
from multiple cart decks. Your automation project will require 
more than 2 PC COM: ports. Our COMM+ products provide 
2, 4, or 8 high quality ports to make your automation task 
simple and reliable. 

Other Products Available. 

* I COMMUNICATIONS & I/O 

5EALEVELTm P.O. Box 830 
Liberty, SC 29657 
(803) 843-4343 
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CDs! 

Cassettes! 

CD-ROMs! 

TO FIND OUT 
MORE ABOUT 
OUR GREAT 

PACKAGES 
AND 

PRICING 
CALL 

TODAY! 

1-800-889-0552 

Sound Business for Over 40 Years 
REPLICATION•DIGITAL MASTERING•CASSETTES•CDS•PACKAGING 

Pro-Audio Equipment 
Sales & Rentals 
The best in the business rely on us. Find out why. 

Call for dependable service, honest advice and 
comprehensive selection. 

tr (415) 742-9166 

Reducing audio stress since 1983. 
HI -TECH 
AUDIO 

Complete CD & Cassette Packages 

1000 CD'S $2275 500 CD'S $1875 

INCLUDES: 74 MIN CD, 2 COLORS 
ON DISC, LAYOUT, FILM, FULL 

COLOR 4 PAGE BOOKLET & TRAY 
CARD, JFWELBOX, ASSEMBLY 

AND SHRINKWRAP 

CALL TOLL- FREE FOR (716)871-3475 
•A FREE BROCHURE & FAX. (716) 871-9317 

SAMPLE 

1,800-305-DISC (3472) 

2635 Delpavat. Avenue • Buffalo-, NY • 142 1(' 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 

TDK PRO SA BULK 
CUSTOM LOADED HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES 

UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MICHELE% CLEAR 5-SCREW SHELLS • CUSTOM LENGTHS HABLARLE 

Length C-10 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-45 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 

Price $0.31 $0.37 $0.44 $0.49 $0.50 $0.53 $0.61 $0.68 $0.75 $0.82 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
CUSTOM LOADED CHROME HIGH BIAS (TYPE II) CASSETTES 

UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MICHELEK CLEAR S•SCREW SHELLS • CUSTOM LENGTHS HABLARLE 

Length C-10 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-45 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 

Price $0.32 $0.37 $0.42 $0.52 $0.54 $0.56 $0.61 $0.73 $0.78 $0.83 

PREMIUM ROUNDED-EDGE ALL CLEAR NORELCO BOXES 1> $0.13 each 
10 up or 12 up Demon» Label for 1.20erfInk Jet PrIrrtee• 10.30 per Shoot 0•401•1 .. 

..., 10.31 per $heet itelereell for seleolfor1 Casette low« Card. ¡..1-Cards) ibeelu 
cALI- 1, 

f 01 y,r, tirtIM.OG 6 up 11030 per Shoot (w100.) $0.36 per Sheol 00109 PRODucie 

NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC.  

32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10018 .. 
Telephone: 212-788-7800 • 800-859-3579 • Fax 212-758-9740 

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS of: 
3M • AMPEX • BASF • DEMON • DC • FUJI • MAXELL • SONY • ME • TELEX 

AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE . . . 
We Accept VISA - MeeterCercl • American Expreee Cr UPS COD Caah Orgy 

«AO 
As featured 

on the cover of 
Mix Magazine, 

Dec. '94 

THE M ASTERING STUDIOS AT KA 0 
PROFESSIONAL A UDIO M ASTERING 

USING SONIC SOLUTIONS 
D IGITAL EDITING SYSTEM 

G REAT PRICES EVENING/W EEKEND 
SESSIONS 

1857 Colonial Village Lane 
Lancaster, PA 17601 

Call 1-800-525-6575 
for more information or 
to book a session. 

Mac Components Engineered 
Intrm1/1(1c," titi 

c (JrlRcD 850 

MACINTOSH CLONE!! 
$4329 33MHz 4MB RAM 0 HD 

• 3 NuBus Expansion Slots!! 
• 5 Internal Drive Bays 
> Genuine Apple 650 Series 
Motherboard 

> Full 68040 Processor (w/ 
Math Co-processor) 

> Full Selection of Hard 
Drives/Peripherals avail. 

> Full One-Year Warranty 
196 Technology Dr. Ste K IrV,rre. CA 92718 

• AFFORDABLE 

• COMPATIBLE 

• EXPANDABLE 

1 -800-5000 MAC 

ANChOR YOUR SpEAkERS 
WITH 

SOUNd ANChOR STANdS 

our system will pmform to its 
.1 potential- what you get your monitors 
off die meter e, pruper(y positioned 
and -supported 

SOUND 

ANCHORS 

• STABLE • RIGID • 
• DAMPED • 

SOU Nd ANCIIORS INC. 

(407) 724-1237 

DAT Machine Problems? 
Fast, Expert Repairs and Overhauls 

on ALL brands and models! 

Full Line ALFSIS Service Center! 

Compare Our Rates! 
Save $$$ and Time over Manufacturers' Service! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
700-B Parkway Blvd. Broomall, PA 19008 ( Phila.) 

610.353.2400 fax: 610.359.0937 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 
valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers 
have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well 
as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertisements. 
For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5530 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

YVV7VVVVYVVV7VVVVVVYVV7VVYYVVVVV 

Good Gear In A Bad Sounding Room 
Sounds No Better Than Bad Gear. 

NA,K, STUDIOFOAM SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 
There's no easier or more affordable way to make your 
room & mixes sound better— period. No other foam line 
beats our absorbency, flame retardancy, color selection, 
longevity, speedy delivery...or prices. Now with free 
freight! We also sell great sound barriers & much more. 
NEW! ACOUSTICS 101, an easy-to-understand guide that 
gives real-world advice about how to build a sound stu-
dio or turn your place into one. Learn how to float floors, 
soundproof walls, choose the proper doors & more. You 
won't find better bottom-line advice anywhere else! Just 
611.95 incl. postage. Order your copy today! 

Users: AT&T • NASA. Sony. Shure . Ford . Kodak . Warner Bros . 20th Cent. Fox . Universal Stud-
ios . Maury Poyich Show . Hitachi . Toshiba . Dennis DeYoung ( Styx). Baldwin . Editel. Mike Wanchic 
(J Mellencamp). Rockwell. US Gov t Opryland . Dominic Guss ( Stevie Nicks, The Outfield, Kurzweil) 
. Guido Welsh lie WalMart) • Carom• WhisperRoom . Pat Duke ( Voice of McDonalds & Miller 
Brewing). Martin Marietta . Manley Labs . NJJ (NFL on Fox, Coke) . 0 Ervasti (Van of NFL on Fox) 

USAFoam • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038. (800)95-WEDGE • Fax (317)642-2760 
11111111A11111111111111111111111 

STUDIO DESIGN Employment 
CONTROL ROOMS & STUDIOS 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 

ARCHITECTURAI. ACOUSTICS 

ROSATI ACOUSTICS 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN. & CONSULTING 

18 YEARS • BOSTON, MA 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505  

Z. tu 
DI= 

SILENT 
Si 110601.6 SI .160r166160106.1/• 01060 

es.ece Aco.,ecatiPeeal‘ete 
BEST PRICES-NATIONAL DELIVERY 
800-484-1003 ext. 0032 

IX VISA Accepled 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

Business 
Opportunities 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $500,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

Offered 

Studio Maintenance Engineer for 
Los Angeles AudioNideo Studio. 
Send Resume and Salary Require-
ment to: Mix Classifieds, PO Box 
8845-WF, Emeryville, CA 94608. 

FM BROADCAST ENGINEER 
Excellent ethics and character, 
previous and current employment 
in rated markets, knowledge and 
experience in contemporary the-
ory and practice. Chris Hicks, 
900 East Washington St., Suite 
315, Colton, CA 92324. No calls 
E0E/EEO. 

Wanted: Head Audio Tech for Busy 
L.A. studio. SSL/Neve/Studer 
experience required. Competitive 
salary and medical benefits. Pos-
sible equity position. (213) 350-
4645. 

Recording Engineer 
Radio Announcer 

ON THE JOB TRAINING 
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING 
STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS 

Part time, nights, weekends. No experience 
required. Free brochure and recording te how. 

1-800-295-4433 
http://www.sna.com/musicbiz 

Northwest audio duper seeking 
qualified Salesperson. Salary and 
benefits competitive. World-class 
company. Resumes to: 
Management Resources, 
10011 SE Division, #205, 
Portland, OR 97266. 

Head Audio Technician-Diplomat 
for prestous Reno, Nevada, show-
room. Must have strong technical, 
operational, supervisory skills. Full-
time benefitted position. Please fax 
resume to (702) 788-3061 

Employment 
Wanted 

Sound Engineer/Editor with own 
equip. looking to relocate in post-
prod. or interactive media co. in 
USA/Int'l. Equip. incl. Pro Tools, 
Quadra-950, SampleCell II, Mackie-
32.8, DA-88, Drawmer 1960, SV3700, 
Lexicon. TV series credits. (519) 
974-7481. 

Equipment 
for Sale 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality equipment 
Ground-up Studio Design & Install 

Consoles*Tape Machines*Mics* 
Outboardnfintage* Ttibe*Classic 

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Buy, le, trade quality audio gear. 
Call for new equipment quotes! 

FOR CURRENT LISTINGS CALL 
Tel: (508)744-2001 

MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

ADC TT Patchcords NEW! 
$8.95 

1/4" TS or T.T. TRS T.T. Bays, $99 
up. Trade-ins? We sell all kinds of 
used gear. Audio Village (619) 320-
0728. Fax: 320-2454. 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 

Mixer Raindirk "Symphony" 
console built by Cyril Jones in the 
UK. This model has 40 channels, all 
in- line, 32 groups, 8 sends plus 2 
stereo cue sends, 9 stereo returns-
giving you over 98 channels in mix 
mode! Also, 2 stereo masters, com-
parison switching & sends for 5 sets 
of monitors, 6 frequency oscillator 
& 600-point TT patchbay built in. 
This console is very low-noise & 
sounds great. 
Otani MTR-90 MK-III 24-track. 
This multitrack is regularly serviced 
& has had new heads installed 
recently. The old heads, ready for 
lapping, are part of the package. 
Included in this deal is the full remote 
kit. 
Dolby SR rack with 24 channels. 
Forget digital, this makes the Otani 
spec better than any digital machine. 
Full cabling to connect console, tape 
machine, Dolby rack & outboard f/x, 
including 40 TT leads. Complete 
package US $75k or best offer. Will 
separate. 
Call Sound Devices, Sydney, Aus-
tralia, (612) 283-2077; Fax: (612) 
283-1337. 

The Studio POP Filter 
A Great Improvement on a good Idea! 

• Standard me stand 
adaptor voth threaded brass Insert 
• Improved. new double screen 

Open up de sound ol your 
vocals and vorce overt 
vnthout annoeng TOPS' 
um° your best take! 

Only $2400 
e ficglgegeftge 

>us RROPRg 

One YEAR GuMANIFf 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
SES SHERWOOD ROAD DOOR WOOD NA 

PHONE FAX E12•481.9715 

THE N90 
A HIGH QUALITY 

NATURA UNDING 
DYNAN', DIO MIC 

SIED AN 
CORPORATIO'. 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 193 
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Employment Offered 

University of Massachusetts Lowell 
College of Fine Arts 

Notice of Faculty Vacancy 
(Tenure Track) (Contingent Upon Funding) 

POSITION: Full-time, tenure-track faculty position in Sound Recording Technology; functions also as a 
1.7e • Associate of the Center for Recording A. Technology & Industry. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: Teach courses in the Sound Recording Technology curriculum from the appointee's 
strengths; teaching assignment might include beginning through advanced courses in recording 
techniques, audio theory, sound synthesis, audio/recording industry, audio research, video production, 
acoustics, etc. The appointee will assume normal faculty duties of student advising and committee 
participation, and contribute to program development. As a Research Associate in the CRATI, the 
appointee will work closely with the Director and be responsible for initiating, securing and executing 
research projects and contracts according to the Center's mission and goals and contribute to the 
Center's projects, growth and development. 

GUAUFICATIONS: The discipline of sound recording technology, within the Performance Department of 
The College of Fine Arts leads to the degree of Bachelor of Music: Emphasis in Sound Recording 
Technology. The program includes a strong component in musicianship. 

Master's degree required, doctorate preferred. Musicianship background and significant expertise in 
technical areas of engineering, computer science, and/or physics required. Industry experience in 
product development or research in applying the latest technologies to the audio industry is desirable. 
Thorough understanding of the audio recording industry, current recording theory and practice, and 
current trends required. Evidence of production experience in multi-track recording, sound synthesis, 
multi-media, and/or related areas required. Successful record of full-time teaching experience at the 
university level preferred, and is required for senior-level appointment. 

STARTING DATE: September, 1996. 

RANK: OPEN. Commensurate with experience and qualifications. 

SALARY: Competitive. 

DEADLINE: Screening of applicants will begin on January 26, 1996 and continue until the position is filled 

APPLICATION: Letter of application, resume, a minimum of three letters of reference addressing the 
3pplicant s qualifications for the position, and names and telephone numbers of three additional persons 
with current knowledge of the candidate's activities to. Chair, Sound Recording Technology Search 
Committee, do Dr. Gerald J. Lloyd, Dean, College of Fine Arts, University of Massachusetts Lowell, 
One University Ave., Lowell, MA 01854. 

PROGRAM: Consisting of approximately 100 majors in sound recording technology, the Performance 
Department also offers minor programs to majors in Computer Science and Engineering. Beginning Fall 
of 1996, a Graduate Certificate program in sound recording technology, and the Master of 
Management Science degree in Sound Recording Technology will be offered jointly with the College of 
Management. Excellent facilities include: 24-track Automated Recording Studio; Video Post-Production 
Studio; 8-track Studio; MIDI & Sound Synthesis Studio; Beginning Mixing, Synthesis & Editing Studio; 
Equipment Maintenance & Repair Laboratory; Critical Listening Classroom; hard disk recording class-
rooms; and two large recording spaces. In addition to one full-time staff member and several student 
assistants, the program utilizes adjunct faculty appointments of widely respected industry professionals 
from the Boston area. 

CENTER FOR RECORDING ARTS, TECHNOLOGY & INDUSTRY: The Center for Recording Arts, Technology & 
Industry (CRATI) is dedicated to furthering the discipline of sound recording technology. It is focused on the 
development and refinement of artistic applications of technologies in sound recording and audio/visual 
media, as well as addressing the changing needs of the manufacturing, production, service, and artistic 
segments of the recording industry. Its work consists of research, consulting, development of instructional 
materials, industry-related education, and production projects, both internally and in conjunction with 
members of the recording community, as well as with other Centers of the University. CRATI functions 
directly in support of the University's Sound Recording Technology programs and facilities. 

INSTITUTION: The University of Massachusetts Lowell, one of five campuses of the University system, is 
located in a city of 100,000, 30 miles northwest of Boston. Total enrollment of the Lowell campus is 
approximately 10,000. The University of Massachusetts Lowell, a full member of the National Association 
of Schools of Music (NASM), offers both undergraduate and graduate programs in music through its 
College of Fine Arts, to approximately 350 music majors. 

UMass Lowell 
The University of Massachusetts Lowell is on Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action, Title IX, H/V, ADA 1990 
Employer 

Equipment 
for Sale 

Trident 70 Series 32 input 4 aux 
mint, $ 16k; Tascam MS16 w/ 
remote 30 ips 80% head life, 

mint, $3k; Telefunken 16-ch mix-
ing board, early 70's, non-tube, dis-
crete stereo bus, $3k. Dan, (610) 
604-0248. 

RETIRING! Harrison 28-32-C 
console w/brand-new auto, 
64Opt patchbay, 3 snakes, attch-
equip-rack w/prod-desk, re-

capped; ex-cond. & exceptional-
ly clean. $ 13k; Ampex mm-1200 
12trk w/2 remotes, search to 

cue & varispd control + extras, 
very clean in ex. cond. asking 
$9,500. (313) 241-7998. 

CAD MAXCON-I1 console, 24-
channel with Audio Upgrades mod-
ifications (high speed mic pres and 
eq). Extremely transparent sound 

quality. Excel! cond. $10,000. (619) 
481-6184. 

L,VIL TWIN  
_still the best direct-m-1mm, 

vacuum tube instrument 

inted ace available. 

Hand/null since 1988. 

Lifétime wartymiy. 

Eclair! \film I HIM'S! 
l'iiU'.i / N\ (413)584-6767} 

FACTORY DIRECT CASES 

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT 
Custom or stock sizes 

Call for catalog or quote 

(800) 845-1707 
In NY (516)563-1181 
Fax (516)563-1390 

Roadie Products Inc. 

Neve BCM10 10x2 1066 eq. din 
outs, VU mtrs monitor boost ready 
to track, mix $19k. Neve 1064 Class 
A EQs in rack w/pwr $3.5k pair. 

Neve, API consoles for sale. Mod-
ern & vintage. (212) 343-0265. 

Studer A-80 VU MkIlw/MkIll 
Head Stack; Timeline Microlinks 
w/AGC, Third Machine Option. 

All $14,000. 
(505) 986-1116/voice 
(505) 989-7782/fax 

Peavey AMR 2400 Series con-
sole 36x24x48 with 8 aux sends 
and ret. LED metering, with 
stand, spare input and output 

modules. $7,000. API 312 cards, 
$350 each. Call Tom at (717) 
346-4299. 
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Fast, Easy Qualification To Apply or Request - 

No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call 

True tease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

Loans By Phone: (800) 699-FLEX  
Fax: (214) N78-0944— 

Digital Questions? 
Call the Professionals! 

Specializing in Digital Audio Workstations 

• All Major Product Lines 
• Mixing Consoles 
• Recorders•DAW'S 
• Amplifiers•Prearnps 
• Microphones 
• Processing 

• Sales 
• Design 
• Consultation 
• Installation 
• Service 

Communication Task Group, Inc. 
800.367.2844 

Major ( reclit (:ards Accepted 

INFORMATION ON HOLD 
Premier Technologies Inc. manu-
factures the highest-quality & eas-
iest to use digital recorders for 
the emerging Message-on-Hold 
industry. These trouble-free units 
are easily connected to existing 
telephone systems. With over 13 
million businesses in the USA, 
shouldn't they at least be saying 
"Thank you for Holding!"? For 
dealer info: 

Premier Technologies 
(800) 466-8642. 

Professional 

IN Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

Orig. German spare parts for 
vintage Neumann mics: "Tuchel 
conn, U47, M49 etc. *EMT cable 
heavy duty, *capsules U47, M49, 
U67, KM84, etc. tubes. Telef. 
AC701, VF14, EF14, ' 1 -off sale 
only while stock lasts! 'for list- leave 
name/fax # (213) 683-3529. 

KRK 13000B 3-way Studio 
Monitors. New Condition. 
$2,800 pair. Cliff or Eric 

(505) 764-8482 

• Buy, Sell /I Trade New 
Used & Vintage Equipment 
• Custom Vintage Module 

Rack Systems 

• Refurbishing, Repair & 

Maintenance Services 

Premier deaters for 

AKG • ADL • API • Aphex • Bruel & Kjaer • BSS • dbx • DDA 
Demeter • Drawmer • Dynaudio Acoustics • Eventide 

Focusrite • Fostex • GML • Hafler • KRK • K-T • Lexicon 
Mackie • Neotek • Otan • Quested • Sennheiser • Soundtracs 
Tannoy • IC Electronic • TL Audio • Trident • Tube-Tech 

Design, Sales & Installation 
Currently Available: ADL 200 2 chnl Tube D.1.$650 • ADL 
1500 Stereo LA-2A type Comp $2,650 • Api 550B $1049 • 
550A1 $650 • 560B $595 • API 28x16x24-Mint 60K -• Amek 
MozartRN 481/0 $95K • Nave 1066 $ 1.6K • Neve 1272 $500 • 
Neve VI-48/Necam 90k • SSL 4056E/GTR $175K • Neumann 
U47-U67-U87-M49-Call • AKG C12VR 3,500. Teletronix LA-3A 
$2K/PR • Urei LA-4 $ 1400/pr • Trident 80 32x24 $25K • AMS 
RMX-16, 1580S $4K • Tube-Tech CUB $1.7K • Telefunken 
V78 $850 • TL Audio Valve Comp $1.5K • Otan MTR-90Il $20K 
• MX-80 $ 15K • Studer A827 $35K Sony JH-24 wiALIII $ 14K • 
Neve V Rack-3 Eq/MicPre & 2 Dyn $6k • Pultec E01-1-2 $2K • 

[ex PCM70 $ 1.45 • [ex 300 $4K• AKG C24-Mint $7K • Mo re 

gear in stock, call for complete list • VISA/MC 

Ph 617-982-2600 Fax 617-982-2610 
357 Liberty Street Rockland, MA 02370 

Velcro' Cable Wraps 

Locks 0010 

The Rip-Tie Company 

415 543-0170 
FAX 415 777-9868 

P 0 Box 77394 San Franasco, CA 94107 

96-point, TT-balanced patchbays. 
Switchcraft D1634B. Not the 
cheaper imitations. For a limited 
time, available at AVR for $257 
(Cash price only). Quantity pricing 
upon request. Call (617) 924 - 
0660. 

TTEN;1, 

"The Next 
Generation 

of Professional 

her.. ARGOSY Console 
Housings" 

INFORMATION: 1(800) 427-5698 
Outs•cle U S. 314 346-8549. Fax 314 348-2769 

Ad. RI 3. Boo 4374 A • Osage Beach, MO 65065 

EQUIPMENT 
FINANCING 

Direct Lenders 

LEASE & CREDIT 
LINE AVAILABLE 

No DOWN PAYMENT 
NEW & USED 
EQUIPMENT 

100% FINANCING 

APPLICATION ONLY 
UP TO $50,000 
(NO FINANCIALS) 

90 DAYS - NO PAYMENT 

OVER 15 YEARS A/v 
EXPERIENCE 

Audio-Video is our 
only business 

800 626-11C1 

MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES • D.A.T. • MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS @ AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 

(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

rna. 
Au. 

Quality Vintage Gear 
NEVE PARTS AND REPAIRS 

516-674-4939 

Complete Synclavier System; Excel-
lent Condition. Studio use only. 
All cases included. $ 12k. (212) 
687-5144 or (615) 327-1245. 

API "Lunch Box" 
The legendary Sound of API 
Go Direct to Tape; for a 
a Clean, Warm Sound. 
All Discrete Circuitry 

512b Mic Pre & Direct Box 
550b 4-Band Equalizer 

Call for Prices 
Console & Equipment Mods 

J.M.K. AUDIO 
(205) 338-7179 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer/Recorders 
w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. 

tired of tape-based automation ?? 
interested in a low-cost alternative ?? 

c,,nverl Wire be,eduNkunanon MIDI did00,14e1,1 . 10 eh, 

ARMS tito MIDI-CONVERTER 

only S1495.00 
.1(I.dan mom*, buck guaranler 

Nuorc ...alum on any Ncyucmcr and unIca.11 du. po. 

disk-based computer automation 

rm.-. MCI. NaRRISON..nd SOUND MORKSHOP from DSL ELECTRONICS 214/1169.1122 fax 214100 I I 

TUBE MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Power supplies for 
most tube mics. 

Bill Bradley Microphones 
Visa/M.C. accepted 

(216) 723-6494 
Fax: (216) 723-6595 

American Pro Audio 

' 

MM 81111 MM 1111811.111 

1111111111811111111 81811111/111 ME 

Ole 111.11111111111811111111111111118111111111111 

Digidesign • Opcode • Otan 
Roland • Korg•Prodisk 
Yamaha • Fostex • Dolby 

Soundtracs • DDA•Ramsa 
Trident • Neumann • Tannoy 
Eventide • IC Elect • Summit 

Great Prices!!! 
Digital Workstations - Software 

Keyboards • Recorders • Consoles • DAT 
Leasing and financing 

(612) 938-7777 

Pro-Audio Equipment 
Sales & Rentals 
Comprehensive selection, 
dependable service, honest 
advice. (415) 742-9166 

Hi-Tech Audio 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 198  

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

STUDIO SALES  
Auctions - Appraisals 

TOP CASH PRICIE.7.; 
Liquidation Sales - Licensed 

CUE 
212 496-5652 Fax 212 496-0234 

CUSTOM AMEK/GML CONSOLE 
Custom-ordered, compact 64-input 
digital controlled console with GML 
fader automation; 128-ch mix capa-
ble; 24 custom Sunset mic-pres; 
1024-pt TRS patchbay; complete 
spares; mint cond. Call for details. 
SUNSET SOUND (213) 469-1186. 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics and all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed, high-quality mic pre-
amps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818) 346-2308 

ST1JDER 827 1,100 hr/$34k; A800 MkIII, 7,000 hr/$31k; MOO MkMII new 
heads, no locate, $21k; M-79 mint, $9k; NEVE BCM10, $19k; NEVE 
12x8, $ 14k; 24x6, $20k; 24x8 (44 ins at mix), 36x8; NEVE 24-ch 
mntr/cue mixer, 10 NEVE 31105 4-band EQ; 32264, $3.7k pr; AM6-17, 
$2k pr.; 2254e, $2.8k pr; 1272, $300; NEVE frames; RAINDIRK Sym-
phony; API 32x16x24, $55k; API 18x8x2 sidecar, $22k; API 550, $700 
ea.; API 525, $1.3k pr.; API 325/312 mic-line cards; CALREC discrete 
40x24x24; FOCUSRITE Red-2, $2.7k; NEUMANN U47/U48, $5k ea.; 
SM269, $3.7k; SM69, $3.5k; U64, $900; KM254, $2.5k pr; KM53's; 
CMV563, $2.1k ea.; AKG C12, $6.5k; C12A, $1.5k; C28, $750; 422, 
$1.9k; ALAN SMART SSL comp/lim, $3.1k/new; DIMENTION-D, $1k; PYE 
comp-hm, $ 1.4k pr.; AUDIX discrete pre/EQ; QUAD 8 Pacifica, $9k: 
SONY 5800 3/4", $1.5k. 

VINTAGE KING AUDIO 
(313) 965-0645 

* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

* GML 64-Input Fader Automation System 
Latest Software; 8 Fader Subgroups; Standard size faceplate; 

Spares; Excellent Condition. $60,000. 
• Dolby A 361 Modules w/Cat 22 Cards. $400 each. 

SUNSET SOUND (213) 469-1186 

UPGRADE YOUR VOCALS 
milli Variable Acoustic Compression"' 

I ,or 1.i.V:51estlake Audio. Son) Music, NRA Vlu.ic. 
Nlasterfonics, Paisley Park. I'BS, ABC. Fox Broadcast.. 
e of 5 inch diaTelef ,fecns $32 . 

• . 1th gomeneek & clamp $54. teLESse, 
• . aNhahle. replaceable screen> vOIC,CRUNS alF 

• money back g tee .hipoing PO Box 1014. New PM, NY 12561 
call. fax or write for FREE brochure (800)252-1503 or (914)255-3367 

boll and socket 
positioning w/ 

mic thread 

3 

position 
screen 
holder 

GET YOUR DRUM SOUND 

UNDER CONTROL WITH 

CLEAR-SONIC PANELS 
by ACCVSONICS MFG. 

(800)-888-6360 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 

This le one MIDI footcontroller 
that won't make you go 

HEEKr 
MIDI MOUSE' 
-r• 1—• a l • r, ..1 

Simple Corr pact (4-1/2" x 3-1/2") 
>Battery Operable 

e. Heavy Duty e> Affordable 

-r c I-1 21 • l's.1 

1600 Broadway, NYC, NY 10019 
212-315-1116 • Fax: 212-315-0825 

Automatic Microphone Switch 

The IR1 from D3, Inc. is the fastest, 
and easist way to clean up any mix. 
Just plug it into your mic, and enjoy 
the hands free control! Call us and 
order a single or a six-pack today. 

D3, Inc. 800-701-7899 Visa/MC 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 195 

Plige Alet,10 

qar E...radisp lerrifer de Sri« ' 

1.1 

14e9e1.41. eta/AMU:a 

PF (37g) ST7-6600 

(I 'S) 157-4700 

We stock ADL 1500 Stereo tk 

1000 Mono ibbe Compressors! 

Consoles, Recorders, Mics, 

Outboard Equipment & MORE! 

WE BUY GEAR!!! 

Pzadcectieet 
New & used audio equipment 
Professional personalized service 
Tel 818-988-TIVIOP 18667) 
Fax 818-988-8600 
E-mail TIVIOP5 @aol.com 
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AUDIO WORLD AUDIO WORLD AUDIO WORLD 
NEW, USED, DEMO 

EQUIPMENT 
BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Yamaha 02R Mixer, Otan i Sta-
tus/Concept Consoles, Mackie 
8-Bus, Alesis ADAT, Tascam DA-
88, Sony PCM800, Otan i Radar 
24TK, Pro Tools III, All Digidesign 
Plug- Ins, Apple Power Macs, 
Apogee AD1000, Lexicon PCM80, 
TC Elec. M5000, Kodak CD 
Recorders, API, GML, ADL, Summit, 
Focusrite, Demeter, Lucas, TL 
Audio, Neumann Mics, AKG C-
12VR, Microtech UM92SZ, B&K 
Mics, KM184. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation. Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U73, 
Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF14, 
EF804S, AC 701. Neumann mics, 
many more; for actual list, 
call Christian (212) 674-5712 or 
Akzent Audiotechnik. Germany. 
0049 (0)721-373622. Fax 373611. 

eel 
MID 
aFtii 

America's best disc, tape & 
component storage system 
Stackable, portable oak units 
hold all recording formats 
Free mailorder brochure 

(please mention Mix) 
Per Madsen Design 

P.O. Box 882464 
San Francisco, CA 94188 

(415) 822-4883 

I SEE  OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 1951 

SINGERS 
Unlimited Backgrounds'" 
From Standard Tapes. Records, E CDs 

with the Thompson Vocal Eliminator' 
Call for Free Demo Tape. 
Phcoe (404),PQ-0189-Ect 8 . 
LT Sound Dept MX(1 
7988 LT Parkway _ 
Lithonia. GA 30058 

20 Hour Demo/Info 
Line (404)482.2485 • Ext a 
Best Vocal Eliminator', Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

Ir REMOVE a-
a VOCALS 

o 

5 

SAVE MONEY ON: 411Ca9-
ACO-C12.C24 

ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS .7.`"."7:47 
I UBE PRODUCTS! IN STOCK NOW! V724.0 Ir76 

ADL 1500 STEREO & ADL 1000 MONO  81GORDLED 
COrifellea. 

TUBE COMPRESSORS PLUS AD! 200DI's AND MONt 

SALES 818-753-7715 OR 310-275-4277 FAX 818-340-4331 

Vintage Fairlight IIX system, custom 
black finish, factory MIDI, perfect 
shape, original Fairlight library soft-
ware, road cases. $3,000. (615) 
872-9976. 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, 
Genelec, Lexicon, Fostex, Ya-
maha, Korg, and hundreds 
more. Discount pricing and 
Worldwide Delivery! 66 Years 
in business. Trade-ins welcome. 
Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. lo-
cation. Call, write or fax us today 
for price quotes and details. Also, 
find us on the Internet at 
sales@caruso.net. Start saving 
money today! Call Caruso Mu-
sic, 94 State St., New London, 
CT 06320 USA. (203) 442-
9600. (203) 442-0463/fax. 

EUROPEAN VINTAGE TUBE! 
Telefunken/Siemens V72, V78, V76 
Neumann & AKG tube mics, com-
pressors, EMT, more. ASTROMAN 
LONDON For prices. Phone 011-
44-171-224-2090. Fax 011-44-171-
486-4696. 

OMNIFFAX 
save FURNINRE tot the ancrornee,r, USK ,on 

800-332-3393 
9.0.90% I 792 SAUSALITO, CA 94960 

Good Sound is the Absence of Bad Sound 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. 
.1.1)10 SALES Aq CES 

THE AUDIO SOURCE FOR 27 YEARS 

Call I - 800-FOR-KLAY 

AUCTION Sales 
complete studios - consignments 

1-800-423-5499 
or visit our web page at 

http://soundwave.corn/hba/hbaindex.html 

Hamilton Brosious Associates 

Auctioneers and Appraisers 

CORD-Lar 
Velcro cable-
s in a variety 
sizes, styles, 
& colors, plus 
om printing & 

bricahon! For a 
sample & brochure call 
1- 800-CORD-LOX 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES \ 

$10.95 

24" Length, 5 Colors 
(615) 367-9242 

9 AM-5 PM, M-1- (CST) 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

DATRAX. 
Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Block Finish 

• Nylon DAT Tope Carrying Cases 
• NEW! DAT Tope Storage Drawers 320 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: • DA TRAS 40 • Video 
8mm Roo A (ozone Ron • All 521.95 

Teh 310.305.0317 . Fox: 310.305.9167 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800. 9.DATRAX 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 8701 Falmouth Ave., 
Suite 201, Playa Del Rey, CA 90293 

•K9 1111SO 

Sound 
thinkirl§ 
The Best Prices, 
The Best Service 

you 11 ever find on... 

cliçoideasigri 

503-386-2682 

AVR Systems 
.41/1/0 II/X:1/i/tfiCt1RDIAGSYME115, INC 

PROUDLY OFFERING 

OVER 100 LINES OF 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 

NEW and USED 
CALL OUR KNONIFIvII,I,ILF SALES STAFF 

* PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 
* THE RIGHT PRICE 

WORK WITH THE PRO'S 

BOSTON 

(617) 924-0660 

CONNECTICUT 

(203) 289-9475 

DigiLabs CD FACTOIRY 
PC Windows CD Mastering & 
Replication Workstation. Turnkey 
includes: software, Pwr. Pentium 
PC, CD Recorder plus more. MSRP 
$6,950. For info: (410) 574-4223. 

VINTAGE USED: 
CONSOLES: SSL G+56in. w/Ultimation, car SSL 6048E/G, $135k* 
SSL56E/G/TR*SSL40E/G/TR, $120k*Neve 8048 32x16x32w/82 Fly-
ing faders, $175k*Neve 8128 56in w/FF, $ 135k*Neve 1976 custom 
36in. (discrete)*Neve 8108 48in 36in auto. $46k* Neve VRP 48in w/FF 
$199k*Trident 80C 48in w/64 automated ch. S55k*Trident TSM 32in 
w/Uptown, call*Trident 70 24x16, call* Soundcraft 6000 36in $12k*TAC 
Matchless 26in $9k*A&H Saber 24x16 $7.51e32 TRACKS: (2) Mit-
subishi X-850w/Apogee, $25k ea*Sony 3324, $25k*24 TRACKS: Stud-
er A-820, 827, 800, a80, call*Otari MTR9011, $ 18k*Otari MX80, 
$15k*Sony JH24, $14k.16 TRACKS: Otan MTR9011, 9.5klescam 
MS16 (30ips) call*Tascam ATR60, call*Otari MX70 call*2 Tracks and 
DATs, call*MICS: Neumann U87, $1.5k*Neumann U67, $3k*Neu-
mann U47, carNeumann T1_50, $3.6k*Neumann CMV3, call*AKG C414, 
$650*AKG C24*REVERBS: Quantec ORS 2in 4 out*AMSRMX16, 
$5k*Lexicon PCM70, $1.3k*MONITORS: Quested & KRK. 

NEW EQUIPMENT IN STOCK 
WE BUY VINTAGE GEAR 

r Assannull- mar -malavic -sum 
KKOOgielga 

HARBORSOUNbe 
180a CENTRAL STREET gr VIDEO 
SAUGUS, MASS. 01906 

(617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 
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Equipment 
Rentals 

PORTABLE STUDIOS 

YOU 
SUPPLY THE HOUSE 

WE 
SUPPLY THE REST 

Portable NEVE and API consoles 
Vintage tube microphones 

Analog 24, dig 48, dig 8 tracks 
Vintage and new outboard gear 
speakers, amps, baffles etc. 
Trained assistants available 

Classic Equipment Rentals 
(213) 467-3432 

Equipment 
Wanted 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

TUBE EQUIPMENT WANTED 
DISC CUTTING LATHES 
HEADS, LIMITERS, AMPS 
Fairchild, Westrex, Haeco 

Neumann, Ortofon, Grampian 
Scully, Presto, Altec, Pultec 
Mac/Marantz, 45/78 records 
related items (612) 869-4963. 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

We want your used keyboard, 
recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $$$ or 
take your stuff in trade toward 
over 350 brands of new and 
used products. Come in or do it 
all through the mail 66 years 
in business. Worldwide deliv-
ery. Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. 
location. Call, write, or fax us to-
day for price quotes and details. 
Also, find us on the Internet at 
salesecaruso.net. Start saving 
money today. Call Caruso Mu-
sic, 94 State St., New London, 
Ct. 06320 USA. (203) 442-9600. 
(203) 442-0463/fax. 

Instruction 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415) 904-7700. 

RECORDING ENGINEER 
ON THE JOB TRAINING 
AT A MAJOR STUDIO 

IN YOUR AREA 

Keep your 
present lob. 

No experience 
required. 

Train around 
your own schedule 

RECORDING-
EXPERIENCE 

(r) 1-800-795-5750 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repairs 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

iona. 
Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

ATR  
Service Company 

Ampex Custom Parts 

Technical Support 

World Class Service 

• ur Mixing / Mastering conversions 
featuring Flux Magnetics'. precision heads 
Proofs provided with each conversion. 

• Ultra low flutter ATR100 & ATR124 
Urethane Capstan Assemblies. Limited 
quantities available. 

• Electronic, Mechanical and Cosmetic 
upgrades and repairs. 

• Complete Restorations at reasonable 
prices 

• 
Contact: Michael Spitz 

Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

Dies FIXED FAST! 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 

• Experienced, factory-trained techs 

*Fast turnaround 

• Repairs, overhauls, parts 

"The DAT doctor is in!" 

NXT 
-GENERATION.. 

201-579-4849 Fax 201-579-602' 

DAT Machine Problems. 
Pro Digital Inc. offers FAST, 
EXPERT service on all DAT 

brands and models. 
Warranty Service on Most Brands! 

610-353-2400 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 198  

LEXICON 200 & 224 DIGITAL 
REVERB SERVICE 

Expert repairs on all models. 
Quick turnaround and warranty. 
Service for Lexicon Prime Time 
Delays also available. Phone (508) 
875-1076 after 6 p.m. EST, or leave 
message. 

Music Products/ 
Software 

ProSound Toolkit 
The Ultimate Pro Audio 

CD ROM for Macintosh!" 
Interactive reference materials, 
test tones, tuning notes, Sound 
FX, formulas, lips, projects, 
contacts, resources, add more 
for Mac OS TM 
CD Audio 8, CD ROM on one disc! 

Send $39 Check or Money Order 
(includes US shipping) 

Write or call for into. 314-844-5788 
Creative Digital Services Corporation 
3718 Oxford Ave., St Louis MO 83143 

MIX 
MARKETPLACE 

Page 193 

New 
Products 

ATTENTION ENGINEERS' 

Correct impedance and level adjustment 
is now possible between all professional 

audio equipment to any instrument 
amplifier. 

The Reamp is designed and built for this 
and other applications by engineer John 
Cunibeqi for records with Joe Satriani, 
George Lynch, Michael Manring and 

The Neville Brothers. 

Built form the finest components avail-
able, this small black box will open the 
door to your own creative ideas by solv-

ing an age old interface problem. 

Look at who is been Reamping: 
The Rolling Stones, Van Halen, Steve 
Val, Chris Isaak, Neal Schon, Charlie 
Sexton, Andy Johns, Matt Wallace, Joe 

Blany, Tom Size to name a few 

For more information call 
(510) 530-2402 or fax (510) 530-2404 

Recording 
Services 

LOWEST PRICES ON 
REAL-TIME DUPLICATION! 

300 Chrome (up to 45-min.) 4-color 
J-Card, Imprint, Shrink, $679.99 
includes P/U + Grnd shipng. 
Visa/MC/Disc. ACCURATE AUDIO 
LABS, INC. (800) 801-7664. 

APOGEE 
Uy 22 
4Includes. 

hours of 

4' Pro Tools 
24-bitFX 
ei ehl,edin 
• 

0 4  

k
http://www.starbox.com/sandboxj /.11::•ils C:b X 
Voice 707 649 9163 Fax 9164  

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single-copy CDs 
starting at $35. Write, call 

or fax for information. 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL: (800) 850-5423 
FAX: (800) 203-1725 

SrCIDIqTECil 
WORLD CLASS QUALITY - COMPETITIVE PRICING 

INSTALLATION • CONSULTATION • LEASING 

AKG AMEKTTAC API Behringer Beyer B&K Brainstorm Bryston Calrec Canare DDA Demeter Digidesign 
Dolby-Pro Drawmer Dynaudio Equi=Tech Eventide Focusrite Fostex-Pro Genelec Hafler JVC KRK Lexi-

con Mackie Microtech-Gefell Mogami MRL Neutrik NTI Optifile Otan i Pro-Co Sonex Sony-Pro SPL 
Soundcraft Soundfield Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio Timeline TL-Audio Tube-Tech Uptown 

Vac-Rac 4000 Z Systems and many more 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

AMEIVTAC DDA Fostex Mackie MCI OTARI Soundcraft Tascam... 
9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 

PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 
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T is  ig  •ua i v 

CD RECORDING SERVICE: 
/Digital Xfer to Full Recibook CD 
/Disc Labeling /Color Insert 
/Digital SRC /Standard Shipping 

›- Unconditional Guarantee >-

Need Large Qty? 1000 CDs = $ 1400 

Sonic Soltstioneem 
AINII ai lab 

Brochure 

800) 524-3706 

Ext. 115 

SOUND CONCEPTS 
943 Manhattan Beach Blvd, 
Suite C 
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
The Best CO mastering... 

CO Booklet Printing and 
Graphic Design ... 

IFffl (800)344-4361 
, ( 21 2)369-2932 

iraMAM, 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 194 

e 
DRT Mastering 
•You will have the big, 

punchy major-label 
sound that sells discs... 
or the work is free! 

•Affordable first-class results. If 
it has to sound great, call us. 

•Free evaluation of your DAT by 
serious, experienced ears 

•1630 or CDR. 24hr rush work. 

800-884-2576 603-924-2277 
Internet:davidtertmastering.com 
http:/hevw.drtmastering.comibizidrt 

Your music on 

Compact Pise 
Any quantity from Ito a zillion 
Lowest prices, Sect service 

00 

Big Dreams Studio,  Ltd. 0 

708-945-6160 

Mix Classifieds are your best 

advertising buy in the industry. 

Phone (800) 544-5530. 

Viholesaler to the Indetry 

Do wail 3 weeks for your CD s call us fof tile fastest service 
1000 Promo CD' 
1000 CD's 
500 CD's 
5 Promo CD's 
DAT/Cassette to 74 min. CD 

Full Color Packag 
500 Cassettes 8.. 
1000 Cassettes 

$999 

111â4P/5° 
$875 
$100 
$30 

`Let Us Enhance your Mix with Digital Mastering" 
Digital Mastering for a's. little as $ I 0 a track 

24 HR 713-781-1963 

welt. Bulk CD's 
Vet" • 

as low as 75 C from your CDR Master 
rebel Mon. 

We also make retail-ready, full-color CD, Cassette S Vinyl LP packages 
including mastering, graphics layout, typesetting, film work 45 printing. 

CALL FOR OUR CATALOG' 

EUROMISK,LTD. 800-455-8555 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 • FAX12121966-0456 

IE 6"-e 
DKjiTAI SERViCES, 

CD MASTERING 
DIGITAL EDITING 
CD PRODUCTION 

DIGITAL TRANSFERS 

250 West 57th. St, Suite 725 

New York City, NY. 10107 

212-397-4099 397-2207 (Fax) 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

NOWI YOU CAN CHOOSE! 
TDK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0.61 $0.83 

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS OF IM • AMPEX • BASF • DENON • DIC 
• FUJI 40AXELL • SONT • TDB • TELEX 

TELEPHONE: 2151100 1100.616.3515 
FAX: 212.718070 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 196 

• CDS% 

• QUICK 
• BEST QUALITY 

• DIGITAL CASSETTES 
• PERSONAIJIED SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 

• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 

amp (813) 446-8273 "et« 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St.! Clearwater. FL 34615 

CD-ROM s Graphic Design 
CD-Audio Printing 
CO-I • Interactive 

Mixed Mode À Media 
CD-ROM • • Slides 

Audio 4. Video RAW CD's Flop" D" 
Cassettes D..... 

75e 
From put PON 1100 CD.R Mama F. 

CD SOni0 Tel: (617)424-0670 
Fax: (617) 424-0657 

TAAG 
The NI Access Group caters to 

your merchandise 6 promotional 

needs you require to mare your 
poject a guess in todayt music WHO> 

Just send us your Mete we do the rest. 

Call for your tweet's. today 

RECORDING 
DUPLICATING 
SUPPLIES 

ARcele TDK AMPEX 3M 
BASF SUNKYONG 

Cassettes • Reel-to-Reel Tapes 
C-OS • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bey Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX 415 369 7446 

AAPEX 
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

• WAVELENC, 
Complete Full Color 

Compact Disc Package 

Fast 
Turnaround! 

S1750.00 

1000 Compact discs with 2 color imprint 
epanel full color Inserts 

Full color tray cards 
Jewel boxesishrinkwrap 

Motor label quality 

1-800-720-7007 

Recording and Duplication Supplies 
Featuring 

3M, BASF, TDK and Maxell 
Professional Blank Audio and Video Cassettes 
Mastering Tape, DAT's, CD-R's and Accessories 
Any length custom loaded blank cassettes 
Reels & Boxes, Welt° R. Poly Box, Labels, 
Splicing Tape, leader Tope, Splicing Blocks, 

Headphones, Cables & Connectors and much more 

Wir 
Jackson Sound Products, Ltd. 

3301 W. Hampden Ave., Uno A 
Englewood, CO 801 10 

n3) 761.3301 • 24 Hou, Ici ( 303) 789-0557 

jed ere 
•-•-- CD's • CASSETTES • VIDEO 

. state of the Art Real Time and High Speed Cassette Duplication 
CO's • VHS Hi-Fi Duplication • Complete Graphic Design Services • 

Printing/Packaging • Blank Tapes & Accessories • Free Color Catalog! 

500 Chrome Cassettes & 1000 Full-color inserts. $795 Complete! • 1000 CD Package. $ 1599!! 

Audio/Video Corporation 40 klarriille Paw. W. r Bollo, NY 14224 
81:10) 365-TAPE (8273) • Phone: (716)655-12% • Fa (116)656-1589 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

1-800-TAPE WOOD or l-&30-245-an 
We II beat any price! 595 SHIPPING . FREE CAT 

SONY 
OAT-120 7.49 
OAT-124 no 9.99 
' 22V 209 
'="•13 399 

20 1.79 
ST120 599 

MAX ILL 
XL' 
XL1'i. 
ST-12G - 
OAT 124 vac 
31t1 CDR 
XE 

DENP, 

TAPE WOR D 220 WING ST SUM. PA 16(113 412.2,3A296 

OV ER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPFING MI 

Our CD & Cuss's are 

El 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

ma nu f a c t ur ing 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE PACKAGES 

Graphic Design 500 CD's and 

10 - 15 Day Turnaround. 500 Cassettes 

Major Label Quality. only S2,195 

Money Back Guarantee. w/full color book 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG 

INDEPENDENT RELEASE SPECIAL - MAJOR LABEL QUALITY 
Our CD and cassette packages are the 

mast complete. superior quality, retail-

ready packages available. Just send us 

your master. photos, and finer notes. 
We do the rest! 

Complete Package 

2,447 
(Add 500 cassettes for only 922 ' more) 

1,000 CDs • 4-Panei Foldec4Ccilor 
• 4-Color Tray Card (4)0) 
• 3-Color CD Disc Pnnang 
• Frorn Your DM', 1630. or CDR 
• Color Separations, Typesetting, and 
Graphic Design Included! 

For The Moos Complete CD and Cassette Packages Avadabk, Call 1-800-637-9493 Musicraft 

PROMO PACK SFROM YOUR DAT 
l 0 CD'S ate 1, 75.00 sr. (Do 
R 30 MIN Ammo  30PE =5-11IWYESIP _ASK B P REMASTERING 

(415)369-1e35 DIGITAL SRC 
CUSTOM INSERTS 

euchort—icition 

Compact Disc 
Cassette 

Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

Call us before you 
order your CDs and 
Tapes, we will save 

you money. 

1,000 CD'S 
S11,89999 

Full Color,4 Page Booklet & Tray, 2 Color 
Graphics on Disc. From 1630 Plaster á Film. 

IVIEGAIDISC 
(204)525-6022 655 PressIn Rd Muriont. NC 28217 

(7./1_1'MM-1E013S PRICES ! 
C-70 ,25 C-20 W.31 C-30 e..55 
C-45 $.43 C-62 $52 C-92 e 74 
5045F Chrome+ or Aurex Cobalt (like 
rot( 5A), 5 ecrew clear 0/aman ehell, 
100 piece box, bulk. Also Custom 
lengths, Boxes. Onehell print, etc. 

SoundSpoce Inc.1-800-767-7353 

a+ r \gel 44, 
e. 4 

Record & Tape Mfg., Inc 

Dallas. TX 75207 e 902 N. Industrial Blvd. 

214-741-2027 
1-800-527-3472 
CD's Starting at 

$ 900"  

MAJOR LABEL 
QUALITY & SERVICE 

* VINYL PRESSING 
SPECIAL RADIO & PROMO PACKAGES 

* COMPACT DISCS 
* CASSETTES 

1f1. q‘eddee eddel 

M WOBKS 

(61?) 5/7-0089 

• I Realm altos .1 ornplete Ms,1,.na t.te et 

110m • I 610 1 OP lien %%%%% •One 

'155 Massachusetts Mt.. • 137 (.aull,r \ 

kLAR-1( 

KASSE' itE 

1(800) 458-6405 

[SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 193i 

Good Vibrations—RJR Digital 
500 Bulk CD—$890 
500 Finished CD-11600 Ide 
1000 Finished CD—S2040 

—Call For Details--
Fax On Demand & Customer Service: 

1-800-828-6537 
619-267-0307 • FAX 619-267-1339 

CD ID Compact Disc 
Identification Kit 

Protect your valuble CDs! How? By 
marking each CD & jewel case w/ 
your name and I.D. number. Using 
epoxy red marking ink, register CD 
on spindle on felt-lined bed, stamp 
around hole. Marks up to 400; 
$59.95. (800) 343-3742 Epic design 
studios. (714) 537-2644 Fax: (714) 
636-2554. 

pacifi át 
coast 

sound 

works 

1,000 CD'S FROM: 

si_s001 
P. SONIC SOLUTIONS N. GRAPHIC DESIGN 

NoNOISE" PRINTING 
te- MASTERING It.'PACKAGING 
b. CD R 9- SONY 1630 

1 ( 800) 423-2834 
TEL, (213)655-4771 FAX ( 213)855-8893 
8455 Beverly Blvd Ste 500 LA., CA 90 

• 

AnnUerthsary I III. W14111;10 .1 
Studio Sales ek Service* 

Full color CD & Cassette Album Packages Fast 

1000 full color CDs, complete $1,899 

CDRs overnight CDR blanks • RtR DATs • ADATs • I-118 • VHS 

Blank cassettes • PC/Windows digital audio workstations 

Small to large orders Warehouse prices 
Call 800-483-TAPE for Free catalogue 

fax: 904-398-9683 • Internet: warehouseaxjaxnet.com 

Visa • MasterCard • Discover 

2071-20mx Emerson St., Jacksonville, FL 32207• 904-399-0424 

Since 
1975 

Complete CD & Cassette packages! 
Retail ready including 

full color inserts. 

300 500 1,000 

CD's 5975 9 075 51637 

Cassettes 5396 5506 5752 

Bar-codes, CD-Rom, CD-R, Mastering, 

Design and Film services available. 

1-800-928-3310 
World Audio Video Enterprises 
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KA«) As testa's(' on the cover of 
Mix Magazine Dec.94 

The Mastering Studios At KAO 
Professional Audio Mastering 

Using Sonic Solutions Digital Editing System 

Great Prices 
Available Evenings and Weekends 

1857 Colonial Village Ln Lancaster PA 17601 

1-800-525-6575 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 198 

CUSTOM LOADED 
CASSETTE BLANKS 

BASF* maxell 

any length up to C-94 
rushed to you .n runs of loo 

cassettes. 

TRUTONE INC. 
HACKENSACK, NJ 07650 

Ph: 1201/ 489-9180 / FN, (201) 489-1771 

Ian( ro u OUR rutt 001OR 0111'1E110G 

NEW 
k( 

ei* ,h 

from ,Pê-SeeÈlrefflE 

300TAPESii300CD'S 
800-458-6405 

1:truily kcISS1'111'. 
MAIN I 14 
W,11i1P11/ E. RUNE •14.5111,, 

$ 1,749 
WHEN YOU SUPPLY PRINTED MATERIALS 

This is a Complete Retail-Ready Package 
se a. WHITE CO KKKKKK PACKADE 
TWO-COLOR COMM.CTIC PASSADE 
FULL-COI-OP COM LLLLL PASSAGE 
PURE CHROME TAPE 

A1313 $ 100.00 
AOCI $ 200.00 
ADO 5 300.00 
ADD 5 30.00 

CRYSTALCLEAR SOUND 
TAPENIASTERS 

1 - 800-

Your music on CD $50 
Custom One-of f CD-Re 

••• 
1000 Compact Discs $1750 

1000 CDs/500 Cassettes $2150 
From DAT master, Includes assembly 

with customer-supplied inserts 

8 8 0 — 0 7 3 MC.- VISA 

ACCEPTED 

DIGITAL BIN CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
100 C-30 5. 1 CO REF W/El&W J-CAROS, BOXER S. ON SHELL PRINT $279 

2513 C-30 W/1364W J.CARDS, BOXES 8, ON SHELL PRINT $375 

500 C-30 V1/13.SW J-CARDS, BOXES a ON SHELL PRINT $575 

I 000 CDs & 1000 CASSETTES W/H&W INSERTS $2799 

TOM Ea A.R.I-1.2X1Y1 .A.T.73C1 3C 0 
Ft -r 

SONIC SOLUTIONS -

- 800— 2 elr — I.. Cb Pe 

ItZ1 on 

di g Eft I ctu 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 193 

iai 3 tee Ah.. 
441.11. -  4tiv , 

tis 500 CDs ,, Nei 
-• 500 Cassettes 

110% 
‘10 

0 only $2,590 
.oh MW ,nberts •MI 

• FREE Griiphit Design • Iroludee Insert Printing 
• Molar ( bel Quality • No- Fiats-Print Guarantee 

Call today for your FREE 
1995 full color. catalog 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS ToLL FREE FAX 

609.663.903a 609-661-3459 

DISC MAKERS 

Subscription Questions? 

Call 

(800) 84:3-4086 

• rm 41= - - à Z=3. II 41 

CD&CASSEM 
IF» it=a cal s 

CALL TOLL FREE 1*M-835-1362 

Complete Full Color CD Packages: 

500 CD's $1199. 
1000 CD's $1649. 

CD Package includes: color 2 page insert, color 
traycard. 2 color on CD printing, pre master & glass 

mastering, jewel box, shrinkwrap, insertion of 
graphics. Does not include film or typesetting. 

Complete Full Color Cassettes Packages: 

500 cassettes $614. 
1000 cassettes $909. 
Package includes: 40-50 min.high bias '.ape, 1 color 
J-card, digital running master, on cassette printing, 

set-up, Norelco box, shrinkwrap, insertion of graphics. 
Does not include film or typesetting. 

American Clients: No Tax... No Duty... No Problem! 

Cutting Edge Technology / CD ROM Available! 

HEALEYdisc 
Manufacturing — 

Optical Media 1-800-476-8211 

Manufacturers of CD's, CD-Rom, 
CD -Interactive, and Cassettes 

• Competitive prices on all proiects 
• Extraordinary customer service 

• Accessible through the Internet 

1000 CDs front $1399 

10 CD Promo Pocks hon, $ 375 

= NOW ACCEPTING .1 

Internet address drip //er. bostrearn net/opson4 
EHell address opsoneletstream net 

LOW Prices! 

FREE Brochure! 

MAJOR Label Quality!, 

FRIENDLY Customer Suvici! 

Compact Disc & 
Audio Cassette Production 

18021453-3334 FAX 18021453-3343 

CD'S FAST 

o 
riot 

Silicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from $275 

10 free Posters w/comolete package 
Call (800) DIGIDOC 

DIGICIOC 
PRODUCTIONS 

*300 CO Special: 949 
*500 CO Special,' S999 
-with client providen CD II 

label film & Inserts 

Digital Mastering, CD Rom 
& Graphic Design Available 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

liVlsolesale CD 
1000 CJ):q 
1495.00 

Including Jewel Box, 2 color 
Cl) Imprint & Shrink Wrap 

800-218-6489  

REUABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPEr/PLATERS 

•INADE IN USA 
CALI OR IAX FOR 
SAFASE TAPE 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST S F , CA 94118 

TEL: ( 415) 221-2000 FAX ( 800) 683-7569 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 193  

FAX your Mix Classified 

(510) 653-8171 

281H ANNIVERSARY 
FREE CATALOG 

CD-RS, HI-8, 

MINI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

1A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO, SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES 

es SINGLE & DOUBLE CD BOX 

(1).' DCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND WE OFFER IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING, FEATURING 
MORE THE LATEST APEX ULTRA VIOLET INKING PROCESS 24.48 HOUR SERVICE 

IN NYC 718-435-7322 • 800-221-6578. 24 HOUR FAX 118453.2589 

4111141 H AVENUE • BROOKLYN, NY.11219 h,ei 

• AUDIO PRODUCTS I. •  

LENGTH 

TYPE 

C.i 

C-10 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 3M 
TDK SA .25 .30.35.39.44-49.53 . 58 .63  

MAXELL 
XLII .27.32.38.44.47.52.67 :7076 tl Ems': 
BASF 

CUSTOM 
Aumo CASSETft &MKS 

1 MAr. - 126 Min, 
Loaded With: 
C141110M1 PLUS, 

CHROME SUMS a 
MAX.ILL XL II 
HIGH BIAS TAPE 

CHROME .30 . 38.47.56.65.69.80 .87 89 AMPEX 
SUPER 

maxell 

BASF 

maxell 

ALIS119/ 
VIM20 

CAI.,effeJe 

SONY 

AMPEX 

*TDK 
—Rm .& mw. 
mitRRAull 

ON CASSETTE PRINTING - PRINTED LABELS & J-CARDS - SHRINK WRAPPING 

••I! 
CALL FOR • 764 511-1 Avenue, Brooklyn, New 'god( 11232 
OUR FREE e In New York Telephone: (718) 369-8273 ."  
CATALOG re 24 Hour Fax (718) 369-8275 w, ing Supple.. Inc 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 

DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

REP 

1-800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14'2.-
1716) 691.7631* FAX (716) 691.7732 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything in stock 
Wholesale distributors of 

AMPEX • AGFA • 3M • SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assailed reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tope 
• Prepockoged cassettes 
• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 

Call Of write to. FREE catalog 
(800) 854-1061 

TEL (619)277-2540 • Fax (619) 277-7610 
Advance Recording Products 

8859 keep Asfe Ste E Son Diego CA 9323 
Via ana roasiiinard occeorea 

III.OLESALE DiSig 

Studios 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 

RUSSIAN DRAGON 
•••• • ••• •   

MING ACCURACY METER 
RV-R $499 R0-1. $249 

Try a Russian Dragon for 2 weeks 
if not satisfied. return for a full refund 
800.880.8776  FAX 210.3443299 

Mix Marketplace 
Mix Classifieds 

For Rates 

and Deadlines 
Call Robin Boyce 

(800) 544-5530 

LANDMARK HOLLYWOOD ESTATE 
Silent film star's itahanate estate. Gated celeb. 
neighborhood. 5 br suites, 5.75 ba, staff/guest 
house. 3-room film vault/ recording studio. Pan-
oramic views; grounds; privacy; security. $1,795,000 
Richard Stanley • Jon Douglas Company 

(213) 665-5841 x 317 

VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP. 
Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls. 
SONY VP- 5000, 5600, 5800 
5850, BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four- Month Warranty. 
(212) 580-9551/(212) 206-1475. 
Fax: (212) 929-9082. Michael 
Temmer. 

"I'll also be looking through 

the classifieds of Mix magazine, 
looking for that rare—and 

perhaps useless—piece of 

audio equipment I've been 

looking for all those years..." 

- Walter Becker 

Mix interview, April 1995 

Miscellaneous 

E 
S 

CANARE 
AMPEX 
MOGAMI 
NEUTRIK 
Switchcraft 
3M 

MAXELL 
SONY 
BELDEN 
Whirlwind 

Call for our NEW CATALOG of 
Professional Audio & Video Tape, Cable, 

Accessories, Equipment & Supplies 

(800) 999-HAVE/4283 

309 POWER AVE. 
HUDSON, NY 

12534 

MASTERING • MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

D1e1 - ROM 
FOR COMPACT DISCS • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 
COMPLETE PACKAGES • COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO • FAST TURN- AROUND 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

130 Illerot 4.2r-pci Stre.t • IV r,n, York, IVY 10036 
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MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

MASTERING 

REPLICATION 

PERSONAL 
EXPERT 
SERVICE 

2 1 2 333-5953 
TOTAL CD, CD-ROM 

& CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

330 WEST 58th ST 
NY, NY 10019 

The Power of Excellence sm 

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 

PRINTING 

COMPLETE 
PACKAGING 

POSTERS 

ISDN & SW56 USERS 
The DIGITAL DIAL-UP LIST  
A NA () rich% ide Director of Studios, Broadcasters, Producers, Artists... 
with Digital AUDIO CODECS &/or FILE TRANSFER CAPABILITIES 

All algorithms. Inclusion on the list is FREE. Single issue price: $30 

DI(;IFON 203-254-0869, Fax: 203-256-5723 

sell it. rent it. fix it. teach it. 

To place your Mix Classified Ad, call (800) 544-5530 

Deadline: 15th of the month, six weeks prior to cover date. 

—FROM PAGE 63, ACETATE GROOVE 

program. Although there is often 
plenty of steady-state noise to be re-
moved, there's usually a great deal 
of "swish" that these DSP systems 
can't ameliorate. Short of some radi-
cal equalization, there is no process 
that can suitably attenuate the peri-
odic swishing noise that nearly all 
old acetate discs exhibit. 

While preparing the Glenn Gould 
acetates, we decided that less aggres-
sive CEDAR DH-1 settings were far 
more effective than the heavier set-
tings. Our intent was not to make the 
recording "noise free," but rather to 
take the abrasive "edge" off of the 
noise so that it would no longer be 
distracting. In past years, many people 
have criticized processes like CEDAR 
and NoNOISE for their tendency to 
zap the ambience right out of a 
recording. When this occurs, it is usu-
ally the fault of the operator, not the 
process. The hardest part of using 
broadband noise-removal is learning 
to listen for its artifacts, and in the case 
of Glenn Gould, we were quite deter-
mined to remove as much outright 
noise as we could without robbing the 

Text rate: $100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approxmately 27-32 
character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge 
for each ad placed. 

Enhancements: $10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, 
$25 for a reverse, $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on 
a per-insertion basis. 

Display rate: $125 per inch (1 minimum/half-page maximum). Display 
Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column widths 
and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Closing: Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April 
issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be held for the 
next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted 
after the closing date. Copy changes and cancellations must be submit-
ted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) 
and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold 
should be underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard 
upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to poor 
copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process 
due to space. The publishers are not liable for the contents of advertisements. 

The small print: No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equip-
ment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Send payment to: Mix Magazine Classifieds: 

Attn: Robin Boyce, 6400 Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA 94608, 
tel. (800) 544-5530 or (510) 653-3307; fax (5101 653-8171. 

Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard, or American Express accepted. 

Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

recording of its essential flavor. 
That brings us to the artistic and 

aesthetic questions that often accom-
pany acetate transfer, and for that 
matter, all historical restoration. How 
"modern" should a restored recording 
sound? With judicious use of EQ, we 
can remove cutter resonances, add 
warmth and underpinning to vocals, 
and generally end up with an acousti-
cal timbre that modern audiences 
would readily appreciate, but at the 
cost of removing some of the 
"charm" of the sound of an old 
recording. We've all heard remas-
tered product in which the engineer 
has been far too aggressive with a 
noise-abatement system, robbing the 
recording of its ambience, timbre and 
body. The application of the record-
ing and the likely response of the in-
tended audience must be considered 
before making any irreversible aes-
thetic decision. The ethics here are 
not all that dissimilar from the ques-
tion of whether it is moral for an art 
collector to cut an old master to fit a 
frame. Even if you do decide to 
process an old recording with elec-
tronic sleight-of-hand, be absolutely 

certain that a flat, unprocessed copy 
of the recording is preserved in case 
it is needed in the future. 

It's an unfortunate reality that the 
history of recorded sound is fraught 
with media that are clearly unsuit-
able for historical preservation. Al-
though we've all encountered flak-
ing tapes, sticky-shed and warped 
vinyl, few could argue that any 
medium is more unsuitable for 
archiving than the granddaddy of 
them all, acetate transcription discs. 
We're lucky in a way that our soci-
ety's desire to preserve historic doc-
uments, be they books, manuscripts 
or acetates, has kicked in now in-
stead of 20 years hence. Acetates de-
grade rapidly, and under poor con-
ditions, quickly enter the realm of ir-
recoverability. I would implore any-
one in the possession of any such 
recordings to arrange to have them 
transferred to a more robust medium 
before they are lost permanently. II 

Gabe Wiener is director and chief 
engineer of New York's Quintessen-
tial Sound, where he has restored 
many hundreds of acetate discs. 
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FEEDBACK  
MORE ON TIOC 

I would like to thank Larry Blake for 
the vote of confidence in me and my 
work at Lucasfilm published in his 
November 1995 column, "Whither 
THX." I do differ with him about 
many details, both technical and 
marketing ones, and a point-by point 
response is available online at the 
rec.audio.pro newsgroup. 

The basic problem Larry seems to 
have with THX marketing is that it 
appears to be overreaching, some-
how claiming that THX is responsi-
ble for the aesthetic quality you hear 
in a film mix. As he points out, this is 
something we have assiduously 
avoided since the beginning of the 
program, in every way we can, yet 
inevitably, an uninformed part of the 
audience will think "what great THX 
sound" if the sound is good. When I 
explain to students the difference be-
tween what I do and sound design, I 
say, "I make it sound good—Ben 
Burtt makes it sound interesting." I 
hope Larry could agree to this sim-
plified definition, which doubtlessly 
leaves holes but gets the idea across. 
Perhaps "good" in the phrase should 
be modified with "potentially" to sat-
isfy his requirements for precision. 

If anything, I think that the height-
ened awareness to sound that is 
brought about by talking about 
sound systems at all probably helps 
everyone in production and post-
production to do their jobs in an en-
vironment that values sound. After 
all, claiming "Mixed and Recorded in 
a THX Theater" is very little different 
from "shot on Panavision equip-
ment:* which is on many movies. (It 
has been conclusively shown—in a 
classic AES paper "How to Fool the 
Ear and Make Bad Recordings"—that 
the monitor system response affects 
recordings, since mixers balance to 
what they hear, and therefore, it 
helps to hear a standardized moni-
tor.) Larry's biggest problem seems to 
be the Star Wars VHS tapes. I must 
say that I was reluctant at first, too, 
but a comparison with older VHS 

tapes shows these to be truly worth 
the difference in both picture and 
sound quality, although there are for-
mat limitations, of course. 
Tomlinson Holman 
Lucasfilm 

THE KATZ MEOW 

1 enjoy reading about new gear and 
admit to spending time searching for 
a kernel of wisdom in the writings of 
Stephen St.Croix, but the latest Mix 
article that most got my attention was 
"The Secrets of Dither" [October] by 
Bob Katz. This is the type of no-non-
sense, factual information that I and 
others desperately crave and need. 
I suggest that you immediately 

form a posse to search out Bob Katz, 
kidnap him, bring him back to head-
quarters, chain him to a radiator and 
force him to write an article like this 
every month. 
Lee Blaske 
Iblaske@aol.corn 

SHOUT AMEN! 

Thanks to Paul Lehrman for writing 
the article of the decade ["Fear of 
Frying (My Studio)," September Mix]. 
He put into reasonable terms the 
truths which I can never safely con-
vey without first strapping on a strait-
jacket (version 1.0). It should've 
been a cover story. Paul: Preach on, 
brother man. 
Charley Hardman 
White Plains, Md. 

LIVE AND LEARN 

flats oil to Paul Lehrman for step-
ping out with his article "Fear of Fry-
ing (My Studio)" in the September 
issue. 
Some time ago, we received no-

tice of an upgrade to a sequencing 
program which we had been using 
for years. The notice sat for weeks; 
however when an upcoming project 
required piano lead sheets—and 
since the upgrade promised "faster, 
more efficient music printing"—we 
opted to pay $ 100 for the upgrade. 
The catch was we had to go without 

the program for a while since the up-
grade required us to send back the 
"dongle" (copy protection device), 
otherwise we had to front the full 
cost of the program and get reim-
bursed later. Great policy for some-
one who's been using their product 
since the original program came out 
in the '80s. 

Here's the punch line: When we 
received the upgrade, the program 
wouldn't run on our computer at all. 
Apparently, the upgrade had so 
many new subroutines in it, it was 
no longer compatible with the third-
party RAM upgrade installed into the 
computer. (Of course, that was the 
excuse the sequencer people used, 
and the third party swore up and 
down it had to be "the other guy's 
fault.") We actually had to run out 
and buy a new computer with a 4-
meg RAM upgrade in order to have 
things ready to go for that session. 
This has got to be one of the most 
expensive "software upgrades" on 
record. The real kicker is that we 
never were able to get a decent 
printout of the lead sheets for our 
client! 
My first response after reading Mr. 

Lehrman's article was to run off 
copies and send them out to a few 
choice manufacturers. Problem is, 
will they ever get read? Even if they 
do, companies have to react in a 
positive manner, something very dif-
ficult to do in this competitive age 
where the bottom line is the 
almighty buck. I'd like to see more 
honesty and less misleading state-
ments in product literature, but we 
all know what sells. 
Steve Moroniak 
Reel Productions 
Rolling Meadows, Ill. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 
St, *12, Emetyvill4 CA 9460e fax 
(510) 653-5142; or 746733672@ 
compuserte.com. 
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[though it's become 
omething of a pro audio 
tandard. the CR-1604 sn't 
e only 16-channel :ompact 
ixer around. Compare 'em 
nob-for-knob, button-for-
uttcn and you'll also discover 
hat die CR-1604 is not the 
eader when it 

-.. 

wiles 
o sheer 
umber of 
oohickies and 
hingarrabobs. 

For example, the 
R-1604 has less 
icropnone preamps than 
s competition. That's 
ecausa we correctly 
3ssumed that most mixer 
users would get more benefit 
out of 6 low noise. studic-
grade preamps than out of 16 
cheaper ones. If you DO need 
a total of 16 ultra-wide-
bandwioti, high-headroom 
preamp5., simply add our 
Xl.R10 Mic Preamp Exparder. 

Duality over quantity.. 
that's the 2R-1604 design 
pilosophy. Yet ft seems to 
have enough of something. 
Because the CR-1684 has 
mixed andtracked more Otis, 
more commercials, more TV 
program music — and more 
feature film soundtracks — 
than any other compact mixer, 

IIGHB INTERNAL D'NAMIC 
RAKE. That's 19 times 
more dynamic range 
than the 90d5 range % 
of a compact disc! 
This is especially II 
important in 
live sound mixing. /I 

• e---• 
' 

1 * 

1(e) 

.41 -teeele 
- - 3-14JAY 

CONVERTIBLE OESSN 
DOESN'T LEAVE OUT MY 
APPLICAION. The Mackie 
CR-1604's rotating 

• input/output pod lets 
you change from a 
7-rack space mixer 
with jacks to back to 
a tabletop design with 
jacks to top in 
minutes. Add our 
optional RotoPod 
bracket and rotate 
inputs and outputs to 
the same plane as the 
mixer's controls (a 
favorite for small 
recording set-ups). 

WE WU OUT CORLITED 
INTEFRCES. You have 
instant, hands-on 
access to 3-band EQ, 
constant-power pan, 
7Aux sends perch. and 
4 stereo Aux returns. 

<le 

• RFI PROTECT 
KEEPS NISI COT OF YOUR MIX. 
Our metal 1/4" jacks and 
washers plus internal 
blocking capacitors keep 
radio frequency inter-
ference caused by 
bradcast transmis-
sions, microwaves, cell 
phones & computers 
out of your recordings. 

WE DION T LEAVE NMI« HT 
OF OUR FREE ID-PAGE 
BROCHURE. Call toll-free, 
speak to a real person 
and get the most 
complete compact. mixer 
information ever offered 
— including a 16-page 
applications 
guide. 

ULTRA-LOW NOIS:. When you 
compare noise specs, 
look for the test that 
counts: all 16 channels 
at Unity Gain. The 
Mackie CR-1604 leaves 
/ the others behind. 

IF YOU 
OWN AN P-TPACX 

own RECORDER, NOT 
LEV OUT. Unlike other 
compact mixers, the 
CR-1604'5 split console 
design with post-fader 
channel inserts lets you 
simultaneously track on 
eight channels and 
monitorimixdown on 
eight more. 

WE LEFT OUT OBSOLES:ECCE. 
Only the CR-1604 can 
grow with your needs. If 
you add a second or 
thirc'digital multitrack, 
you can add one or two 
more CR-16045 with our 
MixerMixer active 
combiner. 

WE _ EFT OUT 13 MiC PREAMPS! 
Instead of sixteen 
"acceptable" microphone 
preamps, the CR-1604 
features six big-console-
quality preamps, more 
headroom, greater 
bandwidth and less noise 
and distortion than the 

competition. 

IMPRESSIVE MIC 
FRUMP SPECS. -129.5 

ern E.I.N, 300,000Hz 
bandwidth, 0.005% THD. 

WE CANT LEAVE OUT HOW GOOD 
OUF PREAMPS SIED. Top 
percussionists cite the 
CR-1604 prea nips' 
headroom. Direct-to-DAT 
audiophile recordists rave 
about the clarity and 
ultra-low noise floor. 
Vocalists like the robust 
dynamic range. And 
several of the world's top 
microphone manufactur-
ers use CR-1604 mic 
preamps to demo their 
finest condenser mics at 
trade shows. 

1- 16223 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville • WA • 98072 • 800/898-3211 • * 206/487-4337 
mackie com • Outside the US, 206/487-4333 • Repnesented in Ca lada by S.F. Marketing 800/363-8855 






